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MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-1

January 11, 1956

Mr. Robert J. Finley
Deputy State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

Dear Mr. Finley:

You seek our opinion as to whether the proceeds from the sale of the Camden Armory which have been remitted to the State Treasurer shall be retained by him in a separate account, or may be transferred to the General Treasury Account, and if a separate account must be maintained, whether the funds may be properly invested.

Chapter 32 of the Laws of 1955 authorized the Department of Defense to dispose of surplus or unsuitable buildings and grounds, and agreeably thereto the Camden Armory was sold to the City of Camden.

Section 2 of the Act provides:

"The proceeds of any sale made pursuant to this act shall be remitted to the State Treasurer and by him held for application to the purchase price of further sites or grounds or the cost of construction of new buildings for the use of the State military or naval services."

The statute is clear that the remitted proceeds shall be held by the State Treasurer for a specific purpose, to wit, to be applied to the purchase price of further sites or grounds or the cost of construction of new buildings for the use of the State military or naval services. This prevents the deposit of the Camden Armory proceeds in the merged General Treasury Account.

Concerning the investment of the fund, Revised Statutes 52:18-25.1 provides:

"In any case in which the State Treasurer holds moneys of the State under a requirement that said moneys be held for a particular time or be held for a particular use, he may invest such moneys in bonds or notes of the United States until such particular time has arrived or until such time as said moneys are required to be applied to the particular use."

(P.L. 1944, c. 148, p. 417, § 1)

The 1944 restriction placed upon the State Treasurer by Chapter 148, P.L. 1944 supra, as to the type of investments he might make with moneys held for a "particular time," or for a "particular use", was removed by the provisions of N.J.S.A. 52:18A-86 as amended. This statute transferred the functions, powers and duties relating to the investment of such moneys from the State Treasurer to the Director of the Division of Investment, Department of the Treasury, to be exercised subject to the provisions and provisions therein contained.

N.J.S.A. 52:18A-89, as amended, authorizes the Director of the Division of
Investment to invest said monies in such securities and other evidences of indebtedness as are detailed in the Act.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Joseph Lanigan
Deputy Attorney General

January 23, 1956

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-2

Dear Mr. Dittig:

You have requested an opinion in regard to the application of a decision of the New Jersey Supreme Court in the case of Deane v. The Linen Thread Co., Inc., 19 N.J. 578, decided on November 7, 1955, affirming a decision of the Board of Review of the Division of Employment Security, dated April 18, 1955 and mailed on May 9, 1955, on other claimants who are requesting reimbursement for the amounts deducted from their temporary disability benefits equivalent to the amount that they received concurrently under the Federal Social Security Law.

In the case of Khazae Chodorowsky (Charles Chodorow), S.S. No. 151-18-8438, you have requested a decision where the claimant became sick on April 30, 1953 and received benefits for the period May 8, 1953 to November 5, 1953 inclusive, and his benefits for the last twenty-two weeks of this period were reduced by $18.62 per week because he received social security benefits for the same weeks. You have stated that he made no appeal until November 10, 1955.

In the case of Antonio Cucci, S.S. No. 149-10-8651, disability payments were reduced for the compensable weeks from February 3, 1955 through May 4, 1955 because he became entitled to social security payments for this period of time. Mr. Cucci's first request for restoration of the deductions was incorporated in a letter dated November 9, 1955.

N.J.S.A. 43:21-30 provided expressly for the reduction of benefits in the amount of any primary insurance benefits being paid to the claimant as federal old age insurance benefits.

An amendment, P.L. 1952, c. 190, effective July 1, 1952, provided as follows:

"... Disability benefits otherwise required hereunder shall be reduced by the amount paid concurrently under any governmental or private retirement, pension or permanent disability benefit or allowance program to which his most recent employer contributed on his behalf."

The administrative ruling of the Disability Insurance Service in regard to the 1952 amendment was that the amendment did not change the prior Act in regard to the deduction of the amount of benefits received under the Federal Social Security Act from benefits received under the Temporary Disability Benefits Law.


A decision of the Board of Review controls a prior inconsistent ruling of the agency. See Henry A. Deere, Inc. v. Unemployment Compensation Commission, 127 N.J.L. 149 (Sup. Ct. 1941).

After the receipt of the Board of Review decision in the Deane case on May 9, 1955, the Disability Insurance Service ceased to deduct from their payments the amounts received concurrently by the claimants from federal social security. A regulation of an administrative agency out of harmony with a statute is mere nullity. Since the original rule could not be applied, the amended regulation becomes the primary and controlling rule. Neither an amended regulation nor a judicial determination stating that a prior administrative ruling was incorrect are retroactive in operation. Cf. Manhattan General E. Co. v. Commissioner of Int. Rev., 297 U.S. 129, 56 S. Ct. 397 (1936).

A change in an authoritative rule of law resulting from a decision in an independent case announced subsequent to a judgment previously entered, neither demonstrates an error of law apparent upon the face of the judgment, nor constitutes new matter in law, justifying a review of the judgments. John Simmons Co. v. Grier Bros., Co., 258 U.S. 82, 42 S. Ct. 196 (1922); Miller v. McCloud, 117 N.J.E. 123 (E & A 1934); Lockwood v. Waish, 137 N.J.E. 445 (Prerog Ct. 1946). But see In re O'Mara, 106 N.J.E. 311 (Prerog Ct. 1930). The same rule should be applied to the decisions of a quasi-judicial administrative agency.

Since neither the opinion of the Board of Review nor of the Supreme Court are retroactive, the question then arises as to the effective date of the decisions as a precedent:

R.S. 43:21-6(h), as amended, provides:

"Any decision of the board of review shall become final as to any party upon the mailing of a copy thereof to such party or to his attorneys. * * *."

(italics added).

R.R. 1:3-1 provides:

"Where an appeal is permitted, it shall be taken to the appropriate appellate court within the following periods of time after the entry of the judgment, order or determination appealed from:

(6) 45 days—final judgments of all courts except municipal courts;"
judgments nisi in matrimonial matters; and final state agency decisions or actions, except here the time shall run from the date of the service of the decision of the agency or of notice of the action taken, as the case may be.” (Italics added).

The operative date of the decision would appear to be the date of notification and mailing, May 9, 1955.

The provision of the Temporary Disability Benefits Law providing for review, R.S. 43:21-50(b), as amended, states:

"Individuals claiming benefits under the State Plan shall be entitled to review hearing and determination as provided in unemployment compensation cases."

The provision of the Unemployment Compensation Act governing appeals is R.S. 43:21-6(b)(1)(C), as amended, which provides:

"Any claimant or any interested entity or person may file an appeal from any determination * * * within five calendar days after the delivery of notification, or within seven calendar days after the mailing of notification, of such determination. Unless such an appeal is filed such determination shall be final and benefits shall be paid or denied in accordance therewith. * * *" (Italics added).

"It is sound jurisprudence and public policy as well that there should be finality to judgments of courts of competent jurisdiction which parties let go unchallenged, by failing to exercise their right of appeal.” Miller v. McCutcheon, supra, at p. 130.

Our opinion is that the appeals of Kahan Chodorowsky (Charles Chodorow) and Antonio Cucci were not timely and additional payments under the Temporary Disability Benefits Law should be denied to them.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General
By: Robert E. Frederick
Deputy Attorney General

January 23, 1956

Mr. George M. Borden, Secretary
Public Employees’ Retirement System
48 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-3

Dear Mr. Borden:

You have asked our opinion to whether a member of the Public Employees’ Retirement System who was granted a six months’ leave of absence from his position as Senior Clerk in the Division of Employment Security on December 1, 1955 in order to assume temporary duties as Economist with the Department of Conservation and Economic Development must continue to make contributions to the Public Employees’ Retirement System during the time he served temporarily with the Department of Conservation and Economic Development. We understand that the member in question has requested that he be allowed to discontinue contributions during the period for which he is on leave of absence and holding a temporary position with the Department of Conservation and Economic Development.

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-39 provides as follows:

". . . In computing the service or in computing final compensation, no time during which a member was absent on leave without pay shall be credited, unless such leave of absence was for 3 months or less, or unless the service rendered to an employer other than the State or a political subdivision thereof was allowed for retirement purposes by the provisions of any law of this State. Any such member shall be required to contribute, either in a lump sum or by installment payments, an amount calculated, in accordance with the rules and regulations of the board of trustees, to cover the contributions he would have paid for any service or compensation credited for the period of such official leave of absence without pay, unless the service rendered to an employer other than the State or a political subdivision thereof was allowed for retirement purposes by the provisions of any law of this State."

The above quoted section indicates that a member who is "absent on leave without pay" is not obliged to continue to contribute to the Public Employees’ Retirement System during the period of such leave of absence. However, it is our opinion that it does not apply to the case under consideration. N.J.S.A. 43:15A-39 contemplates a situation in which a member of the Public Employees’ Retirement System actually discontinues his public employment and forfeits his public remuneration. It does not encompass a situation, such as the one under consideration, in which a member of the Public Employees’ Retirement System is granted a so-called "leave of absence" from one department of the State so that he may be free to assume temporary duties with another department of the State.

It might be argued that the member in question is not obliged to continue his contributions to the Public Employees’ Retirement System because N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7b limits membership in the Public Employees’ Retirement System to "permanent employees", and because N.J.S.A. 43:15A-39 provides that a person in temporary employment by the State whose temporary employment results in permanent employment "shall be permitted to make contributions covering this temporary service in accordance with the rules and regulations of the board of trustees and receive the same annuity and pension credits as if he had been a member during the temporary service." However, rather than being regarded as a temporary employee of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, the member in question must be regarded as a permanent State employee inasmuch as he has previously been employed by the State in the Division of Employment Security, is now employed by the State in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, and will continue employment by the State in the Division of Employment Security at such time as his duties with the Department of Conservation and Economic Development may be terminated.

As such a permanent State employee, this person’s continued membership in the Public Employees’ Retirement System is required by N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7, which defines the membership of the Public Employees’ Retirement System. Consequently,
OPINIONS

deductions from his salary by way of contributions to the Public Employees' Retirement System are required by N.J.S.A. 43:15A-25, which provides that "Every employee to whom this act applies shall be deemed to consent and agree to any deduction from his compensation required by this act and to all other provisions of this act."

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Charles S. Joelson
Deputy Attorney General

January 23, 1956

Mr. George M. Borden, Secretary
Public Employees' Retirement System of New Jersey
48 West State Street
Trenton 25, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-4

Dear Mr. Borden:

You have asked our opinion as to whether a person receiving retirement benefits from the Public Employees' Retirement System would be eligible to hold the position of Councilman of the Borough of Oceanport if he fills such a position by virtue of appointment by the Mayor and Council to fill an existing vacancy rather than by actual election.

R.S. 43:3-1, as amended, provides as follows:

"Any person who is receiving or who shall be entitled to receive any pension or subsidy from this or any other State or county, municipality or school district of this or any other State, shall be ineligible to hold any public position or employment other than elective in the State or in any county, municipality or school district, unless he shall have previously notified and authorized the proper authorities of said State, county, municipality or school district, from which he is receiving or entitled to receive the pension that, for the duration of the term of office of his public position or employment he elects to receive (1) his pension or (2) the salary or compensation allotted to his office or employment. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to affect any pension status or the renewal of payments of the pension after the expiration of such term of office except that such person shall not accept both such pension or subsidy and salary or compensation for the time he held such position or employment."

In the case under consideration, the pensioner's position as Councilman would be based upon N.J.S.A. 40:87-13, as amended by Chapter 19, P.L. 1955. This statute provides that "all vacancies occurring in any elective office . . . shall be filled by appointment until January first . . . following the next annual election and until the election and qualification of a successor." Since the position of Councilman is an elective office, it is our opinion that a person receiving benefits from the Public Employees' Retirement System would be eligible to hold such position since R.S. 43:3-1, as amended, specifically exempts elective office from the disability from holding public office which it establishes for a person receiving a public pension.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Charles S. Joelson
Deputy Attorney General

ATTORENY GENERAL

ATTORNEY GENERAL

January 26, 1956

HONORABLE JOSEPH E. MCLEAN
Commissioner, Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-5

Dear Commissioner:

You have requested our opinion as to whether or not the Water Policy and Supply Council, in granting applications for permission to divert water for water supply purposes, pursuant to R.S. 58:1-17 et seq., may limit the amount of diversion so permitted in accordance with regional distribution quotas. Also involved in your inquiry is the power of the Council to establish a master plan for the conservation and development of the principal watersheds of the State.

In our opinion, the Council has the power both to adopt a master plan for the foregoing purpose and to limit diversion permits either in accordance with that plan or in the light of other regional needs even if a comprehensive plan has not been adopted.

Chapter 22 of the Laws of 1945, section 10 (N.J.S.A. 13:1A-10) makes the following provision regarding the functions of the Water Policy and Supply Council:

"The council, in addition to other powers and duties vested in it by this act, shall, subject to the approval of the commissioner:

a. Formulate comprehensive policies for the preservation and improvement of the water supply facilities of the State.

b. Survey the needs of the State for additional water supply facilities and formulate plans for the development of such facilities."

R.S. 58:1-11 likewise directs the Water Policy Commission (the predecessor of the Council) to "continue and extend investigations of the water resources of the state . . . so as to complete a comprehensive study for the entire state, for the conservation, development, regulation and use of the waters in each of the principal watersheds of the state." R.S. 58:1-12 requires the commission "to report to the
legislature from time to time the results of such investigations, with plans, to the end that a complete plan be finally presented for the economical and comprehensive development * * * of all the water resources in each of the principal watersheds of the state." The foregoing sections all implement R.S. 58:1-10, which provides:

"The commission shall have general supervision over all sources of potable and public water supplies, including surface, subsurface and percolating waters, to the end that the same may be economically and prudently developed for public use."

In passing upon applications for diversion permits, the Council is directed by R.S. 58:1-20 to make a number of findings, including "whether the plans are just and equitable to the other municipalities and civil divisions of the state affected thereby and to the inhabitants thereof, particular consideration being given to their present and future necessities for sources of water supply." Section 58:1-21 authorizes the Council, in granting an application, to impose "such conditions as it may determine should be made therein to protect * * * the water supply and interests of any municipal corporation or other civil division of the state, or the inhabitants thereof," and the Council shall "make a reasonable effort to meet the needs of the applicant, with due regard to the actual or prospective needs and interests of all other municipal corporations and civil divisions of the state affected thereby, and the inhabitants thereof."

Section 13:1A-10, in conjunction with R.S. 58:1-11 and related sections above cited, makes it not only the power but the duty of the Council to formulate comprehensive policies and plans for the preservation and improvement of the water supply facilities of the State. Sections 58:1-20 and 58:1-21 require the Council to consider the needs of other municipalities and civil divisions of the State as they may be affected by the granting of any particular application. Thus the law seeks to protect the interests of such other municipalities and civil divisions by the adoption of a comprehensive plan for all the principal watersheds of the State, and the use of a regional quota system pursuant to the comprehensive plan.

However, the statute does not make the adoption of a comprehensive state-wide plan a prerequisite to the limiting of diversion permits in the interests of other present or potential users of waters, and it is the duty of the Council at all events, in granting diversion permits, to give due consideration to the water needs of others, either by applying a regional distribution quota system or by any other appropriate means.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas F. Cook
Deputy Attorney General

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-6

ATTORNEY GENERAL

Hon. Dwight R. G. Palmer
Commissioner
New Jersey State Highway Dept.
1035 Parkway Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey

Gentlemen:

You have requested our opinion as to whether, under the statutes creating it, the New Jersey Highway Authority has the power to construct the proposed "Thru-way feeder road" from Paramus to the New York State line.

That question was heretofore answered in the affirmative in Attorney General's Formal Opinion 1952 - #28 written by Deputy Attorney General Benjamin C. Van Tine for Attorney General Theodore D. Parsons under date of September 15, 1952.

That opinion reads in part as follows:

"On behalf of the New Jersey Highway Authority, you have requested an opinion on three certain questions concerning the interpretation and application of the New Jersey Highway Authority Act (P.L. 1952, ch. 16) and the related act which provides for the guarantee of bonds of the New Jersey Highway Authority by the State of New Jersey in a principal amount not exceeding $285,000,000 (P.L. 1952, ch. 17). In substance, the questions relate to the powers of the New Jersey Highway Authority. The questions, together with my answers thereto, are set forth herewith:

1. Q. Whether the northernmost limit of the Garden State Parkway must be at Paramus or Ridgewood or whether the New Jersey Highway Authority is authorized to include, as a part of the Garden State Parkway project, construction made northwardly of such designated points in order to connect with other through arteries?

A. P.L. 1952, ch. 16, section 20 authorizes the construction of a project to be known as 'The Garden State Parkway', beginning at State Highway Route No. 17 in Paramus or Ridgewood. Whether any construction can be undertaken northwardly of such designated points depends upon whether, in the opinion of the New Jersey Highway Authority, such construction will create or facilitate access to the Parkway and increase the use thereof.

1. It is provided by P.L. 1952, ch. 16, section 5(n) that the Authority shall have the power:

   "To construct, maintain, repair and operate any feeder road * * * which in the opinion of the Authority will increase the use of a project * * *"

A feeder road is defined in section 3(g) of ch. 16 as follows:
'Feeder road' means any road which in the opinion of the Authority is necessary to create or facilitate access to a project.

That a 'feeder road' is itself a part of a project is shown by section 15 of ch. 16 which provides in part as follows:

Each feeder road or section thereof acquired, constructed or taken over in connection with a project by the Authority shall for all purposes of this act be deemed to constitute part of the project.

In my opinion, if the New Jersey Highway Authority determines that a 'feeder road' northwardly of Paramus or Ridgewood will create or facilitate access to the Garden State Parkway and will increase the use thereof, the Authority is presently empowered to construct, maintain, operate and repair such 'feeder road' as part of the project to be known as the 'Garden State Parkway,' authorized by P.L. 1952, ch. 16, section 29.

We concur in the quoted conclusion of Mr. Van Tine.

It should be noted that it was also ruled in Formal Opinion 1952-#28 that under section 15 of P.L. 1952, ch. 16 (N.J.S.A. 27:12B-15) no toll could be charged for transit between points on a feeder road constructed under the act. To give the Authority power to charge tolls on feeder roads more than six miles in length, the Legislature, by P.L. 1953, c. 224, amended section 15 of the original act (N.J.S.A. 27:12B-15) so that it now reads in part as follows:

"...no toll shall be charged for transit between points on any public highway taken over as a feeder road or on any feeder road of less than six miles in length constructed by the Authority..."

That the proposed feeder road is to be somewhat more than eight miles in length does not affect the Authority's power to construct it, for by P.L. 1953, c. 224, the Legislature recognized that feeder roads may be more than six miles in length; it authorized toll charges for transit between points on a feeder road only where it was more than six miles in length.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Harold Kolowsky
Asst. Attorney General

ATTORNEY GENERAL

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-7

HON. ROBERT L. FINLEY
Acting State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

DEAR MR. FINLEY:

We have your request dated January 11, 1956 for our opinion as to whether the Governor, the Acting State Treasurer and the Comptroller (hereinafter referred to as the "State officials") may legally assent at this time to the proposed current bank borrowing of $8,000,000 by the New Jersey Highway Authority and to express by a writing, in the form annexed hereto as Exhibit A, their intention and decision to assent to the issuance by the Authority, following the completion of the Egg Harbor Bridge (the Minimum Parkway Completion date), of revenue bonds in the amount of $22,000,000 for costs of completion of the Parkway proper and construction of the Thruway feeder road, as provided for in the Fourth and Fifth Supplemental Resolutions of the Authority, copies of which have been submitted.

As we advised former State Treasurer Archibald S. Alexander by letter dated August 20, 1954, no provision requiring assent by the State officials to borrowing by the New Jersey Highway Authority is found in the act creating the Highway Authority and defining its powers nor in the act providing for the State's guaranty of the first $285,000,000 of bonds issued by the Highway Authority.

The only provisions for such assent are found in the covenants of the General Bond Resolution adopted by the New Jersey Highway Authority on July 8, 1953. The mechanics for the authorization of the bonds of a series are set forth in section 403 and following of the General Bond Resolution. After the bonds, other than guaranteed bonds, have been authorized by a Supplemental Resolution of the Authority, they are to be executed on behalf of the Authority and then delivered to the Trustee under the General Bond Resolution for authentication (section 406 G.B.R.). The Trustee is then required (section 406 G.B.R.) to authenticate the bonds and deliver them to the Authority onUpon its order, if the conditions, if any, set forth in the Supplemental Bond Resolution authorizing such bonds and the conditions set forth in section 407 of the General Bond Resolution have been complied with. Section 407 sets forth various conditions which must be fulfilled before the Trustee may authenticate and deliver bonds of any series. Among those conditions is the requirement that there be delivered to the Trustee "(S) A written document signed by the Governor, State Treasurer and State Comptroller of the State, or any two of such officials including the Governor, referring to the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Bonds and stating that said Supplemental Resolution is assented to by the signers".

Section 708 of the General Bond Resolution, quoted at length in my letter of August 20, 1954, likewise requires the assent of the State officials before bonds, notes or other evidence of indebtedness other than the bonds provided for by the General Bond Resolution may be issued.

As we also stated in our letter of August 20, 1954:

"The provisions in Sections 407 and 708 requiring the written consent of the Governor, State Treasurer and State Comptroller or two of any such
officials including the Governor, are valid covenants made pursuant to the authority of R.S. 27:12B-9. They constitute a contractual restriction on the right of the Authority to issue additional bonds, notes or other evidence of indebtedness. Failure of the State officials named to give their consent would prohibit the issuance by the Authority of any additional securities irrespective of the reason, if any, given by the State officials for refusal to give their consent.

I call to your attention, however, that Attorney General Parsons, in his opinion of July 6, 1953 (Formal Opinion 1953 - No. 29), which dealt with the first issue of $150,000,000 of State guaranteed bonds, said:

"The State's vital interest in the timely and successful completion of the Garden State Parkway is matched by the people's concern that State revenues will not be required to contribute to the payment of obligations incurred by the Authority. The restrictions accepted by the Authority and the covenants which it has given are capable of achieving both objectives. In my opinion, the Authority, in issuing further securities at a later date, and the Governor, State Treasurer, and Comptroller, in consenting to such action at that time will be obligated at such time to satisfy themselves that Garden State Parkway revenues always will be adequate to discharge all Highway Authority debts." 

In our opinion, the State officials have the power to assent to the current bank borrowing of $8,000,000, this pursuant to the provisions for such assent found in Section 708 of the General Bond Resolution.

It is further our opinion that the State officials have the power now to execute and deliver Exhibit A hereto attached in which, among other things, they state that:

"If the Authority, on or after August of 1956, shall be required to sell said Series D Bonds and Series E Bonds in order to comply with its obligations under said resolution of January 18, 1956 and the Loan Agreement authorized thereby, and if the bonds so sold bear a rate or rates of interest, and are sold at prices, reasonably consistent with the rates of interest prevailing on, and market prices obtainable for, new issues of bonds of like character at the time of such sale, it is our intention and we have decided to assent to said Fourth and Fifth Supplemental Resolutions when completed and adopted by the Authority. The foregoing does not, of course, in any way preclude the Authority from requesting assent to resolutions authorizing bonds (or notes to be issued) at an earlier date for retiring such Promissory Notes or prevent our assenting to such resolutions if we determine that such assent should be given."

The Fourth and Fifth Supplemental Resolutions referred to contain all the terms of the proposed bonds except for the interest rates. We understand from representatives of the Authority and the State Officials' financial advisor that the sinking fund and redemption provisions conform to those of the prior issues of the Highway Authority bonds so that the proposed new bonds are not required to be redeemed or paid off at a faster pro rata rate than the bonds now outstanding.
OPINIONS

When the bonds are actually to be issued, which will be after a determination is made as to the interest rate and the price at which the bonds are to be sold, the Authority will have to obtain an assent from the State Officials. Without such assent the Trustee under the General Bond Resolution would not have authority to authenticate the proposed new bonds.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: HAROLD KOLovsky
Asst. Attorney General

ANSON K. NEEDS, Director
Division of Taxation
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-8

DEAR MR. NEEDS:

You have requested an opinion (1) whether the purchase of accounts receivable by a corporation constitutes the doing of a financial business within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 54:10B, and (2) whether the phrase “discounting and negotiating” as used in this statute implicitly includes “purchasing” so as to subject such a corporation’s activities to a tax under the Financial Business Tax Act.

The facts, as stated by you, are that the American Commercial Corporation, a New Jersey corporation, purchases from its customers receivables, book debts, notes, acceptances, drafts and other choses in action by written agreement. On making such purchases, American pays 75% of the face value of the accounts receivable to the customer from moneys it borrows from banks. American acquires full and absolute title at the time of purchase. As the debtor makes payment to American, the 25% originally withheld is paid to the customer, subject to a service charge levied by the corporation. Such service charge is the only source of income of American. You also state the corporation’s activities do not appear to be in substantial competition with the business of national banks.

The section of the Financial Business Tax Law defining financial business is N.J.S.A. 54:10B-2(b), which reads:

"Financial business" shall mean all business enterprise which is (1) in substantial competition with the business of national banks and which (2) employs moneved capital with the object of making profit by its use as money, through discounting and negotiating promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange and other evidences of debt; buying and selling exchange; making of or dealing in secured or unsecured loans and discounts; ** *.* This shall include, without limitation of the foregoing businesses commonly known as industrial banks, dealers in commercial paper and acceptances, sales finance, personal finance, small loan and mortgage financing businesses, as well as any other enterprise employing moneved capital coming into competition with the business of national banks; ** *.*" (Italics added).
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As an aid to the interpretation of the foregoing statute, N.J.S.A. 17:16B-1(e) defines a sales finance company as follows:

"Sales finance company means and includes any person engaging in this State in the business, in whole or in part, of acquiring retail installment contracts from retail sellers by purchase, discount or pledge, or by loan or advance to a retail seller on the security thereof, or otherwise." (Italics added).

Since N.J.S.A. 54:10B-2(b) states that it includes the business of "sales finance without limitation by the words "discounting and negotiating," and the foregoing definition of sales finance company includes the acquisition by "purchase" as well as by "discount," it would appear to be the legislative intent to include by implication the word "purchase" in N.J.S.A. 54:10B-2(b), since the statutes are in pari materia.


"To negotiate means, among other things, to transfer, to sell, to pass, to procure by mutual intercourse and agreement with another, to arrange for, to settle by dealing and management." Yerkes v. National Bank, 69 N. Y. 382 (Ct. of Appeals 1877).

The word "negotiated" as used in the Negotiable Instruments Act, N.J.S.A. 7:2-30, is used in the sense of the word "transferred". Fidelity Union Trust Co. v. Dacker, 106 N.J.L. 132, at p. 136 (E & A 1930).

The statute setting forth the powers of national banks is 12 U.S.C.A., § 24, p. 18, which provides:

" * * * a national banking association * * * shall have the power Seventh. To exercise by its board of directors or duly authorized officers or agents, subject to law, all such incidental powers as shall be necessary for keeping the business of banking; by discounting and negotiating promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and other evidences of debt; * * * *" (Italics added).

The wording of the powers granted in this statute is comparable to part of the definition of "financial business" in N.J.S.A. 54:10B-2(b) (2), supra.

Competition means there is a material amount of moneved capital engaged in a business which bids against national banks for the business which they are authorized to do. First National Bank v. City of Hartford, 187 Wisc. 290, 203 N.W. 721 (Sup. Ct. of Wisc. 1925); reversed on other grounds, 273 U.S. 548, 47 S. Ct. 462 (1927).

Competition may exist although it does not extend to all aspects of the business of national banks. Crowe v. Mccullogh v. McColgan, 23 Cal. 2d 280, 144 P. 2d 331 (Sup. Ct. of Calif. 1943).

Few banks undertake loans on accounts receivable, since they are too risky. The business has devolved upon specialized brokerage or discount houses, and the banks, instead of lending directly by discounting accounts receivable, tend to the discount house on the security which it can provide. See Westfield - Money, Credit and Banking, 941 (Rev. Ed. 1947).
OPINIONS

It is our opinion that if the Corporation Tax Bureau finds that the operations of American Commercial Corporation are not in substantial competition with the business of national banks, the corporation is not taxable under the Financial Business Tax Law even though its purchases of accounts receivable are within the statutory definition of "discounting and negotiating... evidences of debt."

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: ROBERT E. FREDERICK
Deputy Attorney General

February 8, 1956

Mr. Harry E. Bloch
Assistant Clerk
Hudson County Board of Elections
591 Summit Avenue
Jersey City 6, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-9

DEAR Mr. Bloch:

You have requested our opinion as to the right of the Hudson County Board of Elections to further revise and re-adjust election districts in a municipality, pursuant to the Election Law (R.S. 19:4-7), after the municipality has re-adjusted its ward and boundary lines and divided such wards into election districts, pursuant to the provisions of the Revised Statutes, Title 40, Chap. 44, Sections 40:44-1 through 40:44-8.

Your inquiry presents the factual situation:

"The facts in the matter are as follows: The Township of North Bergen, Hudson County, has re-warded its Township pursuant to a resolution, copy of which is enclosed herewith. As a result of said Ordinance, Ward Commissioners were appointed and proceeded to divide the Township into wards pursuant to Revised Statutes 40:44-8 and thereafter, said Ward Commissioners proceeded to establish District Lines in said wards pursuant to said Revised Statutes 40:44-8."

Revised Statutes, Title 40, Chap. 44, establishes a procedure for the division of municipalities into wards and districts. The governing body of any municipality may by ordinance provide for the division of such municipality into wards, or where such municipality has heretofore been so divided, it may by ordinance provide for a change of lines and boundaries of wards or for an increase or decrease in the number thereof (Sec. 1). Upon the ordinance becoming effective the Mayor or other chief executive officer of the municipality shall appoint four commissioners to fix and define the lines and boundaries of such wards. The commissioners shall, within ten days after their appointment, take and subscribe an oath to faithfully and impartially perform the duties imposed upon them (Sec. 2). The commissioners shall, within

sixty days after their appointment, make their report to the governing body of the municipality, and file it with the municipal clerk, in which report the boundaries and dividing lines of such wards shall be properly described, with a statement of the population of each ward as nearly as can be ascertained, and a map showing the lines and the extent and boundaries of such wards shall be made and filed by the commissioners with their report; all of which shall be attested and certified by the commissioners under their hands, and shall remain a record in the office of the municipal clerk.

All such wards shall be formed of contiguous territory, and in fixing the lines and boundaries thereof, the commissioners shall have regard to equality of population (Sec. 3). Ten days after the making and filing of the report the lines and boundaries of such wards shall be as set forth in the report of the commissioners, and all other and former ward lines and boundaries shall therewith be abrogated. Sections 5 and 6 provide for the re-adjustment of wards and the acts of the majority of the commissioners shall be deemed to be the acts of all and a report signed by a majority of the commissioners shall be considered the report of the commissioners. The Act, by Section 7, provides for the continuance of current officers and the terms of subsequent officers.

Section 8 of the Act provides:

"40:44-8. Wards divided into election districts

When any municipality is divided into wards, or a change is made in the lines or boundaries of wards, or the number of wards increased or decreased as hereinbefore provided, the commissioners shall divide the wards into election districts or precincts.

* * * * *

The Election Law (R. S. 19:4-7) authorizes the re-adjustment of boundaries of election districts subject to the conditions set forth in the statute. It reads:

"19:4-7. Readjustment of boundaries of election districts without regard to number of voters.

"Where it appears that serious inconvenience has been caused the voters by the size or shape of an election district in a municipality, or that certain districts contain an unequally large or small number of voters in comparison with other districts in such municipality or that a change is necessary because of a change of ward lines, the county board in counties of the first class and the elective governing body of the municipality in counties other than counties of the first class may revise or readjust the election districts in the municipality, without regard to whether a readjustment is authorized by section 19:4-6 of this title."

Section 19:4-6 is not relevant in the instant case.

Your inquiry involves a construction of the cited sections of Title 40, originally the Home Rule Act of 1917, and the section of the Election Law quoted by you. The specific question for consideration is, does the amended election law (19:4-7) expressly or impliedly repeal the statutory grant of power to a municipality, in a county of the first class, acting by its commissioners, to divide its wards into election districts or precincts.
MR. W. LEWIS BAMBRICK, Manager
Unsatisfied Claim and Judgement Fund Board
222 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-10

DEAR MR. BAMBRICK:

You have requested our opinion concerning an application for payment from the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund which has been made to the Essex County District Court pursuant to R.S. 39:6-61 et seq.

You have informed us that the applicant suffered personal injuries and property damage in a motor vehicle accident, filed proper notice of the accident and an intention to file a claim against an uninsured driver of a motor vehicle, required by R.S. 39:6-65, and sued for his damages in the Essex County District Court where judgment in the amount of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) was entered in his favor on October 4, 1955. The plaintiff-applicant thereupon filed an application for payment of the judgment under the provisions of R.S. 39:6-69 which states that:

“When any qualified person recovers a valid judgment for an amount in excess of two hundred dollars ($200.00), exclusive of interest and costs, in any court of competent jurisdiction in this State, against any other person, who was the operator or owner of a motor vehicle, for injury to, or death of, any person or persons or for damage to property, except property of others in charge of such operator or owner or such operator’s or owner’s employees, arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of the motor vehicle in this State or on or after the first day of April, one thousand nine hundred and fifty-five, and any amount in excess of two hundred dollars ($200.00) remains unpaid thereon, such judgment creditor may, upon the termination of all proceedings, including reviews and appeals in connection with such judgment, file a verified claim in the court in which the judgment was entered and, upon ten days’ written notice to the board may apply to the court for an order directing payment out of the fund of the amount unpaid upon such judgment, which exceeds the sum of two hundred dollars ($200.00) and does not exceed * * * (certain maximum amounts not at issue herein) * * *”

R.S. 39:6-70 directs the court to proceed upon the application in a summary manner and to examine the judgment creditor as to whether he has complied with certain conditions stated therein to the effect that he has made a diligent search and has been assured that the judgment debtor has no assets with which to pay any part of the judgment. Upon being satisfied that the claim is valid, the court may make an order directing the State Treasurer to make payment from the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund (R.S. 39:6-71).

In order to satisfy the requirements of R.S. 39:6-70 the applicant, in his attempt to show the court that he has diligently attempted to find assets which could be recovered in payment of the judgment which was unsuccessful, has stated in his affidavit submitted to the court, paragraph 6, that:

“On October 4, 1955 a judgment was entered in the Essex County District Court in the sum of $1,000.00 and the amount owing at this time is the sum of $1,000.00 exclusive of a separate agreement whereby the defendant paid $200.00 to be applied over and above the $800.00 that the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Board would pay after the assignment of the judgment to them. The said $200.00 by the said agreement was to be applied after he had faithfully and fully made his payments to the said Board and was to be held by myself as the share that the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund would not reimburse me for until and when they were successful in collecting the amount of money due the Fund by the assignment of this judgment.”

In effect, the applicant is stating that he has received previous payment from the uninsured defendant of two hundred dollars ($200.00) which he intends to apply over and above the maximum amount that he could receive from the court on the application of eight hundred dollars ($800.00) because of the provisions of R.S.
39:6-73 which provides for a deduction of two hundred dollars ($200.00) from the total amount of the judgment (R.S. 39:6-73 (c)). It is our opinion that the position of the plaintiff-applicant that he is entitled to the full eight hundred dollars ($800.00) instead of six hundred dollars ($600.00) is untenable in light of the intent and meaning of the statute.

R.S. 39:6-70 (h) requires the applicant to show that:

"(h) He has caused to be issued a writ of execution upon said judgment and the sheriff or officer executing the same has made a return showing that no personal or real property of the judgment debtor, liable to be levied upon in satisfaction of the judgment, could be found or that the amount realized on the sale of them or of such of them as were found, under said execution, was insufficient to satisfy the judgment, stating the amount so realized and the balance remaining due on the judgment after application thereon of the amount realized."

Subsection (j) of the same section further requires him to show that:

"(j) He has made all reasonable searches and inquiries to ascertain whether the judgment debtor is possessed of personal or real property or other assets, liable to be sold or applied in satisfaction of the judgment,"

and subsection (k) provides that:

"(k) By such search he has discovered no personal or real property or other assets, liable to be sold or applied or that he has discovered certain of them, describing them, owned by the judgment debtor and liable to be so sold and applied and that he has taken all necessary action and proceedings for the realization thereof and that the amount thereby realized was insufficient to satisfy the judgment, stating the amount so realized and the balance remaining due on the judgment after application of the amount realized."

The statutory provision dealing with the procedure which the court follows in making an order directing the treasurer to make payment to the applicant from the fund, R.S. 39:6-71, requires the court to be satisfied:

"** * * ** (a) of the truth of all matters required to be shown by the applicant by section 10 * * * (R.S. 39:6-70) * * *.""

The plaintiff-appellant, by the very terms of his own affidavit, has shown that he has not complied with subsection (k) of R.S. 39:6-70 which requires him to show the court that he has discovered no personal property of the defendant which may be applied to the judgment. In fact, he has recovered the sum of two hundred dollars in advance of his application to the court.

This sum should be applied to reducing the judgment before the order of the court is entered directing the treasurer to pay the unsatisfied portion of the judgment. Any other construction of the intention of the Legislature as expressed in these provisions would defeat the purpose of the fund. If any other construction would be made, applicants could easily make arrangements to defeat the purpose of the requirement set forth in R.S. 39:6-70 (C.f. also R.S. 39:6-73 (b) (1) and (2)).

When the intent of the Legislature is clearly and plainly expressed, it must be carried out by the court. Daccarco v. Edgerly, 19 N.J. 443, 451 (1955). It is clear that the Legislature intended to make funds available to applicants, attempting to obtain money from indigent defendants of sums over the amount of two hundred dollars (R.S. 39:6-73 (c)), and further intended that the balance of that two hundred dollars should be collected after payment has been made out of the fund, but not before. The statute is clear and unambiguous in this respect and should be so interpreted Barthall v. Board of Review, 36 N.J. Super. 349, 360 (App. Div. 1955); see also Brunson v. Nett, 35 N.J. Super. 42, 52 (App. Div. 1955).

Furthermore, plaintiff cannot contend that an arrangement such as he has entered into with the judgment debtor is a payment in escrow which takes effect after an order to pay out of the fund is made by the court. In Mantel v. Landa, 134 N.J. Eq. 194 (Ch. 1943), a mortgagee in a chattel mortgage proceeding stated in his affidavit of true consideration that the sum loaned by him was $12,500, and that $5,000 of that amount represented a premium for making the loan. In a bill filed by the assignee for the benefit of creditors to set aside the chattel mortgage, the mortgage was attacked primarily on the ground that the affidavit did not truthfully set forth the true consideration as required by R.S. 46:28-5. The reason set forth was that of the $10,000 loaned, $2,000 was deposited by the mortgagee with his attorney, in escrow, for delivery to the mortgagor as soon as certain old liens were cancelled of record, and this the assignee claimed was not actually loaned on the day the affidavit was made and that, therefore, the affidavit was false and the mortgage invalid.

The court in this case said at p. 195:

"A deposit in escrow is irrevocable except by consent of both parties. Upon performance of the condition mentioned in the escrow agreement, the depositary is bound to make delivery pursuant to the agreement, and if he fails to do so, he becomes personally liable for his breach of duty. The delivery of the escrow by the depositary to the person entitled to receive it, will be related back to the original delivery to the depositary, when necessary to effectuate the intention of the parties, or to promote justice. Fred v. Fred, 50 Atl. Rep. 776; Kelly v. Chinich, 91 N.J. Eq. 97; Mevray v. Gold- man, 102 N.J. Eq. 599; 105 N.J. Eq. 583; First National Bank v. Scott, 109 N.J. Eq. 244."

For these reasons it is our conclusion that the applicant is only entitled to six hundred dollars as a payment from the fund.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David M. Saxe, Jr.
Deputy Attorney General
MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-11

Dear Director:

You have requested our advice as to whether or not a municipality maintaining separate funds as hereinbefore described may properly invest those funds in a savings and loan association up to the limit of $10,000 in each of these funds. The answer depends, in our opinion, upon whether the separate account maintained by each of these funds would be insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. See R.S. 17:12A-151; Formal Opinion 1945, No. 80. For the reasons hereinafter given, our answer is in the affirmative.

The funds in question, which are required by law to be kept in separate accounts, are (1) tax moneys and other revenues to support its general operations, known as the “Current Account”, (2) moneys derived from the operation of each publicly owned or operated utility, known as the “Utility Fund” (R.S. 40:2-33), and (3) receipts derived from special assessments on property specially benefited by local improvement, known as the “Assessment Revenue Fund” (R.S. 40:2-34). It is expressly provided in R.S. 40:2-33 that the Utility Fund shall be applied only to the payment of operating and maintenance costs and debt service of such utility; and R.S. 40:2-34 makes a similar provision that the Assessment Revenue Fund shall be applied only to the payment of that part of the cost of any such improvement as has been specially assessed, or of any bonds to finance such improvement, until all such bonds have been paid. R.S. 40:2-35 further provides:

“Moneys held in any separate fund shall be treated by the officers of the county or municipality as moneys held in trust for the purpose for which such separate fund was created and no banking institution accepting any such fund shall divert the moneys in such funds to any other purpose.”

Upon receipt of your inquiry, we wrote to the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, which has replied with the following opinion from its Legal Department:

“Section 401(b) of the National Housing Act, as amended, provides that a public official having official custody of public funds and lawfully investing the same in an insured institution is an insured member and for the purpose of determining the amount of the insured account shall be deemed an insured member in such custodial capacity separate and distinct from any other officer, employee, or agent of the same or any public unit having official custody of public funds and lawfully investing the same in the same insured institution in custodial capacity.”

“Recognizing that various funds held by a public official may be held under different conditions as funds allocated to bond-holders or other individuals dealing with a public unit as distinguished from general funds, the

Legal Department has construed the statute as permitting the separate insurance of funds which are distinct funds required under local law to be held separate and to be used for a specific purpose, provided each such fund is held by the public official in a custodial capacity distinct from his official capacity as custodian of other funds or general funds of the public unit. However, the mere labelling of funds for accounting or bookkeeping purposes would not permit separate insurance of each such fund for the reason all would be held in the same custodial capacity. The custodial capacity in which funds are held determines insurance coverage and not the title of an account.”

In view of the foregoing, we are of the opinion that each of the funds in question would be held by a municipal official in a custodial capacity distinct from his official capacity as custodian of other funds of the municipality; that each such fund would therefore be insured up to the amount of $10,000; and that, accordingly, a municipality may properly invest each of said funds in an insured savings and loan association up to the limit of $10,000 in each fund.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas P. Cook
Deputy Attorney General

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-12

Dear Mr. Patten:

You submit for our opinion the following question:

“Can a Member of the County Board of Elections be a candidate for Delegate to the National Convention?”

The election statute, R.S. 19:6-17, provides:

“19:6-17. The county board shall consist of four persons, who shall be legal voters of the counties for which they are respectively appointed. Two members of such county board shall be members of the political party which at the last preceding general election, held for the election of all of the members of the general assembly, cast the largest number of votes in this state for members of the general assembly, and the remaining two members of such board shall be members of the political party which at such election cast the next largest number of votes in the state for members of the general assembly. No person who holds elective public office shall be eligible to serve as a member of the county board during the term of such elective office. The office of member of the county board shall be deemed vacant
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March 23, 1956

Honorable Edward J. Patten
Secretary of State
Trenton, New Jersey

March 23, 1956
upon such member becoming a candidate for an office to be voted upon at any primary, general election or special election, except for nomination for or election to membership in any county committee or state committee, such candidacy to be determined by the filing of a petition of nomination duly accepted by such member in the manner provided by law."

It will be noted that the office of Member of a County Board of Elections shall be deemed vacant, upon such Member becoming a candidate for an office to be voted upon at any primary election, except for nomination for or election to membership in any County Committee or State Committee.

The Election Law, R.S. 19:1-1 defines a Primary Election as:

"Primary election" means the procedure whereby the members of a political party in this state or any political subdivision thereof nominate candidates to be voted for at general elections, or elect persons to fill party offices, or delegates and alternates to national conventions."

The candidacy of a County Election Board Member for Delegate to the National Convention is determined by his filing of a Petition of Nomination, duly accepted.

By so doing he thereby vacates his election office and may participate in the Primary Election as a candidate for the Party office of Delegate.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: JOSEPH LANHAM
Deputy Attorney General

JL: MG

April 11, 1956

The Honorable John W. Tramburg, Commissioner
Department of Institutions and Agencies
State Office Building
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-13

Dear Commissioner TRAMBURG:

You have advised us that questions have been raised as to possible interpretations of the term "assist in placement" which appears in section 3 of chapter 264 of the Laws of 1953 (N.J.S.A. 9:3-19(A)) and chapter 265 of the Laws of 1953 (N.J.S.A. 2A:96-6 to 8) and you ask our opinion on the following question: "Does the referral of an unmarried mother or a prospective adopting parent to an approved adoption agency represent assistance in the placement of a child for adoption, or an offering to place a child for adoption, so as to make a physician subject to criminal or civil penalty for so doing?"

You advise that the activities of the physician are confined to rendering advice to an unmarried mother or to a prospective adopting parent that their situation might best be handled by an approved adoption agency and, further, that the physician might undertake to furnish these individuals with the names of one or more such approved adoption agencies.

It is our opinion and we so advise you that such activity on the part of a duly licensed physician does not constitute an effort on his part to "place, offer to place, or assist in the placement of any child in New Jersey for the purpose of adoption" as contemplated in R.S. 9:3-19, nor does it constitute a violation of N.J.S.A. 2A:96-6 and 7.

N.J.S.A. 9:3-19(A), which is part of section 3 of L. 1953, c. 264, reads as follows:

"A. No person, firm, corporation, association or agency shall place, offer to place, or assist in the placement of any child in New Jersey for the purpose of adoption, unless such person, firm, corporation, association or agency shall be the natural or adopting parent of the child or shall have been approved for such purpose by the Department of Institutions and Agencies and such approval shall not have been rescinded at the time of placement or offer for placement; provided, however, that this prohibition shall not apply to the placement of a child for the purpose of adoption with a brother, sister, aunt, uncle, grandparent or stepparent of such child. The Superior Court, in an action by the Commissioner of the Department of Institutions and Agencies, shall restrain any party found by the court to have violated this subsection A from any further violation of this subsection."

N.J.S.A. 2A:96-6 and 7, which were enacted as sections 1 and 2 of chapter 265 of the Laws of 1953, provide as follows:

2A:96-6. "No person, firm, corporation, association, or agency shall place, offer to place, or in any manner assist in the placement of a child in the home of any other person, or persons for the purpose of adoption, other than in the home of a brother, sister, aunt, uncle, grandparent or stepparent of such child, unless such person, firm, corporation, association, or agency shall be the natural or adopting parent of the child, or shall have been approved for such purpose as provided by law. Any person, firm, corporation, association, or agency violating this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. L. 1953, c. 265, p. 1779, § 1."

2A:96-7. "No person, including a natural parent or parent by adoption, and no firm, corporation, association or agency, other than an agency approved to place children for adoption as provided by law, shall place, offer to place, or in any manner assist in the placement of a child in the home of any other person or persons for the purpose of adoption and, in so doing, take, receive or pay any money or anything of value, or undertake or discharge any financial obligation, except in connection with the birth and any illness of the child. Any person, including a natural parent or parent by adoption, and any firm, corporation, association or agency, other than an agency approved to place children for adoption as provided by law, violating this section, shall be guilty of a high misdemeanor. L. 1953, c. 265, p. 1779, § 2."

Chapters 264 and 265 of the Laws of 1953 are in pari materia and in view thereof the meaning of the words "assist in the placement of any child in New Jersey for the purpose of adoption" is made clear when the statutes are considered together.
The unauthorized conduct is not the referral of an unmarried mother or a prospective adopting parent to an approved adoption agency, but rather, the placement or assistance in the placement of a child in the home of any person or persons for the purpose of adoption other than in the home of a brother, sister, aunt, uncle, grandparent or step-parent of such child by anyone other than the natural or adopting parent of the child in an approved agency.

The activity of the physician described in your question does not constitute placement of a child for adoption but rather, mere referral of interested parties to an agency established for that purpose. The ultimate decision as to the placement of the child for adoption is one to be made by the agency after examination of all factors in the background of the child and the adopting parents and is not to be influenced by the intervention of the physician. He acts only in the capacity of one who seeks full compliance with the law and merely suggests that unmarried mothers and prospective adopting parents utilize the services of an accredited agency to accomplish their objective.

Although we have found no New Jersey case which has dealt specifically with the question raised by you, we do find that the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia dealt with substantially the same question in the opinion filed by it in Goodman v. District of Columbia, 50 A.2d 812 (Mun. Ct. of App. for the Dist. of Col. 1947). In that case the Court had affirmed the conviction of a lawyer for violating the "Baby Brokers' Law," 32 Dist. of Col. Code 1946, sections 781 to 789. The court discussed the provisions of section 788 of the District's Code, which read as follows:

"No person other than the parent, guardian, or relative within the third degree, and no firm, corporation, association or agency, other than a licensed child-placing agency, may place or arrange or assist in placing or arranging for the placement of a child under sixteen years of age in a family home or for adoption.* * *

After pointing out that the statutory language was aimed not at prohibiting, but rather, at insuring that referrals to approved agencies will be made to protect the children and parents involved "not only from corrupt or irresponsible intermediaries but also from the careless and untrained," the court said, at 50 A.2d 814:

"We think it plain that so long as the lawyer gives only legal advice; so long as he appears in court in adoption proceedings, representing either relinquishing or adopting parents; so long as he refrains from serving as intermediary, go-between, or placing agent; so long as he leaves or refers the placement of children and the arrangements for their placement to agencies duly licensed, he is within his rights under the statute.* * *

(Emphasis supplied)

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Eugene T. Urbaniak
Deputy Attorney General

GCR:HK:ETU/kms

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-14

HONORABLE JOSEPH E. MCLEAN, Commissioner
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

ATTOYRE GENERAL

APRIL 12, 1956

HONORABLE JOSEPH E. MCLEAN, Commissioner
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-14

DEAR MR. MCLEAN:

You have referred to us letter dated March 16, 1956 from the Federal Housing Administration at Washington, D. C. to Mr. William F. Hoffman, Director of the Federal Housing Administration office at Newark, New Jersey, raising several questions with reference to the New Jersey "Limited-Dividend Housing Corporations Law" (N.J.S.A. 55:16-1 et seq.) and the effect of certain provisions of that law in a situation where a housing project is to be constructed by a limited-dividend housing corporation with mortgage financing insured by the Section 220 Housing Insurance Fund (12 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1715), through the Federal Housing Administration.

The Limited-Dividend Housing Corporation Law was originally enacted as Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1949. After a declaration of the existence of a housing shortage and of blighted areas requiring public assistance for the construction of new housing, the Act permits the organization of limited-dividend housing corporations to construct and operate housing projects when authorized by the Public Housing and Development Authority in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, hereafter called the Authority (N.J.S.A. 55:16-4). The Act authorizes the formation of such housing corporations after approval of the certificate of incorporation by the Authority (N.J.S.A. 55:16-6.7), contains limitations relating to dividends and distribution of surplus on dissolution of the corporation; provides authority for municipalities to exempt the housing project from taxation and to enter into lease thereof annual payments on a formula basis (N.J.S.A. 55:16-18) and sets out in N.J.S.A. 55:16-4 the powers of such corporation. Included among such powers are those provided in Subsection 14, which was added by the amendment to the Act accomplished by Chapter 305 of the Laws of 1949.

Subsection (14) reads as follows:

"* * * (14) To obtain, or aid in obtaining, from the Federal Government any insurance or guarantee or commitment therefor, as to, or for the payment or repayment of interest or principal, or both, or any part thereof, of any loan or other extension of credit, or any instrument evidencing or securing the same, obtained or to be obtained or entered into by it; and to enter into any agreement, contract or any other instrument whatsoever with respect to any such insurance or guarantee."

The section also provides "the Authority may make the exercise of any of the rights, powers and privileges of housing corporations set forth in this section, subject to its prior approval."

In addition to various other provisions governing the operation of limited-dividend housing corporations, the Act permits the Authority to "make, amend, modify and repeal rules and regulations to effectuate the purposes of the Act and to supervise the operations of any housing corporations thereunder" * * and "to
OPINIONS

supervise the planning, development and management of new housing projects undertaken by such corporation" (N.J.S.A. 55:16-11). It also provides that prior approval of the Authority is necessary before any project is purchased, acquired or undertaken (N.J.S.A. 55:16-12); that the Authority shall have the power to supervise housing corporations and their real and personal property in various designated respects (N.J.S.A. 55:16-16); and that the Authority may institute proceedings to enforce the provisions of the Act or its regulations and to foreclose mortgages it may hold (N.J.S.A. 55:16-17).

Regarding foreclosure of mortgages covering such projects, N.J.S.A. 55:16-17 provides in part:

"** In any foreclosure action, other than a foreclosure action instituted by the Authority: the Authority and the municipality in which any tax exemption or abatement is provided any housing corporation, in addition to other necessary parties, shall be made parties defendant; and the Authority and the municipality shall take all steps in such action necessary to protect the interest of the public therein, and no costs shall be awarded against the Authority or the municipality. Subject to the terms of any applicable contract, agreement, guarantee or insurance entered into or obtained pursuant to subsection (14) of section eight hereof; judgment of foreclosure shall not be entered unless the court to which application therefor is made shall be satisfied that the interest of the lien-holders or holders can not be adequately secured or safeguarded except by the sale of the property; and in any such proceeding, the court shall be authorized to make an order increasing the rents to be charged for the housing accommodations in the project involved in such foreclosure, or appoint the Administrator or any officer of the municipality in which any tax exemption or abatement with respect to the project is provided, as a receiver of the property, or grant such other and further relief as may be reasonable and proper; and in the event of a foreclosure sale or other judicial sale, the property shall be sold only to a housing corporation which will maintain, operate and manage the project subject to the provisions of this act and the regulations of the Authority, approved by the Board of Trustees, issued hereunder, unless the court shall find that the interest and principal on the obligations secured by the lien the subject of foreclosure cannot be earned under the limitations imposed by the provisions of this act and that the proceeding was brought in good faith, in which event the property may be sold free of limitations imposed by this act or subject to such limitations as the court may deem advisable to protect the public interest."

(Emphasis supplied)

The letter from the Federal Housing Administration, after recognizing the feasibility of financing housing projects constructed under the Limited-Dividend Housing Corporations Law through a Federal Housing Administration insured mortgage, expresses concern with reference to the restrictions placed on foreclosure of mortgages by N.J.S.A. 55:16-17. The letter sets out the four statutory requirements applicable to mortgage foreclosure proceedings with which they are concerned as follows:

"(1) In addition to the mortgagor, the Housing Authority shall be made parties defendant and the Authority and the municipality are required to take all steps in such action necessary to protect the interest of the public therein.

(2) Judgment of foreclosure shall not be entered unless the court to which application therefor is made shall be satisfied that the interest of the lien-holder cannot be adequately secured or safeguarded except by sale of the property.

(3) The court is given broad discretionary powers in the matter of appointment of a receiver and the fixing of rentals to be charged during the time the foreclosure action is pending.

(4) In the event of a foreclosure sale, the property shall be sold only to a housing corporation, which will maintain, operate and manage the project subject to the provisions of the Act, and the regulations, unless the Court shall find that the interest and principal on the obligations secured by the lien cannot be earned under the limitations imposed by the provisions of the Act and that the proceedings were brought in good faith, in which event the property may be sold free of limitations."

Our opinion is requested as to the applicability of these restrictions to mortgages which have been insured by the Federal Housing Administrator and as to the power of the Authority or the Authority, or both, to waive these restrictions.

Under the applicable portion of N.J.S.A. 55:16-17 quoted above, it will be necessary, in the event of foreclosure, that the Authority and the municipality in which the project is located be joined as parties defendant. This creates no problem and need not be of any concern. Its evident purpose is to insure that the Authority and the municipality have notice of the foreclosure and reasonable opportunity to take such steps as they may deem necessary to protect the public interest.

However, the restrictions referred to in items 2, 3 and 4 of the letter would not affect a mortgage insured by the Federal Housing Administrator if, at the time of the execution of such mortgage, or in the mortgage itself, the housing corporation, with the approval of the Authority, enters into an agreement providing that they should not. This is so because by the express provisions of N.J.S.A. 55:16-17 the applicability of such restrictions may be limited by the terms of "any applicable contract, agreement, guarantee or insurance entered into or obtained pursuant to subsection 14 of N.J.S.A. 55:16-8, that is, an agreement made for the purpose of obtaining or aiding in the obtaining from the Federal Government of a mortgage insurance or guarantee, pursuant to the power granted the corporation by subsection 14 of N.J.S.A. 55:16-8. The power so granted by that subsection clearly includes the power to waive the statutory restrictions referred to in items 2, 3 and 4 of the Federal Housing Administration's letter.

In our opinion, it is clear the statutory restrictions limiting the right to entry of a judgment of foreclosure, granting the court discretionary power in the matter of the appointment of a receiver and the fixing of rentals and prohibiting sale under foreclosure except to another housing corporation will not apply where the mortgage loan has been guaranteed by the Federal Government or its agency, the Federal Housing Administration, and there has been an agreement in connection with such loan that such provisions limiting the rights on foreclosure be waived.

The language of N.J.S.A. 55:16-8 and 55:16-17 makes this clear. It is buttressed
by the fact that P.L. 1949 c. 305, which amended section 8 of the Act to add subsection 14 which authorized a limited-dividend housing corporation to obtain financing through Federal guaranteed or insured mortgages, also amended N.J.S.A. 55:16-17 to add the following language which now precedes the limitations in event of foreclosure hereinafter referred to, viz: "Subject to the terms of any applicable contract, agreement, guarantee or insurance entered into or obtained pursuant to subsection (14) of section eight hereof".

It is our opinion that except for the formal requirement of the joinder of the Housing Authority and the municipality as parties defendants to the foreclosure, the mortgagor limited-dividend housing corporation can, under our law, with the approval of the Public Housing and Development Authority of New Jersey, waive the other restrictions on the foreclosure proceedings referred to in the letter of the Federal Housing Administration.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Stanley Cohen
Deputy Attorney General

April 13, 1956

Hom. E. Powers Mincher
Assistant to the Commissioner
New Jersey State Department of Health
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-15

Dear Mr. Mincher:

You have requested our opinion concerning the effect on the birth certificate of a child born out of wedlock in New Jersey of a judgment of the Superior Court of Arizona declaring the child to be legitimate.

Your letter sets forth the following case:

"X was born out of wedlock in Newark in December, 1954. The child of Y, whose putative father is Z. Subsequently, Y brought an action against Z under Art. 27, Sect. 402 of the Arizona Civil Code in the Superior Court of the State of Arizona in and for the County of Maricopa. That honorable Court, on November 30, 1955, rendered judgment declaring Z to be the father of X and entitling X to bear the surname of Z."

Your question is: "Must the Bureau of Vital Statistics correct or amend the birth certificate on the basis of this judgment alone."

The Registrar of Vital Statistics is authorized to alter, amend or correct birth certificates only where he is expressly given that power by statute, or pursuant to a court order.

The pertinent New Jersey Statute is R.S. 26:8-40 which states:

"When a child born out of the bonds of matrimony has been legitimated by the marriage of its natural parents as prescribed by law and there shall be submitted to the state registrar or any local registrar proof of the marriage of the parents, the state registrar and any local registrar of vital statistics shall be authorized to accept from the father and mother of the child a correction or amendment to the original birth record giving the child the father's surname and adding to the record the information concerning the father, now required by law upon birth certificates. After the acceptance of such a correction or amendment no information regarding the illegitimacy shall be disclosed."

It is clear from the language of this statute that prior to the legitimation of a child by the subsequent remarriage of his parents, the child may not use the father's surname. This restriction as to use of the father's surname is covered in a previous opinion by the Attorney General dated September 13, 1939.

It is claimed by the attorney for the mother that while the above is the law, full faith and credit should be given to a judgment of the Superior Court of Arizona rendered in a proceeding brought under Section 402 of the Arizona Code which states:

"The mother of a child born out of wedlock may within one year after the birth of such child bring a civil action in the Superior Court to establish the parentage of said child. Such action shall be commenced by the mother as plaintiff against the alleged natural father as defendant, and the same proceedings had therein as in other civil actions. The parentage may be proved like any other fact, except that the mother of said child shall not be a competent witness if the alleged natural father of said child is dead at the time of the trial, provided, however, that a statement in writing may be made by the parents of said child admitting the parentage thereof and upon which judgment may be entered. Such action shall be deemed cumulative to the remedies provided in the subsequent sections of this chapter."

However, the question whether an illegitimate will be regarded as legitimated by virtue of acts performed in another state in which the parent and child were then domiciled is one of comity and is not controlled by the constitutional provisions as to full faith and credit. In re Landis Estate, 26 Cal. 2d 237, 222 A.L.R. 606, 159 P. 2d 643; see also Olmsted v. Olmsted, 216 U.S. 386, 30 S. Ct. 292 (1909).

Speaking generally of the effect of the full faith and credit clause, the United States Supreme Court said in Pacific Insurance Co. v. Industrial Accident Commission, 306 U.S. 493, 59 S. Ct. 629, at p. 633:

"It has often been recognized by this Court that there are some limitations upon the extent to which a state may be required by the full faith and credit clause to enforce even the judgment of another state in contravention of its own statutes or policy. See Wisconsin v. Pelican Insurance Co., 127 U.S. 265, 8 S. Ct. 1370, 32 L. Ed. 239; Huntington v. Attrill, 146 U.S. 657, 13 S. Ct. 224, 36 L. Ed. 1123; Finney v. Guy, 189 U.S. 335, 23 S. Ct. 558, 47 L. Ed. 839; Milwaukee County v. White Co., supra, page 259, et seq., 56 S. Ct. page 232 et seq.; see, also, Clarke v. Clarke, 178 U.S. 166, 20 S. Ct. 873, 44 L. Ed. 1028; Olmsted v. Olmsted, 216 U.S. 386, 30 S. Ct. 292, 54 L. Ed. 530,
duty any member of the commission appointed by him, charges having been preferred and substantiated after public hearing."

The above provision clearly bestows upon the governor the right to remove commission members when they have been proven to be guilty of inefficiency or neglect of duty. It has been clearly established in this State that the Legislature can constitutionally clothe the appointing authority with the power of removal for neglect of duty. McCran v. Gaul, 95 N.J.L. 393 (Sup. Ct. 1920), affirmed 96 N.J.L. 165 (E & A 1921); Finnegan v. Miller, 132 N.J.L. 192 (Sup. Ct. 1944); Vanderbach v. Hudson County Board of Taxation, 133 N.J.L. 126 (E & A 1945).

In our opinion, unreasonable continued absence from meetings amounts to neglect of duty within the meaning of the statute. The provisions of Civil Service Rule 59 and 60 indicate that absence without leave is a sufficient cause for removal with respect to classified employees. Although these rules are not specifically applicable because the members of the Rehabilitation Commission are not classified employees, they furnish a persuasive analogy. Moreover, in Vanderbach v. Hudson County Board of Taxation, 133 N.J.L. 349 (E. & A. 1945) it was held that absence from regular duties without proper leave or permission was a valid cause for removal of a secretary of a county tax board.

You are advised, therefore, that if a hearing discloses that a member of the Rehabilitation Commission has abstained from the meetings of the Commission continually and without justifiable reason, he may lawfully be removed from office by the Governor. No authority to remove members of the Commission appears to be vested in any other officer or body.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Harold Kolovsky
Assistant Attorney General

April 17, 1956

HONORABLE CARL HOLDERMAN
Commissioner of Labor and Industry
1035 Parkway Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-16
Re: Removal of appointed members from the Rehabilitation Commission

Dear Commissioner Holderman:

We have your request for an opinion concerning the authority of the Rehabilitation Commission or the Governor to remove appointed members of the Commission whose record of consecutive absences from the regular meetings of the Commission seriously hampers its operations.

N.J.S.A. 34:16-25 provide that:

"The governor may at any time remove for inefficiency or neglect of duty any member of the commission appointed by him, charges having been preferred and substantiated after public hearing."

The above provision clearly bestows upon the governor the right to remove commission members when they have been proven to be guilty of inefficiency or neglect of duty. It has been clearly established in this State that the Legislature can constitutionally clothe the appointing authority with the power of removal for neglect of duty. McCran v. Gaul, 95 N.J.L. 393 (Sup. Ct. 1920), affirmed 96 N.J.L. 165 (E & A 1921); Finnegan v. Miller, 132 N.J.L. 192 (Sup. Ct. 1944); Vanderbach v. Hudson County Board of Taxation, 133 N.J.L. 126 (E & A 1945).

In our opinion, unreasonable continued absence from meetings amounts to neglect of duty within the meaning of the statute. The provisions of Civil Service Rule 59 and 60 indicate that absence without leave is a sufficient cause for removal with respect to classified employees. Although these rules are not specifically applicable because the members of the Rehabilitation Commission are not classified employees, they furnish a persuasive analogy. Moreover, in Vanderbach v. Hudson County Board of Taxation, 133 N.J.L. 349 (E. & A. 1945) it was held that absence from regular duties without proper leave or permission was a valid cause for removal of a secretary of a county tax board.

You are advised, therefore, that if a hearing discloses that a member of the Rehabilitation Commission has abstained from the meetings of the Commission continually and without justifiable reason, he may lawfully be removed from office by the Governor. No authority to remove members of the Commission appears to be vested in any other officer or body.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Grace J. Ford
Asst. Deputy Attorney General

GJF:MH:JFC:mb

April 26, 1956

HONORABLE DANIEL BERGMA, M.D.
Commissioner, Health Department
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-17
Re: Removal of appointed members from the Rehabilitation Commission

Dear Dr. Bergma:

You have asked for an opinion with respect to the propriety of granting public health laboratory technician licenses without examination to licensed health officers, who were performing laboratory duties in 1950, but who did not file applications for such licenses within one year from the effective date of L. 1950, c. 119 which amended N.J.S.A. 26:3-21. You have also stated that although necessary application forms were furnished to these officials at the proper time, they allege that they did not file them with the Department because a responsible Department employee advised that
as licensed health officers it was not necessary for them to obtain technicians' licenses.

The pertinent statutory section is N.J.S.A. 26:3-21, which provides in part:

"All laboratory technicians now employed by boards of health under whatsoever title for the specific purpose of performing laboratory tests in bacteriology, serology, chemistry and related technical laboratory tests shall be granted public health laboratory technicians' licenses, without further examination, by the State Department of Health; provided, that said technicians apply to the department for same on a form provided by the department within one year of the effective date of this act." (As amended L. 1947, c. 181, p. 825, § 3; L. 1950, c. 119, p. 224, § 7.)

The statute in this regard is clear and unambiguous, leaving no room for the exercise of administrative discretion by any member of your Department. A holding that applications for laboratory technician licenses may be filed, subsequent to one year from the effective date of the statute would do violence to the express statutory language employed.

Because the statute was effective in 1950, it is our opinion that such applications may no longer be entertained.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: THOMAS P. COOK
Deputy Attorney General

TPC:DL.G

HONORABLE EDUC J. PATTEN
Secretary of State
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-18

Dear Mr. Patten:

We have your request for an opinion concerning the terms of office of the Commissioners of the Civil Service Commission.

The Civil Service Commission was established by Chapter 156 of the Laws of 1908. Section 3 of that act provided:

"The Governor shall, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint four persons to be civil service commissioners under this act, all of whom shall receive the same compensation, and who shall be eligible for appointment to fill a vacancy in the office of president of said commission." and Section 3 provided:

"That the offices of the four Civil Service Commissioners appointed under the provisions of the act to which this act is a supplement be and the same are hereby vacated, to take effect upon the appointment, confirmation and qualification of the five Civil Service Commissioners whose appointment is directed and provided for by this act."

It is important to note the language in Section 1 of that act to the effect that the initial terms were to be for one, two, three, four and five years "beginning from the

The Senate, appoint one person as the successor of the commissioner whose term shall have expired, to serve for a term of four years, and until his successor shall have been appointed and qualified. No commissioner shall hold any other office of profit under the government of this State or of the United States. Three members of said commission shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. Any vacancy in such commission shall be filled by appointment by the Governor for the remainder of the term, subject to confirmation by the Senate, but any appointment shall be in force until acted upon by the Senate."
date of the approval of this act’. That act was approved on March 23, 1917. Accordingly, the initial terms all specifically commenced on March 23, 1917.

The term of five years closely attaches to the office and not to the incumbent, because it was the obvious legislative intent to have one term expire in each year on March 23rd. See Movie v. Milat, 17 N.J. Super. 260, 268 (Law Div. 1942), where the court, in discussing a similar situation, observed:

“Since the term of an office is distinct from the tenure of an officer, the term of office is not affected by the holding over of an incumbent beyond expiration of the term for which he was appointed; and a holding over does not change the length of the term, but merely shortens the term of his successor. 67 C.J.S. 206, § 48 (c). Where the clear intent of the Legislature is that the entire board should not go out of office at once, but that the various members should retire at regularly recurring intervals, the term of office of one appointed to fill a vacancy on a board of several officers is for the unexpired term only. Note, 50 L.R.A. (N.S.) 345. Such orderly rotation, in order to create a continuing body, could not be carried out if the commissioner appointed to fill a vacancy were to hold a full term of five years from the time of his appointment, regardless of the date of such appointment.”

This construction is strengthened by the provision in R.S. 11:1-1 that appointments to fill vacancies are for unexpired terms only.


The five commissioners under the 1917 act were appointed on March 30, 1917 for initial terms of one, two, three, four and five years. Thereafter, however, the terms of the members became confused and the records of the Secretary of State in 1929 indicated that the terms of the then commissioners would expire as follows: March 31, 1929, April 6, 1930, January 24, 1932, March 31, 1932 and March 30, 1933.

Apparent recognizing this deviation from the original legislative intent, the Legislature enacted Chapter 212 of the Laws of 1929, which was effective April 27, 1929, and which provided in Section 1:

“The terms of office of all members of the Civil Service Commission now in office are hereby terminated. Their said offices are hereby vacated by and upon the passage of this act.”

This section was substantially the same as Section 3 of the 1917 act, but the 1929 act did not include any provisions comparable to Section 1 of the 1917 Act. Accordingly, the 1929 act merely vacated the offices and terminated the term of the incumbents. It did not affect the terms which attach to the office and not the incumbent.

The initial terms of the commissioners appointed in 1917 expired as follows:

William K. Devereux March 23, 1918
John D. Prince March 25, 1919
Albert L. Stillman March 23, 1920
Edward H. Wright March 24, 1921
William D. Nolan March 23, 1922

Thus, on the effective date of the 1929 enactment, April 27, 1929, the terms were to expire respectively on the following dates: March 23, 1930, March 23, 1931, March 23, 1932, March 23, 1933 and March 23, 1934.

To fill the vacancies created by the 1929 act, the following appointments were made to terms which by law were as follows:

William S. Stiles April 30, 1929 to March 23, 1930
Henry O. Carhart April 30, 1929 to March 23, 1931
Carl A. Rubleman April 30, 1929 to March 23, 1932
Lawrence M. Hicks April 30, 1929 to March 23, 1933
Joseph A. Rolder April 30, 1929 to March 23, 1934

The only remaining consideration is whether the language of Section 11:1-1 of the Revised Statutes of 1937 changes either the staggered terms or the date of commencement of the terms. That section in the Revision read:

“The civil service commission, hereinafter referred to as the ‘commission’, created by an act entitled ‘An act regulating the employment, tenure and discharge of certain officers and employees of this State, and of the various counties and municipalities thereof, and providing for a civil service commission, and defining its powers and duties,’ approved April tenth, one thousand nine hundred and eight (L. 1908, c. 156, p. 235), as supplemented by the act approved March twenty-third, one thousand nine hundred and seventeen (L. 1917, c. 105, p. 218), is continued.

‘The commission shall consist of five persons, as commissioners, all of whom shall be residents of this State.

‘The commissioners shall be appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the senate. Each commissioner shall hold office for the term of five years, and until his successor has been appointed and qualified.

‘The governor shall designate one of the commissioners as president of the commission.

‘A vacancy in the commission shall be filled by appointment by the governor, for the remainder of the term, subject to confirmation by the Senate, but any appointment shall remain in force until acted upon by the Senate. The other commissioners shall be eligible to appointment to fill a vacancy in the office of president of the commission.

‘No commissioner shall hold any other office of profit under the government of this state or of the United States.’

This section was subsequently amended in respects not material here. P.L. 1944, c. 65; P.L. 1948, c. 89.

The language in the revision specifically “continued” the civil service commission as created by the 1908 act and supplemented by the 1917 act. It did not attempt to change the commission, its membership or the terms of office. The only change was a restatement of the language of the prior statutes deleting the provision for staggering the initial terms because it had exhausted its effect.

In Crater v. County of Somerset, 123 N.J.L. 407, 414 (E. & A. 1939), the court pointed out:

“There is a presumption against a legislative intention, by a revision of
general laws, to effect a change of substance. That presumption is not, ex
suscitata, overcome by mere change of phraseology, or the addition or
omission of words in the revision; the intention to alter the essence must
be expressed in language admitting of no reasonable doubt of the purpose.
King v. Smith, 91 N.J.L. 648; Newark v. Tunis, 81 Id. 45; affirmed, 82 Id.
461; Trenton v. Standard Fire Insurance Co., 77 Id. 257; State v. Anderson,
40 Id. 224; In Re Murphy, 23 Id. 101; Hendrickson v. Fries, 45 Id. 555;
O’Hara v. National Biscuit Co., 69 Id. 198."

For the foregoing reasons, we disagree with and specifically overrule the letter
opinion of the former Attorney General dated February 28, 1947 which held that a
member of the civil service commission received a full five-year term upon his appointment
regardless of the date of such appointment. That opinion was based upon a
consideration of Section 11:1-1 of the Revised Statutes without consideration of the
earlier enactments.

It is our conclusion that the terms of each commissioner commence on March 23
and terminate five years thereafter. Vacancies are filled for the unexpired terms only.

In order to ascertain the expiration dates of the present members of the com-
mission, we have traced the appointments from the original appointments in 1929. The
records of the Secretary of State disclose the following:

1) William S. Stiles was appointed on April 30, 1929 for a term of one year.
He was thereafter reappointed for terms of five years in 1930 and 1935.
James K. Allardice succeeded Stiles on June 3, 1940 and was reappointed
Walsh was appointed to succeed him for a term which ends March 23,
1960.

2) Henry O. Carhart was appointed on April 30, 1929 for a two-year term
and was thereafter reappointed for a full five-year term. He was succeeded by
Claude C. Post and Joseph L. DeBate, each of whom served for one
term.

Edward M. Gilroy was appointed to succeed DeBate on December 30, 1946.
His term expired on March 23, 1951. He was reappointed on April 4,
1952 for his present term which expired on March 23, 1956.

3) Carl A. Ruhm was appointed on April 30, 1929 for a three-year term.
He was succeeded by Maurice J. Conlin who served two terms and
Vincent P. Keuper who served one term which expired on March 23, 1947.
James A. Bowers was appointed to succeed Keuper on June 28, 1948 to a
term which expired on March 23, 1952, and reappointed for a term which
ends March 23, 1957.

4) Lawrence M. Hicks was appointed on April 30, 1929 to a four-year term.
He was succeeded by John E. Joyce to fill Hicks unexpired term and
was subsequently reappointed twice. He, in turn, was succeeded by Pearl
M. Bridgum who was appointed on March 31, 1944 for a term which
expired on March 23, 1948. He was reappointed in 1948 and again in

5) Joseph A. Brohel was appointed on April 30, 1929 for a five-year term.

He was succeeded by Harry Harper who served two terms and William
S. Carpenter who served the unexpired term of Harper and two addi-
tional full terms. Carpenter was succeeded by Lester H. Clee, who in
turn was succeeded by William F. Kelly. Kelly’s present term expires
on March 23, 1959.

Thus, in summary, the terms of the present commissioners terminate as follows:

Harry A. Walsh ........................................ March 23, 1960
Edward M. Gilroy ...................................... March 23, 1956
James A. Bowers ........................................ March 23, 1957
Pearl M. Bridgum ..................................... March 23, 1958
William F. Kelly, Jr. .................................. March 23, 1959

For similar opinions, see Formal Opinion 1954, #6, concerning the terms of
office of the members of the Delaware River Port Authority; Memorandum Opinion
to you dated October 27, 1954 dealing with the terms of the Board of Examiners of
Ophthalmic Dispensers and Technicians; Memorandum Opinion dated May 27, 1955
concerning the terms of office of the Migrant Labor Board; Memorandum Opinion
dated May 27, 1955 concerning terms of office of the Veterans’ Services Council; our
Memorandum Opinion dated September 30, 1955 concerning the terms of office of
the New Jersey Commissioners on Uniform Laws; Memorandum Opinion dated
October 3, 1955 concerning terms of office of members of the Commission on Civil
Rights; Memorandum Opinion dated October 20, 1955 concerning the terms of office
of the members of the Water Policy and Supply Council; Memorandum Opinion dated
October 20, 1955 concerning the terms of office of the members of the Planning and
Development Council, and Memorandum Opinion dated April 13, 1956 concerning the
terms of office of the members of the State Board of Mediation.

Very truly yours,
GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID C. THOMPSON
Deputy Attorney General

June 15, 1956

HONORABLE CARL HOLDBERMAN
Commissioner
Department of Labor and Industry
State Highway Building
Parkway Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-19

Dear Commissioner:

You have asked for our opinion whether the sale or offer for sale of toy pistols
or toy guns in which explosive paper caps may be used is in violation of R.S. 21:3-2.
R.S. 21:3-2 provides as follows:

"It shall be unlawful for any person to offer for sale, expose for sale, sell, possess or use, or explode any blank cartridge, toy pistol, toy cannon, toy cane or toy gun in which explosives are used; ** **."

You advise that certain toy pistols or toy guns, although not sold together with paper caps, may be used to explode such paper caps which contain materials of an explosive nature.

It is our opinion that the foregoing statute clearly indicates a legislative intent to make unlawful the offer for sale, exposure for sale, sale, possession or use of a toy pistol or gun which may be used to set off an explosive. The fact that the explosive substance is not sold at the same time as the toy pistol or toy gun is sold is immaterial. To hold otherwise would defeat the very purpose of the statute, which is for the protection of the public health, safety and welfare of the people of the State of New Jersey. See R.S. 21:3-1.

It is our opinion that such toy pistols or toy guns may not be offered for sale, exposed for sale, sold, possessed or used under the provisions of R.S. 21:3-2, supra.

It is to be noted that the opinion rendered to you on March 28, 1956, had application only to toy pistols or toy guns in which explosives could not be used.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Saul N. Schrechter
Deputy Attorney General

SNS: BK

June 15, 1956

Hon. Paul A. Vivers, Commissioner
Bergen County Board of Elections
Administrative Building
Hackensack, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-20

Dear Commissioner Vivers:

You have asked our opinion concerning the qualification to vote of a person who was convicted of the crime of conspiracy in 1934 or 1935 in the U. S. District Court for the District of New Jersey.

Conviction of the crime of conspiracy results in loss of the right of suffrage pursuant to R.S. 19:4-1, which provides:

"No person shall have the right of suffrage — * * **" (2)

Who was convicted, prior to October 6, 1948, of any of the following designated crimes, that is to say — blasphemy, treason, murder, piracy, arson, rape, sodomy, or the infamous crime against nature, committed with mankind or with beast, polygamy, robbery, conspiracy, forgery, larceny of above the value of $6.00, perjury or subornation of perjury, unless pardoned or restored by law to the right of suffrage; ** **

According to the settled law in this State, a person convicted in the Federal Courts or the Courts of another State of one of the above enumerated crimes thereby suffers the loss of his right of suffrage in New Jersey. The two leading decisions are In re Marino, 23 N.J. Misc. 159 (Essex Co. Ct. 1945) and In re Smith, 8 N.J. Super. 573 (Essex Co. Ct. 1950).

In the Marino case, the applicant had been convicted of conspiracy in the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey three years before. The well reasoned opinion of Judge Hartshorne held that he was disqualified from voting in New Jersey because of this conviction. The major purpose of the provision of the Constitution of 1844 for forfeiture of the right of suffrage upon conviction of certain crimes was considered to be the preservation of an electoral roll made up of fit and qualified voters who had not forfeited the basic right of suffrage as the result of a conviction for a felony or other serious crime of moral turpitude. That purpose was equally advanced by the disqualification of persons convicted of such crimes in the Courts of New Jersey and elsewhere. The Court further cited the manifest unfairness of granting the franchise to a person convicted in another jurisdiction of the identical crime for which a person convicted in the State Courts suffered disenfranchisement. General precedents support the conclusion that disqualification for "any crime" covers convictions of crime in any jurisdiction, Federal or state (Brown v. State, 62 N.J.L. 666, 694, E. & A. 1899).

The application for an order to have the name of a citizen who had been convicted in Ohio of the crime of larceny in 1931 removed from the challenge list, was rejected by the Essex County Court in In re Smith, 8 N.J. Super. 573. The provision in the Constitution of 1947 in Art. II, Sec. III, empowering the Legislature to enact laws "to deprive persons of the right of suffrage who shall be convicted of such crimes as it may designate" was held to authorize legislation applying to persons convicted of crimes in or outside the State prior to the effective date of the Constitution.

We therefore advise you that the person referred to in your letter and others convicted in the Federal Courts of crimes which cause disenfranchisement under R.S. 19:4-1 have no right of suffrage in this State.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General
Reiterating, it is our opinion that under N.J.S.A. 43:15A-41c neither a corporation nor a charitable organization can be designated.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: LAWRENCE E. STERN
Deputy Attorney General

THE HONORABLE JOHN W. TRAMBURG, Commissioner
Department Institutions and Agencies
State Office Building
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-22

Dear Mr. Borden,

You have requested our opinion as to whether under the provisions of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-41c a member may designate a corporation or a charitable organization as a designee. That section provides:

"Upon the receipt of proper proof of the death of a member in service, on account of which no accidental death benefit is payable under sections 49 there shall be paid to such person, if living, as he shall have nominated by written designation duly executed and filed with the board of trustees, otherwise to the executor or administrator of the member's estate:

(1) His accumulated deductions at the time of death together with regular interest; and

(2) An amount equal to 1 1/2 times the compensation received by the member in the last year of creditable service."

It is clear from the foregoing language that the enactment contemplates as designees living persons only. If the designee is not living the benefit is to be paid to the executor or administrator of the member's estate, and accordingly, neither a corporation nor a charitable organization can be designated.

Under the provisions of the former legislation, R.S. 43:14-1 et seq., similar language may be found in Section 43:14-29:

" *** If a contributor dies before retirement his accumulated deductions shall be paid to his estate or to such person as he shall have nominated by written designation duly executed and filed with the board of trustees . . . ."

It should be observed that Section 43:14-29, unlike the present section, does not specify that the designee be living. Accordingly, the language employed in the present section, N.J.S.A. 43:15A-41c, may be viewed in the light of that employed in the former section. In your request for opinion, you state that under the former State Employees' Retirement System you permitted the designation of corporations and charitable organizations. It may well be that the Legislature in enacting the present section had in mind the administrative difficulties inherent in permitting the designation of corporations and charitable organizations. Particularly, they may have had in mind the considerable time required to be expended in checking the propriety of the various legal documents pertaining to the status of such corporations and charitable organizations.

June 20, 1956

June 28, 1956
“Words in a statute ought not to have a retrospective operation unless they are so clear, strong and imperative that no other meaning can be annexed to them”. See also Nichols v. Bd. of Education of Jersey City, 9 N.J. 248 (1922).

As to expenditures made for support and maintenance of a ward of the board prior to May 31, 1951, the remedy available to the board for reimbursement of such costs is suggested in the case of Alling v. Alling, 52 N.J. Eq. 92 (Chancery Court 1899), where it was determined that an order for reimbursement on a retroactive basis is contemplated but that such repayment shall consist of the actual costs of maintenance and support of the ward which in the matter under discussion would be the precise amount of monies expended from the public treasury.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Eugene T. Urbaniak
Deputy Attorney General

ETU:HH: mj

Honorable Robert L. Finley
Deputy State Treasurer...
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-23

Re: Application of collateral where bank becomes insolvent

Dear Mr. Finley:

You have requested our advice regarding the effect of collateral on a depositor’s claim in the event of the insolvency of a bank. The question is important in determining the amount of collateral which you should require to secure the deposit of State funds.

To illustrate the question, you have put the case where the State has deposited $5,000,000 in a bank, against which collateral of $4,000,000 has been posted by the depositor. In the event of a bank’s insolvency, the question is whether you would prove a claim for the entire $5,000,000, receiving a dividend of, let us say, 60%, or $3,000,000, and applying the $4,000,000 of collateral as needed to make up the deficiency; or whether you must first apply the collateral to the debt, and prove a claim only for the balance of $1,000,000 in which event presupposing a 60% dividend, the State would lose $400,000.

Our examination of the law leads to the conclusion that in the case of New Jersey banking corporations the matter is governed by the so-called “bankruptcy rule”, which requires the depositor first to apply his collateral against the debt and then to prove only for the balance. Butler v. Commonwealth Tobacco Co., 70 N.J. Eq. 623 (E. & A. 1908); Note v. A. W. Crone & Sons, 109 N.J. Eq. 95, 98 (E. & A.
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1931). The liquidation of insolvent New Jersey banks is covered by R.S. 17:9A-284, which provides that “the proceeds of the liquidation of the assets of a bank, the property and business of which the Commissioner has taken possession, shall be distributed according to the priorities and preferences provided by Chapter 14 of Title 14 of the Revised Statutes **”. The pertinent section of Chapter 14 of Title 14 is R.S. 14:14-23, which provides in part:

“After payment of all allowances, expenses and costs, and the satisfaction of all special and general liens upon the funds of the corporation to the extent of their lawful priority, the creditors shall be paid proportionately to the amount of their respective debts, excepting mortgage and judgment creditors when the judgment has not been by confession for the purpose of preferring creditors.”

The two decisions above cited hold that the statute just referred to is “essentially a bankruptcy act” requiring the practice of “applying collateral securities to the liquidation of a debt against an insolvent corporation, and of proving only for the balance”. See Nutz v. A. J. Crone & Sons, supra., 109 N.J. Eq. at pages 99, 100. Furthermore, the State of New Jersey does not possess the Crown’s common law prerogative to have debts due it paid before debts due other creditors. Preholders of Middlesex County v. State Bank at New Brunswick, 29 N.J. Eq. 268 (Ch. 1878), aff’d. 30 N.J. Eq. 311; Bonez v. United States, 127 N.J. Eq. 132, 140 (Ch. 1940). Nor has any statute given to the State any such priority in its favor with regard to State funds deposited in State banks.

It follows that where the State Treasurer deposits funds in banks organized under the New Jersey law, he should require collateral or other satisfactory security in the full amount of the deposit; otherwise some loss of the State funds deposited in that bank would be most probable in the event of insolvency.

On the other hand, banks organized under the National Banking Act are governed by the so-called “equity rule”, under which a secured creditor may prove and receive dividends on the full amount due him at the date of insolvency without regard to his collateral, provided only that the total sum received by way of dividends and from collateral does not exceed the entire debt. His claim is not limited to the unsecured portion of his debt. Merrill v. National Bank of Jacksonville, 173 U.S. 131 (1899); Aldrich v. Chemical National Bank, 176 U.S. 618 (1900); American Surety Co. of N.Y. v. Bethlehem National Bank, 314 U.S. 314 (1941); Butler v. Commonwealth Tobacco Co., supra. Liquidation of an insolvent national bank is controlled by the National Banking Act (12 U.S.C.A. Sec. 191, 192), and the method provided by that Act is exclusive. Liberty National Bank v. McIntosh, 16 F. 2d 906, 909 (C.C.A. 4th, 1927), Appeal dismissed 273 U.S. 783, Way v. Camden Safe Deposit & Trust Co., 21 F. Supp. 700, 702 (1937), and cases there cited; Cox v. Dance, 143 S.W. 2d 897 (Tenn. App. 1940). The National Bankruptcy Act (31 U.S.C.A., Sec. 22) specifically excludes any “banking corporation” as either a voluntary or involuntary bankrupt.

Accordingly, in the case of deposits which the State Treasurer may make with national banks, it would appear less important to require collateral for the full amount of the deposit. The amount of collateral required in any particular case should be sufficient, in the judgment of the Treasurer, to cover any reasonably foreseeable
OPINIONS

deficiency which might be left after all liquidating dividends have been paid.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas P. Cook
Deputy Attorney General

TFC:MG

August 8, 1956

HONORABLE CARL HOSKINSON
Commissioner, Department of Labor and Industry
1035 Parkway Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-24

Dear Commissioner Hoskinson:

You have requested an opinion as to whether an employer will violate R.S. 34:2-24 if he allows a female employee one day off per calendar week but permits such an employee to work more than six consecutive days.

R.S. 34:2-24 provides that:

"No female shall be employed or permitted to work in any manufacturing or mercantile establishment, bakery, laundry or restaurant more than ten hours in any one day or more than six days or fifty-four hours in any one week." (Italics ours)

The answer to your inquiry turns on the meaning of the word "week" as found in this statute. In 86 C.J.S., Time, Sec. 11, the following comment is made concerning that word:

"... in its usual and ordinary and most accurate sense it denotes a period of time of seven consecutive days; any seven consecutive days of a month or year; a period of seven consecutive days beginning with any day; and in some states the term is defined by statute. Such a week is sometimes called a 'statutory week' or a 'secular week.'"

"In its other sense, the word 'week' means a calendar week ...

"... its meaning in any particular instance will depend on the context in which it appears and the object sought to be obtained by its use."

The legislation here under consideration seeks to protect the health and well-being of female employees. This is clearly pointed out by the court in Tosey v. A. Brownson & Sons Department Store, Inc., 124 N.J.L. 509 (Sup. Ct. 1940), where the court states:

"Public policy requires that there should be control over the hours of work in certain occupations. The public interest is not served by the physical injury resulting from labor too long continued. The statute further forbids
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more than six days' labor in any one week. This has been regarded as good practice for men as well as women from the earliest time."

It is our conclusion that the phrase "in any one week" as used in this statute means "in any period of seven consecutive days." Any other construction of these words would do violence to the apparent legislative intention. If the construction of calendar week is adopted, an employer would be able to work a female employee up to twelve consecutive days without violating R.S. 34:2-24. Clearly such a result was not intended by the legislature.

In U. S. v. Southern Pacific Co., 209 Fed. 562 (C.C.A. 8th 1913), the court construed a provision which stated in part that an employee could work up to thirteen hours during a twenty-four hour period on "not exceeding three days in any week." At page 567 they state:

"We also think that the word 'week' in the statute was intended to mean a period of 7 days, and not necessarily a calendar week, and that the statute is not violated if no employee worked overtime more than 3 days out of 7."

A similar construction is reached in Danielson v. Industrial Commission of Colorado, 96 Colo. 522, 44 P. 2d 1011 (1935).

In our opinion, an employer who permits a female employee to work more than six consecutive days, even though the female employee is allowed one day off per calendar week, is in violation of the law.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas L. Franklin
Deputy Attorney General

TFL:ed

August 10, 1956

HON. WILLIAM F. KELLY, JR., President
Department of Civil Service
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-25

Dear Mr. Kelly:

You have requested our advice and opinion as to whether your Department is authorized or required by statute to hold a promotion test for a state employee who was on military leave from State service at the time the test was held. The basis for this request is N.J.S.A. 38:23-4, which provides in part:

"During the period of such leave of absence such person shall be entitled to all the rights, privileges and benefits that he would have had or acquired if he had actually served in such office, position or employment during such period of leave of absence ... "
The specific facts were these:

While the employee, a motor vehicle examiner, was on military leave from September 18, 1950 to August 16, 1953, a competitive promotion test for “Supervisor, Testing Division, Motor Vehicle” was announced under Civil Service Rule 24 and was held on May 2, 1952. A list of 52 eligibles was promulgated in October, 1952, and expired after the statutory maximum of three years had run in October, 1955. Eight of the fifty-three eligibles on the list were actually promoted during these three years. The list was not extended, and under R.S. 11:9-10 it can no longer be extended. On May 26, 1956, approximately nine months following the expiration of the list of eligibles, and almost three years following his return from the military to State employment, this employee made application to take the promotion test held on May 2, 1952.

It is our opinion that the Civil Service Commission has no authority to grant this request and that, if granted, it would constitute unauthorized preferential treatment for the employee in question.

N.J.S.A. 38:23-4 does not grant the employee greater rights than he would have had by taking the May 1952 test. Had this employee passed that test he would have been placed on the list of eligibles which was promulgated in October 1952. Since this list has now expired, and can no longer be reopened, a right to be placed on such list, or a test to acquire that right is meaningless.

Thus, if this employee were to pass a special test, such as that suggested, he would necessarily be the sole eligible on a new list, because the previous list has expired. This would do more than grant him equality with his fellow employees who took the May 1952 exam. It would place him in a preferred position with respect to the forty-five eligibles who remained on the previous list when it expired.

If any right existed, it is clear that it expired along with the eligible list in October 1955. There was ample opportunity to make application before expiration of the list.

For the above reasons, we must advise you that the Department of Civil Service should not authorize this promotional test.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David Landau
Deputy Attorney General

August 24, 1956

Dear Mr. Finley:

You have requested our opinion as to whether war veteran members of the Teachers’ Pension & Annuity Fund who are entitled to the refund of their accumulated deductions pursuant to P. L. 1955, c. 37, §70 are entitled to receive, as part of their refund, amounts paid as contributions in their behalf by their public employers pursuant to N.J.S.A. 38:23-6.

Section 70 provides, inter alia:

"a. Each veteran member shall have returned to him, except as provided in subsection 'b' of this section, his accumulated deductions as of January 1, 1956, less contributions based on his compensation for the year 1955 at the rate of contribution provided in subsection 'b'. All service rendered in office, position, or employment of this State or of a county, municipality, or school district, board of education or other employer by such veteran member previous to January 1, 1955, for which evidence satisfactory to the board of trustees is presented within one year of the effective date of this section, shall be credited to him as a 'Class B' member and the accrued liability for such credit shall be paid by the employer as provided in section 33."

Several things are quite clear from an examination of this and related sections of the act. First, veteran members are given free prior service credit for their prior employment. Second, their respective employers are to be charged with the accrued liability for such credit. See §§ 18 & 33. Third, accumulated deductions standing to their credit are to be returned to veteran members.

Section 2 of the act states:

"As used in this act:

a. ‘Accumulated deductions’ means the sum of all the amounts, deducted from the compensation of a member or contributed by him, including interest credited prior to January 1, 1956, standing to the credit of his individual account in the annuity savings fund."

The instant question is whether the term "accumulated deductions" as used in the act includes the amounts paid in wartime by the employers of persons in military service as contributions in their behalf pursuant to N.J.S.A. 38:23-6.

N.J.S.A. 38:23-6 provides:

"During the period beginning with the time of the entry of such person into such service and ending at the earliest of (a) three months after the time of such person’s discharge from such service or (b) the time such person resumes such office, position or employment or (c) the time of such person’s death or disability while in such service, the proper officer of the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission shall contribute or cause to be contributed to such fund the amount required by the terms of the statute governing such fund based upon the amount of compensation received by such person prior to his entry into such service and during the period first mentioned in this section any such person receiving compensation from the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission, shall continue to contribute the amount required by statute to be paid by members of such fund and during the period first mentioned in this section any such person not receiving compensation from the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission shall not be
required to contribute the amount required by statute to be paid by members of such fund, but said amount shall be contributed for such person by the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission.” (Italics supplied).

The expression “such person” relates back to N.J.S.A. 38:23-5 and means, generally speaking, a public employee who was a member of a pension system or fund and entered military service in wartime.

Thus, as seen from the underlined portion of N.J.S.A. 38:23-6 a public employee in military service during wartime was not required to contribute to his pension fund or system, but such contribution was made for him by his employer.

Should such contributions be considered ‘accumulated deductions’ as defined in Section 2 of P. L. 1955, c. 37 so as to include them in the refund to be made to veteran members of the Teachers’ Pension & Annuity Fund pursuant to Section 70 of that act? In our opinion, they should not be so considered.

The definition of accumulated deductions set forth in Section 2, supra, bars such inclusion. The contributions made by the employer pursuant to N.J.S.A. 38:23-6 were not amounts “deducted from the compensation of a member”, nor were they amounts “contributed by him”. The specific nature of the statutory definition resolves the question with clarity. In this circumstance, no further observations would ordinarily be made by us. However, we consider it worthwhile in the present instance to point out the essential soundness of the result.

First, it should be observed that the result reached in no way deprives the veteran member of anything to which he is entitled. He receives free prior service credit for his prior employment, including free credit for the time spent by him in the military service during wartime. The accrued liability for all of such credit is charged to the employer. The employer has, in a very real sense, already prepaid the fund for that period of time during the war while the employee was in military service, and is entitled to the benefit thereof. To hold otherwise would be to require the employer not only to pay for all of the free prior service credit granted the employee by the act, but also to pay the same doubly for part of that time. See section 18d of P. L. 1955, c. 37.

We are likewise cognizant of that portion of § 34 of P. L. 1955, c. 37, which states:

“*** No veteran member shall be entitled to withdraw the amount of his accumulated deductions contributed by his employer covering his military leave unless he shall have returned to the payroll and contributed to the retirement system for a period of 90 days.”

This provision specifically permits payment to an employee of the accumulated deductions “contributed by” his employer while he was on military leave in the event of his subsequent withdrawal from employment (provided he returns to the payroll and contributes to the retirement system for at least 90 days). It is noteworthy that no such language is employed in section 70 of the act and section 34 involves no double charge against the employer.

Accordingly, it is our opinion that war veteran members of the Teachers’ Pen-

sion & Annuity Fund are not entitled to receive, as part of their refunds, amounts paid as contributions in their behalf by their public employers pursuant to N.J.S.A. 38:23-6.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Lawrence E. Stern
Deputy Attorney General

August 30, 1956

Hon. Joseph E. McLean, Commissioner
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION — P-27

Dear Commissioner McLean:

You have requested our opinion on the status of Fish and Game Wardens as peace officers. We understand that you are concerned with the powers of arrest of Fish and Game Wardens both under the fish and game laws and under the criminal laws generally.

Fish and Game Wardens are statutory officers with limited powers as peace officers to enforce the provisions of the fish and game laws. The appointment is by the Division of Fish and Game in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development pursuant to R.S. 23:2-4. The principal powers and duties of the Fish and Game Wardens are set forth as follows:


"The wardens shall enforce all the laws of this state for the protection of fish, birds and game animals, and may execute all processes issued for the violation of these laws and serve subpoenas issued for the examination, investigation or trial of all offenses against these laws."


"The council, the wardens, the deputy wardens and the protector shall have the power of summary arrest in cases of flagrant violation of this Title, or of the provisions of the State Fish and Game Code, and may, in the discharge of their duties, call in the aid of a constable, sheriff, or other peace officer when deemed necessary."

R.S. 23:10-5. Arrest on view without warrant; interference with or resisting officer.

"Any constable, police officer, fish and game warden, protector, or deputy warden, or any officer or member of any incorporated game protective society
may, for a violation of any provision of this Title, or any provision of any law supplementary thereto, or of any provision of the State Fish and Game Code committed within the view of any such officer or person, arrest, without warrant, the offender and carry him before a court in the county wherein such arrest is made."

R.S. 23:10-17. Powers and fees for service of process of certain officers.

"The fish and game protector, fish and game wardens and deputy wardens shall have the same power as constables and be entitled to the same fees for the service of process in proceedings under this chapter as are provided by law for constables in the court in which the proceedings are had."

R.S. 23:10-20. Searches and seizures; immunity from civil suit.

A member of the Fish and Game Council, the fish and game protector or a warden may, without warrant, search and examine any boat, conveyance of vehicle, fish box, fish basket, game bag, game coat or other receptacle for game and fish, when he has reason to believe that a provision of this Title, or any law supplementary thereto, or the State Fish and Game Code has been violated, and shall seize and take possession of any bird, animal or fish unlawfully caught, taken, killed, had in possession or under control, shipped or about to be shipped."

None of the foregoing statutes grant the Fish and Game Wardens any policing authority outside the enforcement of the fish and game laws. The reference in R.S. 23:2-8 to resort to the aid of constables, sheriffs or other "peace officers" is significant of the legislative intent that Fish and Game Wardens are not vested with the status of peace officers in the enforcement of the criminal laws in general. R.S. 23:10-17 specifically limits the power of the Fish and Game Wardens and deputy wardens as constables, to proceedings under the fish and game act.

The courts of Michigan in People v. Biacone, 327 Mich. 377, 42 N.W. 2d 113 (1950) and of New York in City of Rochester v. Lindner, 167 Misc. 790, 4 N.Y.S. 2d 4 (Cty Ct. 1953) have held under comparable statutes that Fish and Game Wardens may not exercise and are not vested with any of the powers or functions of police officers under the Constitution, statutes or general law, other than in the enforcement of the fish and game laws.

Fish and Game Wardens, established under Title 23 of the Revised Statutes, are empowered to act as peace officers in strict accordance with the legislative grants of authority there set forth. As peace officers, Fish and Game Wardens may carry out searches and seizures and make arrests without warrant, as well as serve process under the provisions of that title. Enforcement functions outside the fish and game laws are barred to Fish and Game Wardens, except insofar as exercisable by private persons.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID D. FURMAN
Deputy Attorney General
on November 6, 1956 unless such persons secure from the judge of the county court an order directing the District Board to permit such persons to vote. Any attempted reregistration by such persons before municipal clerks to vote in the General Election of 1956 are therefore invalid.

To carry out the intent of the Legislature under the provisions of N.J.S. 19:31-15, it is our opinion that the County Board of Elections has the authority and the duty to do any and all things to prevent fraudulent and improper voting, including voting by persons whose names have been removed from the registry list for disqualification and who have not obtained an order of the county court permitting them to vote.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Saul N. Schechter
Deputy Attorney General

SNS/LL

September 26, 1956

Honorable Robert L. Finley
Deputy State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-29

Dear Mr. Finley:

Our opinion has been requested concerning two questions which have arisen in connection with the authority vested in the Division of Purchase and Property to award contracts respecting the construction of buildings or public works. The questions posed are (1) whether contracts, invoices, change orders and other documents executed with respect to the construction of a building or public work require the approval of an agency or department of the State other than the Division of Purchase and Property; and (2) whether contracts executed with respect to the construction of a building or public work may validly provide that approval or acceptance of the promised performance by an agency or department which did not execute the contract on behalf of the State is a condition precedent to payment.

I

IS APPROVAL OF CONTRACTS, INVOICES AND CHANGE ORDERS BY AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT OTHER THAN DIVISION OF PURCHASE AND PROPERTY NECESSARY?

We turn first to the pertinent provisions of Title 52 vesting contracting power in the Division of Purchase and Property:

"All purchases, contracts or agreements, the cost or contract price whereof is to be paid with or out of State funds shall, except as otherwise provided in this act, be made or awarded only after public advertisement for bids therefor, in the manner provided in this act." (N.J.S.A. 52:34-6).
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"Any such purchase, contract or agreement may be made, negotiated, or awarded by the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property without advertising if the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $2,500.00, in any manner which he may deem effective to promote full and free competition whenever competition is practicable." (N.J.S.A. 52:34-7).

It appears evident that Chapter 48 of the Laws of 1954 (N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.) was intended to consolidate in one agency the letting of all contracts involving State funds, except as otherwise provided in the act. Further we fail to find any evidence in the act which establishes that the Legislature intended this authority to let contracts be exercised subject to the approval of other agencies or departments. Of course, this power may be subject to exceptions, expressed or implied, elsewhere appearing in legislative enactments; but in their absence there is conferred on the Division of Purchase and Property exclusive authority to enter into contracts.

In other words, N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq., in the absence of other qualifying legislation, seemingly vests in the Division of Purchase and Property the exclusive power to award contracts, and this power is exercisable without the approval of any other agency or department. However, as there may be exceptions from this general grant of power, it will be necessary in outlining the relationship of the Division of Purchase and Property with other departments of the State government to examine the aforementioned statutes in the light of the statutory scheme that exists with respect to the agency or department concerned. Thereby we can ascertain whether a department or agency has been excepted, either expressly or impliedly, from the provisions of N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.

As it is not feasible, for the reasons hereinabove stated, to set forth in one opinion our conclusions with respect to all State departments, we shall limit this opinion to a consideration of the relationship of the Division of Purchase and Property with the Department of Institutions and Agencies and the Department of Education. The opinion request seems to indicate that these departments should be among the first considered.

Department of Institutions and Agencies

In a Memorandum Opinion to the Department of Institutions and Agencies dated November 10, 1955, the functions and powers of the Division of Purchase and Property with respect to the construction of State institutional buildings were outlined as follows:

"It is our opinion that N.J.S.A. 52:18A-19.2 through N.J.S.A. 52:18A-19.4 contains provisions of such a comprehensive nature as to effectively place in the hands of the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property all the functions, powers and duties which were formerly in the State Board of Control of Institutions and Agencies, the Department of Institutions and Agencies and the Commissioner of Institutions and Agencies with relation to the construction of State institutional buildings. Accordingly, the State Board of Control of Institutions and Agencies, the Department of Institutions and Agencies, and the Commissioner of Institutions and Agencies no longer have any functions, powers, duties or responsibilities with respect thereto."

Inherent in this transfer of functions and duties was a vesting of authority in the
OPINIONS

Division of Purchase and Property to let contracts with respect to State institutional buildings without the approval of the Department of Institutions and Agencies. That authority is confirmed by N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.

In the absence of any subsequent legislation superseding Chapter 48 of the Laws of 1954 (N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.) it is our opinion that the approval of the Department of Institutions and Agencies is not required with respect to contracts, change orders, invoices, and other documents executed in connection with the construction of State institutional buildings.

Department of Education

At the outset it is to be noted that the powers formerly vested in the State Board of Control of Institutions and Agencies with respect to construction specifically excepted therefrom the State Board of Education. R.S. 30:3-7. Thus, the Division of Purchase and Property did not by virtue of N.J.S.A. 52:18A-19.2 and 52:18A-19.3 (transferring certain functions and powers of the Department of Institutions and Agencies) obtain any such powers or functions with respect to the State Board of Education.

It is our understanding that the Department of Education is presently engaged in the construction program authorized by Chapter 360 of the Laws of 1952. By that enactment there was appropriated to the Department of Education from the State Teachers’ College Building Construction Fund certain sums for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, repairing and developing the several State Teachers’ College buildings and for providing equipment and facilities therefor. An additional appropriation from the Fund was made by Chapter 3 of the Laws of 1956.

The 1952 enactment provides as follows:

"3. The State Treasurer is hereby authorized, empowered and directed and it shall be his duty to set up and maintain the aforementioned appropriation in the 'State Teachers' College Building Construction Fund', established heretofore pursuant to the statutes of this State. The funds herein appropriated may be requisitioned by the State Board of Education for the uses and purposes specifically enumerated herein subject to the approval of the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property in the Department of the Treasury and subject to the same restrictions and control as are exercised over all other appropriated State funds, but not inconsistent with the provisions of chapter three hundred and forty of the laws of one thousand nine hundred and fifty-one."

"7. The State Board of Education, subject to the approval of the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property in the Department of the Treasury, is hereby authorized and empowered to acquire, on behalf of the State, within the limits of available appropriations therefor, such lands that may be necessary to carry into effect the aims and purposes of this act either by purchase, gift, grant, devise or by the exercise of the power of eminent domain; and, through the said Division of Purchase and Property in the Department of the Treasury, is further authorized and empowered to do all things necessary to carry out the provisions of this act and to give full force and effect thereto."

"8. The State Board of Education, subject to the approval of the State
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House Commission is further authorized and empowered to use for buildings and equipment at the State Teachers' Colleges any money or other property heretofore or hereafter acquired by gift or otherwise for such purposes, in addition to the amounts appropriated for such purposes by this or any other law."

Thus with reference to the construction, development, etc. authorized under the aforementioned act, it would seem that the State Board of Education is authorized, subject to approval of the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property, to enter into contracts acquiring lands. However, with respect to matters other than the acquisition of land the statute provides that the State Board of Education is empowered to do these things "through the said Division of Purchase and Property".

It is well settled that in construing a statute "it is to be assumed that the Legislature was and is thoroughly conversant with its own legislation." State v. McColl, 14 N.J. 538, 547 (1954); Barringer v. Miele, 6 N.J. 139, 144 (1915). The Legislature being charged with knowledge of its own legislation enacted Chapter 48 of the Laws of 1954 (N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.) well knowing that by Chapter 360 of the Laws of 1952 there had been conferred on the State Department of Education certain powers with respect to the State Teachers’ College building construction program. Was there a repeal by substitution?

Chapter 48 of the Laws of 1954 applies to "all purchases, contracts or agreements, the cost or contract price whereof is to be paid with or out of State funds" [emphasis supplied]. This indicates a legislative intent to cover in one statute the entire subject matter of the award of State contracts. By force of this legislative declaration the provisions of Chapter 360 of the Laws of 1952 with respect to letting contracts are to be discarded, not upon the ground of repeal or because inexpedient, but by way of substitution. Cf. Board of Education v. Teif, 81 N.J. Eq. 161 (E. & A. 1913); McGarvey v. Board of Pension Commissioners, 119 N.J.L. 390 (E. & A. 1938). The words of Justice Garrison in the Teif case, supra, succinctly state the principle:

"The doctrine in question is that when a general rule is provided by the legislature to cover an entire subject-matter, all earlier and different legislative rules touching such matter are to be discarded in favor of such later rule." (81 N.J. Eq. at pp. 162, 163)

Accordingly, it is our opinion that in the absence of subsequent legislation superseding Chapter 48 of the Laws of 1954 (N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.) that contracts, change orders, invoices, and other documents executed by the Division of Purchase and Property in connection with the construction program authorized by Chapter 360 of the Laws of 1952 are not subject to the approval of the Department of Education.

The position of the Division of Purchase and Property with respect to Rutgers University was set forth in Formal Opinion 1956 — No. 9, dated July 3, 1956. There you were advised that the functions exercised in the past by the Division of Purchase and Property with respect to purchases and construction for Rutgers have now been expressly reserved as functions of the new Board of Governors under Chapter 61 of the Laws of 1956.

II

MAY A CONTRACT VALIDLY PROVIDE THAT APPROVAL OF PROMISED PERFORMANCE BY AN AGENCY OR DE-
PARTMENT WHICH DID NOT EXECUTE THE CONTRACT ON BEHALF OF THE STATE BE A CONDITION PRECEDENT TO PAYMENT?

We now turn our attention to the second of your inquiries. This presents for consideration the validity of making payments under contract contingent upon the acceptance of the work by an agency or department of the State which did not execute the contract on behalf of the State. The problem posed requires that we examine briefly the subject of conditions in a contract.

Initially we note this observation of the court in Duff v. Trenton Beverage Co., 4 N.J. 595 (1950):

"The parties may make contractual liability dependent upon the performance of a condition precedent; ... A promise in a promise limits the undertaking of the promisor to perform, either by confining the undertaking to the case where the condition happens, or to the case where it does not happen. By its very nature, a conditional promise becomes absolute only upon performance of the prescribed condition." (at pp. 604, 605).

Without more this statement would seem to answer the query posed, but we will not rest our position on that alone.

Building and construction contracts are governed by the general principles of law applicable to contracts generally, Terminal Const. Corp. v. Bergen County, etc., Dist. Authority, 18 N.J. 294, 310 (1955), and this includes conditions precedent and subsequent, 9 Am. Jur., Building and Construction Contracts, §16, p. 13. A promise in terms conditional on the satisfaction or approval of a third party is common in contracts. In many contracts it is expressly provided that some act of a third person shall be a condition of a promisor’s duty to pay money or to render some other specified performance, 9 Am. Jur., Building and Construction Contracts, §33, p. 23; 3 Corbin on Contracts (1951), §649, p. 587; 3 Williston on Contracts (Rev. ed. 1936) §675A, p. 143, for parties to a contract are at liberty to agree upon a condition precedent upon which their liability shall depend. Kennedy v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp. 28 N.J. Super. 68, 73 (App. Div. 1953), affirmed 16 N.J. 280 (1954); Duff v. Trenton Beverage Co., supra (at p. 604). Such stipulations in contracts are valid and upheld by the courts. United States v. Bussey, 51 Fed. Supp. 996, 998 (D.C.Del. 1943).

Illustrative of such contracts are promises to pay for land subject to the approval of title by a third party, Atlas Torpedo Co. v. United States Torpedo Co., 15 S.W. 2d 150 (Tex. Civ. App. 1929); or to purchase a lease provided its validity is approved by a third party, Wilhelm v. Wood, 151 App. Div. 42, 135 N.Y. Supp. 930 (Sup. Ct. 1912). In this jurisdiction our courts have been called upon many times to give effect to contracts providing that certain rights shall accrue or be withheld upon the issuance of a certificate of an architect or engineer. Byrne v. Sisters of St. Elizabeth, 45 N.J.L. 213 (Sup. Ct. 1883); Nooker v. Roffe, 57 N.J.L. 412 (E. & A. 1894); Landstra v. Bunn, 81 N.J.L. 680 (E. & A. 1911); see Schaeffer v. Greenberg, 83 N.J.L. 737, 738 (E. & A. 1912); T. F. Calahan, Inc. v. Commrs., etc., Union Twp., 102 N.J.L. 705 (E. & A. 1926); see Annotations, 54 A.L.R. 1255 and 110 A.L.R. 137. Our attention has not been brought to any case in this jurisdiction in which the validity of such provisions has been successfully challenged. Nor, are we aware of any rule of law or of public policy which forbids the parties to a contract to submit to a third party for determination or decision the question of satisfactory performance.
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Too, the duty to pay for work or goods may be conditioned on the promisee’s satisfaction as a condition precedent to his obligation to the promisor. Williams v. Hevner, 139 N.J.L. 123 (Sup. Ct. 1950); Rea v. Higginson & Yerkes, 14 N.J.L. 97 (Sup. Ct. 1901); Restatement, Contracts §256.

Accordingly, the Division of Purchase and Property may validly provide in contracts that payment shall be conditioned on the acceptance or approval of the work or materials by an agency or department which did not execute the contract on behalf of the State. As a matter of policy, there may be merit in conferring upon the using department which is versed in the field, the authority to accept the performance.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: HAROLD ASHBY
Legal Assistant

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-30

SEPTEMBER 28, 1956

HON. JOSEPH E. MCLEAN, Commissioner
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

DEAR COMMISSIONER MCLEAN:

You have asked our opinion concerning the enforceability of a clause which is proposed to be inserted in deeds for the grant of riparian lands by the State. The clause reads:

"This grant is made with the understanding that the lands herein described and conveyed shall not be used for the purpose of ingress to or egress from a lagoon or bayou lying inshore of the aforesaid granted lands other than such lagoons or bayous as are shown on the map attached hereto and made part hereof until such permission is authorized, and upon payment of such additional compensation and upon such other terms as shall be fixed by said Department of Conservation and Economic Development, Division of Planning and Development, or its successors in function."

You inform us that additional compensation is charged to the upland owner for a grant of riparian lands if his application discloses a proposed lagoon or bayou construction inshore from the mean high water line. Instead of $5.00 per front foot, for example, a lump sum consideration in excess of that amount (usually at the rate of one-tenth of the front foot consideration for each foot of lagoon frontage) is fixed by the Council as the purchase price of the grant, within its discretion to determine the compensation for riparian deeds pursuant to R.S. 12:3-10.

The lagoon clause is intended to guarantee additional compensation to the State at the same rate, in the event that the State’s grantee or his assignee seeks a permit to dredge in order to admit tidal waters to his upland at any time subsequent to the
grant. In legal effect, this is a covenant that the grantee will not construct a lagoon on his upland without the payment of additional compensation upon application for a permit to dredge. In practical terms, a permit to dredge will be requisite in all cases because the flow of tidal waters into the lagoon is accomplished through dredging both below and above the mean high water line.

Grants of riparian lands by the State are authorized in Chapter 3 of Title 12 of the Revised Statutes. R.S. 12:3-12 specifically sets forth that the State may require in its interests covenants, clauses and conditions in such grants. The lagoon clause as a covenant is enforceable against the grantee, his heirs and assignees.

The only foreseeable challenge against the lagoon clause is that it violates the constitutional rights of the grantee under the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment to the Federal Constitution and of Article I, Paragraph 1 of the New Jersey Constitution. This opinion therefore deals with the enforceability of the clause upon such challenge.

Riparian grants are voluntarily entered into by the State and private persons as grantees. The owner of upland under the conclusive authorities in this State has no right to compel a grant or an adjoining land by writ of mandamus or other legal process. Leonard v. State Highway Dept., 24 N.J. Super. 376, 384 (Ch. Div. 1953).

The legal issue of the enforceability of the lagoon clause would arise therefore only in a proceeding to compel the issuance of a permit to dredge to open up a lagoon or bayou without the payment of additional compensation. The upland owners’ argument depending upon the equal protection clause would be that the State penalized the landowner arbitrarily in denying a permit without the payment of additional compensation.

Under the facts supplied to us, there is, contrary to the above assertion, a reasonable basis for the covenant to pay additional compensation upon the construction of a lagoon. The Bureau of Navigation has received for filing in the past year maps showing an extension of 60 miles of waterfront through new lagoon construction. By the statute regulating power vessels on tidal waters (L. 1952, c. 157, N.J.S.A. 12:7-44) the State is compelled to supervise and police the additional miles of waterfront in lagoons and bayous. The employment of new personnel, including harbor masters, in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, as well as the construction of further navigation aids, should necessarily result.

We are of the opinion, therefore, that the courts would enforce the lagoon clause which you have referred to us on the ground that the State may impose a supplemental charge upon property owners who add to the policing cost and burden of the State by opening up new tidal waters. The insertion of the lagoon clause in riparian deeds is a reasonable exercise of the discretion vested by the Legislature in the Council of the Division of Planning and Development and in the Commissioner of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development to issue deeds for riparian lands.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General
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MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-31

HONORABLE JOSEPH MCLEAN, Commissioner
Dept. of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

October 9, 1956

Dear Commissioner McLean:

Our opinion has been requested as to the authority in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development to allocate the sum of $7,500.00 for the construction of new bulkheads to replace the deteriorated bulkheads at the municipal wharf, owned by the City of Salem and fronting on the Salem River. Because the proposed construction will be located approximately 1/4 miles upstream from the Delaware River on a body of water flowing into the Delaware River and therefore, not in the Delaware River itself, you have raised the question whether the proposed construction comes within the geographical area in which funds may be appropriated under Chapter 100 of the Laws of 1956.

Chapter 100 provides that the Department of Conservation and Economic Development may spend $1,000,000.00 for any construction or maintenance of beach protection projects, bulkheads, breakwaters, groins, jetties, sea walls, breakwaters, beach fills or dunes, pumping of sand, advertising and inspection costs within the projects outlined in R.S. 12:6A-1. R.S. 12:6A-1 empowers the Department to repair, reconstruct or construct bulkheads within the following geographical area:

"* * * along the Atlantic Ocean in the State of New Jersey, or any beach front along the Delaware Bay or Delaware River, Raritan Bay, Barnegat Bay and Sandy Hook Bay, or any inlet or estuary or any inland waters adjacent to any inlet or estuary along the shores of the State of New Jersey, * * *"

The Appropriations Act (L. 1956, c. 100) requires matching expenditures by the county or municipality participating in the beach project. We assume that the City of Salem has furnished evidence of its commitment to expend the matching amount of $7,500.00 for the construction of the proposed bulkheads.

Since the construction is not to be built on any of the named body of waters such as the Atlantic Ocean, Delaware Bay or Delaware River, it becomes necessary to consider whether the location of this project is within the geographical area set forth in the last part of the above quoted statute:

"* * * any inlet or estuary or any inland waters adjacent to any inlet or estuary along the shores of the State of New Jersey, * * *"

The words "any inlet or estuary" refers to the phrase "along the shores of the State of New Jersey". Your department, therefore, has authority to allocate money for this bulkheading if it is upon "* * * any inlet or estuary * * * along the shores of the State of New Jersey, * * *".

According to your department, the water in the vicinity of this project is saline and ebbs and flows with the tide in the Delaware River. Further information from the recent coast and geodetic survey, United State Dept. of Commerce (1955) Tide Tables—East Coast—North and South America Including Greenland, page 208, Table 2, shows that the daily rise and fall of the tide for Salem Cove, which is where the Salem
River empties into the Delaware River, is approximately 5.3 feet. The same table indicates that the daily range of tide at the location of the proposed construction is also 5.3 feet. The tidal pull at the mouth of the river and at the place of the proposed bulkheading is of exactly the same force.

An estuary is defined by Black Law Dictionary, (4th Ed. 1951) in the following manner:

"That part of the mouth or lower course of the river flowing into the sea which is subject to the tides; enlargement of a river channel towards its mouth in which the movement of the tide is very prominent."

In Vail v. McGuire, 30 Wash. 157, 96 Pac. 1042 (1908), the Supreme Court of Washington held that an estuary of Puget Sound included that part of the Snohomish River, a tributary of Puget Sound which was affected by the ebb and flow of the tide from Puget Sound.

The phrase contained in the statute which refers to the "shores of the State of New Jersey" should be considered as having a fixed and definite meaning. In its ordinary sense "shore" signifies the land that is periodically covered and uncovered by the tide. All between ordinary high and low-water mark is within that denomination. The term "shore" is inapplicable to non-tidal rivers. Gough v. Bell, 21 N.J.L. 156, 162 (Sup. Ct. 1874); Attorney General v. Central Railroad Company, 68 N.J. Eq. 198, 210 (Ch. 1904); Spier v. First National Bank of шохогон, 86 Me. 155, 33 Atl. 782, 783 (1895); see Child v. Starr, 4 Hil. 369, 375 (N. Y. Ct. of Errors, 1843).

We advise you therefore that you have authority to approve the expenditure for the construction of new bulkheads fronting on the Salem River and owned by the City of Salem, as a project within the authorization for appropriations for matching grants for beach protection, bulkheading and related projects in the Appropriations Act (L. 1956, c. 108).

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Ferman
Deputy Attorney General

October 10, 1956

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-32

Dear Mr. Vermeulen:

You have forwarded to us a copy of Assemblyman Mosch’s letter to you dated August 24, 1956 relating to Chapter 46 of the Laws of 1955, and have asked our opinion on the question raised therein.
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In his letter, Assemblyman Mosch says in part:

“A reading of the provisions of the act indicate that the said commission is empowered to make a study of smoke and air pollution in the areas of New York and New Jersey specified in Section 32:19-3 of the Revised Statutes. Reference to the statutory provisions indicate that the areas referred to are bodies of water.

“Since the jurisdiction of the Interstate Sanitation Commission is limited to the said areas this body would have no authority to proceed elsewhere. If the commission should proceed beyond the areas indicated it would have no lawful right to any sums of money for such purposes.”

We cannot agree with this analysis of the scope and effect of the amendment of the Interstate Sanitation Commission Compact accomplished by the adoption of Chapter 46 of the Laws of 1955, the enactment of similar legislation by the States of New York and Connecticut and the enactment of Public Law 946 of the 84th Congress which gave Congressional assent to that amendment of the Compact.

The Compact creating the Interstate Sanitation Commission was authorized with the consent of Congress, by legislation adopted by the States of New York, New Jersey, New York and Connecticut. The Commission was established to deal with the control and abatement of pollution in tidal and coastal waters contiguous to the three States. By R.S. 32:19-3, the Commission was given power to make rules, regulations and orders with regard to the pollution of all the coastal, estuarial and tidal waters within or covering portions of the three States referred to in the statute. In carrying out its duties under the Compact, the Commission has taken steps to abate existing sources of pollution in the portions of the three States served by the Commission. Among other things, it has issued and has enforced orders requiring municipalities and other bodies involved to construct sewerage treatment works. (See e.g. Interstate Sanitation Commission v. Township of Weehawken, 1 N.J. 360 (1949).)

The problem of air pollution has been of increasing concern to various State and local governments during recent years. In 1954, by Chapter 212 of the Laws of 1954, New Jersey established an Air Pollution Control Commission in the Department of Health. The functioning of the Commission was necessarily limited to the geographical boundaries of this State.

However, it was recognized that, particularly in the heavy industrial metropolitan areas of northern New Jersey and New York City, the problem transcended state boundaries. Smoke and other polluting materials originating in one state crossed the state line and affected the lives and properties of the other state. As was stated in the memorandum accompanying the New York legislation (Chapter 422 of the Laws of 1955) which is a counterpart to Chapter 46 of the Laws of 1955 "it is a recognized fact that air pollution does not stop at a state boundary, that it certainly is an interstate problem and can only be controlled by interstate cooperation".

Chosen to make the study of interstate smoke and air pollution was the Interstate Sanitation Commission. To provide it with authority to act, the original Compact was amended by the enactment of Chapter 46 of the Laws of 1955 and complementary legislation of New York and Connecticut, followed by a grant of Congressional consent to the amendment.

Chapter 46 of the Laws of 1955 and the similar statutes enacted by New York and Connecticut authorized and empowered the Interstate Sanitation Commission "to make a comprehensive study of smoke and air pollution in the areas of New York
and New Jersey specified in section 32-19-3 of the Revised Statutes and the problems caused thereby", the study to include a survey of the sources and extent of the pollution, property damage caused thereby, its effect upon public health and comfort, and relevant meteorological, climatological and topographical factors.

The Commission was ordered to make a report to the Governors and the Legislatures on or before February 1, 1956; this was later extended to February 1, 1957. The act further provided:

"The report shall set forth the findings of the commission, its recommendations for a smoke and air pollution control program and a plan for the administration of such a program by an appropriate agency. It shall also include a study and evaluation of existing laws in the States of New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and in other jurisdictions relating to smoke and air pollution and drafts of proposed legislation to carry out the recommendations of the commission."

(Italics added)

Public Law 946 of the 84th Congress which gave Congressional consent to the amendment of the Interstate Sanitation Act provided in part as follows:

"The further consent of Congress is given to the States of New York, New Jersey, Connecticut to confer upon the Interstate Sanitation Commission, in accordance with chapter 286 of the laws of the State of New York (1956), chapter 46 of the laws of New Jersey (1955) (as amended by chapter 23 (1956), and public act 27 of the laws of Connecticut (1955), the power to make studies of smoke and air pollution within any and all of the territory served by the Commission. Such studies shall include surveys of the sources and extent of the pollution, property damage caused thereby, the effect upon public health and comfort, and relevant meteorological, climatological, and topographical factors." (Italic added)

In considering the powers granted to the Interstate Sanitation Commission by the amendatory legislation just outlined, it is well to bear in mind the settled rules of law applicable to statutory construction. As Mr. Justice Heber said recently in Alexander v. N. J. Power & Light Co., 21 N.J. 373, at p. 376:

"* * * The statute is to receive a reasonable construction, to serve the apparent legislative purpose. The inquiry in the final analysis is the true intention of the law; and, in the quest for the intention, the letter gives way to the rationale of the expression. The words used may be expanded or limited according to the manifest reason and obvious purpose of the law. The spirit of the legislative direction prevails over the literal sense of the terms. The particular words are to be made responsive to the essential principle of the law. When the reason of the regulation is general, though the provision is special, it has a general acceptance. The language is not to be given a rigid interpretation when it is apparent that such meaning was not intended. The rule of strict construction cannot be allowed to defeat the evident legislative design. The will of the lawgiver is to be found, not by a mechanical use of particular words and phrases, according to their actual denotation, but by the exercise of reason and judgment in ascertaining the expression of a composite whole. The indubitable reason of the legislative terms in the aggregate is not to be sacrificed to scholastic strictness of definition or concept. Wright v. Vogt, 7 N.J. 1 (1951). It is not the meaning of isolated words, but the internal sense of the law, the spirit of the correlated symbols of expression, that we seek in the exposition of a statute. The intention emerges from the principle and policy of the act rather than the literal sense of particular terms, standing alone. Caputo v. Best Foods, Inc., 17 N.J. 259 (1955), * * *"

Further, it should be noted that the powers conferred upon an agency or commission include not only those expressly granted but also those which, by necessary or fair implication, are incidental to a full effectuation of the legislative intent in the light of the purposes for which the agency or commission was created. Rosenthal v. State Employees' Retirement System of New Jersey, 30 N.J. Super. 136, 142 (App. Div. 1954); Application of Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor, 39 N.J. Super 33, 39 (Law Div. 1956)

Keeping in mind these settled rules of statutory construction, it is our opinion that the activities of the Interstate Sanitation Commission, in its study of smoke and air pollution, are not to be limited to the physical areas of the waters of the Interstate Sanitation district. The evident legislative intent is to require study of smoke and air pollution which affect the territory served by the Commission. By the express language of Chapter 46 of the Laws of 1955, "the study shall include a survey of the sources and extent of such pollution". Obviously the Commission is not to be limited to the physical areas of the waters of the district.

The problems with which the Interstate Sanitation Commission is to be concerned in its study are those existing in the areas of the States of New Jersey and New York which it serves. How far the Commission will have to go to properly evaluate the sources and causes of interstate smoke and air pollution is a matter for the expert decision of the Commission itself, to be made in the course of its study. It clearly has the implied power to make that determination as well as the power and duty to recommend to the Governors and Legislatures of the states the boundaries of the area to which any proposed interstate control of smoke or air pollution should be limited.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: HAROLD KOLOWSKY
Assistant Attorney General

October 17, 1956

HONORABLE FREDERICK J. GASSERT, JR.
Director of Motor Vehicles
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-33

DEAR MR. GASSERT:

This will acknowledge receipt of your recent communication in which you request our opinion on the following question:
"Does the merger of two or more corporations, one or both of which own motor vehicles, have the effect of transferring the ownership of the motor vehicles under the provisions of Chapter 10 of Title 39 so that the registration of those motor vehicles becomes void under the provisions of R.S. 39:3-30, or if not, is a mere change on the certificate of ownership to the name of the continuing corporation sufficient and permitted by law?"

It is our opinion and you are so advised that where there is a merger of two or more corporations there is not any transfer of title to the motor vehicles owned by the continuing corporation, but there is a transfer of title to the motor vehicles owned by those corporations which are merged into the continuing corporation and such transfer of title must be made in the manner prescribed by the Motor Vehicle Certificate of Ownership Law and upon such transfer the registration of those motor vehicles becomes void under the provisions of R.S. 39:3-30.

The term "merger" means the absorption of one corporation by another which retains its name and corporate identity with the added capital, franchises and powers of the merged corporation. It is the uniting of two or more corporations by the transfer of property to one of them which continues in existence the other being merged therein. 15 Fletcher, Cyclopedia Corporations (1938) §7041, p. 8.


You have indicated to us that it has been contended that the merger of corporations under the General Corporation Act does not contemplate a transfer of ownership of any property of the corporation and consequently no transfer of title should be required other than a change of name on the certificate of ownership.

This contention is apparently based upon a provision of Section 14:12-5 of the Revised Statutes (Corporations, General) which provides:

"When such merger or consolidation is effected, all the rights, privileges, powers and franchises of each of such corporations, both of a public and private nature, all real and personal property, all debts due on any account, as well for stock subscriptions as all other things in action or belonging to each of the corporations, and all and every other interest, shall vest in the consolidated corporation as effectually as they were vested in the several and respective former corporations."

Whatever effect the aforesaid provision of R.S. 14:12-5 may have on personal property other than motor vehicles, it is evident that it has no application to the transfer of title to a motor vehicle, for the Legislature has prescribed a specific method for transferring title to motor vehicles and these statutory provisions must be complied with strictly. This method differs from that prevailing and required as to other chattels. Merchants Security Corp. v. Lane, 106 N.J.L. 169 (E. & A. 1929) re-argument denied 106 N.J.L. 576 (E. & A. 1930); Eggerding v. Bicknell, 20 N.J. 106, 112 (1955).

That there is a transfer of title to the motor vehicles owned by the merged corporation subject to the provisions of the Motor Vehicle Certificate of Ownership Law appears indisputable in the light of the following provisions of said law.

N.J.S.A. 39:10-2 provides in part:

"As used in this chapter unless other meaning is clearly apparent from the language or context, or unless inconsistent with the manifest intention of the Legislature:

"* * *

"'Person' includes natural persons, firms or copartnerships, corporations, associations, or other artificial bodies, receivers, trustees, common law or statutory assignees, executors, administrators, sheriffs, constables, marshals, or other persons in representative or official capacity, and members, officers, agents, employees, or other representatives of those hereinbefore enumerated.

"'Buyer' includes purchaser, conditional vendee, lessee, bailee, transferor, chattel mortgagee, and any person buying, attempting to buy, or receiving a motor vehicle, under conditional sale contract, lease, bailment, transfer agreement, chattel mortgage, trust receipt or any other form of security or possession agreement, or legal successor in interest.

"'Seller' includes manufacturer, dealer, lessor, bailor, transferor, conditional vendor, chattel mortgagee, and any person selling, attempting to sell, or delivering a motor vehicle, under conditional sale contract, lease, bailment, transfer agreement, chattel mortgage, trust receipt or other form of security or possession agreement, or legal successor in interest.

"The term 'sell' or 'sale' or 'purchase' or any form thereof includes absolute or voluntary sales and purchases, agreements to sell and purchase, bailments, chattel mortgages, leases, trust receipts and other forms of security agreement whereby any motor vehicles are sold and purchased, or agreed to be sold and purchased, involuntary, statutory and judicial sales, inheritance, devise or bequest, gift or any other form or manner of sale or agreement of sale thereof, or the giving or transferring possession of a motor vehicle to a person for a permanent use; continued possession for sixty days or more is to be construed as permanent use.

N.J.S.A. 39:10-9 provides (with an exception not here applicable) as follows:

"In all sales after a new motor vehicle is sold by the manufacturer, his agent or a dealer, and in every sale of a used motor vehicle, the seller shall, * * * execute and deliver to the purchaser, in the case of absolute sale, assignment of the certificate of ownership or assignment of bill of sale issued prior to the effective date of this amendment; if other than absolute sale, assignment of the certificate of ownership, subject to contract, or assignment of bill of sale, subject to contract, issued prior to the effective date of this amendment."

Our view in this matter, we believe, is further supported by the holding in the case of Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co. v. West, Registrar 140 Ohio St. 200, 42 N.E. 2d, 906 (Sup. Ct. 1942), where the Court considered the following question:

"When there has been a consolidation under the Ohio General Corporation Act of constituent corporations which have during a given year registered their motor vehicles and paid the motor vehicles license fees thereon, must the consolidated corporation again register the motor vehicles and pay new license fees?"
It had been urged upon the Court that by force of the provisions of Section 86:2368 of the General Code, which provided:

"Such consolidated corporation shall be subject to all the liabilities and duties of each of such corporations so consolidated; and all property, real, personal and mixed, and all debts and liabilities due to any of said constituent corporations on whatever account, as well for subscriptions for shares as for all other things in action of or belonging to each of such corporations, shall be vested in the consolidated corporation, and all property, rights, privileges, powers, franchises, and immunities and all and every other interest shall thereafter be as fully and effectually the property of the consolidated corporation as they were the property of the several and respective constituent corporations."

the consolidated corporation takes over the license privilege of the constituent corporations and need not apply for new registration or secure new motor vehicle number plates.

In answer to this contention the Court said:

"The above-quoted provisions are part of the General Corporation Act of Ohio. True, they do provide generally for the succession by the consolidated company to the 'privileges' theretofore enjoyed by the constituent companies. But it would, we hold, be a forced construction to interpret these general provisions as controlling the sharp and explicit clauses of Section 6294-1, providing that where there is a 'transfer of ownership' the 'registration *** shall expire' and further providing that 'it shall be the duty of the owner to immediately remove such number plates from such motor vehicle.' Before these explicit statutory provisions of Section 6294-1, the general statutory provisions of Section 8623-68 must give way. 37 Ohio Jurisprudence, 413, Section 152; Leach v. Collins, 123 Ohio St. 530, 533, 176 N.E. 77."

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Charles J. Kehek
Asst. Deputy Attorney General

CJKB

HONORABLE GEORGE C. SKILLMAN
Director, Division of Local Government
Department of the Treasury
Commonwealth Building
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-34

DEAR DIRECTOR:
You have requested our opinion as to whether it is legal for a borough to turn over to its Shade Tree Commission the funds which have been appropriated for its use, so that said funds may be held by the Commission in its own bank account and disbursed by it.

In our opinion the answer is in the negative. The statute governing Shade Tree Commissions (R.S. 40:64-1, et seq.) contains no authority for the transfer of such funds to the Commission or for their disbursement by that body, and makes no provision for the appointment of a treasurer by the Commission. R.S. 40:64-3 authorizes a three-member Commission to organize annually by the election of one of its members as president, and the appointment of a secretary; no mention is made of a treasurer. R.S. 40:64-11 provides for the appropriation of funds for the use of the Commission, and declares that all sums so appropriated by the governing body shall be "placed to the credit of, and subject to be drawn upon by the Shade Tree Commission for the purposes of its work." Likewise, under R.S. 40:64-13 all monies collected by the Commission either as penalties or as charges against real estate "shall be forthwith paid over to the municipal officer empowered to be custodian of the funds of the municipality, shall be placed to the credit of the Shade Tree Commission of such municipality and be subject to be drawn upon by the Commission for its work."

These provisions clearly indicate, in our opinion, that funds for shade tree purposes are, like most other municipal funds, to be kept in the custody of the municipal treasurer, to be disbursed by him upon warrant or certification by the Commission. We find no reason to read into the foregoing statutes any power in a Shade Tree Commission to hold and disburse funds, or to appoint a treasurer for that purpose.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas P. Cook
Deputy Attorney General

TPC:tb.

HONORABLE JOSEPH E. MCLEAN, Commissioner
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-35

DEAR COMMISSIONER MCLEAN:
You have requested our advice as to what State officer or agency now is vested with the power formerly vested in the Board of Commerce and Navigation by R.S. 12:3-17, to survey tidewaters of the State and to prepare maps of the surveys showing what lines have been fixed and established as exterior lines for solid filling and pier lines to be filed in the office of the Secretary of State.

By Chapter 22, P.L. 1945, the authority of the Board of Commerce and Navigation was transferred to and vested in the Division of Navigation of the State Department of Conservation. Section 29 of Chapter 22 of the Laws of 1945 provided:
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"The functions, powers and duties, records and property . . . . of the Board of Commerce and Navigation are hereby transferred to and vested in the Division of Navigation established under this act, to be exercised by the council thereof, in accordance with the provisions of this act. No action shall be taken by said council except upon approval of the Commissioner of Conservation."

The council referred to in Section 29, supra, which could exercise the authority of the former Board of Commerce and Navigation was known as the Navigation Council. It was created by Section 28 of Chapter 22 of the Laws of 1945 and consisted of nine members appointed by the Governor with the consent of the Senate.

The Legislature, in creating the Navigation Council, made all its actions, including the making of surveys and the fixing of bulkhead and pierhead lines under R.S. 12:3-17, subject to the approval or disapproval of the Commissioner of Conservation. This power was conferred on the Commissioner by Section 28, Chapter 22 of the Laws of 1945.

In 1948, Chapter 448, P.L. 1948, N.J.S.A. 13:1B-1 et seq., created the Department of Conservation and Economic Development and all of the powers and functions of the various divisions and councils of the former State Department of Conservation, including the authority of the Commissioner of Conservation, were transferred to this department. N.J.S.A. 13:1B-7 further provided that the powers, functions and duties transferred to the Department of Conservation and Economic Development were to be exercised through the Division of Planning and Development, exclusive of powers, functions and duties which were specifically transferred to other divisions or agencies within the Department.

By N.J.S.A. 13:1B-8, the authority vested in the Division of Planning and Development is administered by the Director. N.J.S.A. 13:1B-8 provides:

"The Division of Planning and Development shall be under the immediate supervision of a director, who shall be a person qualified by training and experience to direct the work of such division. The Director of such division shall be appointed by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall serve during the term of office of the Governor appointing him and the director's successor is appointed and has qualified. He shall receive such salary as shall be provided by law."

"The director shall administer the work of such division under the direction and supervision of the commissioner, and shall perform such other functions of the department as the commissioner may prescribe."

We refer generally to Formal Opinion (1955) No. 45 on the powers granted by the Legislature to the Planning and Development Council of the Division of Planning and Development. The power to make surveys and to establish bulkhead and pierhead lines pursuant to R.S. 12:3-17, is not set forth as a specific power of the Council. The Council is vested, however, by N.J.S.A. 13:1B-13, with the authority to execute riparian leases or grants for the State, subject to the approval of the Governor and the Commissioner of Conservation and Economic Development. The regular administrative practice, we are informed, is to establish bulkhead and pierhead lines in riparian grants or leases at the outer limits of the grant (see Bailey v. Drexel, 19 N.J. 363 (1955)) but without the endorsement or other approval of the Director of the Division of Planning and Development.

ATTORNEY GENERAL

In summary, the Director of the Division of Planning and Development administers the powers, functions and duties of the Division under the direction and supervision of the Commissioner of Conservation and Economic Development, including the function of conducting surveys and of establishing bulkhead and pierhead lines pursuant to R.S. 12:3-17. In those instances, when a riparian grant or lease fixes a bulkhead or pierhead line, the concurrent approval of the Director of the Division of Planning and Development, as the successor to the powers of the former Board of Commerce and Navigation, is requisite and should be endorsed on the riparian instrument.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID D. FURMAN
Deputy Attorney General

December 19, 1956

HONORABLE CARL HOLDBERG
Commissioner of Labor and Industry
20 West Front Street
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-36

Dear Commissioner Holdberg:

You have inquired whether the "Rules and Regulations for Storing, Handling, Transportation and Utilization of Liquefied Petroleum Gases," adopted by the Division of State Police on January 2, 1953, are applicable to refineries. These regulations were promulgated pursuant to the New Jersey liquefied petroleum gas law, L. 1950, c. 139; N.J.S.A. 21:1B-1 et seq.

Section 2 of that law (N.J.S.A. 21:1B-2) provides in part as follows:

"The Division of State Police shall make, promulgate and enforce regulations setting forth minimum general standards covering the design, construction, location, installation and operation of equipment for storing, handling, transporting by motor vehicle, tank truck, tank trailer, and utilizing liquefied petroleum gases and specifying theodorization of said gases and the degree thereof."

The State Police regulations, referred to above, state (Section 1.2):

"New and existing installations. These regulations apply to all new liquefied petroleum gas equipment, systems and installations; existing installations may be required to comply with these regulations if satisfactory evidence is reported that any existing liquefied petroleum gas equipment system or installation is unsafe, provided however, that all existing equipment shall be maintained in conformance with these regulations."

The regulations further provide (Section 3.0):

"All liquefied petroleum gas equipment shall be installed and maintained
in a safe operating condition and in conformity with these regulations."

From the foregoing it appears that the regulations apply generally to all liquefied petroleum gas equipment, vessels and systems, including those located at refineries.

It is noted that refineries are excluded from certain provisions of the regulations. Thus, they are excluded from the requirement of Section 4 which calls for the submission to the State of plans and specifications for a proposed installation. Likewise, refineries are excepted from the requirements set forth in Section 5 of the regulations with reference to permits for operation. This exception is conditioned, however, upon compliance with the balance of the regulations under the supervision of the Bureau of Engineering and Safety. Thus, Section 5.0, subparagraph d, provides:

"Excepting from these requirements new or existing vessels, equipment, systems or modifications thereto in any factory, mill, workshop, place where goods are manufactured, printery, newspaper plant, public utility generating station, refinery, mine or quarry which shall conform to these regulations under the supervision of the Bureau of Engineering and Safety of the Department of Labor and Industry." (Italics ours)

Except to the extent noted above it is our conclusion that refineries in this state are subject to the State Police liquefied petroleum gas regulations adopted on January 2, 1951.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: THOMAS L. FRANKLIN
Deputy Attorney General

TLF:dc

MR. REUBEN C. STROUSE, Chairman
Hunterdon County Board of Elections
Flemington, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 1

DEAR MR. STROUSE:

You request our opinion as to whether your County Board of Elections should count and canvass absentee ballots voted in school elections.

Chapter 211 of the Laws of 1953 is known and may be cited as the "Absentee Voting Law (1953)"—N.J.S.A. 19:97-1 et seq., P.L. 1953, c. 211, p. 1577.

The Absentee Voting Law by section 3 provides:

"3. The following persons shall be entitled to vote by absentee ballot in any election to be held in this State in the manner hereinafter provided:"

The statute then defines a "military service voter" and a "civilian absentee voter", and the manner of obtaining ballots.

Section 6 of the act further provides:

"6. In the case of any State-wide or county-wide election, the application or request shall be made to the county clerk of the county.

In the case of any municipal election, the application or request shall be made to the clerk of the municipality; in the case of any school election, the application or request shall be made to the district clerk of the school district and in the case of any election to be held in any fire district, road district, sewerage district, street lighting district, water supply district or other special district, other than a municipality, created for specified public purposes within one or more municipalities, the application or request shall be made to the commissioners or other governing or administrative body of the district, or to the clerk of any municipality in, or forming part of, the district, in which such election district is situated, and in case such application or request is made to any such officer other than the county clerk, such officer shall forward the same to the county clerk forthwith."

* * *

With respect to the count and canvass of absentee ballots, section 31 of the act provides:

"31. On the day of each election each county board of elections shall open the presence of the commissioner of registration or his assistant or assistants the inner envelopes in which the absentee ballots, returned to it, is to be voted in such election, are contained, except those containing the ballots which the board or the County Court of the county has rejected, and shall remove from said inner envelopes the absentee ballots and shall then proceed to count and canvass the votes cast on such absentee ballots, but no absentee ballot shall be counted in any primary election for the general election if the ballot of the political party marked for voting thereon differs from the designation of the political party in the primary election of which such ballot is intended to be voted as marked on said envelope after the canvass is completed, the respective county boards of election shall certify the result of such canvass to the county clerk or the municipal or district clerk or other appropriate officer as the case may be showing the result of the canvass by ward and district, and the votes so counted and canvassed shall be counted in determining the result of said election."

It will be noted that this section authorizes and directs the county board to certify the result of such canvass to the district clerk, or other appropriate officer as the case may be.

The office of District Clerk was first created by the original school law of 1903, and presently the power to appoint is detailed in R.S. 18:7-69, P.L. 1953, Chapter 255. The title of District Clerk was changed to that of Secretary, (R.S. 18:7-68, P.L. 1953, c. 255, p. 1751). This amended section in substance provided that the title of every district clerk in office from July 1, 1953 is changed to that of secretary.

The Absentee Voting Law should be liberally construed to effectuate its purposes and the cited sections clearly contemplate that a "military service voter" and "civilian absentee voter" may vote in school elections and the statute imposes upon the county boards of election a duty to count and canvass such absentee ballots. They should be
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treated and counted in the same manner as absentee ballots for the general election and the result of the canvass certified to the appropriate district clerk.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Joseph Lanigan
Deputy Attorney General

January 11, 1956

Mr. William J. Joseph
Assistant to Secretary
Division of Pensions
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 2

Dear Mr. Joseph:

You have asked our opinion as to whether a teacher who retires as a member of the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund upon full retirement allowance at a time when she lacks a sufficient period of service in order to be covered by Social Security may continue to be paid such full retirement allowance in the event she subsequently becomes eligible to receive Social Security benefits by reason of public employment covered by Social Security.

You have brought to our attention a situation which may likely come about now that, by virtue of the authority of c. 37, P.L. 1955, the State Agency for Social Security has entered into a contract with the Secretary of the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare for the purpose of extending Social Security coverage to members of the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund effective January 1, 1955. You ask us to contemplate a situation in which a teacher retires on full retirement allowance effective March 31, 1956, at a time when she will have only five quarters of coverage under Social Security instead of the six quarters which are necessary to entitle her to Social Security benefits. You ask us to assume further that such teacher is immediately re-employed as of April 1, 1956 as a substitute teacher, a position which is not covered by the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund, but which would be covered by Social Security. As a result of such employment for a period of three months, such teacher would obtain her sixth quarter of Social Security coverage, thereby making her eligible to receive Social Security benefits if she has attained the required age. Incidentally, during this three month period of employment as a substitute, she might still continue to receive her pension inasmuch as R.S. 43:3-5, as amended, removes the disqualification established by R.S. 43:3-2, as amended, against a pensioner holding public employment in the case of a retired member of the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund who is employed by the State, county, municipality, or school district "at a salary or compensation of not more than seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00) per year."

Specifically, you ask whether or not, in the paragraph immediately above, the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund is entitled to offset against the full retirement allowance of such teacher, the amount received or receivable by her by way of Social Security benefits to which she may become entitled by reason of the sixth quarter of employment as a substitute teacher at a time when she was not a contributing member of the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund.

Sec. 68, c. 37, P.L. 1955, provides as follows:

"When a member who retires reaches age 65, or upon retirement of a member after the attainment of age 65, the board of trustees shall reduce the retirement allowance by the amount of the old age insurance benefits under Title II of the Social Security Act paid or payable to him whether received or not. Membership in the retirement system shall presume the member's acceptance of and consent to such reduction. However, such reduction shall be subject to the following limitations:

"(a) The amount of the old age insurance benefit shall be computed in the same manner as computed by the Federal Social Security Administration, except that in determining such benefit amount only the wages or compensation for services performed in the employ of the State, or 1 or more of its instrumentalities, 1 or more of its political subdivisions, or 1 or more instrumentalities of its political subdivisions, or 1 or more of its political subdivisions shall be included."

The above section requires that Social Security benefits based upon specified public employment are to be offset from retirement allowances from the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund. It does not limit this offset to benefits based upon public employment at a time before retirement under the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund Act. Furthermore, it would be a distortion of the clear purpose of c. 37, P.L. 1955, which is generally to integrate the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund with Social Security, if a member of the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund were to be permitted to avoid the necessity of giving the Fund credit for Social Security benefits based upon public employment by the simple expedient of retiring on full pension at a time when she does not have sufficient service covered by Social Security to entitle her to Social Security benefits, and thereafter accept employment as a substitute teacher which will entitle her to such benefits. In view of this fact, and in view of Sec. 68, c. 37, P.L. 1955, it is our opinion that the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund is entitled to offset against the retirement allowance of the teacher in the case which you have presented to us for consideration, the amount received or receivable by her for Social Security benefits to which she might become entitled by reason of service rendered subsequent to retirement in the employ of a school district or board of education.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Charles S. Jokelson
Deputy Attorney General

cej:ø
FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 3

DEAR GOVERNOR MEYNER:

You have asked our opinion concerning the status and tenure, if any, of Judge Frank T. Lloyd, Jr., of the Superior Court.

Judge Lloyd had his first judicial appointment in the former Circuit Court on December 15, 1947. He was appointed pursuant to the former statute (R.S. 2:5-4 et seq.) to replace Justice Albert E. Burling. His term expired upon the taking effect of the Judicial Article of the Constitution of 1947 (September 15, 1948) with the dissolution of the Circuit Court. This appointment was noted interim. The Senate in special session confirmed Judge Lloyd. He was eligible, as were all counsellors at law of ten years’ standing, for appointment to the new Superior Court.

Judge Lloyd was appointed to the Superior Court on June 28, 1948 and confirmed on that day. His commission was dated September 15, 1948. His nomination for appointment by Governor Driscoll on June 28, 1948 stated that it was for the term prescribed by Article VI, Section VI, Paragraph 3 of the Constitution of 1947.

Article VI, Section VI, Paragraph 3 provides for initial terms of seven years and tenure upon reappointment for Judges of the Supreme Court and Judges of the Superior Court. As a first appointment, Judge Lloyd received a seven-year term without tenure.

Article XI, Section IV, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution of 1947, in providing for tenure upon reappointment for incumbent judicial officers at the time of the adoption of the Constitution is inapplicable to Judge Lloyd. The schedule contained in Article XI was intended to provide for the orderly transition between the former and the new judicial branches of government. It was intended to govern incumbent judges until the expiration of their terms but to have no effect as to the status and tenure of judicial officers thereafter appointed. See Vol. 2, Minutes of the Constitutional Convention of 1947, page 1105 (Committee on the Judiciary Report).

Judge Lloyd was not in judicial office on the date of the adoption of the Constitution of 1947 (November 4, 1947), and, therefore, is not one of the class of judges governed by the schedule providing for transition between the two court systems.

Article XI, Section IV, Paragraph 1 provides:

"Subsequent to the adoption of this Constitution the Governor shall nominate and appoint, with the advice and consent of the Senate, a Chief Justice and six Associate Justices of the new Supreme Court from among the persons then being the Chancelor, the Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the old Supreme Court, the Vice Chancellors and Circuit Court Judges. The remaining judicial officers enumerated and such Judges of the Court of Errors and Appeals as have been admitted to the practice of law in this State for at least ten years, and are in office on the adoption of the Constitution, shall constitute the Judges of the Superior Court. The Justices of the new Supreme Court and the Judges of the Superior Court so designated shall hold office each for the period of their term which remains unexpired at the time the Constitution is adopted; and if reappointed he shall hold office during good behavior."

Respectfully,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 4

DEAR COMMISSIONER HOLDBERMAN:

You have requested our opinion as to whether there is a conflict of interest between a physician's status as an insurance company examiner and as a medical examiner in the Division of Workmen's Compensation.

Your supplemental letter sets forth the following illustrative case:

"Mr. A is injured in a plant and is referred to Dr. B, who is retained by the insurance company for examination as to the extent of his injuries. Dr. B later during informal proceedings in our Workmen's Compensation court, acting as a State employed Medical Examiner, examines Mr. A and recommends to the Referee who is presiding at the hearing, his diagnosis as to the extent of Mr. A's injuries."

Under the facts which you present, we are of the opinion that the interests of the state and the interests of insurance companies who insure respondents in workmen’s compensation cases are conflicting. A state medical examiner in the Division of Workmen's Compensation who also examines workmen's compensation claimants on behalf of insurance companies has breached his duty of undivided loyalty to the state and may be subject to disciplinary action.

Faithful service is required by every employee.

"The law implies an agreement on the part of the servant or employee
to faithfully serve and be regardful of the interest of his employer during the term of his service." 35 Am. Jur. 82.

If a state employee engages in outside employment, he must take care that he does nothing which will conflict with the state's interest or impede the effective performance of his official duties. See: Attorney General's Memorandum Opinion to Commissioner Palmer dated February 1, 1955; 56 C.J.S. 70; note 13 A.L.R. 909.

Informal hearings are held by the Division of Workman's Compensation in accordance with Section I of its rules. Rules No. 2 and 3 provide as follows:

"The State doctor shall examine the claimant and report his opinion of the extent of disability to the referee for his consideration.

On the date of an informal hearing, the claimant or employer shall, on demand of the referee, present to the State doctor at the time and place of the hearing, the report or reports of the attending physician or physicians, including x-rays, reports of x-rays and laboratory tests."

It thus appears that the state medical examiner has the duty to report impartially to the referee to aid in the referee's determination. Previous participation by him in the same case in the role of an insurance company examiner would seriously affect his ability to form an independent and impartial judgment. Even if he were to disqualify himself in every case in which he has previously acted, his ability to perform his duties properly would be impeded by being retained by an insurance company writing workmen's compensation insurance.

As to formal hearings, Rule 22 prohibits a state medical examiner from testifying for either side. This rule recognizes the impropriety of a doctor's participating on behalf or one of the litigants. The policy underlying a similar rule formerly in effect has been the subject of judicial comment in two cases.

In Harrison v. Garlitti, 120 N.J.L. 64, 65 (Sup. Ct. 1938) it was said,

"The effect of such a rule should be to keep the testimony and conclusions of such witnesses entirely impartial. If doctors, paid by the state to assist in the just administration of this important bureau, may be retained by either side in a contested case, they would soon come to be at least under the suspicion of leaning towards the side paying for their services. Public policy would seem to demand such a rule, and so we find no error here."

In Frisky v. Good Humor Corp., (not officially reported) 17 N.J. Misc. 277, 278 (Com. Pl. Essex Co. 1939) the court discussed the case of Harrison v. Garlitti, supra, saying

"But this case, as its opinion clearly indicates applied to far different facts, i.e., in forbidding state doctors to be retained by either side' for the obvious reason that they would then 'soon come to be at least under the suspicion of leaning toward the side paying for their services.' Obviously, the Supreme Court reads the rule as applicable to the facts before it, i.e., the preferred testimony of the state doctor as an expert opinion witness, whose opinion might well be swayed by his retention as an expert and the payment for his services. For this swayed testimony to come in fact from the lips of..."
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For the foregoing reasons we advise you that the engagement or association of state medical examiners with insurance companies or affiliates of companies which write workmen's compensation insurance should be prohibited. This may be accomplished by regulation. It need not be a part of the rules of practice before the agency but could be a part of the internal regulations of the division.

Yours very truly,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: JOHN F. CRANE
Deputy Attorney General

JFC:Jeb

HON. FREDERICK J. GASKET, JR.
Director, Division of Motor Vehicles
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 5

Dear Director Gasket:

You have advised us that:

"Ever since license plates have been manufactured at the State Prison, it has been the practice of the Motor Vehicle Division to advise the State Use Industries in the Department of Institutions and Agencies to expedite the Motor Vehicle Division's requirements for new plates or inserts. Many months ago we advised the State Use Industries that we would want a new general issue of plates, the first supply of which were to be available in June of 1956. Already, 100,000 sets of these plates have been manufactured. The ordering of the dies, the material and paint for the plates was all made by the State Use Industries through the Division of Purchasing and Property.

"The Appropriations Committee on Thursday last questioned the legality of this procedure noting that the appropriation request to pay for these plates was in the budget for the fiscal year 1956-1957."

You have requested an opinion whether or not this procedure is in any way illegal or not in conformity with the existing statutes.

It is our opinion that you have correctly conformed with the proper statutory procedure and that your actions were legal and proper.

R.S. 30:4-92 to 100, originally adopted in 1918 (P.L. 1918, c. 147, Secs. 701-709), provides a comprehensive scheme by which institutional labor may be employed to manufacture products that can be used by various State agencies. This program is under the supervision of the State Board of Control of the Department of Institutions and Agencies, which through its State Use Division has in previous years manufactured license plates which are required by the provisions of Title 39 to be displayed by every motor vehicle registered in this State.

R.S. 30:4-95 states that:

"The several state and county institutions and noninstitutional agencies,
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the several counties and all departments and agencies of the state shall purchase from the State Board all articles or supplies manufactured or produced by institutional labor which are needed by them and shall not purchase any such supplies or articles from any other source unless the State Board shall first certify on requisition made to it that it cannot furnish the same or the equivalent thereof. The State Board as far as practicable shall honor all requisitions."

and, R.S. 30:4-96 provides that:

"At least thirty days before the commencement of each state fiscal year, the proper officials of each institution, noninstitutional agency, department or agency of the state or the counties thereof, shall report to the State Board estimates for the ensuing year of the amount of supplies of different kinds required by them, which shall refer to the catalogue issued by the State Board, so far as the articles indicated are included within such catalogue. No purchasing agency shall be allowed to evade the intent and meaning of this article by specifying slight variations from the standards adopted by the State Board, when the articles provided by it in accordance with its standards are reasonably adapted to the actual needs of the purchasing agency."

Pursuant to the above section, you held numerous conferences with the State Use Division regarding your requirements for license plates which you intended to use beginning June, 1956. Furthermore, we have been informed that the State Use Division, by prior experience, would require approximately seventy-five weeks of normal production to fill the demand for these plates during the fiscal year commencing July 1, 1956 and approximately fifteen weeks to complete requirements needed in the first quarter of that fiscal year. We understand that these plates are manufactured and kept on an inventory basis by the State Use Division and when needed, are purchased by the Division of Motor Vehicles out of available appropriations.

Clearly, no funds have been expended by you in excess of your appropriations or amount limited by law. You have simply advised the State Use Division, as required by statute, of your forthcoming needs.

R.S. 30:4-100 provides a method by which the expenses incurred by the State Use Division to manufacture products may be underwritten prior to the time of actual purchase and use by an agency which has complied with the provisions of R.S. 30:4-95 and 96. Under this section, a working capital fund is maintained on a revolving basis. This fund is supported by direct appropriations from the Legislature, by proceeds from sales to private persons under certain conditions pursuant to R.S. 30:4-97, and by monies transferred into this fund on a debit and credit arrangement from appropriations made available to agencies for which such products have been manufactured.

In this instance, the working capital fund bears the cost of the manufacture of the license plates. No delivery is made until the Division of Motor Vehicles is prepared to and does reimburse the State Use Division out of such funds as are appropriated for this purpose by the Legislature.

If the Legislature fails to appropriate the necessary funds with which to pay for the license plates, the State Use Division may hold the plates in inventory until
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such time as the Legislature does make an appropriation to the Division of Motor Vehicles to consummate the purchase.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David M. Satz, Jr.
Deputy Attorney General

DMS:kms

March 22, 1956
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the Division of Navigation were transferred to the Department of Conservation and Economic Development to be exercised and performed through the Division of Planning and Development, P. L. 1948, Chapter 448, Section 7, N.J.S.A. 13:1B-7. The Director of the Division of Planning and Development is vested with the power of supervising and administering the work of the Division, P. L. 1948, Chapter 448, Section 8, N.J.S.A. 13:1B-8.

The answers to questions 4 and 5 in Formal Opinion 1949 No. 41 are without support in the statutes and are inconsistent with our Formal Opinion 1955 No. 45. To that extent you should regard Formal Opinion 1949 No. 41 as overruled.

To answer your specific inquiries, the advice of the Planning and Development Council may, but need not be sought, on such matters as the location of waterfront and jetty improvements and contracts to be awarded for such work. It is clear that the Council does not have the power to approve or disapprove of such undertakings.

Yours very truly,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: John F. Crane
Deputy Attorney General

March 23, 1956

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 6

Dear Commissioner McLean:

Our recent Formal Opinion (1955) No. 45 has prompted an inquiry from your department as to its effect on Formal Opinion (1949) No. 41. The 1949 opinion traced the history of the predecessors of the Planning and Development Council and concluded (we think erroneously) that the Council continued to possess the powers that had been possessed by its predecessors. Your request is directed to the questions designated as numbers 4 and 5 in Formal Opinion (1949) No. 41. The question, and the answers given, were:

"4. Whether they function in the matter of waterfronts and jetty improvements?

The answer is "Yes".

5. Do they have any right to pass on improvements to be made and the awarding of contracts?

The answer is "Yes".

Your inquiry states:

"What we would like to know is: Does this department have to secure the approval of the Planning and Development Council on location of waterfront and jetty improvements, and does the department have to secure the approval of the Planning and Development Council on contracts to be awarded for such work?"

As we advised you in Formal Opinion 1955 No. 45 the functions of the Planning and Development Council are to formulate comprehensive policies with respect to natural and economic resources, State forests and parks, historic sites, and beach erosion, to advise the commissioner, to study the activities of the Division of Planning and Development, to report to the Legislature and the Governor, and to approve riparian leases and grants. These are the only powers granted to the Planning and Development Council. The remaining powers of the former Navigation Council and

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 7

Dear Mr. Finley:

You have requested our opinion as to whether the retirement allowances payable by the Public Employees' Retirement System must be reduced by the amount of Social Security benefits based on public employment in the cases of veteran employees as well as non-veteran employees.

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-59 provides as follows:

"Upon attainment of age 65 by a retired member or upon retirement by a member after the attainment of age 65, the board of trustees shall reduce such member's retirement allowance by the amount of the old age insurance benefit under Title II of the Social Security Act payable to him. Membership in the retirement system shall presume the member's acceptance of and consent to such reduction."

The above-quoted section requires generally that Social Security benefits shall be offset from retirement allowances paid by the Public Employees' Retirement System. It makes no differentiation as to veteran employees. In fact, the basic reason for enacting C 84, P.L. 1954, (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-1 et seq.) was to provide for integration of Social Security with the state's own retirement system. In return for the amounts saved by the retirement system through Social Security offsets, the legislation made
provision for additional benefits including an insurance program without additional cost to members. This life insurance program is available to veterans and non-veterans alike as long as they are covered by Social Security (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-64).

In view of the foregoing, it is our opinion that retirement allowances payable by the Public Employees' Retirement system must be reduced by the amount of Social Security benefits pursuant to N.J.S.A. 43:15A-59 in the cases of veteran employees as well as non-veteran employees.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Charles S. Joelson
Deputy Attorney General

March 23, 1956

Mr. John J. Allen, Secretary
Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

DEAR MR. ALLEN:

You have asked our opinion as to the effect of C. 259, P.L. 1955, which by its terms became effective "immediately." After original passage by the legislature, it was vetoed by the Governor on August 8, 1955, and passed over the Governor's veto on January 5, 1956. Thus, January 5, 1956 is the effective date of the act. By its title, C. 259, P.L. 1955, is designated as "An Act to amend "An Act relating to the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund, and supplementing chapter 13 of Title 18 of the Revised Statutes," approved August 11, 1953 (P.L. 1953, c. 360)." Chapter 259, P.L. 1955, amends c. 360, P.L. 1953 (N.J.S.A. 18:13-70.3) by increasing minimum retirement allowances to be paid to members of the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund.

However, C. 37, P.L. 1955, which was approved on June 1, 1955, and which by its terms became effective on January 1, 1956 as a result of a referendum of members of the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund as provided by law, expressly repealed "sections 24 to 110, inclusive of chapter 13 of Title 18 of the Revised Statutes of New Jersey with all amendments and supplements thereto," and provided a new pension system for teachers. It, therefore, appears that C. 259, P.L. 1955, attempted to amend a statute which had already been repealed on the effective date of C. 259, P.L. 1955. Thus, we must determine the effect of a statute which purports to amend a repealed statute.

In Newark v. Grodecki, 21 N.J. Misc. 241, (Essex County Court of Common Pleas), Judge Hartshorne states as follows (p. 245):

"... even where a statute has been repealed our courts have held it may be amended, provided the new enactment is a law complete in itself. Abrams v. Smith, 98 N.J.L. 319. And such is the weight of authority. ...
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Analysis of C. 259, P.L. 1955, indicates that it is not "a law complete in itself" within the meaning of Newark v. Grodecki (supra). On the contrary, it is an amendment of only one section of a general pension statute (R.S. 18:1-34 et seq.), which had already been repealed in its entirety on the effective date of the amendatory legislation.

It is, therefore, our opinion that C. 259, P.L. 1955, cannot be given any effect.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Charles S. Joelson
Deputy Attorney General

[Signature]

July 2, 1956

HON. ROBERT L. FINLEY
Deputy State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 9

DEAR MR. FINLEY:

You have inquired whether such functions as have been exercised in the past under the Division of Purchase and Property with respect to purchases and construction for Rutgers University have, under Chapter 61 of the Laws of 1956, approved June 1, 1956, been expressly reserved as functions of the Board of Governors there created.

Section 18 of the new Act provides in part:

"The Board of Governors shall have general supervision over and be vested with the conduct of the University. It shall have the authority and responsibility to . . .

(4) Direct and control the expenditures of the Corporation and the University in accordance with the appropriation acts of the Legislature, and as to funds received from the Trustees and other sources, in accordance with the terms, of any applicable trusts, gifts, bequests, or other special provisions. All accounts of the University shall be subject to post-audit by the State; **

(6) (a) Purchase all lands, buildings, equipment, materials, and supplies; and

(b) Employ architects to plan buildings; secure bids for the construction of buildings and for the equipment thereof; make contracts for the construction of buildings and for equipment; and supervise the construction of buildings;

(7) Manage and maintain, and provide for the payment of all charges on and expenses in respect of all properties utilized by the University; **
The following statutory sections set forth the principal requirements and duties of State instrumentalities and the Division of Purchase and Property with respect to purchases and construction: N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.; 52:18A-19; 52:22-1, et seq.; and 52:22B-33, et seq.

As the result of the application of these sections, purchasing and contracting for State agencies and instrumentalities is handled by the Division of Purchase and Property. In the absence of other expressions by the Legislature, these provisions would control in the case of Rutgers.

It is our opinion, however, that by the new Act, the Legislature has expressly reserved such functions to the Board of Governors. It will be noted that the language quoted above vests, in plain and unambiguous words, authority and responsibility in the Board of Governors for purchasing all lands, buildings, etc., and for engaging architects and making contracts for construction, for management and maintenance, and for providing for payment of all expenses. This language is, in our opinion, controlling.

"There is no safer or better settled canon of interpretation than when the language is clear and unambiguous it must be held to mean what it plainly expresses." Sutherland Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, p. 334, quoted with favor in Asbury Park Press v. City of Asbury Park, 19 N.J. 183, 196 (1955).

"Laws are presumed to be passed with deliberation and with full knowledge by the Legislature of the existing law upon the subject." Eckert v. New Jersey State Highway Department, 1 N.J. 474 (1949); Mahn v. State, 12 N.J. Super. 255, 261 (Ch. Div., 1951). (See discussion at pages 190 and 196, et seq. in the Asbury Park case, supra.)

The Legislature has in fact clarified any remaining doubt with respect to the interpretation of the Act in its section 21 by providing as follows:

"The Boards shall have and exercise the powers, rights and privileges that are incident to their respective responsibilities for the government, conduct and management of the Corporation, and the control of its properties and funds, and of the University, and the powers granted to the Corporation or the Boards or reasonably implied may be exercised without recourse or reference to any department or agency of the State, except as otherwise expressly provided by this Act or other applicable statutes." (Italics ours)

The Act also contains, in section 36(c), a repealer, effective September 1st, 1956, of all Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent with its provisions.

You are accordingly advised that under the new legislation on Rutgers, the functions exercised in the past by the Division of Purchase and Property with respect to purchases and construction for Rutgers, have now been expressly reserved as functions of the new Board of Governors. This opinion is, of course, subject to the filing by the Rutgers Trustees of a certificate of adoption pursuant to section 37 of the Act.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David Landau
Legal Assistant
is a disorderly person. (Under the present law, of course, arrests without warrant may be made for any violation of the Motor Vehicle Code, R.S. 39:5-25.)

In Alexander’s The Law of Arrest (1949) the author, discussing the elements of breach of the peace, says in Section 656, “It is not the doctrine of the Law that there is no breach of the peace unless the public repose is disturbed.” In the same section the word “peace” is defined as “the state of safety and tranquility or quietness ordinarily existing in a community necessary to the comfort and happiness of every citizen.” (Emphasis supplied).

From the foregoing it appears clear and comports with reason that the offense of operating a power vessel while under the influence of liquor or drugs or of permitting another to do so constitutes a breach of the peace for the violation of which a police officer may arrest without warrant.

As to the issuance of summons and the execution of process, these powers are given generally to members of municipal police departments by R.S. 40:47-15.

County detectives (N.J.S. 2A:157-2) and State Police officers (R.S. 53:2-1) possess all of the aforementioned powers with respect to the issuance and execution of summons and other process as well as the power of arrest, including arrest without warrant.

Insofar as violations of L. 1952, c. 157 are concerned, Section 9 thereof (N.J.S.A. 12:7-52) provides that the procedure for enforcement “shall be the same as in the case of other violations under Title 12 of the Revised Statutes relating to power vessels and motors and certain boats and craft operating in other than tidal waters.” L. 1952, c. 157 is, therefore, enforceable in the same manner as the Power Vessel Act.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Christian Bollermann
Deputy Attorney General

CB-jd
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sections or regulations are declared to be disorderly persons and are subjected to fine or imprisonment, N.J.S.A. 12:7-34.28. Enforcement is by arrest and complaint, N.J.S.
A. 12:7-34.33, jurisdiction being vested in the County Court, county district court, county criminal judicial court and municipal court to enforce the act, N.J.S.A. 12:7-
34.33.

Operation of vessels on tidal waters is regulated by L. 1952, c. 157, N.J.S.A. 12:7-
44 et seq. Persons violating the provisions of the act are made subject to fine or imprisonment, N.J.S.A. 12:7-51. The method of enforcing is the same as in the case of violations committed on waters other than tidal, N.J.S.A. 12:7-52.

As to violations occurring in waters other than tidal,

“The Commissioner of Conservation and Economic Development, the Director of the Division of Planning and Development in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, the Chief of the Bureau of Navigation in said department, the chief inspector, the assistant inspectors and the special inspectors appointed under the provisions of this Act, shall each have the right to make complaints hereunder and to arrest without warrant any person violating any provision of this act in his presence and bring the offender before any judge or magistrate having jurisdiction hereunder to receive the complaint for such violation.” N.J.S.A. 12:7-34.33.

Controlling jurisdiction to supervise the use of tidal waters is vested in the harbor masters, N.J.S.A. 12:7-50, who are granted power to arrest and generally to act as special officers for the enforcement of the laws relating to power vessels, R.S. 12:6-6. They are required to follow the same procedure as that established for nontidal waters, N.J.S.A. 12:7-52.

Within their respective areas of jurisdiction the harbormaster, inspectors and other officers mentioned above thus have power to make complaints and arrests for violations of the statutes.

In our opinion violation of either statute by a person under the age of eighteen years would constitute juvenile delinquency as defined by N.J.S.A. 2A:4-14. Paragraphs (1)c. and d. define as juvenile delinquency

“c. Any act or offense for which he could be prosecuted in the method partaking of the nature of a criminal action or proceeding, or

d. Being a disorderly person”.

The procedure applicable to juvenile offenders is outlined in the rules of court R.R. 6:8-1 et seq. R.R. 6:8-3 provides as follows:

“(a) Any duly appointed peace officer may take into custody without process any juvenile who in the opinion of the officer, is engaging in conduct defined by law as juvenile delinquency. Such action shall not be construed as an arrest but shall be deemed a measure to protect the health, morals, and well-being of the juvenile.

“(b) The officer taking the child into custody shall make immediate arrangements to have the juvenile taken to his home, where he shall be released in the custody of his parents, guardian, or custodian, upon the written promise of the parents, guardian, or custodian to assume responsibility for the presence
of the juvenile in court should a hearing be scheduled; or such child may be released in the custody of a probation officer or other person designated by the court.

"(c) If it be impracticable to proceed as in paragraph (b) above, or if the nature of the offense is such as to require the immediate detention of the juvenile, the officer taking the child into custody shall make immediate arrangements to have the juvenile placed in a detention facility approved by the court.

"(d) Whenever a juvenile has been taken into custody in accordance with this rule, the officer taking the child into custody or his duly constituted superior officer shall proceed to file a complaint or preliminary notice with the court in accordance with Rules 6:8-1 or 6:8-2."

We are of the opinion that the officers to whom authority to enforce the laws relating to power vessels is given have authority to apprehend a juvenile and deal with him in the manner prescribed by the rules. For the purpose of enforcing the laws regulating power vessels they are peace officers within the meaning of the foregoing rules. Moreover, the rule does not purport to express a grant of authority to act but only spells out the procedure to be followed by one who is given authority by other law. The issuance of summons is done by the judge or clerk of the court; service may be made by any peace officer or other person, R.R. 6:8-5. If it appears that immediate custody of the juvenile is in the public interest, the judge may issue a warrant which shall be executed by any peace officer or other person authorized by law, R.R. 6:8-6; R.R. 3:2-2(c).

Our advice in summarized form is as follows:

The Commissioner of Conservation and Economic Development, the Director of the Division of Planning and Development, the Chief of the Bureau of Navigation, the Chief Inspector, the Assistant Inspectors and the Special Inspectors on waters other than tidal and the Harbor Masters on tidal waters have the power to apprehend a juvenile who commits a violation of the laws or regulations governing the operation of power vessels in their presence.

After apprehending the juvenile the officer should make immediate arrangements to have the juvenile taken to his home. He should obtain a written promise of a parent to assume responsibility for the presence of the juvenile in court. When this has been done a complaint should be filed with the Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court charging a violation of one of the relevant statutes.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: John F. Crane
Deputy Attorney General
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HON. ROBERT L. FINLEY
Deputy State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 12

DEAR MR. FINLEY:

Our opinion has been requested by the Hon. Archibald S. Alexander, State Treasurer, as to the right of the United States Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, to levy upon the accrued salaries of an employee of the State of New Jersey to obtain satisfaction of the employee's unpaid federal income taxes.

In our earlier study of this problem involving a levy upon the salary of an employee of one of the State Hospitals, we concluded "that there is no warrant in law for the action and procedure proposed by the Federal Government." Formal Opinion 1952, No. 4. Our subsequent study has only served to reinforce and confirm that conclusion, though not necessarily for the reasons there propounded.

Section 6321 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 provides that if any person liable to pay any tax neglects or refuses to pay the same after demand, the amount of the tax shall be a lien in favor of the United States upon all property and rights of property, whether real or personal, belonging to such person. Section 6331 further provides that if any person liable to pay any tax neglects or refuses to pay the same after demand, collection of such tax is authorized by levy upon all property and rights to property (except such property as is exempt under section 6334) belonging to such person or on which the lien provided in section 6321 exists. Section 6334 enumerates the property exempt from seizure, and further provides that notwithstanding any other law of the United States, no property or rights to property shall be exempt from levy other than the property specifically made exempt by said section. Section 6332(a) imposes upon any person in possession of (or obligated with respect to) property or rights to property, subject to levy, upon which a levy has been made a duty to surrender such property or rights upon proper levy and demand. This duty is subject to an exception not pertinent to the present inquiry. The section further provides a penalty for violation of its requirements. Subsection (c) of section 6332 defines the term "person" as used in subsection (a) as including "an officer or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member is under a duty to surrender the property or rights to property, or to discharge the obligation." "Person" is also defined in section 7701(a). There it is stated that when the term "person" is used in the Internal Revenue Code and where not otherwise distinctly expressed or manifestly incompatible with the intent thereof, such term "shall be construed to mean and include an individual, a trust, estate, partnership, association, company or corporation."

From a study of the foregoing provisions a crucial question would seem to be whether the State is a "person" in possession of property or rights to property of the taxpayer, within the meaning of section 6332. A State has sometimes been held to be included within the meaning of "person." State of Georgia v. Evans, 316 U.S. 159 (1942) [Sherman Anti-Trust Act]; California v. United States, 329 U.S. 577 (1946) [Federal Shipping Act]; United States v. Graham, 96 F. Supp. 318 (D.C.S.D. Cal. 1951), affirmed sub nom.; State of California v. United States, 195 F.2d 530 (9th Cir. 1952), cert. denied, 344 U. S. 931 (1952) (Section 3678 (b), 1939 Internal Reve-
The supposed policy underlying the Internal Revenue Code by adding words which Congress might have incorporated but omitted.

It is also to be noted that before *Herrick v. Gerhardts*, 304 U.S. 405 (1938) [holding that salaries of state employees are not exempt from federal income tax], the Internal Revenue Service, United States Treasury Department, held that under the Revenue Act of 1926 the compensation of certain municipal officers and employees was subject to federal income tax, but that their salaries while in the hands of city treasurer were not subject to distraint. T.T. 2405, VII-I, C.B. 72 (1928). This ruling was not revoked until recently when it was held that the State and local governments and their agencies and instrumentalties were subject to levy for amounts owed as accrued salaries to their employees who are delinquent in the payment of their federal taxes. Rev. Rul. 55-227, C.B. 1955-1, 551. Also see *U. S. Treasury Department Regulations*, Section 301, 6331-1(4) (ii) promulgated under the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. Against the Treasury's prior longstanding and consistent administrative interpretation, its more recent contention, in the absence of substantial statutory changes, cannot be accorded the weight normally afforded executive interpretation in the construction of statutes. *Cf. United States v. Leslie Salt Co.,* 350 U.S. 383, 396 (1956).

And further, was there not implied Congressional acquiescence in the interpretation?

There appears to be only one case bearing on the present problem. In *United States v. Newhard*, 126 F. Supp. 805 (D.C. Pa. 1955) a levy was made upon the County Treasurer of Fayette County, Pennsylvania to attach the accrued wages of a county employee who was indebted to the Federal Government for various withholding and social security taxes. The levy was not honored and an action was brought to enforce the tax lien against the wages of the county employee. The County and its fiscal officers joined with the taxpayer in moving for a dismissal of the action on the ground, inter alia, that the County and its officers were agents of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and as such were not subject to process attempting to "garnish" the wages of one of its employees. On the Federal Government's subsequent motion for summary judgment the court ruled in its favor. The *Newhard* case was brought under section 6378 of the 1939 Internal Revenue Code (now section 7403, 1954 Internal Revenue Code) and not under section 3710 of said Code (now section 6332, 1954 Internal Revenue Code). Thus, that case is not authority that the Federal Government may proceed against the State as a "person" under section 6332 of the present Code. That question was neither involved nor considered.

There is a strong public policy in this jurisdiction disfavoring the stripping of a public servant of his remuneration, voluntarily or involuntarily. The philosophy underlying the position which New Jersey takes is quite aptly stated in *Schuessel v. Wyckoff*, 46 N.J. Eq. 560 (E. & A. 1890).

"It was apparent that the salary or remuneration incident to a public office, as a rule, were essential to a decent and comfortable support of the incumbent. If the officer should be deprived of this support, there would arise a hazard of his being driven to an inappropriate means of living, of his being harassed by the worldly of straightened circumstances and tempted to engage in unofficial labor, and of the likelihood of his falling off in that official interest and vigilance which the expectation of pay keeps alive. It was because of these probable consequences, that the courts refused to countenance any act or proceeding which might result in stripping the officer of his anticipated reward." (at pp. 562, 563).
In Cohn v. Allen, 124 N.J.L. 159 (Sup. Ct. 1940), where the salary of a federal employee was sought to be rendered subject to execution, the court held that in the absence of a clear mandate from the Legislature evincing an intent to abrogate the policy theretofor existent, it would not extend the enactment beyond those members of the class specifically mentioned in the statute. Thus the salary of a federal employee was not subject to execution. But see now N.J.S. 2A:17-64.

Though the Legislature has deemed it desirable to render the salaries of State employees subject to execution, N.J.S. 2A:17-59, et seq., those salaries are not available to an unlimited extent. Only a portion thereof may be so obtained. Here the Internal Revenue Service seeks to levy upon the entire salary due the delinquent taxpayer in contravention of New Jersey's strong policy disfavoring such action. The State should not in such areas allow its policy to be subordinated in the absence of clear constitutional authority and Congressional manifestation that such was intended.

We are, of course, no longer concerned with the power of the Federal Government to tax the income of State officers and employees. The decisions of the United States Supreme Court, (Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U.S. 405 (1938); Graves v. N. Y. ex rel O'Keefe, 306 U.S. 406 (1939)) and the enactment of the Public Salary Tax Act of 1929 have removed that problem from the field of controversy. But the Gerhardt and Graves cases concerned the power to tax, not the power to collect. The question of the immunity of public employees from levy on their salaries for unpaid federal taxes was not before the Court, and it is not to be assumed that the Supreme Court would have arrived at the same result, had that been the issue.

Among the enumerated powers of the Federal Government is the power to lay and collect taxes. U. S. Const., Art I, Sec. 8. And the Congress is invested with the authority to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying such power into execution. Ibid. But it was recognized more than a century ago that there are limitations on the collection power of Congress. One of the first cases testing the power to collect taxes was Murray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land and Improvement Co., 18 How. 272 (1855). There the United States Supreme Court stated:

"The power to collect and disburse revenue, and to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying that power into effect, includes all known and appropriate means of effectually collecting and disbursing that revenue, unless some such means should be forbidden in some other part of the Constitution." (p. 291) [Italics supplied].

Among the matters which are implied, though not expressed, in the United States Constitution is that the Federal Government and the State are each to exercise their powers so as not to interfere with the free and full exercise by the other of its powers. South Carolina v. United States, 199 U.S. 437, 451 (1905). It is a principle implied from the necessity of maintaining our dual system of government. The Federal Government may not unduly impair the State's function of government or unduly interfere with the performance of its sovereign duties.

It is to be noted that the Court in the Newhard case, supra, was careful to point out that "there was no allegation or suggestion (except by the court) that the enforcement of the attachment would in the slightest degree interfere with, handicap or endanger the public welfare of Fayette County. True, it was said that Newhard resigned, but it was not averred that he was irreplaceable or that his resignation jeopardized any vital governmental interests. Obviously, he was not an elected official, and apparently his work did not require continuous service." (at p. 810).
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The validity of the collection process is to be determined by the practical effect of the enforcement. When a levy is exerted by a collection officer of the Internal Revenue Service on the accrued salary of a State employee, it necessarily must be made upon the entire accrued wages of the employee rather than upon a percentage thereof as in garnishment proceedings. The employee would be stripped of his entire anticipated reward. The effect on the State of an employee being placed in such dire circumstances is not difficult to envision. Completely deprived of income to support himself and his family, would he not be tempted to engage in unofficial labor? Certainly there would be a falling off of that official interest, incentive and vigilance which the expectation of pay keeps alive. There would be a preoccupation with matters not conducive to efficient service. These are but a few of the probable consequences, and these on the assumption that the individual would continue in the State's employment. It is not unlikely that he would resign and thereby the State would be completely deprived of his services. This is not an instance where the effect upon the State is speculative and uncertain. There would definitely be a serious impairment, if not a curtailment, of essential State functions. Thus the immunity does not redound to the exclusive benefit of the delinquent taxpayer, but reflects an equivalent public advantage.

The doctrine of sovereignty, as respects the effect of the collection procedure on State activities, is not to be chipped away on the basis of easy assumptions which ignore practicalities. To subject the State of New Jersey, in the performance of its constitutional functions, to the law sought to be imposed here is an undue result and one so clearly unconstitutional that we need not dwell further on the interference with, or indeed, the complete frustration of many State activities. Despite the invades into the immunity doctrine, true intergovernmental immunity remains.

Aside from the denial of the employee's service which the proposed procedure would cause, there is imposed on the State the attendant administrative details of effecting payment of the employee's salary to the Federal Government. This additional administrative burden would hamper, impede, and perhaps delay the timely payment of other State employees, which timeliness is so essential for the maintenance of morale and efficient service to the public. Underlying all theory of intergovernmental immunity is the premise that one sovereign government should not be subject to the domination of the other, and its application is peculiarly apposite here.

We discern no basis for disturbing the conclusion reached in our earlier opinion, Formal Opinion - 1952 No. 4, and reaffirm our position that a levy upon the salaries of State employees to obtain satisfaction of unpaid federal income taxes is unwarranted in law.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Harold J. Ashby
Legal Assistant

HJA 16b.
FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 13

DEAR MR. MCLEAN:

Our opinion has been requested as to whether the revenue from licenses issued by the Division of Navigation for submerged lands under tidewaters of the State should be applied to the school fund investment account or to the school fund income account.

We are advised that the licenses issued are either (1) one fee revocable licenses (2) yearly renewable licenses for structures outshore or inshore of established exterior lines or (3) one fee licenses for dredging. It is further indicated that in the license category there are instruments termed "agreements" which permit the party thereto to dig, dredge or remove any deposits of sand or other material from lands of the State under tidewaters.

Our present New Jersey Constitution, as did its predecessor, contains a provision with respect to the funds for the support of free public schools. It reads as follows:

"The fund for the support of free public schools, and all money, stock and other property, which may hereafter be appropriated for that purpose, or received into the treasury under the provision of any law heretofore passed to augment the said fund, shall be securely invested, and remain a perpetual fund, and the income thereof, except so much as it may be judged expedient to apply to an increase of the capital, shall be annually appropriated to the support of free public schools, for the equal benefit of all the people of the State; and it shall not be competent for the Legislature to borrow, appropriate or use the said fund or any part thereof for any other purpose, under any pretense whatever." (N.J. Const., Art. 8, Sec. 4, Par. 2)

By R.S. 18:10-5, all State owned lands now or formerly flowed by tidewater "are appropriated for the support of public schools". In Henderson v. Atlantic City, 64 N.J. Eq. 583, (Ch. 1903) where a predecessor statute (L. 1894, c. 71) was being construed in the light of the 1844 constitutional provision (Art. 4, Sec. 7, Par. 6), the court said:

"It seems also manifest that the appropriation of these lands as property under the constitutional provision had in view the conversion of this property into money which was to be securely invested." (at p. 587).

Thus there is an equating under the constitutional provision of the lands and the proceeds from the sales of such lands. These items are held upon a public trust and make up the perpetual school fund. See State v. Owen, 23 N.J. Misc. 123 (Sup. Ct. 1945); In re Camden, 1 N.J. Misc. 623 (Sup. Ct. 1923). Any doubt as to the irrevocable devotion of the proceeds from sale to the support of public schools and their application to the permanent school account are dispelled by the provision of R.S. 18:10-5 that "moneys received from the sales of these submerged lands shall constitute a part of the permanent school fund.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHLAN, JR.
Attorney General

BY: HAROLD ASHBY
Legal Assistant

September 4, 1956

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 14

DEAR COMMISSIONER CLAYTON:

You have requested our opinion as to whether a teacher who was 65 years of age or older when she retired on March 31, 1955, and who then did not have sufficient quarters of coverage by virtue of public employment to qualify her for Social Security benefits, and who has since qualified for such benefits through private employment, may be employed as a substitute teacher earning not more than $1,200.00 annually without any offset being applied against her retirement allowance.

In our opinion, such a person may be employed as a substitute teacher without
any offset being applied against her retirement allowance. The applicable law, Section 68 of C. 37, P.L. 1955 (N.J.S.A. 18:13-112.70) provides:

"When a member who retires reaches age 65 or upon retirement of a member after the attainment of age 65, the board of trustees shall reduce the retirement allowance by the amount of the old age insurance benefit under Title II of the Social Security Act paid or payable to him whether received or not. Membership in the retirement system shall presume the member's acceptance of and consent to such reduction. However, such reduction shall be subject to the following limitations:

(a) The amount of the old age insurance benefit shall be computed in the same manner as computed by the Federal Social Security Administration, except that in determining such benefit amount only the wages or compensation for services performed in the employ of the State, or 1 or more of its instrumentalities, 1 or more of its political subdivisions, or 1 or more instrumentalities of its political subdivisions, or 1 or more instrumentalities of the State and 1 or more of its political subdivisions shall be included. * * *"

The enactment makes provision for offset in two circumstances only. In the case of a member who retires before age 65, the offset is applied at the time such person reaches age 65. In the case of a member who retires after attaining age 65, the offset is applied at the time of retirement. Under the facts stated, the teachers retired at age 65 and worked their final quarter qualifying them for Social Security benefits in private employment. No offset may be applied against their teachers' pensions because of subsequent earnings as substitute teachers.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Lawrence E. Stern
Deputy Attorney General

September 18, 1956

HON. ROBERT L. FINLEY
Deputy State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 15

DEAR MR. FINLEY:

You have requested our opinion as to what effect the Social Security Amendments of 1956, Pub. L. No. 880, 84th Cong., 2d Sess., Ch. 836 (August 1, 1956), amending Title II of the Social Security Act, may have upon the offset provisions of c. 84, P.L. 1954, and c. 37, P.L. 1955, as amended.

The State acts in question deal with the Public Employees' Retirement System and the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund. Both of them contain sections providing for offsetting the amount of an individual's Social Security benefit against the amount of his or her retirement allowance payable from the State administered systems.

Section 59 of c. 84, P.L. 1954, (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-59) provides, inter alia:

"Upon attainment of age 65 by a retired member or upon retirement of a member after the attainment of age 65, the board of trustees shall reduce such member's retirement allowance by the amount of the old age insurance benefit under Title II of the Social Security Act payable to him. Membership in the retirement system shall presume the member's acceptance of and consent to, such reduction. However, such reduction shall be subject to the following limitations:

2. The amount of the old age insurance benefit shall be computed in the same manner as computed by the Federal Social Security Administration, except that in determining such benefit amount only wages or compensation for services performed in the employ of the State, 1 or more of its instrumentalities, 1 or more of its political subdivisions, or 1 or more instrumentalities of its political subdivisions, shall be included. * * *"

Section 68 of c. 37, P.L. 1955, (N.J.S.A. 18:13-112.70) similarly provides inter alia:

"When a member who retires reaches age 65 or upon retirement of a member after the attainment of age 65, the board of trustees shall reduce the retirement allowance by the amount of the old age insurance benefit under Title II of the Social Security Act paid or payable to him whether received or not. Membership in the retirement system shall presume the member's acceptance of and consent to such reduction. However, such reduction shall be subject to the following limitations:

(a) The amount of the old age insurance benefit shall be computed in the same manner as computed by the Federal Social Security Administration, except that in determining such benefit amount only the wages or compensation for services performed in the employ of the State, 1 or more of its instrumentalities, 1 or more of its political subdivisions, or 1 or more instrumentalities of its political subdivisions, shall be included. * * *"

Two principal changes have been effectuated by the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1956. First, the age at which women may commence receiving Social Security benefits has been reduced from sixty-five to sixty-two. Sec. 102, amending Sec. 216 (a) of the Social Security Act. Second, fewer quarters of coverage are now required in many instances for both men and women to obtain the benefits of the legislation. Section 108 of the act provides that Section 214(a)(3) of the Social Security Act has been amended to read as follows:

"(3) In the case of any individual who did not die prior to January 1, 1955, the term 'fully insured individual' means any individual who meets the requirement of paragraph (2) and, in addition, any individual with respect to whom all but four of the quarters ending after 1954 and prior to (i) July 1, 1957, or (ii) if later, the quarter in which he attained retirement age
or died, whichever first occurred, are quarters of coverage, but only if not fewer than six of such quarters so elapsing are quarters of coverage."

Your first question is:

"1. Do these new Social Security amendments have an effect upon persons who have already retired from the two systems and who are eligible for Social Security benefits by virtue of public employment and who now would qualify for such benefits by virtue of a reduction in the requirement concerning quarters of coverage? For example, a female employee age 62, who retired on July 31, 1956, would receive a full retirement allowance for the remainder of her life by virtue of the fact that she had not qualified for a Social Security benefit under previous Federal Statute. This person is eligible to receive Social Security benefits as of November 1, under the new Federal amendments. Does this new eligibility mean that this person's retirement allowance will be offset by Social Security benefits upon her attaining age 65 even though she retired at a time when the new amendments were not in effect?"

As you state, at the time of retirement from State service of the individuals in question, they were not entitled to Social Security benefits by virtue of the public employment in which they had been engaged. Under the Social Security Amendments of 1956, they will be entitled to such benefits commencing November, 1956 and thereafter, notwithstanding the fact that they have not been employed subsequent to their retirement. Thus, Federal legislation applies to employees who retired prior to its enactment. It is clear from the language of both State enactments that when the individuals in question attain the age of 65 the offset must be applied. It is not the retirement of a person under the age of 65 which brings into operative effect the offset provisions of the sections in question. The offset is not applied until such retired person attains the age of 65. It is at this time, subsequent to the passage of the amendatory Federal legislation, that the amount of the Social Security benefit is examined so that the offset may be applied. Hence, there is no meritorious question of retroactive application or the like. We may observe that if a person retired prior to August 1, 1956 without then having sufficient quarters of coverage in public employment to be fully insured, and also attained the age of 65 prior to that date, the offset would not be applied.

We may note also that neither paragraphs (c) and (f) of N.J.S.A. 18:13-122.70 nor paragraphs (d) and (e) of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-59 are pertinent to the question presented. Paragraph (e) of N.J.S.A. 18:13-122.70 and paragraph (d) of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-59 relate to an increase in the amount of the benefit. The Federal legislation in question has not changed the amount of the benefit; rather, it has reduced the retirement age for women and decreased the number of quarters of coverage required to be "fully insured". Paragraph (f) of N.J.S.A. 18:13-122.70 and paragraph (e) of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-59 have substantially the same language. Paragraph (f) of N.J.S.A. 18:13-122.70 provides:

"(f) Whenever the amount of such reduction from the retirement allowance shall have been once determined, it shall remain fixed for the duration of the retirement allowance, except that any decrease in the amount of the old age insurance benefit under Title II of the Social Security Act shall result in a corresponding decrease in the amount of reduction from the retire-

The amount of reduction from the retirement allowance is determined at the time the offset is applied. Thus, in the particular example you pose in your first question, the offset or amount of reduction from the retirement allowance of the female employee in question would be determined and applied when she reaches 65 years of age. It would remain unchanged thereafter except in the case of a decrease in the amount of the benefit.

Under the Social Security Act as amended, but prior to the 1956 amendments in question, a person who retired at age 65 or older needed only six continuous quarters of coverage to be fully insured. Thus, those members of the Public Employees' Retirement System and the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund who retired at age 65 or older on June 30, 1956, then having six continuous quarters of coverage in public employment, were fully insured and the offset provisions of our New Jersey statutes were applied to them. Under the Social Security Amendments of 1956, a minimum of six quarters of coverage is still required in order to be fully insured.

You next ask:

"2. Do the new Federal amendments affect the calculation of the retirement allowance of a person retiring after October 1, but prior to November 1, 1956, who would not qualify for a Social Security benefit under previous federal law but who will be eligible for benefits after November 1, under the new amendments?"

3. Will the new Federal amendments apply in determining the retirement allowances of all persons retiring after November 1, 1956?"

The answer to both of these questions is obviously in the affirmative. We may add that we have been informed by counsel to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare that the amendments to section 214 (a) (3) are effective upon enactment, i.e. August 1, 1956.

We emphasize that a legislative declaration of policy is clearly implicit in both the Public Employees' Retirement System and the Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund statutes. These laws were not designed to grant two pensions to a member employee, that is, a State retirement allowance plus Federal Social Security benefits.

The evident policy underlying these enactments was to integrate State pensions and Federal Social Security in order to permit public employees and teachers to obtain greater benefits than would otherwise be actuarially practicable. The application of the offset provisions permits the granting of these greater benefits by deferment of a substantial portion of the liability to the Federal Social Security fund. By the integration acts, the Federal government for the first time assumed that liability to public employees and teachers of New Jersey.

The additional benefits now available pursuant to Chapter 84 of the Laws of 1954 and Chapter 37 of the Laws of 1955 include the death benefits of one and one-half times the salary for all active members up to age 70 and three-sixteenths of salary for retired members age 60 or over. If the State, instead of the Federal government, had to pay for these benefits, sound actuarial policy would require the maintenance of large reserves to meet the liabilities thereby created. In sum, the policy of the enactments in question is to grant to public employees and teachers
time to time may be provided by law. The widow of any citizen and resident of this State who has had or shall hereafter have active service in time of war or of other emergency as so defined in any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States and who died or shall die while on active duty in any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States, or who has been or may hereafter be honorably discharged or released under honorable circumstances from active service in time of war or of other emergency as so defined in any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States shall be entitled, during her widowhood and while a resident of this State, to the exemption in this paragraph provided for honorably discharged veterans and to such further exemptions as from time to time may be provided by law."

( Italics added)

N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.12], as amended, L. 1953, c. 436, provides:

"Every person a citizen and resident of this State now or hereafter honorably discharged or released under honorable circumstances from active service in time of war in any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States and a widow as defined herein, during her widowhood and while a resident of this State, shall be entitled, on proper claim being made therefor, to exemption from taxation on real and personal property to an assessed valuation not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500.00) in the aggregate."

( Italics supplied)

The definition section of this act, N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.12, as amended by L. 1952, c. 231 and L. 1953, c. 436, reads as follows:

"As used in this act:

(a) 'Active service in time of war' means active service at sometime during one of the following periods:

'The Korean conflict, June 23, 1950, to the termination, suspension or revocation of the proclamation of the existence of a national emergency issued by the President of the United States on December 16, 1950, or termination of the existence of such national emergency by appropriate action of the President or Congress of the United States;"

(b) 'Honorably discharged or released under honorable circumstances from active service in time of war,' means and includes every form of separation from active, full-time duty with military or naval pay and allowances in some branch of the Armed Forces of the United States in time of war, other than those marked 'dishonorable,' 'undishonorable,' 'bad conduct,' 'by sentence of general court martial,' or similar expression indicating that the discharge or release was not under honorable circumstances. A discharge certificate or other form of release terminating temporary service in a military or naval branch of the armed forces rendered on a voluntary and part-time basis without pay, or a release from or deferment of induction into the active military or naval service shall not be deemed to be included in the aforementioned phrase.'"

The introducers' statement appearing on Assembly Bill 2 of the First Special
Session of 1953 which became L. 1953, c. 436, (N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.121) stated that it was enabling legislation to implement Art. VIII, Sec. 1, Par. 3 of the Constitution. This statement constitutes relevant evidence as to the legislative purpose, meaning or intent, Deane v. Linen Thread Co., 19 N.J. 578 at p. 585 (Sup. Ct. 1955).

The preamble of Assembly Bill 394 of the Session of 1951 which became L. 1951, c. 184 (N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.121), later amended by L. 1952, c. 231, stated that the purpose of the legislature was to prescribe uniform rules and procedure for veterans' exceptions under Art. VIII, Sec. 1, Par. 3 of the Constitution.

The preamble of an act may be used for the purpose of not only interpreting the act itself but also for the purpose of establishing the constitutional basis for the legislative action. Sutherland Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed. 1953, § 4808, p. 353; Blackman v. Iles, 4 N.J. 82 (Sup. Ct. 1950); Grobhart v. Grobhart, 5 N.J. 161 (Sup. Ct. 1950); Bata v. Home Improvement Co., 8 N.J. 219 (Sup. Ct. 1951); Jamouneau v. Harnier, 16 N.J. 500 (Sup. Ct. 1954).

The implementing statute, N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.121, does not re-enact the words, "other emergency" set forth in Art. VIII, Sec. 1, Par. 3 of the Constitution. Thus, the Legislature was prescribing, within its constitutional grant of authority, that active service during the period of the Korean conflict was active service in time of war. The definition section of the act, N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.121, states unequivocally that "active service in time of war" includes the Korean conflict which had been proclaimed a National Emergency by President Truman on December 16, 1950 (Proclamation 2914, 64 Stat. A. 454, 50 U.S.C.A. App. p. 6).

The National Emergency has never been terminated by action of the President or Congress. Since the legislature has expressly predicated the termination of the period of "active service in time of war" for the Korean conflict on such action, the eligibility period for such an exemption still continues under the Veterans' Tax Exemption Act.

The legislation that "active service in time of war" includes the Korean conflict is not unconstitutional because the United States never formally declared war. See Attorney General's Formal Opinion - 1953, No. 49.

While neither the New Jersey Constitution nor statutes define the term "active service" the words have been construed by courts of other jurisdictions.

In U. S. v. Woodworth, 37 F. Supp. 645, (Dist. Ct. D. Mass. 1941), the court held that a dental student who joined the Medical Enlisted Reserve Corps to complete his dental education was not in active service in the army. The court stated at page 646, "Active service does not necessarily mean actual service, but does mean service performed at the direction of a superior officer or officers while receiving the enrollment means to which a soldier is entitled.

State v. Pierce, 118 Ore. 333, 247 p. 812 (Sup. Ct. Ore. 1926), held that persons serving in the Student Army Training Corps established by Congress in World War I were in "active army service.

Mants v. Mants, 69 N.E. 2d 637 (not officially reported) (Common Pleas Ct. Ohio, Summit County 1946) used the terms "active service" or "duty" as synonymous.

In Münich v. World War II Service Compensation Board, 244 Iowa 715, 57 N.W. 2d 803, (Sup. Ct. or Iowa 1953), the Court held that a cadet at West Point during World War II qualified for service compensation for those residents "who served on active duty in the armed forces of the United States . . ." The Court held that active duty included active duty at an "armed services school."
FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 17

DEAR COLONEL RUTTER:

You have asked for our opinion whether a bona fide member of an organized police department is required to secure a permit to purchase a pistol or revolver.

N.J.S. 2A:131-32 provides as follows:

"No person shall sell a pistol or revolver to another unless the purchaser has first secured a permit to purchase or carry a pistol or revolver."

The foregoing prohibits the sale of a pistol or revolver "to another" (emphasis supplied) unless such person has secured a permit to purchase or carry such pistol or revolver and no exception is made in the case of a sale to a bona fide member of an organized police department.

There is no exemption of a bona fide member of an organized police department from the requirement in N.J.S. 2A:131-32 et seq. of a permit to purchase a pistol or revolver, although a bona fide member of an organized police department is exempted from the provisions of N.J.S. 2A:151-41 (concerning concealed weapons), for which reason he is not required to secure a permit to carry a concealed weapon.

N.J.S. 2A:131-38 provides as follows:

"The permit shall be in the form prescribed by the superintendent of state police and shall be issued to the applicant in triplicate. The applicant shall deliver to the seller the permit in triplicate and the seller shall indorse on the back of each copy the make, model, caliber and serial number of the pistol or revolver sold under the permit. One copy shall then be returned to the purchaser with the pistol or revolver. 1 copy shall be kept by the seller as a permanent record, and the third copy shall be forwarded by the seller within 3 days to the superintendent of state police."

A person selling a pistol or revolver to a police officer who did not have a permit to purchase it subjects himself to criminal prosecution as provided in N.J.S. 2A:131-40 as follows:

"Any person who violates any provision of this article is guilty of a misdemeanor."

It is our opinion that a bona fide member of an organized police department is required to secure a permit to purchase a pistol or revolver.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICKMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: SAUL N. SCHRECHTER
Deputy Attorney General

SNS/LL

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 38

DEAR DIRECTOR SKILLMAN:

You have requested our opinion regarding the right of a municipality to enter into an agreement to become the lessee of certain types of capital assets. Specifically you inquire as to whether the governing body of the municipality may rent a device to be used for the sweeping of streets and an automobile for use as a police car.

That a municipality may enter into such a rental agreement appears clear from a reading of the applicable statutes. The broad authority conferred by R.S. 40:43-1 to "... purchase, acquire, lease, hold, let and convey real and personal property for the use and benefit of the municipality." (emphasis supplied). Moreover, R.S. 40:50-1 permits the hiring of teams and vehicles with the qualification (among others not pertinent here) that the governing body must first publicly advertise for bids if the amount to be expended exceeds the sum of one thousand dollars. Both statutes thus plainly allow the rental of a vehicle to be used as a police car. As to a street sweeper, even if it be assumed that such a device is not a "vehicle" within the contemplation of R.S. 40:50-4, a leasing thereof for the use of the municipality falls within the broad authority of R.S. 40:43-1.

The authority to enter into contracts for the rental of equipment having been established, the next question becomes whether such contracts may bind the municipality during a period of time beyond the term of office of the governing body; for, it is a general principle of law that the hands of successors cannot be tied by contracts relating to governmental functions. However, if the contract relates to business or proprietary affairs of the municipality, there is no such restriction upon the power of the contracting body. The general proposition is thus stated in 10 McQuillin, Municipal Corporations, (3d ed.) sec. 29.101, pp. 408-409:

"Respecting the binding effect of contracts extending beyond the terms of officers acting for the municipality, there exists a clear distinction in the judicial decisions between governmental and business or proprietary powers. With respect to the former, their exercise is so limited that no action taken by the governmental body is binding upon its successors, whereas the latter is not subject to such limitation, and may be exercised in a way that will be binding upon the municipality after the board exercising the power shall have ceased to exist."


The distinction between the two types of functions is well recognized in New Jersey. As the Court observed in Allan v. Borough of Runnem, 115 N.J.L. 593, 594 (E. & A. 1935):

"There is, of course, a well recognized distinction between the exercise..."
of a governmental function or duty imposed upon the municipality by law for the benefit of the public, and from the performance of which no profit or advantage is derived, and powers conferred for the accomplishment of corporate purposes essentially special or private in character, in respect of which the municipality stands upon the same footing as a private corporation."

Therefore, it must be determined whether the rental of a police car and a street sweeper involves the exercise of a "governmental" or "proprietary" function. While there is no New Jersey case directly on point, the United States Supreme Court in Harris v. District of Columbia, 255 U.S. 650 (1919) had occasion to consider whether the use of a street sweeper involved the exercise of a proprietary or governmental function. The Court held that sweeping of the streets was a governmental function within the municipal governing body's discretionary powers to protect public health and comfort.

Although the Harris case involved a question of the liability of the municipality for an injury incurred because of the negligent operation of the machine, there is no reason why the same general language would not dictate that for present purposes the renting of a street sweeper is a governmental act, as to which a municipal governing body is powerless to act beyond its term of existence.

On the further question whether the rental of a police car involves a governmental function so as not to bind successor governing bodies, the tort cases again furnish a guide. It is a general rule that the city is not liable for an injury caused by the negligent operation of a vehicle by a policeman in the performance of his duties which are governmental functions. 18 McQuillin, Municipal Corporations, sec. 53.81, p. 363. In practicality, the maintenance and operation of a police force is obviously a "governmental" function. See Henry v. City of Los Angeles, 114 C.A. 2d 603, 250 p. 2d 643 (Calif. Dist. Ct. of App. 1952); Boorse v. Springfield Tp., 377 Pa. 129, 102 A. 2d 708 (1954); Kelly v. City of Wilmington, 5 W.W. Harr. 9, 156 A. 867 (Del. Super. Ct. 1931). The very purpose of the police force is to protect the health, safety and welfare of the people and the nature of these duties is governmental. Therefore, a police car rental scheme must be denominated governmental and any contracts intended to carry out such activity would not be binding upon the successors of the contracting body.

In summary, then, while a municipality has the statutory authority to become the lessee of personal property, that authority does not enable the governing body to bind its successors in the exercise of any of the latter's governmental, as distinguished from proprietary, functions; and since the rental of a police car or a street sweeper is a governmental function, such rental agreement would be binding only for the duration of the term of the contracting body.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas P. Cook
Deputy Attorney General

TPC: tb.
accident within this State has no license or registration, or is a nonresident, he shall not be allowed a license or registration until he has complied with the requirements of this act to the same extent that would be necessary if, at the time of the accident, he had held a license and registration."

Thus the applicant here should not be allowed a license until he has complied with the requirements of N.J.S.A. 39:6-35.

Additionally, our conclusion is not altered by the fact that the applicant was only 15 years of age at the time the accident occurred. N.J.S.A. 39:6-35 is applicable to "a person [who] fails to pay and satisfy every judgment rendered against him for damages because of personal injury or death or damage to property . . . . resulting from the ownership, maintenance, use or operation of a motor vehicle . . . ." Person is defined in N.J.S.A. 39:1-1 to include "natural persons, firms, co-partnerships, associations and corporations".

It is unnecessary here to attempt to define "natural persons". It is sufficient to say that no conception of that term consonant with the statute can justify the exclusion of an individual less than 17 years of age who in fact operated a motor vehicle involved in an accident.

The laws regulating motor vehicles are designed to safeguard the public generally. Hochberger v. G. R. Wood, Inc., 124 N.J.L. 518, 520 (E. & A. 1940). The Motor Vehicle Security-Responsibility Law bears a direct relationship to that public safety, (see Garford Trucking, Inc. v. Hoffman, 114 N.J.L. 522, 527 (Sup. Ct. 1935) construing predecessor statute), and should not be construed in a manner that will do violence to the spirit and intent of the legislative scheme. The law is part of a comprehensive system set up by the Legislature to secure greater public safety.

We cannot, in the face of clear legislative intent, adopt a construction of the statute which will place beyond the reach of this legislation those who, despite their inability to qualify for an operator's license because of age, operate motor vehicles upon the highways causing personal injuries and damage to property. The Motor Vehicle Security-Responsibility Law must have a practicable interpretation and not an arbitrary or unreasonable construction.

No diriment is shown to us whereby the statute should be directed, in its application, toward licensed drivers who fail to satisfy a judgment to the exclusion of unlicensed drivers who do likewise; and we know of none.

We conclude, therefore, that N.J.S.A. 39:6-35 is applicable to a judgment debtor who had not been issued a driver's license at the time of the accident which resulted in the judgment. And this is equally true of such an operator who had not attained age 17 at the time of the accident.

Very truly yours,
GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: HAROLD ASHBY
Legal Assistant

HA:sk
R.S. 43:16-7 provides for an exemption from execution, garnishment, attachments, and sequestration or other legal process. In N.J.S.A. 43:15A-53 the exemption is from any state or municipal tax and from levy and sale, garnishment, attachment or any other process arising out of any State or Federal court. The language of the two is sufficiently similar to indicate that in both instances the Legislature had in mind the same general policy. This policy has been espoused by the N. J. Supreme Court in Fischer v. Fischer, supra, and as stated above, is to protect the pensioner from creditors and not to relieve him of his obligation of support.

It should be pointed out, however, that our New Jersey Supreme Court distinguished between exemption of pension funds from civil process by provision and statutory exemption of pension funds from civil process. The Supreme Court in Hoffman v. Hoffman, 8 N. J. 157 (1951), held that the provision of a group insurance contract made between the defendant's employer and an insurance company making retirement annuity benefits payable to the employee upon his retirement nonassignable, either by voluntary act or by operation of law, were valid and enforceable and payments made under the policy to the defendant were not subject to attachment by the defendant's former wife to pay accrued alimony under a judgment of a court in a sister state. The language used by Justice Heher in the Fischer case, supra, in making the distinction is as follows:

"The Hoffman case cited supra is plainly not to the contrary. There, the subject matter was a group insurance contract which made the retirement annuity and death payments 'nonassignable, either by voluntary act or by operation of law'; and the holding was that if the annuity benefits were made available for the satisfaction of the foreign decree for alimony 'that contractual undertaking would be violated. There, the contract was enforced inter partes; here, the determinative is the policy of the statute." Fischer v. Fischer, 13 N. J. 162, 169 (1953).

We may also observe that N.J.S.A. 43:15A-53 was enacted subsequent to the Supreme Court's decision in Fischer v. Fischer, supra, and that it is a familiar principle of law that the Legislature in enacting statutes is presumed to be familiar with decisional authority relating thereto.

Therefore, since the exemption with which we are here concerned, N.J.S.A. 43:15A-53, is a statutory exemption and, as stated previously, similar to R.S. 43:16-7, pension funds accumulated can be made available through judicial process for the support of the employee's wife and children. Presumably, the pension funds to which you refer are the accumulated deductions standing to the credit of the husband's individual account in the annuity savings fund. You state that your request for opinion has arisen in connection with one specific instance in which Home Life Assistance has been granted to a woman because of the desertion of her husband. You say that she "is presently receiving assistance for herself and seven children while her husband, who prior to his desertion was a public employee, has an accumulated fund in the Public Employees' Retirement System".

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-41 provides:

"a. A member who withdraws from service or ceases to be an employee for any cause other than death or retirement shall receive all or such part as he demands, of the accumulated deductions standing to the credit of his individual account in the annuity savings fund * * *".

Of course, in order to reach these funds, the right of the wife and children to support payments must be adjudicated and appropriate process must be issued by and pursuant to such adjudication. The Juvenile and Domestic way of execution, etc., pursuant to such adjudication. The Chancery Division of the Superior Relations Court has concurrent jurisdiction with the Family Division of the Superior Court in matters pertaining to support. N.J.S.A. 2A:4-18; N.J.S.A. 2A:34-24.

R.S. 30:5-14 provides:

"Whenever it appears that a child has received assistance under any provision of this chapter, either directly or indirectly, by reason of the desertion of its father, the state board of children's guardians or the county welfare board may institute proceedings in any court of competent jurisdiction, constituted for the trial of such cases, for the purpose of collecting from such father any or all assistance granted to such child under any provision of this chapter. * * *"

We should note that P.L. 1951, c. 138 did not repeal the Home Life Assistance Program found in Article IV of Chapter 5 of Title 30, nor did it repeal Chapters I and II of Chapter 5 insofar as they were applicable to the administration and financing of the Home Life Assistance Program found in Article IV. Attorney General's Formal Opinion 1955—No. 12.

N.J.S.A. 30:5-47.1 similarly provides:

"Whenever assistance is granted to or for any person pursuant to the chapter hereby supplemented, the State Board of Child Welfare, or the welfare board of the county where such assistance was granted, shall be authorized to take all necessary and proper action to enforce the maintenance and support of such person by those relatives legally responsible therefor under the laws of this State."

We note that under the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act, N.J.S.A. 2A:4-30.1 et seq., this State or a political subdivision thereof has the right to initiate proceedings against any person owing a duty of support to a resident of New Jersey whose support has been furnished by the State or political subdivision in order that the State or its political subdivision may secure reimbursement for expenditures made. N.J.S.A. 2A:4-30.8.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Lawrence E. Stern
Deputy Attorney General
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FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 21

DEAR DIRECTOR GASSERT:

You have requested our opinion on the applicability of certain provisions of the Security-Responsibility Law and particularly as to whether R.S. 39:6-28, subsection (b) and subsection (c) should be regarded as a reciprocity statute.

R.S. 39:6-28(b) provides:

"When a nonresident's operating privilege is suspended pursuant to section three or section five of this act the director shall transmit a certified copy of the record of such action to the official in charge of the issuance of licenses and registration certificates in the State in which such nonresident resides, if the law of such other State provides for action in relation thereto similar to that provided for in subsection (c) of this section."

Subsection (b) is definitely based upon reciprocity because it requires the Director to transmit a certified copy of his official action only "if the law of such other State provides for action in relation thereto similar to that provided for in subsection (c) of this section."

R.S. 39:6-28(c) provides as follows:

"Upon receipt of such certification that the operating privilege of a resident of this State has been suspended or revoked in any such other State pursuant to a law providing for its suspension or revocation for failure to deposit security for the payment of judgments arising out of a motor vehicle accident, under circumstances which would require the director to suspend a nonresident's operating privilege had the accident occurred in this State, the director shall suspend the license of such resident if he was the operator." * * *

In both sections (b) and (c) above, it must be noted that the Director of Motor Vehicles of New Jersey is required to act only if the law of the other State concerned contains provisions similar to the New Jersey law for the suspension of the driving privileges of out-of-state drivers for failure to satisfy judgments.

Thus subsection (b) above does not become operative unless the law of the "other State provides for action in relation thereto similar to that provided for in subsection (c) of this section."

Subsection (c) requires the Director to act where the law of the foreign state provides for revocation or suspension of license "under circumstances which would require the director to suspend a nonresident's operating privilege had the accident occurred in this State. * * * ."

We find no warrant in the statute for a construction that the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles is required to suspend a New Jersey resident driver's license because of failure to deposit security only in instances where the State where the accident occurred is required to suspend its own resident's driver's license for failure to deposit security under the New Jersey Security Responsibility Law.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: JAMES T. KIRK
Deputy Attorney General

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 22

DEAR MR. BONTEMPO:

You have requested what you term a clear-cut definition as to New Jersey's boundary in the Delaware Bay and the Delaware River and advise that it is imperative that you obtain our definition because of the current activity in dredging operations in the Delaware River and the Delaware Bay. The explanation that the request has reference to dredging operations indicates that you wish to be informed on the limited topic of the territorial limits and ownership of the State of New Jersey in the soil under both bodies of water mentioned. The two states occupying the shores opposite those of New Jersey along the Delaware River and Bay are Delaware and Pennsylvania. The case with Delaware will be discussed first in view of the fact that the boundary between that state and ours has been the subject of litigation and has been adjudicated. *State of New Jersey v. State of Delaware*, 291 U.S. 361, 54 S. Ct. 407 (1934).

The State of Delaware and the State of Pennsylvania have a common boundary at the point where both states border the Delaware River, and from that point Pennsylvania bounds the Delaware River northwardly, and Delaware southwardly to the sea. In the issues involved in the case of *New Jersey v. Delaware*, sometimes called the Delaware boundary case, the Court characterizes them as follows:

"The controversy divides itself into two branches, distinct from each other in respect of facts and law. The first branch has to do with the title to the bed or subaqueous soil of the Delaware river within a circle of twelve miles about the town of New Castle. Delaware claims to be the owner of the entire bed of the river within the limits of this circle up to low-water mark on the east or New Jersey side. New Jersey claims to be the owner up to the middle of the channel. The second branch of the controversy has to do with the boundary line between the two states in the river below the circle and in the bay below the river. In that territory as in the river above, New Jersey bounds her title by the Thalweg. Delaware makes the division at the geographical center, an irregular line midway between the banks or shores." 54 S. Ct. 498
OPINIONS

AS TO THE TWELVE-MILE CIRCLE

The arc of the circle of twelve miles about the Town of New Castle which crosses the Delaware River to the north is at a point on the river where Delaware and Pennsylvania have a common boundary. Where the arc of the circle crosses the Delaware River to the south is a point on the Delaware shore at about Bay View Beach. We will consider the boundary question within the twelve-mile circle.

In the Delaware case, the Special Master appointed by the Court in January 1930 found that Delaware traced her title to the river bed within the circle through deeds going back two and one-half centuries and more.

In 1682 the Duke of York delivered to William Penn a deed conveying the Town of New Castle and all the land lying within the compass or circle of twelve miles about the same, siteuate, lying and being upon the Delaware River, together with the river and the soil thereunder, lying north of the southernmost part of the circle of twelve miles about the town.

The Master in his filed report found that William Penn's title to the lands in question was good. The Court, at pages 411, 412, said that:

"The colony of Delaware as defined by this patent was the one that declared its independence in 1776 and that succeeded in 1783 to any fragment of ownership abiding in the Crown."

"Delaware's chain of title has now been followed from the feeftment of 1682 to the early days of statehood, and has been found to be unbroken."

The Court discussed the various claims made by the State of New Jersey to title to that area of the twelve-mile circle covered by water to the low-water mark and concluded that such claims had no foundation in law or fact and upheld the title of Delaware to the land within the Circle.

Accordingly, the Court confirmed the master's report as it applied to the twelve-mile circle and decreed that:

"Within the twelve-mile circle, the river and the subaqueous soil thereof up to low-water mark on the easterly or New Jersey side will be adjudged to belong to the State of Delaware, subject to the Compact of 1905."

The Compact of 1905 gave the State of New Jersey no proprietary rights in the soil within the twelve-mile circle.

You are, therefore, advised that within the twelve-mile circle, the boundary between New Jersey and Delaware follows the low-water mark along the New Jersey shore.

AS TO THE RIVER AND BAY BELOW THE TWELVE-MILE CIRCLE

The Delaware River extends about five miles below the twelve-mile circle and then broadens into the Delaware Bay.

With respect to the territorial limits of the State of New Jersey in the tidewaters of the Delaware River and Bay below that twelve-mile circle a different situation exists.

In New Jersey v. Delaware, supra, at page 413, it is stated:
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"Below the twelve-mile circle there is a stretch of water about five miles long, not different in its physical characteristics from the river above, and below this is another stretch of water forty-five miles long where the river broadens into a bay.

The title to the soil of the lower river and the bay is unaffected by any to the Duke of York or others. The letters patent to James do not affect the ownership of the bed below the circle. Up to the time when New Jersey and Delaware became independent states, the title to the soil under the waters below the circle was still in the Crown of England. When independence was achieved, the precepts to be obeyed in the division of the waters were those of international law."

The Master found that neither party made any claim of title to the river or bay below the twelve-mile circle, except in succession to the rights of the Crown.

"In 1783, when the Revolutionary War was over, Delaware and New Jersey began with a clean slate. There was no treaty or convention fixing the boundary between them. There was no possessor act or other act of dominion to give to the boundary in bay and river below the circle a practical location, or to establish a prescriptive right.

New Jersey v. Delaware, supra, at page 415.

Having determined that there was no agreement between the parties with respect to the boundary line between the states and that neither party had by any act of possession or dominion established a prescriptive right in the soil under the waters of the Delaware River below the twelve-mile circle, the Court then outlined the principles of law which it felt were controlling, and the authorities relied on for justification. It said at page 413:

"International law today divides the river boundaries between states by the middle of the main channel, when there is one, and not by the geographical center, halfway between the banks. It applies the same doctrine, now known as the doctrine of the 'thalweg,' to estuaries and bays in which the dominant sailing channel can be followed to the sea. The 'thalweg' or downway, is the track taken by boats in their course down the stream, which is that of the strongest current."

The doctrine of "thalweg" is the test applied in determining boundaries between states.

49 Am. Jur., Sec. 20, p. 241

"The general rule is that when a river is the boundary between two states, if the original property is in neither, and there is no special convention respecting it, long use equivalent thereto, or other controlling circumstances to the contrary, each state holds to the middle of the main channel of the stream. This is known as the doctrine of 'thalweg'. In the case of navigable rivers, the doctrine is ordinarily construed to mean that each state takes to the middle of the principal channel of navigation, not necessarily the deepest channel—and it does not, therefore, mean, with respect to navigable rivers, a line equidistant from each bank. The reason for this doctrine making the
middle of the channel of commerce the boundary line, or the doctrine of 'thalweg,' as it is called, rather than the middle line between the shores of the river, lies in the right of each state to equal privileges in the navigation of the river. The channel is the bed of a stream of water, especially the deeper part of a river or bay where the main current flows. When employed in treading of subjects connected with the navigation of rivers, it indicates the line of deep water which vessels follow, the space within which vessels may and usually do pass."

The Master in his report indicates that he has followed the doctrine of "thalweg", and based on that doctrine made the following findings:

"Below the twelve-mile circle there is a portion of the river of about 8,500 yards measured along the center of the main ship channel on Exhibit 3, to the division line between the river and bay established by agreement of the parties in 1907 (Exhibit 161, pp. 44-5) as a line from Liston's Point to the mouth of Hope Creek. Between this area and the mouth of the bay there is a distance of 78,750 yards, more or less, to the overfalls light at the Atlantic Ocean. (Exhibits 3 and 4.)

The question is presented as to whether through these two areas the rule of geographical center is to be applied in the ascertainment of the boundary between the two States or the rule of the thalweg.

The plaintiff contends that the rule of the thalweg, that is to say, the main sailing ship channel, controls throughout the river and bay below the circle. Defendant, on the other hand, maintains that the rule of the thalweg cannot apply because, it says, there is no main sailing channel in the bay and river, the bay and river being equally navigable in all directions.

But the proof shows that as early as Fisher's Chart of the Delaware Bay 1756 (Exhibit 99) there has been a well-defined channel of navigation up and down the river and bay. This channel, since the Revolution, has been regularly marked by the government. In the United States Coast Pilot, Section C, published 1930 by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, it is stated (p. 44):

'Delaware Bay is, properly speaking, only an expansion of the lower part of the Delaware River. . . . The channel is well marked by lighthouses and buoys, but strangers in deep-draft vessels should not attempt to enter by night.' (Exhibit 102.)

'The channel is well marked by lighthouses and buoys to the entrance of the dredged channel and by lighted ranges and buoys above that point. The dredged channels are generally 800 feet wide in the straight reaches, 1,000 feet wide in the bends, and 1,200 feet wide in Bulkhead Bar Channel. The buoys marking the dredged channels are usually maintained on or close to the edge, and vessels on the ranges will usually pass them at a distance of 100 to 200 yards.'

'There is a channel along the western side of Delaware Bay which is marked by a line of perpendicularly striped buoys from off the mouth of St. Jones River southward to below Old Bare Shoal. It is used by most of the vessels frequenting the tributaries on the western side of the bay. It is said to lead clear of dangers if the buoys are followed closely, but leads close to the shoals in places.'

Red sectors are established in the lighthouses to cover the dangers on both sides of the channel from Overfalls Lightship to the entrance of the dredged channel and should be observed closely if running at night.

There are many detached shoal spots with depths of 2 to 6 feet (0.6 to 1.8 m.) along the western side of Delaware Bay and Delaware Breakwater northward to Bombay Hook Point. They are generally unmarked, except in the vicinity of the main ship channel, and are subject to some change, both in depth and position. Strangers using any of the channels westward of the main ship channel should proceed with caution.

'Cape Henlopen, on the southeast side of the entrance to Delaware Bay, is a high white sand hill, bare of vegetation. The point of the cape, from a comparison of the surveys, is moving northward at a slow but uniform rate. Vessels should keep in the white sector of Delaware Breakwater light when passing north of the cape. A shoal with little depth, as shown on the chart, extends nearly 3/4 mile eastward from the end of Cape Henlopen, and is marked at its easterly end by a black bell buoy.'

'Breakwater Harbor, on the west side of Cape Henlopen, southward of the inner breakwater, is easy of access both day and night and is a safe harbor for light-draft vessels in all but heavy northwest gales and affords considerable protection even in such weather. Under the most favorable conditions a vessel of as much as 15 feet (4.5 m.) draft can select anchorage with sufficient swinging room in the easterly part of the harbor, but the harbor is generally crowded in heavy weather, and vessels of a greater draft than about 10 feet (3 m.) should preferably anchor westward or northwesternward of the inner breakwater or in the Harbor of Refuge.'

Breakwater Harbor has depths of 10 to about 30 feet (3 to 9.1 m.) in its easterly part, eastward of a line joining the reporting station on the breakwater and the easternmost fish-plant works. The angle in the westerly part of the breakwater is shoal, depths of 9 to 10 feet (2.7 to 3 m.) extend nearly 3/4 mile southsouthwestward from the westerly half of the breakwater, and depths of 12 to 13 feet (3.6 to 3.9 m.) extend to shore southwestward." (pp. 53-4.)

The Court observed the following in the Delaware boundary case:

"The findings of the special master, well supported by the evidence, overcome the argument thus drawn from physical conditions. He finds that 'as early as Fisher's Chart of Delaware Bay (1756) there has been a well-defined channel of navigation up and down the Bay and River,' in which the current of water attains its maximum velocity; that 'Delaware River and Bay, on account of shoals, are not equally navigable in all directions, but the main ship channel must be adhered to for safety in navigation'; that the Bay, according to the testimony, 'is only an expansion of the lower part of the Delaware River,' and that the fresh water of the river does not spread out uniformly when it drains into the bay, but maintains a continuing identity
through its course into the ocean. The record shows the existence of a well-defined deep water sailing channel in Delaware River and Bay constituting a necessary track of navigation, and the boundary between the States of Delaware and New Jersey in said bay is the middle of said channel."

Concerning the date when the formula of the Thalweg is to be applied to the division between Delaware and New Jersey, the Court in the Delaware case held that it went back to the Peace of Paris as it had applied it in the boundary case between Illinois and Iowa. * * * * * Iowa v. Illinois, 147 U.S. 1, 135 S. Ct. 239. The Court made the further observation that the difference in time between 1776 and 1783 would not affect the result in the Delaware case. The year 1776 is the one for independence for the American colonies. The year 1783 is the one in which the Treaty of Paris was signed by Great Britain and the American Colonies ending the War of Independence.

"* * * the several states which compose the Union, so far at least as regarded their municipal (internal affairs) regulations, became entitled, from the time when they declared themselves independent to all the rights and powers of sovereign states, and they did not derive them from concessions made by the British Crown. The treaty of peace contains a recognition of their independence, not a grant of it."

McIlhoun v. Case's Lease, 8 U.S. 208.(definition within parentheses supplied)

"It is thus with the formula of the Thalweg in its application to the division between Delaware and New Jersey. We apply it to that boundary, which goes back to the Peace of Paris. * * * The line of division is to be the center of the main channel unless the physical conditions are of such a nature that a channel is unknown."

"Below the twelve-mile circle, the true boundary between the complainant and the defendant will be adjudged to be the middle of the main ship channel in Delaware River and bay."

Therefore, be advised that the true boundary between the States of New Jersey and Delaware below the twelve-mile circle is the center of the main ship channel in the river and bay.

GEOGRAPHIC LIMITS AS TO PENNSYLVANIA

As to Pennsylvania, the problem also divides itself into two branches distinct from each other in respect to facts and law.

THE DELAWARE RIVER ABOVE TRENTON

A portion of the Delaware River which lies between the States of New Jersey and Pennsylvania is tidal, a portion is above tide water. Attorney General v. Delaware and Round Brook RR Co., 27 N.J. Eq. 1, 8. In that case the Court quoted Randel v. Delaware and Raritan Canal Co., 1 Wall., Jr., 275, as follows:

"The river Delaware is the boundary between the States of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The tide ebbs and flows to the part of the Trenton Falls where the Trenton bridge crosses the river; above that point it is a fresh water stream. * * * *

Under the established law in New Jersey the State is the owner of the soil under tidal streams to the high water mark. But in non-tidal waters the riparian owners held to the middle of the stream. The State holds no title to the lands under water in the Delaware River above Trenton.

8 Am. Jur., Sec. 9, p. 757

"Under the English Common law, the bed of all rivers as far as the flow of the tide extends is in the Crown, but the bed of all fresh-water rivers above the ebb and flow of the tide is vested in the riparian owners, and this without regard to the navigability of the rivers."

8 Am. Jur., Sec. 21, p. 759

"Under the rule of the common law which vests title to the bed of tidal rivers in the state where lands are described in a deed as bounded by a navigable river in which the tide ebbs and flows, the presumption is that the title extends merely to the waters edge and the boundaries of the tract should be drawn along the bank or shore at high watermark. Citing Simmons v. Paterson, 60 N.J. Eq., 385. New Jersey Zinc & Iron Co. v. Morris Canal & Banking Co., 44 N.J. Eq. 398. Arnold v. Mundy, 6 N.J.L. 1. The common law, however, limits this rule to tidal rivers."

The boundary between the States of New Jersey and Pennsylvania in the waters of the Delaware River above the falls at Trenton is the middle of the river. The legal title to the lands in question stems from the West Jersey proprietors and is in the riparian proprietors, and not in the State.

THE DELAWARE RIVER BELOW TRENTON

The only remaining problem is to advise you concerning the Delaware River as it runs between the falls at Trenton down to the boundary line between Pennsylvania and Delaware.

While the general rule as it applies to fixing the boundaries between states in tidal waters is expressed in the New Jersey-Delaware case above, that opinion does not consider certain variations to the general rule.

In the Delaware case the State of New Jersey did set up as its basis for claiming title to the soil in part of the twelve-mile circle through principles of law involving acquiescence, estoppel, usage and the effect of the Compact between the states. The claim did not concern itself with the effect of avulsion, accretion or the possibility that the old channel as it existed in 1783 may have been relocated through dredging an artificial channel. It is assumed that there was no proof of the existence of such happenings. If any of these factors would have any influence in fixing the main ship channel between New Jersey and Pennsylvania, please consider them in the light of the following:

49 Am. Jur., Sec. 21, p. 242

"The effect upon boundaries of a state, where such boundaries are fixed by the middle of the main channel of a river, by changes in that channel through processes of accretion and avulsion is dependent upon the gradualness or suddenness of the change; when the course of the river and its channel changes gradually, the boundary follows the channel, but if the river suddenly
OPINIONS

changes its course, or deserts its natural channel, the boundary remains where it was before, that is, the middle of the altered or deserted river bed."

56 Am. Jur., p. 893

"But where the change takes place suddenly and perceptibly either by elision or avulsion, as where a stream from any cause suddenly abandons its old and seeks a new bed, such a change works no change of boundary or ownership."


"Avulsion is the sudden or violent action of the elements of the shore or bank of a river, the effect and extent of which is perceptible while the action is in progress."


"Avulsion is a sudden change of channel or stream, and it does not change the boundary which remained as it was in the middle of old channel, though water no longer flows therein."

State of Arkansas v. State of Tennessee, 38 S. Ct. 557, 247 U.S. 461 (1908): The true boundary line between the states of Arkansas and Tennessee, aside from the question of avulsion of 1876, hereinafter mentioned, is the middle of the main channel of navigation of the Mississippi River as it existed at the Treaty of Peace concluded between the United States and Great Britain in 1783, subject to such changes as have occurred since that time through natural and gradual processes.


"Nor does dredging of a new channel by the government in a river which forms the boundary between the two states change the state boundary from the middle of the former main navigable channel to the newly formed channel."

The boundary between the States of New Jersey and Pennsylvania between the falls at Trenton and the twelve-mile circle is the "thalweg" or "main sailing channel" as it existed in 1783, as changed only by natural and gradual processes.

SUMMARY

Summarizing the conclusions reached above we find that beginning at the most northerly point in New Jersey and continuing southwardly the boundary between Pennsylvania and New Jersey is the middle of the river to the falls of Trenton but that New Jersey is not the owner of the soil under those waters. From the falls of Trenton to the twelve-mile circle the boundary between New Jersey and Pennsylvania is the "thalweg" or "main sailing channel" to which point in the river the State of New Jersey is the owner of the soil beneath the river. In the twelve-mile circle the boundary between Delaware and New Jersey is the low-water mark along the New Jersey shore and New Jersey has no ownership in the soil offshore of said low-water mark. From the twelve-mile circle southwardly to the sea the boundary between Delaware and New Jersey is the "thalweg" or "main sailing channel" and New Jersey owns the soil under the river and bay from its shore to said boundary.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Sidney Kaplan
Deputy Attorney General
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December 11, 1956

HONORABLE FREDERICK J. GASSETT, JR.
Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1956—No. 23

DEAR DIRECTOR GASSETT:

You have requested our opinion concerning the applicability of R.S. 39:3-40 to a nonresident motor vehicle operator whose driver's license has been suspended or revoked or who has been prohibited from obtaining or has been refused a driver's license in his own State. For the reasons hereinafter stated, it is our opinion that R.S. 39:3-40 applies in such circumstances.

By R.S. 39:3-10 it is provided in part as follows:

"No person shall drive a motor vehicle on a public highway in this State unless licensed to do so in accordance with this article. No person under 17 years of age shall be licensed to drive motor vehicles, nor shall a person be licensed until he has passed a satisfactory examination as to his ability as an operator. . . ."

The penalties for violating this section are a fine not exceeding $500 or imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 60 days.

By R.S. 39:3-17 this jurisdiction has extended the so-called "reciprocity privilege" to drive a New Jersey registered vehicle as well as any registered outside of New Jersey to any nonresident who has complied with the law of his State, or country, with respect to the licensing of drivers. . . ."

R.S. 39:3-17 also provides in pertinent part as follows:

"A nonresident shall, at all times while operating a motor vehicle in this State under his reciprocity provision, have in his possession the registration certificate of the car which he shall be then operating and his driver's license, and shall exhibit them to any motor vehicle inspector, police officer or magistrate who, in the performance of the duties of his office, shall request the same. Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be subject to a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or to imprisonment in the county jail for not more than sixty days."

R.S. 39:3-17 also provides in pertinent part as follows:

"A nonresident shall, at all times while operating a motor vehicle in this State under his reciprocity provision, have in his possession the registration certificate of the car which he shall be then operating and his driver's license, and shall exhibit them to any motor vehicle inspector, police officer or magistrate who, in the performance of the duties of his office, shall request the same. Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be subject to a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or to imprisonment in the county jail for not more than sixty days."
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R.S. 39:3-40, to which the present inquiry is directed, reads as follows:

"No person to whom a driver's license has been refused or whose driver's license or reciprocity privilege has been suspended or revoked, or who has been prohibited from obtaining a driver's license, shall personally operate a motor vehicle during the period of refusal, suspension, revocation or prohibition.

No person whose motor vehicle registration has been revoked shall operate or permit the operation of such motor vehicle during the period of such revocation.

A person violating any provision of this section shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars ($100.00) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500.00), or be imprisoned in the county jail for not more than ninety days or both."

The Legislature imposed stronger sanctions for the violation of R.S. 39:3-40, i.e., a mandatory minimum fine of $100 as well as a longer maximum imprisonment, than those imposed for a violation of either R.S. 39:3-10 or 17. The reason for the stronger penalty may be found in the fact that R.S. 39:3-40 involves driving after suspension, revocation, prohibition or refusal of a driver's license, while the other cited sections concern themselves only with driving without a license. An operator who violates R.S. 39:3-40 would of course also violate either R.S. 39:3-10 or 17, and it has been held that a conviction may be had under both R.S. 39:3-40 and R.S. 39:3-10, although the same act is involved. State v. Williams, 21 N.J. Misc. 329 (Recorder's Ct. 1943).

In our opinion R.S. 39:3-40 may operate against nonresident drivers in two circumstances: (1) when such drivers operate a motor vehicle upon New Jersey highways after having had their driving privileges suspended, revoked, prohibited or refused in their home State, and (2) in cases where New Jersey has revoked or suspended their reciprocity privilege. The statute of course also operates against resident drivers whose New Jersey driver's license has been suspended, revoked, prohibited or refused.

Nonresidents who are properly licensed in their home State are by R.S. 39:3-17, supra, given a reciprocity privilege to operate motor vehicles upon the highways of this State. By R.S. 39:3-30 New Jersey driver's licenses as well as reciprocity privileges of nonresidents may be revoked or suspended for a violation of the motor vehicle code "or on any other reasonable grounds." See also R.S. 39:4-50, applicable to both residents and nonresidents, whereby, upon a conviction for driving while under the influence of liquor or drugs, a forfeiture of the "right to operate a motor vehicle over the highways of this State" results.

If a nonresident is not properly licensed in his home State he has no reciprocity privilege in New Jersey and upon his operation of a vehicle in New Jersey a violation of R.S. 39:3-17 results. If he not only is unlicensed in his home State but such license was there suspended, revoked, prohibited or refused his operation of a motor vehicle upon the highways of this State violates R.S. 39:3-40 as well, regardless of whether action against his reciprocity privilege under R.S. 39:3-30 or against his "right to operate a motor vehicle" under R.S. 39:4-50 has been taken, in the same manner as the operation of a motor vehicle by a resident under similar circumstances would violate R.S. 39:3-40. Absent the broad application of R.S. 39:3-40 to all drivers, whether resident or non resident, the latter class would escape the more severe sanctions of this statute although resident drivers would be clearly subjected to such penalties.

In summary, it is clear from both the plain meaning of R.S. 39:3-40 and the context in which this statute must be considered—particularly R.S. 39:3-10 and R.S. 39:3-17—that it was the legislative intent to apply the sanctions of R.S. 39:3-40 to a nonresident whose driver's license has been suspended, revoked, prohibited or refused in his home state and who thereafter operates a motor vehicle upon the highways of this State.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: CHRISTIAN BOLLERMAN
Deputy Attorney General

CB:MG
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whether resident or non resident, the latter class would escape the more severe sanctions of this statute although resident drivers would be clearly subjected to such penalties.

In summary, it is clear from both the plain meaning of R.S. 39:3-40 and the context in which this statute must be considered—particularly R.S. 39:3-10 and R.S. 39:3-17—that it was the legislative intent to apply the sanctions of R.S. 39:3-40 to a nonresident whose driver's license has been suspended, revoked, prohibited or refused in his home state and who thereafter operates a motor vehicle upon the highways of this State.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: CHRISTIAN BOLLERMAN
Deputy Attorney General
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HONORABLE MERCEY LAN, Secy.
LEGALIZED GAMES OF CHANCE CONTROL COMMISSION
1100 RAYMOND BOULEVARD
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

MEMORANDUM OPINION--F-1

JANUARY 4, 1957

DEAR MR. LANE:

You have requested our opinion as to whether organizations not qualified under the Bingo Licensing Law or the Raffles Licensing Law may conduct games of chance on United States Government military reservations within the State of New Jersey. For the reasons hereinafter stated it is our opinion that such persons would violate federal but not New Jersey law.

Persons conducting or participating in the games of chance commonly known as bingo or raffles in this jurisdiction would, absent compliance with the Bingo Licensing Law, L. 1954, c. 6, N.J.S.A. 5:8-24 et seq., or the Raffles Licensing Law, L. 1954, c. 5, N.J.S.A. 5:8-50 et seq., as the case may be, violate N.J.S.A. 2A:112 (gambling), N.J.S.A. 2A:121 (lotteries) and N.J.S.A. 2A:170-18 (possession of lottery or numbers slips). By N.J.S.A. 5:8-40 and 67 compliance with the Bingo Licensing Law and the Raffles Licensing Law confers immunity for what would otherwise constitute a violation of the cited sections of N.J.S.A. 2A. Compliance with the Acts involves, inter alia, licensing by municipality in which such game of chance is to be held. By N.J.S.A. 5:8-42 and 69 no municipality may issue licenses unless the provisions of the Acts have been adopted by the legal voters of such municipality pursuant to N.J.S.A. 5:8-43 to 49 and N.J.S.A. 5:8-70 to 76. As is apparent from N.J.S.A. 5:8-43 and N.J.S.A. 5:8-70, the earliest date on which the Acts could have been adopted in any New Jersey municipality is April 20, 1954.

It is provided by Article 1, sec. 8, clause 17 of the United States Constitution that:

"The Congress shall have power . . . to exercise exclusive legislation in
all cases whatsoever . . . over all places purchased by the consent of the Legislature of the State in which the same shall be, for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and other needful buildings . . ."

The respective legislative jurisdiction which vests in the United States on the one hand and which is retained by the ceding States on the other upon a purchase of land pursuant to the above provisions of the United States Constitution depends upon several factors, among them the terms of the cession as evidenced by the acts of the legislature of the ceding state, the terms of acceptance, if any, of the United States, and such adjustments of jurisdiction as may take place between the two entities. *Collins v. Yosemite Park & Curry Co.*, 304 U.S. 518 (1938). It will be assumed for purposes of this opinion that the United States has accepted the terms of cession imposed by the New Jersey legislature upon the purchase and condemnation of all lands now being used as military reservations and that all such lands were acquired prior to April 20, 1954, the earliest possible effective date of the Bingo Licensing Law and the Raffles Licensing Law in any New Jersey municipality. As to specific acquisitions of such land, a list of 38 acts of the New Jersey legislature whereby jurisdiction was ceded to the federal government is set forth following R.S. 52:30-1 of New Jersey Statutes Annotated.

The New Jersey statutes dealing with cession of jurisdiction to the United States are R.S. 52:30-1, 2 and 3. R.S. 52:30-1 and 2 read as follows:

"52:30-1. Consent to acquisition of land by United States

The consent of this state is hereby given, pursuant to the provisions of article one, section eight, paragraph seventeenth, of the constitution of the United States, to the acquisition by the United States, by purchase, condemnation or otherwise, of any land within this state, for the erection of dock-yards, custom houses, courthouses, post offices or other needful buildings.

52:30-2. Jurisdiction over lands acquired

Exclusive jurisdiction in and over any land so acquired by the United States is hereby ceded to the United States for all purposes except the service of process issued out of any of the courts of this state in any civil or criminal proceeding.

Such jurisdiction shall not vest until the United States shall have actually acquired ownership of said lands, and shall continue only so long as the United States shall retain ownership of said lands."

It appears from the foregoing that New Jersey is one of the states which, upon the purchase of lands pursuant to Article I, section 8, clause 17 of the United States Constitution, cedes exclusive or partially exclusive legislative jurisdiction to the United States, the only reservation being a right to serve civil and criminal process within the confines of such lands. This reservation, however, does not defeat the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States. *United States v. Unzeeta*, 281 U.S. 138 (1930).

Upon the cession of exclusive legislative jurisdiction to the United States only such subsequently enacted local laws as are adopted by the United States become effective within the lands in question and where such adoption occurs the local laws

so adopted become federal laws enforceable only in the federal courts. *Johnson v. Yellow Cab Transit Co.*, 321 U.S. 383 (1944); *Collins v. Yosemite National Park & Curry Co.*, supra; *Atkinson v. State Tax Commission*, 303 U.S. 20 (1938) and *United States v. Press Publishing Co.*, 219 U.S. 1 (1911). It may be noted that despite the constitutional provision conferring exclusive jurisdiction upon the federal government the United States Supreme Court has held that appropriate local law not inconsistent with national purposes *which is in effect at the time sovereignty is surrendered* continues in force until abrogated by the United States. *James Stewart & Co. v. Sadrabolo*, 309 U.S. 94 (1940).

By 18 U.S.C., sec. 13, known as the Assimilative Crimes Act, it is provided as follows:

"Whoever within or upon any of the places now existing or hereafter reserved or acquired as provided in section 7 of this Title, is guilty of any act or omission which, although not made punishable by an enactment of Congress, would be punishable if committed or omitted within the jurisdiction of the State, Territory, Possession, or District in which such place is situated, by the laws thereof in force at the time of such act or omission, shall be guilty of a like offense and subject to a like punishment."

18 U.S.C., sec. 7 referred to in sec. 13, supra, defines special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States and includes therein lands purchased for the purposes set forth in Article I, sec. 8, clause 17 of the Constitution. Such lands include those used for military reservations and the legislative jurisdiction thereby acquired by the United States is not confined to those portions of the reserve which are actually used for military purposes. *Benson v. United States*, 146 U.S. 325 (1892).

The authorities recognize that if the act or omission to act referred to in 18 U.S.C. sec. 13 is the subject of a federal statute, no adoption of local laws concerning this subject matter is effected. *Johnson v. Yellow Cab Transit Co.*, supra.

An examination of the federal statutes discloses that there is no counterpart of N.J.S. 2A:112, N.J.S. 2A:121 or N.J.S. 2A:170-18. The only prohibition against gambling found in the federal statutes is one against gambling on vessels on waters within the jurisdiction of the United States. 18 U.S.C., sec. 1981 et seq.

It is clear that the conduct of bingo, raffles and related games of chance upon United States military reservations in New Jersey would, upon the authority of 18 U.S.C., sec. 13, constitute a federal crime punishable only in the federal courts. In response to your specific request for our opinion, we therefore advise you that organizations not qualified under the Bingo Licensing Law or Raffles Licensing Law may not lawfully conduct games of chance on United States Government Military Reservations within New Jersey.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Christian Bollemann
Deputy Attorney General
HONORABLE WILLIAM F. KELLY, JR.
President, Civil Service Commission
Department of Civil Service
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-2

DEAR COMMISSIONER KELLY:

You have requested our opinion in connection with the propriety of certifying certain persons on the eligible list for appointments to the police department of the City of Newark.

The facts, we are informed, are as follows: After certification of the list of eligibles by the Civil Service Commission to the Newark Police Department, the City of Newark made an independent investigation of the qualifications and character of the persons so certified. Such an examination, including a check of state police records had already been made by your Department before certification. The inquiries by the City of Newark, however, produced information which was not present in the state police files and which prompted the police department of Newark to advise certain of the eligibles certified by the Civil Service Department that they were not acceptable. These individuals have appealed to the Civil Service Commission from this action. All are veterans, and so must be appointed in the order of their standing on the list under R.S. 11:27-4.

Before proceeding further into the specific facts prompting the action by the City of Newark, we deem it important to point out that the action of the City of Newark in directly notifying the eligibles was improper. Objection to persons on the list certified by Civil Service should properly be brought to the attention of the Civil Service Department so that, if warranted, the list of persons certified may be changed.

We understand that the objections raised by Newark all relate generally to the moral character of the individuals in question. These objections may be broken down for convenience in this opinion into three categories.

Category one includes individuals who have had juvenile arrest and adjudication records, but no record subsequent to their eighteenth birthday. Category two includes those individuals who have had adult records of convictions of offenses of varying degrees. Category three includes individuals who have had adult records, not involving convictions but involving either arrest or other evidence of unsavory companions and character.

N.J.S.A. 40:47-3 provides:

"No person shall be appointed to police or fire departments unless he is of good moral character . . . ."

and further provides:

"No person shall be so appointed who has been convicted of any crime constituting an indictable offense, or who has been convicted of any crime involving moral turpitude."

R.S. 11:23-2 provides that:

"The commission may refuse to examine or certify persons who have been guilty of a crime or infamous or notoriously disgraceful conduct or who have been dismissed from the public service for delinquency or miscon-duct."

(In the case of Vanderwoude v. Department of Civil Service, 19 N.J. 341 (1955) the same language in R.S. 11:9-6 was construed to require the chief examiner to reject or refuse to certify any applicant falling within its terms.) Both R.S. 11:9-6 and 11:23-2 provide for hearings where candidates' names are stricken for cause.

N.J.S. 2A:4-39, which deals with juvenile offenders, provides that adjudications upon the status of children under eighteen shall not be deemed convictions and that the disposition of such children or any evidence given in the juvenile and domestic relations court against such children shall not be used against them in any other proceedings or held against their records in any future civil service examination, appointment or application.

Civil Service Rule 26 provides that the chief examiner and secretary shall notify in writing any person whose application is rejected for cause and that upon receiving a written request from any person whose application is so rejected, the President may give him an opportunity to show cause why it should not be rejected. Civil Service Rule 40 provides that the name of any person who has been dismissed from another position in public service or whose character, qualifications and record are found not to warrant public employment, may be removed from any employment list. It further provides that in such cases, the person whose name is considered for removal should be notified of such contemplated action and given reasonable opportunity to be heard.

Applying the statutes and rules cited above to the three categories noted, you are advised as follows: Category one—if the only evidence tending to point to the poor moral character of a candidate is his juvenile record, or evidence given at a juvenile hearing, it would be improper for the Civil Service Commission to refuse to certify him and for the municipality to refuse to appoint him. However, if external evidence dealing with the offense, independently secured, is offered, which tends to indicate a poor moral character, the person's application may be rejected with a specification of the reasons for such rejection and a notification that a hearing will be granted upon request. Similarly, if the person's name has already been placed upon an employment list, upon opportunity for hearing, his name may be removed from such list, if his character, qualifications and record are found to be such as not to warrant public employment.

It should be noted that the removal of the individual's name from the employment list, once he has been certified, must be done by the President and the Commission, and not by the appointing authority.

Category two—no person in this category should be admitted to examination, unless the crime involved did not constitute either an indictable offense or one involving moral turpitude. If one has been admitted and certified, the provisions of Rule 40 should be followed. Refusal to admit or certify such candidates is mandatory under the Vanderwoude decision.

Category three—If information acquired by the chief examiner tends to indicate that an individual is of poor moral character, or has been guilty of disgraceful conduct sufficient to indicate unfitness for police employment, he may be denied opportunity
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for examination, subject to his right to a hearing, or if certified, his name may, upon
prior notice and opportunity to be heard, be removed from the certified list by the
commission.

We shall be happy to furnish further advice if the case of any one individual
poses a special problem not answered by this opinion.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David Landau
Legal Assistant

DL:mnc

February 7, 1957

HONORABLE FREDERICK J. GASSERT, JR.
Director, Division of Motor Vehicles
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-3

Dear Director Gassert:

You have requested our opinion as to whether you may refund driver’s license
fees in cases where the licensee has died before the expiration of the license. For the
reasons hereinafter stated it is our opinion that you may not refund such fees.

While there appear to be no decisions concerning refunds in cases where the
license has died, the authorities agree that a licensing agency which has illegally
exacted fees may not be compelled to refund them absent statutory authorization thered-
for. City of Camden v. Green, 54 N.J.L. 91 (E. & A. 1892), and Shoemaker & Co. v.
Board of Health, 83 N.J.L. 423 (Sup. Ct. 1912). See also 53 C.J.S. 696 (sec. 57,
Licenses). It would seem that a similar rule should prevail where the fee has been
properly collected but the license has prematurely lapsed through no fault of the
licensee.

As to your right to make such refunds, there is no statutory provision permitting
this to be done. On the contrary, it is provided by R.S. 39:5-40 that:

“Except as otherwise provided by this subtitle all moneys received in
accordance with the provisions of this Title, whether from fines, penalties,
forfeitures, registration fees, license fees, or otherwise, shall be accounted for
and forwarded to the commissioner, who shall pay the same over to the
State Treasurer, to be credited to the State Highway Fund and used for the
purposes of such fund as provided by section 52:22-20 of the Title, State
Government, Departments and Officers.”

The licensing fees which you have received have of course all been paid over to
the State Treasurer pursuant to the quoted statute and are no longer available to you.
Such moneys may not be drawn out of the treasury except upon legislative appropriation.
In this connection it is provided by Article VIII, Section II, paragraph 2 of the
New Jersey Constitution in pertinent part as follows:
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“No money shall be drawn from the State treasury but for appropriations
made by law. All moneys for the support of the State government and for
all other State purposes as far as can be ascertained or reasonably foreseen,
shall be provided for in one general appropriation law covering one and the
same fiscal year...”

It may be pointed out that this office advised Director Dearden that R.S. 39:5-40
bars refunds of motor vehicle fines which have been erroneously assessed. Op. Att’y.
Gen., July 6, 1953, No. 30.

For the foregoing reasons it is our opinion that you may not refund driver’s
license fees in cases where the licensee has died before the expiration of the license.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Christian Bollermark
Deputy Attorney General
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February 6, 1957

HONORABLE ROBERT L. FINLEY
Deputy and Acting State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-4

Re: Federal land bank consolidated farm loan bonds

Dear Mr. Finley:

You have requested our opinion as to whether consolidated farm loan bonds
issued by the Federal land banks qualify as legal investments for savings banks in
In our opinion they do so qualify.

N.J.S.A. 17-9A-175 provides in part:

“A savings bank may invest in

(6) bonds, debentures or other obligations issued by a Federal land
bank or by a federal intermediate credit bank, under the Act of Congress
of July 17, 1916, known as the ‘Federal Farm Loan Act,’ as
amended and supplemented from time to time” (emphasis supplied)

The “Federal Farm Loan Act” (12 U.S.C.A. § 641 et seq.) provides for the
issuing of farm loan bonds individually by the twelve Federal land banks (12 U.S.C.A.
§ 841) and for the issuing of consolidated farm loan bonds as the joint and several

The question presented is whether the phrase “obligations issued by a Federal
land bank" prevents New Jersey savings banks from investing in such consolidated bonds.

A literal reading of the statutes involved leads to the conclusion that the consolidated bonds are legal investments for New Jersey savings banks since "joint and several obligations" are the obligations of each and every one of the twelve Federal land banks, and hence the obligations of "a Federal land bank."

We understand that while prior to 1933 the farm loan bonds were issued individually by each Federal land bank, since that date only consolidated bonds have been issued. We also understand that all presently outstanding farm loan bonds are in the form of consolidated obligations. It must be assumed that in enacting P.L. 1948, c. 67, the Legislature acted with knowledge of the existing provisions of the related federal legislation and thus intended that the consolidated bonds under consideration be legal investments for savings banks in this State. Goldberg & Co., Inc. v. Division of Employment Security, etc., 21 N.J. 107 (1956).

As above stated, only consolidated bonds have been issued by land banks since 1933. To conclude that such bonds are not eligible for investment would be to preclude investment by New Jersey Savings Banks in any Federal land bank obligations. This would violate the general rule that a construction which renders a part of a statute inoperative, superfluous or meaningless is to be avoided. Abbott Dairies v. Armstrong, 14 N.J. 319 (1954).

It is our opinion and you are so advised that consolidated farm loan bonds issued as the joint and several obligation of the twelve Federal land banks qualify as legal investments for savings banks in New Jersey.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DONALD M. ALTMAN
Legal Assistant

DMA ad

February 21, 1957

MRS. RUTH WILLIAMSON, Clerk
Hunterdon County Board of Elections
Hall of Records
Flemington, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P.5

MY DEAR MRS. WILLIAMSON:

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of January 30, 1957 by which you request, on behalf of the Hunterdon County Board of Elections, the opinion of this office as to the interpretation to be given to R.S. 19:31-10.

R.S. 19:31-10 in pertinent part provides that there shall be kept on file in the office of the Commissioner of Registration original and duplicate permanent voter registration forms. The duplicate voter registration forms and the corresponding voting record shall constitute and be known as the signature copy register. The sign-

nature copy registers shall at all times, except when they are in process of delivery to or from or in the possession of the various district boards of election, be open to public inspection subject to reasonable rules and regulations.

You first inquire whether the phrase "public inspection" as used in R.S. 19:31-10 would include the right to copy voting records from the register.

The answer to your inquiry is in the affirmative.

You will note that R.S. 19:31-10 provides that the binders containing the duplicate permanent registration forms and the corresponding record of voting forms shall constitute and be known as the signature copy registers.

You will also note that except during certain specified times the signature copy registers shall, by the terms of R.S. 19:31-10, be open to public inspection.

Although R.S. 19:31-10 expressly grants the right to inspect the signature copy registers it is silent as to whether copies may be made of these registers.

The authorities are agreed that at common law a person may inspect public records in which he has an interest or make copies or memoranda thereof and that where a statute grants the right of inspection of public records such grant gives the right to inspect with all of its common law incidents. (76 C.J.S., Records, § 35, p. 133, 135).

It has been held in this State that registration lists on file with a county board of elections are public records which may be inspected and copied. Higgins v. Lockwood, 74 N.J.L. 158 (Sup. Ct. 1906).

Mr. Justice Garrison expressed the theory which underlies the rule allowing inspection of public records when he said in the case of Fagan v. State Board of Assessors, 80 N.J.L. 516, 518 (Sup. Ct. 1910):

"As a citizen and a taxpayer he has that abiding interest in the administration of his government and of every department of it that affects him or his fellows that marks the difference between a citizen and a subject. It is to the failure of the citizen to assert these rights that we must look for those evils that are incident to our form of government rather than to a superabundant zeal in this respect. It would be unfortunate in the extreme for the courts of a republic to erect technical barriers by which these duties of citizenship were discouraged or denied; and no more effectual barrier could be set up than the rule that records required by public law for the performance of their public duties by public servants are possessed of a privacy into which the mere citizen, however patriotic his purposes, may not inquire."

It is our opinion that the term public inspection as used by R.S. 19:31-10 contemplates both the inspection and copying of the signature copy registers required to be kept on file in the office of the Commissioner of Registration.

You also ask if the phrase "reasonable rules and regulations", which may be adopted by the Commissioner of Registration to govern the inspection of the signature copy registers, could justify a rule to require that a person seeking to inspect and copy the signature copy registers be required to demonstrate to the Commissioner that his reason for inspecting and copying the record is in the public interest.

The right to inspect public records has, in this State, been subject to qualifications. Thus, in the case of Casey v. MacPhail, 2 N.J. Super. 619, 624 (Law Div. 1949) the court said:
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The general principle of the right of any citizen and taxpayer to inspect and have access to public records when such inspection and access can be had without undue interference with the conduct of public business is qualified not only by the right in the judicial discretion of the trial judge to deny the inspection or access when the motive is improper but also is qualified by any enactments by the legislature which may bear upon his right of use of the information which he gains through the inspection or access.

The right of citizens and taxpayers to inspect public records should be broadly recognized in the furtherance of good government. * * *


It is our opinion that pursuant to R.S. 19:31:10 "reasonable rules and regulations" may be promulgated with reference to the safekeeping of the records and the prevention of any interference with the performance of official duties. We advise you specifically that such regulations may not require that persons declare their reasons for inspecting and copying the voting records.

We do not exclude, however, the right of the Commissioner of Registration and the County Board of Elections to bar any access to the signature copy registers for an illegal purpose in violation of the criminal laws of the State.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Deputy Attorney General

By: J. M. McLaughlin
Deputy Attorney General

Honorable Robert G. Finley
Deputy State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-6

Dear Mr. Finley:

You have requested our opinion as to whether members of the Public Employees' Retirement System who are on leave of absence in the military or naval service of the United States, or who hereafter take such leave, are entitled to the continued death benefit protection available to members of that system under Sections 41(c) and 57 of P.L. 1954, c. 84, as amended, for longer than 93 days after their entry into such service.

Sections 41(c) and 57 of P.L. 1954, as amended, provide for the payment of death benefits to members of the Public Employees' Retirement System who die "in service". P.L. 1955, c. 261 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-108) provides:

"a. For the purposes of section 41(c) and section 57 of chapter 84 of the public laws of 1954, a member of the Public Employees' Retirement System shall be deemed to be in service for a period of no more than 2 years while on official leave of absence without pay; provided, that satisfactory evidence is presented to the board that such leave of absence without pay is due to illness.

b. For the purposes of section 41(c) and section 57 of chapter 84 of the public laws of 1954, a member of the Public Employees' Retirement System shall be deemed to be in service for a period of no more than 93 days while on official leave of absence without pay when such leave of absence is due to any reason other than illness. * * *

The Legislature has spoken clearly in specifying one exception to the 93-day limitation, that is for sick leave. However, the question is presented as to whether the foregoing is affected by the provisions of N.J.S.A. 38:23-4, 38:23-5, and 38:23-6, as amended.

N.J.S.A. 38:23-4 grants leave of absence to various public employees who enter military or naval service during war or emergency. (It should be noted that the existence of the present National Emergency proclaimed by the President on December 16, 1950 has never been terminated. See N.J.S.A. 38:23-4.1 and Attorney General's Formal Opinion 1956 No. 16) N.J.S.A. 38:23-4 also provides:

"* * * During the period of such leave of absence such person shall be entitled to all the rights, privileges and benefits that he would have had or acquired if he had actually served in such office, position or employment during such period of leave of absence, unless otherwise provided by law, the right to compensation."

N.J.S.A. 38:23-5 provides that no such person entering such service "* * * who, at the time of such entry was or is a member in good standing of any pension, retirement or annuity fund, shall suffer the loss or impairment of any of the rights, benefits or privileges accorded by the laws governing such pension, retirement or annuity funds; and the time spent in such service by any such person shall be considered as time spent in the office, position or employment held by him at the time of his entry into such service, in all calculations of the amount of pension to which he is entitled and of the years of service required to entitle him to retire * * *"

N.J.S.A. 38:23-6 provides:

"During the period beginning with the time of the entry of such person into such service and ending at the earliest of (a) three months after the time of such person's discharge from such service or (b) the time such person resumes such office, position or employment or (c) the time of such person's death or disability while in such service, the proper officer of the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission shall contribute or cause to be contributed to such fund the amount required by the terms of the statute governing such fund based upon the amount of compensation received by such person prior to his entry into such service and during the period first mentioned in this section any such person receiving compensation from the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission, shall contribute to the amount required by statute to be paid by members

March 6, 1957

J. M. McLaughlin
Deputy Attorney General
of such fund and during the period first mentioned in this section any such person not receiving compensation from the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission shall not be required to contribute the amount required by statute to be paid by members of such fund, but said amount shall be contributed for such person by the State, county, municipality, school district, political subdivision, board, body, agency or commission."

It is arguable that (absent the specific legislative declaration in N.J.S.A. 43:15A-108) the broad language of N.J.S.A. 38:23-6 might be construed as extending to employees on such leave the continued protection of the death benefits in question. The same observation can be made regarding N.J.S.A. 38:23-5. As to N.J.S.A. 38:23-5, it should be noted that the reference to "the time spent in such service" is limited in effect to the "calculations of the amount of pension to which he is entitled and of the years of service required to entitle him to retire". It is somewhat doubtful whether the death benefit protection in question is a part of one's pension; it is more likely that "pension" as used in N.J.S.A. 38:23-5 would have reference to the retirement allowances provided under P.L. 1954, c. 84, as amended, insofar as the latter legislation is concerned. N.J.S.A. 38:23-6 has less direct bearing on the problem, relating to the employee's required contributions during the employee's military or naval service.

Under sections 41(c) and 57 of P.L. 1954, c. 84, as amended, death benefits are paid only in the event of the death of a member "in service". As noted, N.J.S.A. 43:15A-108 specifically delineates the meaning of "in service" in the foregoing sections. A member is deemed to be "in service" for "no more than 93 days" when such leave of absence is due to any reason other than illness. Compared to the general language of N.J.S.A. 38:23-6 and 38:23-5, the foregoing language of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-108 is definite and specific. It is settled that where there is a seeming conflict between a general statute and a specific statute covering a subject in a more minute and definite way, the latter prevails over the former. Hackensack Water Co. v. Division of Tax Appeals, 2 N.J., 157, 165 (1949); Goff v. Ernst, 6 N.J., 600, 607 (1951); present matter is the fact that the specific statute is the more recent declaration of the legislative will.

Accordingly, it is our opinion that the death benefit protection afforded to members of the Public Employees' Retirement System under section 41(c) and 57 of P.L. 1954, c. 84, as amended, does not extend for longer than 93 days after their entry into military or naval service.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Lawrence E. Stern
Deputy Attorney General

ATTORNEY GENERAL

April 5, 1957

Dr. Frederick M. Rauhinger
Commissioner of Education
125 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-7

Dear Dr. Rauhinger:

You have requested our opinion as to whether it is permissible under the provisions of N.J.S.A. 18:10-29.40 for emergency aid allocated to a particular school district to be used by that district to employ personnel who will attempt to improve these emergency conditions in other districts within the county as well as in the district to which the funds have been allocated. In our opinion, the foregoing procedure is permissible.

The statute in question provides as follows:

"There shall be appropriated annually the sum of $350,000.00 to be distributed by the commissioner, upon the approval of the State Board of Education, to meet unforeseeable conditions in any school district, and to make up any deficit in the amount of State aid lawfully anticipated in the budget of any school district for the school year beginning July 1, 1954, where the State aid payable to the district under this act shall be less than the sum of the amount so anticipated pursuant to the statutes repealed by this act. The amount of such emergency aid shall be payable by the State Treasurer upon the certificate of the commissioner and the warrant of the Director of Budget and Accounting."

The statute thus states that the emergency aid is to be distributed "to meet unforeseeable conditions in any school district"; and under this authority, any district receiving such aid could use it for the employment of personnel needed to cope with the unforeseeable conditions in that district which the aid was designed to meet.

The act is silent on the question whether a district may receive its aid in kind or in services rather than in money. In our opinion, the Emergency Act should be liberally construed so as to allow the first alternative, particularly where it appears to be the most economical and efficient means of achieving the ultimate purposes of the aid, i.e., to meet the emergency needs of that district. Under the circumstances here, the district receiving the money and employing the necessary personnel is acting in substance as the agent of the State for the distribution of emergency aid to all the districts which will share in the services to be rendered by such personnel.

Neither the foregoing statute nor any other provision of law prohibits a school district from assisting another district in solving problems common to both districts. On the contrary, such cooperation between districts furthers the constitutional and legislative policy of maintaining an "efficient" system of free public schools. N. J. Constitution, Article VIII, Section IV, par. 1; R.S. 18:2-1. In many instances, it would be most inefficient for several school districts each to employ even part-time, a person needed to deal with emergency problems of curriculum, teacher training, etc., when one person could perform the function for several districts. The employment of such person or persons by one district, the cost being defrayed by state aid and the services procured thereby being available to several
shall ascertain the necessary facts from the best information he can obtain
and in such manner as he may find convenient, using his personal knowledge
and judgment."

This section clearly gives a right to Railroad Tax Bureau employees to enter
property owned by a railroad in order to conduct examinations of the lands and
physical property of a railroad, as well as its books, records, papers and other matter
in its possession and control. At the same time, the statute imposes a responsibility
and duty on a railroad to allow entry upon its property of bureau employees for the
purpose of making such studies. When such a duty has been imposed by the Legislature,
the railroad taxpayer may not impede the work of the Bureau in any manner,
nor may it absolve itself of any wrongdoing on its part by requiring such release to
be signed. To impede investigations would contravene the spirit and letter of this
section. (Cf. Grogan v. Disopi, 11 N.J. 308 (1953)).

Without considering any further legal questions, the answers to which would
also prevent the execution of such a release, we advise you to inform the railroad
that you cannot accede to their request.

Since question number one is answered in the negative, the second question has
been mooted and need not be answered.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David M. Satz, Jr.
Deputy Attorney General

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-9

Re: Power to appoint the Board of Managers of the New Jersey
Agricultural Experiment Station

Dear Governor Meyner:

You have inquired whether Chapter 61 of the Laws of 1956, which effects a
reorganization of Rutgers University, will make any changes in the method of design-
ination of the Board of Managers of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station

Chapter 61 of the Laws of 1956 does not expressly repeal Chapter 49 of the Laws
of 1945. Accordingly, only in those portions of the 1945 law which are in conflict with
the provisions of the superseding 1956 act may a repealer possibly be construed.

Under the provisions of the 1945 statute (N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.5),
"...the functions, powers and duties of the Board of Managers of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station are transferred to the Trustees of Rutgers College in New Jersey which shall appoint a board of managers to act as its agent in managing and directing the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station."

The Act then goes on to specify how the board of managers shall be appointed.

Until Chapter 61 of the Laws of 1956 became effective, the legal name for the Rutgers corporate entity was "The Trustees of Rutgers College in New Jersey". Under the new legislation, the official name of the Rutgers corporate entity was changed to "Rutgers, the State University". Accordingly, N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.5 must now be interpreted by reading "Rutgers, the State University" wherever the words "The Trustees of Rutgers College in New Jersey" appear.

Until the 1956 legislation, "The Trustees of Rutgers College in New Jersey" was managed by a single governing body known as the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees, possessing the principal management functions of the university, exercised the appointment powers delegated by statute to the university. Chapter 61 of the Laws of 1956, however, vests the principal management functions of the university, including the power to appoint, in the newly created Board of Governors. See L. 1956, c. 61, sec. 18 (N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.42); Trustees of Rutgers College v. Richman, 41 N.J. Super. 259, 287, 288 (Ch., Div. 1956).

You are accordingly advised that the Board of Governors of Rutgers, the State University, is the proper appointing agent to designate members to the Board of Managers of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station under Chapter 49 of the Laws of 1945 (N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.5).

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David Landau
Legal Assistant

DL Inc

HONORABLE I. GRANT SCOTT
Clerk of the Superior Court
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-10

DEAR MR. SCOTT:

This office is in receipt of your letter of March 7, 1957 wherein you request our opinion concerning the interpretation to be given R.S. 43:21-15(b). Specifically, you advise that at all times since the effective date of the Judicial Article of the 1947 Constitution on September 15, 1948 you have construed the cited statute to preclude the taxation of costs against employees who fail to prevail on appeal to the Superior Court, Appellate Division in actions arising under the Unemployment Compensation Law, R.S. 43:21-1 et seq. We further understand that this practice has been followed during the same period by the Clerk of the Supreme Court. For the reasons herein-after stated, it is our opinion that you have correctly interpreted R.S. 43:21-15(b) and that this section prohibits the taxing of such costs.

R.S. 43:21-15(b) reads as follows:

"(b) Limitation of fees. No individual claiming benefits shall be charged fees of any kind in any proceeding under this chapter by the commission or its representatives or by any court or any officer thereof. Any individual claiming benefits in any proceeding before the board of review or a court may be represented by counsel or other duly authorized agent; but no such counsel or agents shall either charge or receive for such services more than an amount approved by the board of review. Any person who violates any provision of this subsection shall, for each such offense, be fined not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500.00), or imprisoned for not more than six months, or both." (Emphasis supplied)

R.R. 1:9-2, made applicable to the Superior Court, Appellate Division by R.R. 2:9-2, provides for the taxation by the Clerk of the Court of "such costs as are recoverable by law" in favor of the prevailing party.

N.J.S. 22A:2-1 and 2 deal, respectively, with the fees payable to the Clerk of the Supreme Court and the costs to be awarded therein. These sections are made applicable to the Superior Court, Appellate Division by N.J.S. 22A:2-5. It is clear that when used as words of art the terms "fees" and "costs" have different and distinct meanings. It has frequently been said that "fees" represent compensation to an attorney for services rendered in the progress of a cause, while "costs" are allowances to a party for expenses incurred in prosecuting or defending a suit. McLain v. Continental Supply Co., 66 Okl. 225, 166 P. 815 (Sup Ct. 1917); Tillman v. Wood, 58 Ala. 578 (Sup. Ct. 1877); Sobert v. Anderson, 24 Okl. 82, 103 P. 742 (Sup. Ct. 1909); and State v. Ayer, 194 Wash. 165, 77 P. 2d 610 (Sup. Ct. 1938). The aforesaid authorities, while recognizing the distinction between the words in question, all agree that they are commonly used interchangeably and they so construe and apply these terms.

The word "fees" in the present context would appear to apply to attorneys' fees as well as to filing fees and other fixed charges paid by litigants. On the other hand, the word "costs" as used in N.J.S. 22A:2-2 and R.R. 1:9-2 embraces those charges, including filing fees, to which the prevailing party is generally entitled. As to the meaning of the term "fees of any kind" in R.S. 43:21-15(b), it is our opinion that the italic words evidence a legislative intention to equate "fees" with the word "costs" as the latter is used in N.J.S. 22A:2-2 and R.R. 1:9-2. This view is strengthened by the fact that the "fees" dealt with in R.S. 43:21-15(b) are not, as they could have been, limited either to filing fees or attorney's fees. Moreover, while it may be urged that there is no prohibition in the statute against the payment of such fees to an employer who prevails on appeal, before an employer or any prevailing party can collect court costs the latter must be taxed, or charged, by the Clerk of the Court. It is this taxing or charging which we believe is prohibited by R.S. 43:21-15(b).

It may also be contended that the instant question is a procedural one to be governed solely by the rules of Court. It is not necessary, however, to characteriz
it as either substantive or procedural since R.R. 1:9-2 specifically refers to “such costs as are recoverable by law.” Cf. 4:55-6(a), in which reference is made to the taxation of costs in favor of the prevailing party “except when express provision therefor is made either in a statute or in these rules”.

The aforesaid interpretation of R.S. 43:21-15(b) is further supported by the fact that the Unemployment Compensation Law is remedial and should be liberally construed. See R.S. 43:21-2, Bergen Point Iron Works v. Board of Review, 137 N.J.L. 605 (E. & A. 1948) and Ford Motor Co. v. New Jersey Department of Labor and Industry, 7 N.J. Super. 30 (App. Div. 1950), aff’ed 5 N.J. 494 (1950). To give the term “fees of any kind” as used in R.S. 43:21-15(b) a narrower meaning than the word “costs” as used in N.J.S. 22A:2-2 and R.R. 1:9-2 would, we believe, run counter to legislative intent.

Finally, the fact that both you and the Clerk of the Supreme Court have for many years construed the word “fees” as synonymous with “costs” is illustrative of the proper meaning to be given that term. See Lane v. Felderman, 23 N.J. 304, 322 (1957), and the cases therein cited; Sutherland, Statutory Construction (3rd Ed.), Section 5107.

In summary, it is our opinion and you are advised that R.S. 43:21-15(b) precludes you from charging costs against an employee who fails to prevail on an appeal to the Superior Court, Appellate Division.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: CHRISTIAN BOLZERMAN
Deputy Attorney General

CB: MG

HONORABLE JOSEPH E. MCLEAN, Commissioner
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-11

DEAR COMMISSIONER MCLEAN:

You have requested our opinion whether the State can lease mineral rights for the mining or extraction of certain minerals from the sands of the Colliers Mills Public Shooting and Fishing Grounds. This tract is administered by the Division of Fish and Game in your department (R.S. 13:1B-23, 27; R.S. 23:3-11), and it is our understanding that the ore in question can be extracted from the surface without permanently damaging the property for a fish and game preserve.

The acquisition of the Colliers Mills tract was pursuant to the authority contained in R.S. 13:1-18 and R.S. 23:3-11. The tract as it now stands consists of certain property known as the Emson Estate which was purchased by the State from the First National Bank of Hightstown, New Jersey; lands acquired by virtue of the exchange authorized by Chapter 263 of the Laws of 1948; certain acreage comprising Success Lake and adjoining lands which were acquired by gift in 1949; and certain other acreage which was purchased by the State in 1952.

By the Laws of 1915, Chapter 241, there was established a Department of Conservation which was to be governed by a board to be known as the Board of Conservation and Development. That legislation was supplemented in 1929 and the Board was given, inter alia, this additional power:

“The board, when, in its judgment, it deems that the best interests of the state will be served thereby, shall have power to lease, sell or exchange for other lands or property, any portion of the lands or properties acquired for the purposes indicated in or under the provisions of this article, or to sell or exchange any products of such lands. No sale or exchange shall be made without the approval of the governor. Such leases, sales or exchanges shall be made in the name of the State of New Jersey, by the board under its seal, signed by the president and secretary thereof.” (R.S. 13:1-23).

With a view to consolidating and coordinating State conservation activities, the Legislature in 1945 established the State Department of Conservation with five divisions: (a) Division of Water Policy and Supply, (b) Division of Fish and Game, (c) Division of Shell Fisheries, (d) Division of Forestry, Geology, Parks and Historic Sites, and (e) Division of Navigation. (R.S. 13:1A-1, et seq.). Also, as part of that enactment, it was provided that:

“The functions, powers and duties, records and property of the Department of Conservation and Development and of the Board of Conservation and Development, except as otherwise provided by this act, are hereby transferred to and vested in the Division of Forestry, Geology, Parks and Historic Sites, to be exercised and used by the council thereof, in accordance with the provisions of this act. No action shall be taken by said council except upon approval by the Commissioner of Conservation.” (R.S. 13:1A-24).

Some three years later the Department was reorganized as it now stands with the following divisions being authorized: (a) Division of Planning and Development, (b) Division of Veterans’ Services, (c) Division of Fish and Game, (d) Division of Shell Fisheries, (e) Division of Water Policy and Supply, and (f) Administrative Division, (R.S. 13:1B-1 et seq.). As will be noted, the Division of Forestry, Geology, Parks and Historic Sites was not continued.

The functions, powers and duties of the former State Department of Conservation and of each of the divisions therein and of each of the councils of the respective divisions were vested by the 1948 legislation in the present Department of Conservation and Economic Development. The duty of administering the work of the department was assigned to the Commissioner, R.S. 13:1B-3, and it was provided that he should “perform, exercise and discharge the functions, powers and duties of the department through such divisions as may be established by this act or otherwise by law.” (R.S. 13:1B-3c).

With respect to the assignment of the various functions and powers of the Department, we note that the power to sell, lease or exchange lands which the Legislature had by virtue of the Laws of 1929, Chapter 213 (R.S. 13:1-23) conferred on the former Board of Conservation and Development, was not in express language.
vested in any particular division. However, not having been repealed, it was one of the powers of the former Department which carried over and could be exercised by one of the divisions. Both the Division of Planning and Development and the Division of Fish and Game are under the supervision of a Director who is given the power to "administer the work of such division under the direction and supervision of the Commissioner." R.S. 13:1B-8 and 27. The authority vested in these divisions is spelled out in part as follows:

"The * * * all of the functions, powers and duties of the State Commissioner of Conservation, of the existing State Department of Conservation and of the respective divisions and councils therein, herein transferred to the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, exclusive of those of, or relating to, or administered through, the Division of Fish and Game, the Division of Shell Fisheries, and the Division of Water Policy and Supply; the * * * are hereby assigned to, and shall be exercised and performed through, the Division of Planning and Development in the department." (R.S. 13:1B-7).

* * *

"All of the functions, powers and duties of the Division of Fish and Game of the existing State Department of Conservation, of the Fish and Game Council therein, and of the State Commissioner of Conservation relating to or administered through said division, herein transferred to the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, are hereby assigned to, and shall be exercised and performed through, the Division of Fish and Game in the department." (R.S. 13:1B-23).

It is our opinion that it was the intent of the Legislature that the power to lease, sell or exchange lands, (where such lands were, as here, acquired under the authority of R.S. 13:1:18 and R.S. 23:3-11), was to be exercised through the Division of Fish and Game. The power of disposal which was formerly vested in the Board of Conservation and Development and later in the State Department of Conservation and in the instant case one of the functions or powers assigned to the Division of Fish and Game by R.S. 13:1B-23, and which is to be exercised by the Director thereof, R.S. 13:1B-27.

We find support for our conclusion by reading together R.S. 13:1:18 to 22 (which are the general land acquisition provisions in Title 13) and R.S. 23:3-11. When this in our present inquiry is vested in the Division of Fish and Game. This being so, the disposition of the lands so acquired is likewise the responsibility of the Division of Fish and Game, subject to the provisions of Article IV of Title 13 of the Revised Statutes. Chapter 448 of the Laws of 1948 in Section 29 (R.S. 13:1B-27) provides as follows:

"The Division of Fish and Game shall be under the immediate supervision of a director, who shall be a person with special training and experience in wild life management and otherwise qualified to direct the work of such division. The director of such division shall be appointed by the Fish and Game Council, subject to the approval of the Governor, and shall, unless sooner removed by the Governor as hereinafter provided, serve at the pleasure of such council and until the director's successor is appointed and has qualified. He shall receive such salary as shall be provided by law.

"The director shall administer the work of such division under the direction and supervision of the commissioner."

Accordingly, you are advised that a lease of mineral rights for the mining or extraction of certain minerals from the sands of the Collers Mills Public Shooting and Fishing Grounds may be executed by the State of New Jersey acting through the Division of Fish and Game upon a determination by yourself in the exercise of your direction and supervision of the Division of Fish and Game that such lease is for the best interests of the State, subject to the approval of such lease by the Governor.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHARD, JR.
Attorney General

By: HAROLD J. ASHBY
Legal Assistant

HJA:th

APRIL 24, 1957

HONORABLE FREDERICK J. GASSERT, JR.
Director, Division of Motor Vehicles
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-12

DEAR DIRECTOR GASSERT:

You have requested our opinion concerning the application of Section 3 of the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Law, L. 1952, c. 174, sec. 3, N.J.S.A. 39:6-63, to certain charitable and eleemosynary organizations. More specifically, you wish to be advised whether such organizations are required to make payments to the Fund in view of the fact that they are exempted from paying motor vehicle registration fees by R.S. 39:3-27. For the reasons hereinafter stated it is our opinion that these organizations are required to contribute to the Fund in the same manner and to the same extent as other persons registering motor vehicles.

N.J.S.A. 39:6-63, dealing with the creation of the Fund, provides in part as follows:

"For the purpose of creating the fund

(a) Every person registering an uninsured motor vehicle in this State for the yearly period commencing April 1, 1954, shall pay at the time of registering the same, in addition to any other fee prescribed by any other law, a fee of $3.00;

(b) Every person registering any other motor vehicle in this State for the yearly period commencing April 1, 1954, shall pay at the time of register-
ing the same, in addition to any other fee prescribed by any other law, a fee of $1.00;" (emphasis supplied).

There follow provisions for the payment of contributions by insurers commencing March 31, 1955 and for the payment of annual assessments thereafter if the director determines that the estimated balance of the Fund is insufficient to carry out the provisions of the statute during the ensuing registration year. Such contributions cannot, however, exceed $1/2 of 1% of the aggregate net direct written premiums for the preceding calendar year. It is thereafter provided by N.J.S.A. 39:6-63:

"If such assessment against insurers be insufficient in the judgment of the director to provide the estimated amount needed to carry out the provisions of this act for the ensuing registration license year, he shall determine the amount to be fixed as the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Fee for such license year. Such fee shall in no case exceed $1.00, and shall be paid by each person registering a motor vehicle for such ensuing year at the time of registration in addition to any other fee prescribed by any other law; provided, however, that each owner of an uninsured motor vehicle at the time of payment of such fee shall also pay the sum of $2.00 in addition thereto." (emphasis supplied)

It is clear from the quoted provisions of this statute that charitable and eleemosynary organizations are not excepted from the operations of the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Law, or to state the point affirmatively, the statute contemplates that all persons registering motor vehicles shall make the payments in question at the time of registering. "Person" is defined in N.J.S.A. 39:6-2 to include natural persons, firms, copartnerships, associations and corporations.

There is nothing in R.S. 39:3-27 which exempts such organizations from making payments to the Fund. That statute merely provides that "no fee shall be charged for the registration of motor vehicles not used for pleasure or hire" which are owned by certain named public, charitable and eleemosynary bodies and organizations. R.S. 39:3-27 also specifically requires that: "These vehicles shall be registered and display number plates as provided in this subtitle. . ." It confers no benefits upon and grants no immunities to the owners of such vehicles other than free registration. Since N.J.S.A. 39:6-63 provides that contributions to the Fund are to be made by "every person registering" any motor vehicle "at the time of registering the same," it clearly applies to owners of motor vehicles who though not required to pay a registration fee must register their vehicles.

In summary, neither N.J.S.A. 39:6-63 nor R.S. 39:3-27 can be read to exempt charitable or eleemosynary organizations from contributing to the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund. It is therefore our opinion and you are advised that such organizations are required to make the payments called for by N.J.S.A. 39:6-63 in the same manner and to the same extent as must other persons registering motor vehicles in this State.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Christian Bolzermann
Deputy Attorney General

ATTORNEY GENERAL

Mr. Harold E. Winder, Chairman
Cape May County Board of Elections
Cape May Court House, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-13

Dear Mr. Winder:

You have asked our opinion as to the legal validity of the action of the Cape May County Board of Elections in appointing district election board members who have not voted for three consecutive years in the political party which they represent on the district board. You have cited instances in which the county board has not been able to secure a district board member who has voted for three consecutive years in the same political party.

Under the terms of R.S. 19:6-2, any legal voter who has voted for three consecutive years in the same political party may make written application to serve as a member of the district board of the municipality in which he resides. The county board is vested by R.S. 19:6-3 with the power to appoint the four members of district boards on or before March 20 of each year. Membership must be apportioned equally between the two major political parties, but without any limitation to voters who have cast primary ballots in that party for three consecutive years.

The election laws elsewhere define membership in a political party. R.S. 19:23-45 provides:

"A voter who votes in a primary election of a political party shall be deemed to be a member of that party until two subsequent annual primary elections have elapsed after casting of such party primary vote."

Persons are eligible to sign nominating petitions for party primaries, according to R.S. 19:23-7 who state that they are "members of a political party, that they voted for a majority of its candidates at the last general election, and that they intend to affiliate with that party at the ensuing primary election."

We advise you that in the appointment of members of the district boards, the county board of elections may appoint any voter of the municipality who has voted in the primary election of that political party in either of the two preceding years or who has shown an intention to affiliate himself with that political party by signing a petition for the nomination of candidates at the ensuing primary election.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General

April 24, 1957
OPINIONS

Mr. Thomas Koclas, Secretary
Morris County Board of Elections
Hall of Records
Morristown, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-14

April 24, 1957

Dear Mr. Koclas:

You have asked for a ruling as to the voting status of the wife of a military serviceman, who travels with her husband, under certain facts: (1) the wife has been a resident of Morris County but no longer maintains a residence there, and (2) the couple owns a dwelling house in Morris County which is rented.

The qualifications for voting in the State of New Jersey are fixed in Art. II, par. 3 of the State Constitution. Citizenship, attainment of age 21 and residence within the State for one year and within the county for five months are the constitutional prerequisites. As construed by the Supreme Court in State v. Benny, 20 N.J. 238 (1955), residence under Art. II, par. 3 comotes domicile or the true, fixed, permanent home to which a person, whenever absent, intends to return. Residence in fact and the intention to establish a permanent home are the two elements of domicile. State v. Benny, supra.

The wives of military service personnel who are not residents in fact of Morris County are not eligible to vote in Morris County. Property ownership is not a qualification for voting in this State; the ownership of a dwelling house which is rented is therefore immaterial to the issue of the eligibility of the owner to vote. Only domiciliaries with residence in fact within the State and county are qualified to vote.

We therefore advise you that under the stated facts, the wives of military service personnel, who have abandoned their residences in Morris County, may not register or vote in Morris County and their names should be removed from the registration lists.

Very truly yours,

Giover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General
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Honorable Frederick J. Gassert, Jr.
Director of Motor Vehicles
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-15

April 24, 1957

Dear Director Gassert:

You have requested our opinion concerning the applicability of R.S. 39:3-31, providing for the issuance of duplicate registration certificates and driver's licenses upon the payment of a fee of one dollar, to situations in which licensees who have applied for a renewal of their driver's license by mail advise you that they have not received such license. For the reasons hereinafter set forth it is our opinion that R.S. 39:3-31 is not applicable to such situations and that a replacement license should be issued by you without further charge.

R.S. 39:3-10, as amended by L. 1955, c. 76, sec. 1, which provides for the issuance of renewals of driver's license by mail, reads in pertinent part as follows:

"All applications for renewals of licenses shall be made on forms prescribed by the director, which forms shall be mailed by the director from the central office of the division to the last address of the licensed drivers as they appear on the records of the division. Upon the return by mail of such forms, accompanied by the requisite fees, the director shall issue renewals of such licenses by mail from the central office of the division."

It is established in this jurisdiction that adequate and uncontradicted evidence showing that a letter has been mailed in due course raises a presumption that it was received. New York Central R. Co. v. Petrocco, 92 N.J.L. 425 (E. & A. 1918). Moreover, it may well be that the issuance of renewal licenses under the cited statute is completed upon proper mailing, irrespective of receipt. Womack v. Fenton, 28 N.J. Super. 345 (App. Div. 1953); Loeloff v. Kelly Press Division, 10 N.J. Misc. 1156 (Comm. Pls. 1932) (not officially reported).

As concerns the type of evidence required to prove mailing, it was held in Cook v. Phillips, 109 N.J.L. 371 (E. & A. 1932), that "the mere dictation or writing of a letter, coupled with evidence of an office custom with reference to the mailing of letters, is not sufficient to constitute proof of mailing of same, in the absence of some proof or corroborating circumstance sufficient to establish the fact that the custom in the particular instance has in fact been followed." The Court concluded that the testimony of two employees to the effect that they had dictated and signed the notice alleged to have been mailed and had left it upon their desks to be collected by another employee whose duty it was to take the letters to the mailing department where they would be sealed, stamped and mailed was insufficient to constitute the required corroborating evidence. In this connection the court held in Borgia v. Board of Review, 21 N.J. Super. 462 (App. Div. 1952), that a notation on a notice of determination which showed the date of mailing was insufficient to prove such mailing. Cf. Womack v. Fenton, supra, where the court held that the defendant insurer had proved a proper mailing of its cancellation of an insurance contract by "definite and precise evidence."

It is our understanding that because of the large numbers of renewal licenses issued by you by mail, it is impossible to obtain evidence of mailing of the type referred to in the above-cited cases. Because you would be unable to prove such mailing to the satisfaction of a court, we believe that an administrative matter you may, and indeed should, treat licenses which are asserted not to have been received as licenses which have in fact not been issued by you, at least for the purpose of determining what charge should be made for the issuance of a replacement license. In this connection, R.S. 39:3-31 reads as follows:

"The commissioner, upon presentation of a statement duly sworn to, stating that the original registration certificate or driver's license has been destroyed, lost or stolen, may, if he is satisfied that the facts as set forth in
the statement are substantially true, issue a duplicate registration certificate or driver's license to the original holder thereof, upon the payment to the commissioner of a fee of one dollar for each duplicate registration certificate or driver's license so issued."

R.S. 39:3-31 was first enacted in 1921 as L. 1921, c. 208. Thus even if it were otherwise applicable, it was not designed to be applied to situations of the type here involved. Rather, until March 1, 1956, the effective date of L. 1955, c. 76, both registration certificates and driver's licenses were issued by motor vehicle agencies and were delivered directly to the owner or driver. The destroyed, lost or stolen certificate or license for the replacement of which R.S. 39:3-31 prescribes a fee of one dollar was a certificate or license which was destroyed, lost or stolen after it had actually been delivered to the owner or driver. The same situation would not necessarily prevail if this statute were applied to licenses issued by mail in the above-stated circumstances.

However, while we believe that R.S. 39:3-31 would in a proper case be applicable to licenses issued by mail—cases in which such licenses can be proved to have been delivered or, at the very least, mailed—it is our view that it should not be invoked unless such proof exists. To take a contrary position would result in different treatment of this problem at the administrative level than it would receive in the courts, a consequence which we feel should be avoided.

Since it appears from the information supplied us that you would be unable to prove either a delivery or a mailing, it is our opinion and you are advised that R.S. 39:3-31 is inapplicable to the case of a licensee to whom—so far as your records disclose—a renewal license has been mailed, but who asserts that it has not been received.

We wish to add parenthetically that although a replacement of such license should be issued without further charge, it would be a good practice to obtain a sworn statement similar to the type referred to in R.S. 39:3-31 (but drawn to deal with the situation here presented) from applicants who assert that they did not receive their renewal license by mail. Such a statement would serve the dual purpose of discouraging false claims and of furnishing you with a record upon which to base the issuance of replacement licenses.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: CHRISTIAN BOLLERMAN
Deputy Attorney General

CB: MG
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Where the system covers but 1 political subdivision the Governor "shall authorize such a referendum upon the request of the governing body of such subdivision" and any such referendum is conducted pursuant to the requirements of 42 U.S.C.A. § 418.

Id. (emphasis supplied).

42 U.S.C.A. § 418(d) (6) provides in part:

"If a retirement system ... covers positions of employees of two or more political subdivisions of the State, then, for the purposes of [social security coverage] there shall, if the State desires, be deemed to be a separate retirement system with respect to any one or more of the political subdivisions concerned ..." (emphasis supplied).

We must assume that our legislature acted with knowledge of the existing provisions of the related federal statute, Goldberg v. Division of Employment Security, 21 N.J. 107, 113 (1956). Read in conjunction with 42 U.S.C.A. § 418(d) (6) the meaning of P.L. 1955, c. 38 is clear, i.e., the Governor may authorize the requested referendum among the employees of the Hoboken Board of Education and such authority is permissive rather than imperative.

With regard to your second question, P.L. 1956, c. 169 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-111) provides:

"[The Public Employees' Retirement System] shall become operative with regard to a pension fund ... supported in whole or in part ... by 1 or more ... municipalities, 60 days after a majority of the membership of such pension fund qualified to vote in a referendum as required by [42 U.S.C.A. § 418] shall have voted to be covered under the terms of [The Social Security Act] provided that the terms and conditions for holding such referendum as set forth in [N.J.S.A. 43:22-12] have been met." (emphasis supplied).

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-112 provides:

"When this act becomes operative with regard to a pension fund, such pension fund shall terminate. Upon the termination of such pension fund, all securities, assets and records of such fund shall be transferred to the board of trustees of the Public Employees' Retirement System". (emphasis supplied).

In our opinion, the extension of the Public Employees' Retirement System to the members of another fund upon the election of such members to be covered by the Social Security Act and the termination of such other fund is limited to the situation where a referendum is had among the membership of the entire pension fund, i.e., the Hudson County Fund and, not as this case, among the membership of but one segment of such fund. To decide otherwise would result in a county-wide fund being terminated upon the election of one municipality only (Hoboken) within that fund. Nor is there a partial termination of the County Fund to the extent that the Hoboken employees are admitted to the State system. Such a partial termination of the County Fund is necessarily precluded by the clear and unambiguous language of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-111, 112.

As previously stated, the holding of a referendum under the circumstances herein lies within the discretion of the Governor and thus, is essentially a matter of policy. You have informed us that if the referendum is held and the Hoboken employees elect to be covered by Social Security, such coverage would be extended to them as a benefit in addition to any benefits payable by the County Fund. Such employees would be required, however, to pay the Social Security tax in addition to the full contribution to the County Fund since there is no offset arrangement as provided for members of the integrated State retirement programs such as the Public Employees' Retirement System, N.J.S.A. 43:15A-59.

Accordingly it is our opinion and you are so advised that the Governor may authorize a referendum among the Hoboken members of the Hudson County Fund and that such referendum should be conducted pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 43:22-12 and 42 U.S.C.A. 418 (d) (3) and that if the Hoboken members elect to be covered by Social Security, such election will not terminate the Hudson County Fund either in whole or in part nor bring the Hoboken employees into the Public Employees' Retirement System.

Very truly yours,

GARDNER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DONALD M. ALTMAN
Legal Assistant

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-17

GENTLEMEN:

You have requested our opinion as to whether diversions from the Delaware and Raritan Canal within the Delaware River watershed should be charged against the 100 m.g.d. which the State of New Jersey may withdraw from the Delaware River pursuant to the recent United State Supreme Court decree.

In our opinion the answer is no.

The question arises because the canal conveys water from the Delaware River to the Raritan River, crossing from one watershed to the other in the vicinity south of Princeton, so that water may be withdrawn from the canal and thereafter discharged in either watershed.

Diversions outside the Delaware River watershed are limited to one hundred million gallons per day by the decree of the United States Supreme Court in New Jersey v. New York, et al., 347 U.S. 995 (1954); but we can find in the decree no quantitative limitation on the amount that may be taken from the river through the canal for use within the Delaware watershed.

Section V of the decree authorizes the State of New Jersey, upon the occurrence of certain conditions, to "divert outside the Delaware River watershed, from the
Delaware River or its tributaries in New Jersey, without compensating releases the equivalent of 100 m.g.d. The decree goes on to provide that until New Jersey builds and utilizes one or more reservoirs to store waters of the Delaware River or its tributaries "for the purpose of diverting the same to another watershed", the State may divert an average of not more than 100 m.g.d. with the diversion on any day not to exceed 120 million gallons; and that regardless of whether the State builds such reservoirs, its total diversion "for use outside of the Delaware River watershed" shall not exceed an average of 100 m.g.d. during any calendar years without compensating releases. Section VI of the decree provides as follows:

"VI. EXISTING USES NOT AFFECTED BY AMENDED DECREE. The parties to this proceeding shall have the right to continue all existing uses of the waters of the Delaware River and its tributaries, not involving a diversion outside the Delaware River watershed, in the manner and at the locations presently exercised by municipalities or other governmental agencies, industries or persons in the Delaware River watershed in the States of New York, New Jersey and Delaware and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania."

The section just quoted means, in our opinion, that New Jersey may continue to take water from the River through the Canal which is not diverted outside the Delaware River watershed, and which is taken in the manner and at the location used as of the date of the decree (June 7, 1954), and that the water so taken is not chargeable against the 100 m.g.d. allowed to be diverted to another watershed. As we interpret the decree, it does not prevent the State from taking into the Canal any quantity of water for use in accordance with Section VI of the decree, in addition to the 100 m.g.d. which can be diverted outside the Delaware River watershed under Section V. The Court's decision in the original case (233 U.S. 605) substituted the doctrine of equitable apportionment for the common law rule requiring diminished flow; and no limit was placed on the quantity of water which could be diverted within the watershed because it has hitherto been unnecessary to do so. The Court has retained jurisdiction over the River water so that it may reallocate the same or impose further conditions at any time that the equities of the interested parties make it appropriate.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General
By: THOMAS P. COOR
Deputy Attorney General
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HONORABLE AARON K. NEELD
State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-18

MAY 17, 1957

DEAR MR. NEELD:

Former Deputy Treasurer Finley has requested a Memorandum Opinion as to the eligibility of a public employee for membership in the Public Employees' Retirement System after retirement at age 70 and reemployment by a political subdivision of the State.

Section 75 of L. 1954, c. 84 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-75) governs membership of employees of counties or municipalities in the Public Employees' Retirement System. By its specific terms:

"Membership shall be compulsory for all employees entering the service of the county or municipality after the date this act becomes effective."

The Public Employees' Retirement-Social Security Integration Act (L. 1954, c. 84) became effective in counties and municipalities which were covered by the former State Employees' Retirement System on January 2, 1955 and in all counties and municipalities subsequently approving it by referendum on June 30 of the year following such referendum.

We understand that the Public Employees' Retirement System was effective in the political subdivision which reemployed this retired public employee, upon the date of his reemployment. Accordingly, his membership in the Public Employees' Retirement System is mandatory under Section 75 of the Public Employees' Retirement-Social Security Integration Act.

We refer to several legal consequences of the resumption of public employment and membership in the Public Employees' Retirement System by an individual over age 70. He is immediately subject to the provisions of Section 47 of the Act (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-47). His retirement is mandatory except upon written notice of his continuation in employment to the Board of Trustees of the Public Employees' Retirement System from the head of the department or other employing unit. We suggest that such written notice should be presented to the Board of Trustees at the time of reemployment and reenrollment as a member in the Public Employees' Retirement System.

In accordance with R.S. 43:3-1, a retired member of the Public Employees' Retirement System who reenters public employment must elect to receive either his pension or the salary or compensation allotted to his employment. Since the ultimate retirement allowance will be based upon his final compensation, reemployment at a lower salary or compensation may be disadvantageous to the employee. In addition, the death benefits available after attainment of age 70 are only 3/16 of the compensation received by the member in the last year of creditable service instead of 1/2 times such compensation (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-57). The employer must make the death benefit contribution on behalf of the employee over age 70, pursuant to subsection (g) of this section:
OPINIONS

"* * * provided, however, that no contribution shall be required after June 30, 1956, while a member remains in service after attaining age 70 but that his employer shall be required to pay into the fund on his behalf in such case an amount equal to the contribution otherwise required by the board of trustees in accordance with this section."

We point out finally that this opinion applies equally to retired members over age 70 of the Public Employees' Retirement System who reenter public employment with the State. Section 7 of L. 1954, c. 84 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7) makes membership mandatory in the Public Employees' Retirement System for all persons who become permanent employees of the State after January 2, 1955.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: FRANK A. VERGA
Deputy Attorney General

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-19

HONORABLE EDWARD J. PATTEN
Secretary of State
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MAY 31, 1957

Honorable Edward J. Patten:

You have submitted to us for advice the question of whether an amendment to the certificate of incorporation of a non-profit association can be filed in the office of the Secretary of State without first being recorded in the respective county clerk's office.

The statute dealing with this subject is contained in R.S. 15:1-14. Prior to 1955 this statute provided for the method of amending the certificate of incorporation of a non-profit association provided that:

"* * * The amended certificate, duly signed and acknowledged by the trustees as required for certificates of incorporation under this title, shall be recorded by the trustees of the association in the office of the clerk of the county in which its original certificate was recorded, and filed with the secretary of state. * * *"

By Chapter 206 of the Laws of 1955 this section was changed and the pertinent provisions thereof now provide as follows:

"* * * If 2/3 of the members having voting powers present at such meeting and voting shall vote in favor of such amendment, change or alteration, the corporation shall make a certificate thereof under its seal and the hands of its president or vice-president and secretary or assistant secretary, which
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Certificate shall be acknowledged or proved as in the case of deeds of real estate and shall be filed in the office of the Secretary of State. * * *"

The change made by the aforesaid Laws of 1955 with respect to the question under consideration was to eliminate the requirement that the amendment be filed in the respective county clerk's office.

You are, therefore, advised that amendments of the certificate of incorporation of non-profit associations are not required to be filed in the county clerk's office prior to filing in the office of the Secretary of State.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: GEORGE H. BABBOUR
Deputy Attorney General
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MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-20

Mr. Nelson T. Kessler
Secretary-Treasurer
Tree Expert Bureau
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
520 East State Street
Trenton 25, New Jersey

JUNE 3, 1957

Dear Mr. Kessler:

You have requested our opinion as to whether it is legally proper to renew the certificates of arborists and tree surgeons who no longer reside in New Jersey. It is our opinion that these certificates cannot be renewed.

Chapter 100, P.L. 1940, known as the "tree expert act" authorizes the Bureau of Tree Experts to grant certificates to tree experts who comply with the requirements set forth in the act. One such requirement is that the applicant must be a "legal resident of the State of New Jersey." R.S. 13:1-31(a). The individuals with whom we are here concerned met this residence requirement when their certificates were granted initially. They no longer meet this requirement so that the question to be determined is whether the requirement that applicants be residents of New Jersey is a continuing requirement and therefore one which must be complied with both when a certificate is issued and when it is renewed.

The section of the act which provides for renewal of certificates, R.S. 13:1-34, does not set forth any renewal requirements. It is, therefore, necessary to examine the act as a whole to determine whether renewal requirements are expressly set forth elsewhere in the act or may be inferred from the act as a whole.

"In ascertaining the presence of standards and norms to support delegated powers, it is fundamental that we are not confined to the four corners of the particular section under consideration but are obligated to examine the entire
OPINIONS

act in the lights of its surroundings and objectives. Nor need the standards be set forth in express terms, if they may reasonably be inferred from the statutory scheme as a whole.” Schiersted v. City of Brigantine, 20 N.J. 164, 169 (1955).

An examination of the act reveals that although renewal requirements are not expressly set forth, they may reasonably be inferred from the act as a whole. Looking first to R.S. 13:1-31(a) referred to above, it is obvious that the Legislature intended this residence requirement be a continuing requirement; otherwise, it would be rendered almost meaningless for a certificate holder could remove himself from the state the day after he received his certificate. It is significant that there is no language in R. S. 13:1-31(a) or any other section of the act which could be construed as limiting residence to mean residence at the time of issuance of the initial certificate.

The recent decision in Richman v. Blank, 45 N.J. Super. 727 (Decided May 24, 1957) confirms this construction. The Superior Court there held that a requirement of residence within the Passaic Valley Sewerage District was a continuing one and did not govern solely eligibility for appointment.

Our conclusion that residence is a continuing requirement is further supported by the fact that the purpose of the act as stated in the title is not only to license but also to supervise tree experts. The act requires that certified tree experts maintain a place of business and devote the regular business hours of the day to their practice. R.S. 13:1-29. The Bureau of Tree Experts is empowered to revoke or suspend the license of a certified tree expert who has been convicted of a misdemeanor in the courts of this State”, or who has been found guilty of any fraud or deceit in obtaining his certificate or who has been found guilty of negligence or wrongful conduct in his practice. R.S. 13:1-33. If certificates of non-residents were renewed, supervision would be extremely difficult if not impossible in some instances. The fact that residence is a requisite for adequate supervision was discussed at length in La Tourette v. McMaster, 104 S. Car. 501, 89 S.E. 398, 399 (Sup. Ct. of S.C. 1916) aff’d. 248 U.S. 465 (1919). The Supreme Court of South Carolina in upholding the constitutionality of a residence requirement for the licensing of insurance brokers stated on page 504:

"...By the terms of this act and others regulating the business, the books, papers, and accounts of such brokers are at all times to be open to the inspection of the commissioner, who is given supervisory control of the business for the protection of the insured as well as the insurers. Now, without question, such supervision can be exercised over brokers residing in the state more expeditiously, advantageously, and effectively than if they resided in many different states of the Union, and the Commissioner can more readily ascertain whether they have the requisite skill and ability and are faithful in the performance of their duties and obey the laws of the state. Moreover, they are required to exercise due care in placing insurance, and would be personally liable for neglect of that duty. They are also liable to indictment for violations of the laws of the state regulating the business and for disobeying the lawful orders of the commissioner with respect thereto. It is therefore desirable, if not imperatively necessary for the proper regulation of the business, that they should be residents of the state and subject to the jurisdiction of its courts . . ."
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That the Legislature considered and dealt with the problem of non-residents is evidenced by section 13-1-36 of the act which authorizes the bureau in its discretion to register the certificates of non-residents provided such non-residents are lawful holders of certified tree expert certificates of another state which extends similar privileges to New Jersey certified tree experts. Since the Legislature has seen fit to provide specifically for the registration of one group of non-residents, i.e., those holding certificates from other states, and thus subject to supervision by another state, in accordance with the doctrine that an affirmative expression in a statute ordinarily implies a negation of any other, Dillenowski v. Binger, 126 N.J.L. 579 (Sup. Ct. 1941) ; Moses v. Moses, 140 N.J. Eq. 757 (E. & A. 1947), this group is the only group of non-residents who may practice as certified tree experts in New Jersey.

There being no expression to the contrary, the logical inference to be drawn is that the requirement for renewal of a certificate are the same requirements which the Legislature set forth for the initial issuance of a certificate. See Division of New Jersey Real Estate Commission v. Ponsi, 39 N.J. Super. 526, 531 (App. Div. 1956) wherein the Superior Court in affirming the action of the Real Estate Commission denying the license renewal application of a real estate broker stated:

"...It seems inconceivable that the Legislature intended to establish one standard for the issuance of a license and another for its renewal or revocation.”

For the foregoing reasons, certificates of non-residents cannot be renewed.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: JUNE STRELECKI
Deputy Attorney General
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June 5, 1957

HONORABLE AARON K. NEED
State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-21

DEAR MR. NEED:

You have requested an opinion as to whether a member of the Consolidated Police and Firemen’s Pension Fund may retire while on military leave of absence when such leave of absence constitutes a major portion of his total years of public service.

Retirees within the Consolidated Police and Firemen’s Pension System are governed by R.S. 43:16-1. Any active member of a municipal or county police department or of a paid or part paid fire department is eligible to retire after twenty-five years service upon attainment of the age of fifty-one years. Any employee member of any such department qualifies for retirement after twenty-five years service upon
The facts we have been advised are as follows: In 1934 a group of property owners in a neighborhood in Cranford, New Jersey, each contributed a small sum of money to be used for the protection of their properties. The money collected was deposited in the Cranford Trust Company (now the Suburban Trust Company) of Cranford, New Jersey as a savings account in the name of Home Owners Association. One of the members who was authorized to sign for withdrawals has since departed this life. The Home Owners Association never adopted any charter, articles of association, by-laws or other type of formal organization or regulations. The aforesaid deposit, having been inactive for more than twenty successive years, became an unclaimed bank deposit, escheated to the State of New Jersey and was paid over to the State Treasurer, all pursuant to L. 1947, c. 92.

The claim of Mr. O'Brien for repayment is submitted in writing and signed by him "for Home Owners Association." In support of said claim there is submitted signed mimeographed statements by Mr. O'Brien and six other persons wherein it is stated that they are former members of the Home Owners Association and they consent and agree to the appointment of L. E. O'Brien to act for them in recovering the said deposit and directing Mr. O'Brien to deliver same to the Building Fund of the Cranford Historical Society. These persons and one other, who it is represented will also sign a like statement of appointment of Mr. O'Brien, are the only surviving contributors known to Mr. O'Brien although he indicates he cannot be sure this is a complete list of the surviving members and it is clear that some of the members have died.

The Suburban Trust Company of Cranford has indicated to your Department, by letter dated January 8, 1957, that they would have permitted the withdrawal of these funds on the strength of the authorizations to Mr. O'Brien if said funds were still on deposit in their bank.

More particularly Mr. Finley inquired:

"In these circumstances where it is impossible to determine who constituted the original contributors and where in addition some of the contributors have died and the identification of their heirs is quite impossible, may the State apply the escheated funds to the purpose which the known survivors of the funds wish them applied to, namely the Cranford Historical Society?"

It is our opinion and you are so advised that the authority of the State Treasurer to repay an unclaimed bank deposit which has escheated under the provisions of L. 1947, c. 92 is contained in Section 13 of L. 1947, c. 92 (N.J.S.A. 17:29-39) wherein it is provided as follows:

"Any claimant who or which in any capacity has or asserts any right, title or interest in or to any such moneys escheated under this act, or to any part of any such moneys, may file claim therefor with the State Treasurer who is authorized to pass upon and determine the claimant's claim; if the State Treasurer shall determine the claimant's proofs of title thereto to be sufficient he shall pay the escheated unclaimed bank deposit or such part thereof to which he may determine the claimant is entitled, without interest, ***"

We believe the administrative discretion conferred upon the State Treasurer is clearly set forth. Repayment of an escheated unclaimed bank deposit shall be made...
where the claimant's "proofs of title" are sufficient. It is not possible to make out any fair implication or intent of the Legislature that repayment of escrowed unclaimed bank deposits may be based upon the purpose for which the money is to be applied or upon the fact that the bank where the money was deposited indicates that it would assume the risk of double liability by making payment of the deposit on the authorizations presented by a claimant. These factors can be of no consequence in determining whether the claimant's proofs of title are sufficient. See v. City of Clifton, 22 N.J. 303, 312 (1956).

Accordingly, the State Treasurer is without authority to apply the escrowed funds here involved to the purpose which the known survivors desire. The funds can be repaid only upon sufficient proof of title.

Our review of this case indicates a marked absence of evidence upon which factual findings can be made to support a determination of the sufficiency or insufficiency of the proofs of title of this claimant. We also observe that while this claimant visited your office he was not granted a hearing, on notice, at which time he could have testified and present other evidence on the many questions existing in this matter.

Under the available facts the Home Owners Association can be most accurately classified as a voluntary unincorporated association. Such an association is not a legal entity separate and distinct from the persons who comprise it and the ownership of the association's property is vested in the individual members. 7 C.J.S. Associations § 27, p. 69; Herker v. McKesson, 12 N.J. 310 (1953); Wrightington, The Law of Unincorporated Associations and Business Trusts (2d Ed. 1923) § 60, p. 351.

For Mr. O'Brien to prove title to the property of the Home Owners Association, it will be necessary for him to present evidence on at least the following questions, which are not intended to be an exclusive list of possible questions involved but are suggested for the purpose of providing a starting point:

(a) Is the Home Owners Association a continuing association?

(b) If a continuing association, who is the person authorized to receive money for the association?

(c) If this association has dissolved who were the members in good standing at the time of dissolution?

(d) What was the amount contributed by each member?

So that adequate findings of fact may be made concerning this claim, we suggest that Mr. O'Brien be granted an opportunity to submit additional evidence by affidavit or affidavits or that he be granted an opportunity to submit such additional evidence at a hearing, on notice, so that thereby a complete record will be created, for the basis of your findings and determination and also for Judicial review should such review be sought. Metropolitan Motors v. State, 39 N.J. Super. 288 (App. Div. 1955).

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: CHARLES J. KEHOR
Deputy Attorney General
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chapter at its true value, and shall be valued by the assessors of the respective taxing districts. ** All property shall be assessed to the owner thereof with reference to the amount owned on October first in each year.**

R.S. 54:4-2.1. "All lands, except riparian lands and lands excepted by section 54:4-2.2 of this Title, owned by or held in trust for the State, which are used or to be used for State purposes, whether the title thereto be in the name of the state, or any board, commission or corporation, shall be taxed in the municipality wherein such lands are situated, for municipal and local school purposes, unless the aggregate area of such lands is less than nine per centum (9%) of the total area of the municipality after deducting from the total area of the municipality so much thereof, if any, as is exempt from taxation because it comprises State forests, State parks, riparian lands, lands held by the State Board of Proprietors or lands held for highway, bridge or tunnel purposes or is exempt from taxation under the provisions of article one of chapter eight of the Title 'Conservation and Development—Parks and Reservations' (§13:8-1 et seq.), or sections 54:4-5 or 54:4-6 of this Title. Said lands shall be assessed at the same value at which they were assessed at the time they were acquired by the State. **

R.S. 54:4-2.2. "The provisions of section 54:4-2.1 of this title shall in no way affect the provisions of article 1 of chapter 8 of the title Conservation and Development—Parks and Reservations (§13:8-1 et seq.), or sections 54:4-5 or 54:4-6 of this title; and no taxation of lands mentioned in said article 1 of chapter 8 or in said sections 54:4-5 or 54:4-6 shall be made under the provisions of said section 54:4-2.1, and no taxation shall be made under said section 54:4-2.3, of state forests, state parks, riparian lands, lands held by the state board of proprietors or lands held for highway, bridge or tunnel purposes."

R.S. 54:4-3.3. "Except as otherwise provided by article one of this chapter (§54:4-1 et seq.), the property of the State of New Jersey; and the property of the respective counties, school districts and taxing districts used for public purposes, or for the preservation or exhibit of historical data, records or property; and property acquired by the municipalities through tax title foreclosure or by deed in lieu of foreclosure, if not used for private purpose, shall be exempt from taxation under this chapter, but this exemption shall not include real property bought in for debts or on foreclosure of mortgages given to secure loans out of public funds or out of money in court, which property shall be taxed unless devoted to public uses. The lands of counties, municipalities, and other municipal and public agencies of this State used for the purpose and for the protection of a public water supply, shall be subject to taxation by the respective taxing districts where situated, at the true value thereof, without regard to any buildings or other improvements thereon, in the same manner and to the same extent as the lands of private persons, but all other property so used shall be exempt from taxation. **

In addition, it is provided by R.S. 54:5-6 that:

R. S. 54:5-6. "Taxes on lands shall be a lien on the land on which they are assessed on and after the first day of January of the year for which the taxes are assessed, and all interest, penalties, and costs of collection which thereafter fall due or accru are shall be added to and become a part of such lien."

It may be contended that the effect of R.S. 54:4-1, requiring property to be assessed to the owner thereof as of October 1 preceding the taxable year, and of R.S. 54:5-6, creating a lien upon the land as of January 1 of the taxable for such year's taxes, is to impose a tax liability upon the land if the latter is from a non-exempt owner, regardless of whether the acquisition is by the otherwise tax-exempt sovereign. A review of the authorities, however, reveals that neither R.S. 54:4-1 nor R.S. 54:5-6 has the effect of withholding or destroying the statutory and common law exemption from local taxation enjoyed by the sovereign.

In Edgewater v. Corn Products Refining Co., 136 N.J.L. 220 (Sup. Ct. 1947), modified and affirmed 136 N.J.L. 664 (E. & A. 1948), a suit in which a municipality and a condemnee sought an adjournment of the condemnee's liability for real estate taxes for the year 1942, during which the property in question had been condemned by the United States, it was held that the condemnee, which had paid one-half of the 1942 taxes in advance, was entitled to a refund of two months' taxes for the reason that the condemnation, including acquisition of title, took place on May 2. The municipality argued that because the property was non-exempt on the assessment date, i.e., October 1, 1941, such non-exempt status should continue to apply to the entire year 1942, the year for which the assessment was made. It therefore urged that it was entitled to a full year's taxes out of the award paid into court by the United States.

In rejecting the municipality's contention the court pointed out that when an award is paid into court all claims against the land, including tax liens, are payable out of the award. It held that a municipality is entitled to be paid only such proportion of the taxes for the current year as the number of days between January 1 and the acquisition date bears to the full calendar year, citing R.S. 54:4-56. The latter statute provides for the apportionment of taxes between buyer and seller and condemnee based upon the proportionate part of the tax year during which the parties held the property.

To the same effect as the Corn Products decision is New Jersey Highway Authority v. Henry A. Reanuch Coal Co., 40 N.J. Super. 355 (Law Div. 1958), in which the court, in an opinion by Judge (now Justice) Weintraub, again held that a tax claim based on the non-exempt status of the owner on the assessment date can be satisfied out of an award in condemnation only up to the amount attributable to the owner.

We point out that under Mimar Estate v. Borough of Fort Lee, 36 N.J. Super. 241 (App. Div. 1955) the decisive date to determine the amount of tax attributable to the owner upon a condemnation by a governmental authority is the date of entry into possession by the condemnor. In that case the state, by the Highway Commissioner, instituted condemnation proceedings in June, 1953 and agreed with the condemnee that it would take possession on September 30, 1953. On March 8, 1954 the State paid the amount of the award into court. The court, before releasing the condemnee's share of the award, demanded proof that local tax claims had been satisfied. The municipal tax collector refused to give such proof unless the first half of 1954 taxes were paid. Such taxes were paid under protest by the condemnee, whereupon it brought an action against the municipality to recover them.

In affirming a judgment for plaintiff the Appellate Division held that for pur-
poses of determining the taxability of the state's property under R.S. 54:4-1 its title would be deemed to relate back to the date it obtained possession, i.e., September 30, 1953. It assumed for purposes of the case that legal title to the land did not pass until March 8, 1954, when payment into court was made. In arriving at its decision the court specifically refused to pass upon the effect of R.S. 54:4-56 on the facts of the case. Indeed there was no occasion to apportion taxes under R.S. 54:4-56 since the court held that the municipality was not entitled to any 1954 taxes. Apparently no question was raised with respect to 1953 taxes from October 1 to December 31. R.S. 54:4-1, of course, may be read to fix the status of property with respect to exemption or non-exemption as of October 1 of the year prior to the taxable year. It specifically provides that "all property shall be assessed to the owner thereof with reference to the amount owned on October 1 in each year ** **." (emphasis supplied). Nevertheless, the court's application of the doctrine of relation back in the Milmar Estate case plainly declined to view legal ownership on the tax assessment date as decisive.

It is clear from the Corn Products case that where title to land is acquired by eminent domain the municipality's recovery of real property taxes out of the award is limited to that proportion of the year's taxes which is attributable to the prior owner, i.e., the condemnee. It follows, therefore, that a condemnee cannot acquire rights against a governmental condemnor under the apportionment statute, R.S. 54:4-56, on account of taxes attributable to any period following condemnation, whether such taxes have been paid or not.

While Corn Products did not deal with the situation in which a municipality seeks payment of taxes from the condemning sovereign it is helpful here since it recognizes that the status of property on the assessment date is not controlling insofar as concern tax liens which have not been perfected at the time of condemnation. The recovery of such liens out of the award is, as noted, limited to that part of the year during which the condemnee held title. The court pointed out that upon condemnation the lien on the land is transferred to the award and that such lien is limited to the taxes attributable to that part of the year during which the condemnee held title.

During the time involved in the Corn Products case, taxes did not become a lien on property on December 1 of the year in which they were levied. Since the enactment of L. 1944, c. 247, however, R.S. 54:4-6 provides that such taxes become a lien on January 1 of the year for which they are assessed. The Corn Products decision therefore did not squarely deal with the situation where a lien has been perfected at the time of condemnation, nor does the Milmar Estate case concern itself with this matter, since the court there invoked the doctrine of relation back.

While there are no reported New Jersey cases which deal directly with this point, it is clearly the majority view in other jurisdictions that municipal liens become void when the state acquires title, whether by condemnation or purchase. See, for example, Halvorsen v. Pacific Company, 22 Wash. 2d 532, 156 P. 2d 907 (Sup. Ct. 1945), and State ex rel. Hoover v. Minidoka County, 50 Idaho 419, 298 P. 366 (Sup. Ct. 1931). In the Halvorsen case the court held that liens upon lands subsequently acquired by the state become merged in the title and are discharged. It further stated that such liens are not revived when the property passes into private ownership again, a point which it is not necessary to anticipate here. Again, in the Hoover decision it was held that taxes and tax liens upon lands procured by the state are discharged and become nil by virtue of the state's constitutional exemption from taxation. See also 158 A.L.R. 563, in which a lengthy annotation discusses the many situations in which courts have struck down tax and other governmental liens upon the acquisition of title by the state.

As to cases in which you acquire land for highway purposes by purchase, we understand from you that it is the practice of the Highway Department to pay off municipal taxes up to the date of passing of title. The municipality affected is therefore placed in as good a position as where the state acquires property by condemnation. We are of the opinion that a municipality should acquire no greater rights against the state in the case of a purchase than it would in the case of condemnation. The courts have consistently treated tax liens the same whether the property they affect has been condemned or purchased. 158 A.L.R. 563. In United States v. City of East Orange, 78 F. Supp. 371 (U.S.D.C., D.N.J. 1948), it was held by Judge Smith that where the United States purchased land in New Jersey between the assessment date and the lien date there was no liability for taxes for the year for which they were assessed. The court said, at 78 F. Supp. 372:

"The property of the United States, held for public purposes, is immune from taxation by the state. The tax lien in question is voided and may not be enforced against the United States."

Although the United States had acquired title prior to the lien date the defendant municipality relied on the status of the property on the assessment date as fixing the tax liability for the following year. This contention was summarily rejected by the court.

The only New Jersey authority which can be urged to be out of line with the foregoing principles is Jersey City v. Montville, 84 N.J.L. 43 (Sup. Ct. 1913), affirmed 85 N.J.L. 372 (B. & A. 1913). The court there held that property purchased in one municipality by another municipality for water purposes was not exempt from taxation for the year following the assessment date since on the assessment date title had been held by a non-exempt owner. In our opinion the holding of that case is inapplicable here. Moreover, although Montville has never been explicitly overruled, it has been rejected by implication in subsequent decisions. The Montville decision was relied upon by the municipality in Edgewater v. Corn Products Refining Co., supra at 136 N.J.L. 666. The case is in any event distinguishable from the facts here presented in that the governmental unit there claiming exemption was a municipality and not the state.

For the reasons above stated, it is our opinion that the State of New Jersey is not liable, in the case of condemnation, for real property taxes which accrue after the date of taking possession or payment of compensation, whichever is earlier, nor, in the case of purchase, after the date title passes.

Very truly yours,
Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Christian Bolesmann
Deputy Attorney General
June 27, 1957

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-24

Dear Commissioner:

We have requested your opinion as to whether it is lawful for a Board of Education to sanction the oral and collective saying of Grace by the school children before lunch. You have appended to your opinion the authorities we have cited. We are unable to agree with your conclusion. The point of this memorandum is that your conclusion is based on a misreading of the relevant authorities.

We refer you to the case of **Wood v. Board of Education of the King's Road School District** (1954), 1954 N.J. Super. L.T. 225, where a similar question was considered. The court held that the practice of saying grace before meals was not a violation of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment, provided that the grace was not recited in a manner that would tend to promote religion. The court stated: "The purpose of the Establishment Clause is to prevent the government from advancing or promoting religion, not to prevent the people from doing so." (Emphasis added)

We recommend that you review the relevant authorities and reconsider your conclusion. We stand ready to assist you in any further proceedings.

Very truly yours,

G. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID D. FURMAN
Deputy Attorney General

July 10, 1957

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-25

Dear Commissioner McLean:

You have asked us to consider whether the State of New Jersey has title to submerged lands, formerly islands, situated in the tidewaters of the State.

We advised Mr. James F. Finn, Senior Engineer, Bureau of Navigation, on October 27, 1954 that islands formerly flowed by tidal waters are owned in the proprietary right of the State of New Jersey as sovereign. While your immediate opinion request raises the antithetical issue, the principles set forth in the Memorandum Opinion of October 27, 1954 are governing. The State of New Jersey has title derived from the English crown to the lands which are flowed or have been flowed by tidal waters at any time since the Revolutionary War.

**Leonard v. State Highway Dept., 29 N.J. Super. 188, (App. Div. 1954)**, is a recent decision of the Superior Court, Appellate Division, affirming the established law that upon erosion of fast lands, the owner loses his title to the State of New Jersey. In the riparian law, erosion is distinguished from avulsion. Avulsion or temporary flooding by the tides through a storm does not shift the ownership of the lands from the private owner. In the **Leonard case** the Court ruled that the natural tide-flooding of lands formerly banked against a tidal creek resulted in a divestment in favor of the State of New Jersey. We understand that the former islands referred to in your opinion request became title flowed through erosion, not through avulsion. Other parallel authorities are **Seacoast Real Estate Co. v. American Timber Co., 92 N.J. Eq. 210 (F. & A. 1920)** and **Devey Land Co. v. Starzec, 28 N.J. Eq. 314 (F. & A. 1914)**.

We further point out that under the Submerged Lands Act, 67 Stat. 29 (1955), 43 U.S.C. Sec. 1301 et seq. (Supp. 1964), 43 U.S.C.A., the title of the State of New Jersey was recognized to a boundary of three geographical miles extending seaward from the coastline, except as granted out or acquired through conveyance. The sovereign title of the State of New Jersey to former islands now submerged under the tidewaters of the Atlantic Ocean to a seaward limit of three miles is thus established by the judicial authorities and by the Federal legislation.

Very truly yours,

G. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID D. FURMAN
Deputy Attorney General

July 12, 1957

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-26

Re: Classification of Police of Raritan Township

Dear Mr. Kelly:

You have inquired as to the Civil Service status of the police of Raritan Township. The facts, we understand, are as follows:

1. Raritan Township adopted Civil Service on November 2, 1954.
2. On that date and prior to that date and until October 8, 1955, policemen of the Township of Raritan were appointed each year for the term of one year. During such times, there was no regular police department in the Township.

3. On October 8, 1955, an ordinance establishing a regular police department was adopted by the Township of Raritan in accordance with the provisions of R.S. 40:19-1, which provides for the establishment of regular township police departments.

4. Shortly after the ordinance was passed, a classification survey was made and adopted by ordinance for the Township of Raritan. In this survey, the Raritan Township Police were placed within the classified service, apparently on the assumption that they were members of a regular police department on the date Civil Service was adopted.

5. On March 2, 1956, the Township, by ordinance, repealed the ordinance establishing the regular police department, and by resolution on the same day appointed the same personnel as special police officers "in accordance with the provisions of R.S. 40:19-2."

Under Civil Service law, jobs in existence at a specified time before adoption of Civil Service by a municipality, of a character justifying their being placed in the classified service, are considered to be in the classified service when Civil Service is adopted by the Township. Persons holding such jobs are given Civil Service protection. R.S. 11:21-6. It is also very clear that once Civil Service has been adopted, jobs which thereafter become classified must be filled in compliance with Civil Service recruitment procedure. R.S. 11:21-1. Because such procedures were not followed, the action by the classification specialists in classifying the police jobs as being within the classified service, and the action of the Township of Raritan in approving and adopting this classification survey by ordinance cannot, in themselves, place the individual members of the police department within the classified Civil Service. We must determine, therefore, whether the classification survey was correct in placing the Raritan Township policemen in the classified service.

It is well established that where appointments are validly made for a fixed term, and not for an indefinite term, such positions may not be included in the classified Civil Service. Conners v. Bayonne, 36 N.J. Super. 390, 395, 396 (App. Div. 1955); Township of Woodbridge v. Civil Service Commission, 4 N.J. Super. 111 (App. Div. 1949); Davison v. Elizabethtown, 121 N.J.L. 380, 386, 387 (Sup. Ct. 1938); Civil Service Rule 7-2(t).

It is also established by Civil Service Rule 7-2(t) that where a statute provides that an appointee shall serve only at the pleasure of the appointing authority, such office or position is in the unclassified service. Until the short-lived ordinance of October 8, 1955, there was no regular police department in Raritan Township. Accordingly, the appointments of Raritan Township Police must have been pursuant to R.S. 40:19-2, which provides for appointment of special police by township committees and gives such committees the power to dismiss at will. The only other colorable authority for appointment would be R.S. 40:47-19, a general statute applying to all municipalities, which refers to municipalities having regular police departments and was accordingly inapplicable in Raritan Township.

The police of the Township of Raritan were in fact appointed for one year terms.

Whether such one year appointments were authorized under R.S. 40:19-2 or not, is not material to the issue as to whether the individuals concerned should have been placed in the classified service at the time of adoption of Civil Service. For at that time, whether their appointments were "at will" or valid term appointments, they were properly in the unclassified service under Civil Service Rule 7-2(t).

Since adoption of Civil Service, an ordinance creating a regular police department was passed. A classification survey based thereon was adopted, placing the police in the classified service, as are all police departments in municipalities covered by Civil Service. However, since this was done, subsequent to adoption of Civil Service, appointments to such positions would have to conform to Civil Service recruitment provisions. This was not done, and so individuals employed during this period acquired no Civil Service rights. The question is now moot in that the ordinance establishing a regular police department has been repealed. We offer no opinion as to the validity of making one year appointments under R.S. 40:19-2, although the cases of Ubert v. Vogt, 65 N.J.L. 621 (E. & A. 1903) affording 65 N.J.L. 377 (Sup. Ct. 1900) and Mathis v. Rose, 64 N.J.L. 720 (E. & A. 1900) affording 64 N.J.L. 45 (Sup. Ct. 1899) cast serious doubt on this point.

You are advised, however, that whether the Raritan Police are properly appointed for a term or to serve at the pleasure of the Township Committee, Civil Service Rule 7-2(t) provides that the positions be placed in the unclassified service.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID LANDAU
Deputy Attorney General

August 28, 1957

HONORABLE AARON K. NEILD
State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-27

Re: Motor Fuels Tax Refund

Dear Mr. Neild:

You have requested our opinion as to the eligibility of the Parking Authority of the City of Elizabeth, New Jersey, to obtain refund of the New Jersey motor fuels tax pursuant to R.S. 54:39-66(a). This section provides in part:

"Any person who shall use any fuels as herein defined for any of the following purposes:

(a) operating or propelling motor vehicles, motor boats or other implements owned or leased by the State and all the political subdivisions thereof, ... and who shall have paid the tax for such fuels hereby required to be paid,
shall be reimbursed and repaid the amount of tax so paid upon presenting to the Commissioner an application for such reimbursement or repayment, in form prescribed by the Commissioner. . . ."

The Parking Authority of the City of Elizabeth was created by an ordinance adopted by the City of Elizabeth under the authority granted by the “Parking Authority Law”, N.J.S.A. 40:11A-1 et seq.

The Authority is expressly recognized as a political subdivision of the State by N.J.S.A. 40:11A-6 which provides in part:

"The authority shall constitute a public body corporate and politic and a political subdivision of the State with the same territorial boundaries as the boundaries of the municipality or county creating the authority, exercising public and essential governmental functions, . . ."

Accordingly, you are advised that as a political subdivision of this State the Parking Authority of the City of Elizabeth is entitled to the refund in question pursuant to the statutes above cited.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DONALD M. ALTSHAN
Deputy Attorney General

DMA.com

HONORABLE FREDERICK J. GAGERT, Director
Division of Motor Vehicles
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-28

DEAR MR. GAGERT:

We have your request for an opinion concerning an Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund assessment or fee against a New Jersey resident car owner presently stationed in a foreign country, who upon renewal of his New Jersey motor vehicle registration, presents evidence that he has liability insurance meeting all of the other requirements of the statute except for the fact that the insuring company is not authorized to do business in New Jersey. The pertinent sections of the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Law provide as follows:


* * * ‘Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Fee’ means the additional fee to be collected under this act as a contribution to the fund from the owner of a motor vehicle upon the registration thereof in this State. * * *”

R.S. 39:6-63. “Creation of fund

For the purpose of creating the fund.

ATTORNEY GENERAL

AUDITOR GENERAL

(4) On December 30 in each year, beginning with 1956, the director shall calculate the probable amount which will be needed to carry out the provisions of this act during the ensuing registration license year. If, in his judgment, the estimated balance of the fund at the beginning of the next registration license year will be insufficient to meet such needs, he shall

(1) Assess the estimated deficiency against insurers for such year's contribution to the fund. Such deficiency shall be apportioned among such insurers in the proportion that the net direct written premiums of each bears to the aggregate net direct written premiums of all insurers during the preceding calendar year as shown by the records of the commissioner. Such aggregate assessment, however, shall in no event exceed 1/4 of 1% of the aggregate net direct written premiums for such preceding calendar year. Each insurer shall pay the sum so assessed to the treasurer on or before March 31, next following.

(2) If such assessment against insurers be insufficient in the judgment of the director to provide the estimated amount needed to carry out the provisions of this act for the ensuing registration license year, he shall determine the amount to be fixed as to the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Fee for such license year. Such fee shall in no case exceed $8.00 and shall be paid by each person registering an uninsured motor vehicle during such ensuing year at the time of registration in addition to any other fee prescribed by any other law.


* * * ‘Uninsured motor vehicle’ means a motor vehicle as to which there is not in force a liability policy meeting the requirements of sections 3, 24, 25, or 26 of the Motor Vehicle Security-Responsibility Law of this State, established pursuant to the provisions of chapter 137 of the laws of 1952, as amended and supplemented, and which is not owned by a holder of a certificate of self-insurance under said law. * * *”

R.S. 39:6-25:

** * * No such policy or bond shall be effective under this section unless issued by an insurance company or surety company authorized to do business in this State, except that if such motor vehicle was not registered in this State, or was a motor vehicle which was registered elsewhere than in this State at the effective date of the policy or bond, or the most recent renewal thereof, such policy or bond shall not be effective under this section unless the insurance company or surety company if not authorized to do business in this State shall execute a power of attorney authorizing the director to accept service on its behalf of notice or process in any action upon such policy or bond arising out of such accident; * * *”

R.S. 39:6-46. “Liability policies; requirements

A motor vehicle liability policy furnished as proof of financial responsibility as provided herein shall be a policy of liability insurance issued by an insurance carrier authorized to transact business in this State to the person therein named as insured, or in the case of a nonresident, by an in-
in view of the provisions of R.S. 19:31-7, as amended, and other applicable statutes, R.S. 19:31-7, as amended, provides as follows:

"Registration by municipal clerks. For the convenience of the voters the respective municipal clerks or their duly authorized clerk or clerks in all municipalities shall also be empowered to register applicants for permanent registration at their respective offices, up to and including the fourteenth day preceding any election and after any such election, in the manner indicated above, subject to such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the commissioner, in counties having a superintendent of elections, and the county board in all other counties. Only authorized clerk as used in this section shall mean a clerk who resides within the municipality and has been approved by the commissioner or the county board as the case may be. For this purpose the commissioner shall forward to each municipal clerk a sufficient supply of the original and duplicate permanent registration forms. The commissioner shall keep a record of the serial numbers of these forms and shall periodically make such checks as are necessary to accurately determine if all such forms are satisfactorily accounted for. Each municipal clerk shall transmit daily to the commissioner in a stamped envelope to be prepared and supplied by the commissioner all of the filled out registration forms that he may have in his office at the time."

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 13, of L. 1855, c. 95, approved March 13, 1855, denominated "An Act to Establish the City of Elizabeth" the duties of the City Clerk are prescribed. Section 13 in pertinent part provides as follows:

"And be it enacted, that the City Clerk shall be Clerk of the City Council, and shall be sworn to the faithful performance of his duties; he shall perform such duties as shall be prescribed by the Council."

R.S. 40:60-6, as amended, permits the governing body of a municipality to obtain and maintain such building or buildings as may be necessary or suitable for the transaction of public business, or for any other municipal use or public purpose.

R.S. 40:60-7, permits the governing body of a municipality to obtain temporary quarters and transfer thereto any municipal offices or departments when municipal building has, among other things, become ill adapted or inadequate for public use.

Our study of the proposed resolution indicates to us that the governing body of the City of Elizabeth has deemed it to be in the best interest of the residents of the City of Elizabeth to expand the facilities of the office of the city or municipal clerk for a designated time and at designated places.

We point out that R.S. 19:31-6 requires the County Board of Elections to publish notice of the designation of a place or places for receiving registrations other than the office of the County Board of Elections, within at least ten days prior to the date that such place or places are to be open for the purpose of registering voters. This provision, which is for the benefit of citizens seeking to register, is not made applicable by statute to registrations by City Clerks at places other than their offices at the City Hall or municipal building, but in no event should the failure to publish ten days' notice be construed to invalidate registrations which are in fact received from citizens at the designated place or places of registration other than the City Hall or municipal building.
The State Constitution has vested all political power in the people. The extension of the franchise to all eligible voters is an ultimate objective to be promoted and safeguarded as a right sacred to the democratic form of government. Highest considerations of public policy support the extension of available registration facilities. The right to registration and suffrage should not be impaired or curtailed through inaccessibility of public offices for receiving registrations of voters who are unable or find it a hardship to appear at a registration office during the working day. As the Superior Court said in In re Wente, 26 N.J. Super. 363, 374 (1953):

"There can be no argument with the statement that every American citizen of proper age and residence is entitled to vote in every primary or general election, and that in fact, it is his or her civic duty to discharge this obligation."

Registration laws are liberally construed and held to be directory to avoid depriving individuals of their franchise and to give citizens the fullest opportunity to vote. 3 Sutherland Statutory Construction, Sec. 5820; C. J. S. Elections, Section 37. R.S. 19:31-7 must be construed in favor of the authority of municipal governing bodies to designate the office of the municipal clerk for purposes of registration during evening hours at places other than the City Hall or municipal building.

In view of the statutory authorization for such action by the governing body of the City of Elizabeth, hereinbefore cited, it is our opinion and you are so advised that the proposed resolution hereunder consideration would be, if enacted, legal and proper and the municipal clerk would be empowered pursuant to the terms of R.S. 19:31-7, as amended, to register voters and perform other duties incident to the office of the City Clerk at the temporary offices designated by the proposed resolution.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: James J. McLaughlin
Deputy Attorney General

September 25, 1957

HONORABLE JOSEPH E. MCLEAN
Commissioner of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-30

DEAR COMMISSIONER MCLEAN:

Our opinion has been requested as to the authority, if any, of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development to lease mineral rights for the mining or extraction of minerals from State forests.

In a Memorandum Opinion to you dated February 24, 1955, there was reviewed certain of the laws of this State relating to forestry conservation. There we traced the authority that is now vested in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development to deal with forests. In that earlier opinion we noted that the powers and duties of the Division of Forestry, Geology, Parks and Historic Sites (which Division was established by Chapter 22 of the Laws of 1945) were transferred to the present Department of Conservation and Economic Development which was established by Chapter 448 of the Laws of 1948, but did not indicate to which Division of that Department those duties were transferred.

The 1948 legislation did not provide for the continuance of the Division of Forestry, Geology, Parks and Historic Sites (see Memorandum Opinion to you dated April 17, 1957), but it was provided therein that

"* * * all of the functions, powers and duties of the State Commissioner of Conservation, of the existing State Department of Conservation and of the respective divisions and councils therein, herein transferred to the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, exclusive of those of, or relating to, or administered through, the Division of Fish and Game, the Division of Shell Fisheries, and the Division of Water Policy and Supply; all are hereby assigned to, and shall be exercised and performed through, the Division of Planning and Development in the department." (L. 1948, c. 448, § 7; N.J.S.A. 13:18-7).

Thus the authority formerly vested in the Board of Conservation and Development of the Department of Conservation and Development and subsequently in the State Commissioner of Conservation in the State Department of Conservation (as respects State forests) now reposes in the Division of Planning and Development of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development.

Among the powers granted by the Legislature as respects forest park reserves and reservations are those embodied in N.J.S.A. 13:8-9 and 10, which read as follows:

"The board shall have power to lease, sell, or exchange for other land, any portion of the lands acquired under the provisions of this article, with any buildings which may be thereon, when, in the judgment of the board, such lease, sale or exchange is deemed to be for the best interests of the State in the furtherance of this article; but no sale or exchange shall be made without the approval of the Governor. All such leases, sales or exchanges shall be made in the name of the State of New Jersey by the Board of Conservation and Development, under the seal of the board, signed by the president and secretary of the board. All money derived from such sales, leases or exchanges shall be paid into the General State Fund." (N.J.S.A. 13:8-9).

"Whenever it shall appear that the welfare of the state will be advanced by cutting or selling or disposing of any of the timber on state forest lands, or by using a portion of such lands for agriculture, or for any other purpose than the maintenance of forests, the board shall have power to cut and sell such timber, or to provide for the use and development of such land in the way that, in its judgment, is most proper, on terms most advantageous to the state." (N.J.S.A. 13:8-10).

Particularly significant for present purposes is N.J.S.A. 13:8-10 which provides that whenever it shall appear that the welfare of the State will be advanced, the
be made upon oath before any magistrate, the person in charge of any police station who is authorized to administer oaths, the clerk of any court, or any person empowered by law to take complaints. In non-traffic cases the complaint shall be in the form set out in Local Criminal Court Forms 1 or 2, printed in the Appendix of Forms and in traffic cases the complaint shall be in the form set out in Local Criminal Court Form 12, printed in the Appendix of Forms.

Since a notary public is not specifically designated as such a person before whom a complaint may be made under oath, it must be determined if a notary is "any person empowered by law to take complaints."


N.J.S.A. 39:5-6 provides as follows:

"All acts, whether in connection with the taking of complaints, issuing of process, return thereof, taking of bail for appearance or committing to custody for failure to deposit such bail and all proceedings preliminary to trial, including the arraignment, taking of plea and postponement of trial and all ministerial acts and proceedings subsequent to trial, may be performed by the clerk or deputy clerk of a magistrate, and the jurisdiction so to do with respect to a violation of this subtitle is hereby conferred."

N.J.S.A. 2A:8-27 provides as follows:

"Any judge of a county court, county district court or criminal judicial district court, or any clerk or deputy clerk thereof may, within the county wherein an offender may be apprehended, or any magistrate of a municipal court, any clerk or deputy clerk thereof, any officer authorized by section 2A:8-28 of this title to take bail, the chief of police or other person acting in that capacity in any municipality and the police officer in responsible charge of the police station may, within the municipality wherein an offender may be apprehended, administer or take any oath, acknowledgment, complaint or affidavit to be used in the proceeding, issue warrants and summonses, endorse warrants from other counties, and upon arrest hold the accused to bail, the offense with which he is charged being bailable, for his appearance before the superior court, the county court, the county district court, any criminal judicial district court or any municipal court, in the county at such time as he may direct."

N.J.S.A. 2A:8-28 confers authority upon the mayor or other chief executive officer of the municipality or the municipal clerk, and under certain circumstances recorders properly appointed, to take bail for the appearance of a defendant.

It can be seen by the above that neither of the foregoing statutes authorizes the making of a complaint under oath before a notary public.

The authority of a notary public to administer an oath is contained in N.J.S.A. 41:2-1 which provides as follows:

"All oaths, affirmations and affidavits required to be made or taken by law of this State, or necessary or proper to be made, taken or used in any
court of this State, or for any lawful purpose whatever, may be made and
taken before any one of the following officers: The Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court or any of the Judges of that court of record of this
State; Masters of the Superior Court; Municipal magistrates; Mayors or
aldermen of cities, towns or boroughs or commissioners of commission gov-
erned municipalities; Surrogates, registers of deeds and mortgages, county
clerks and their deputies; City clerks; Clerks of all courts; Notaries public;
Commissioners of deeds; Attorneys-at-law of this State.

"This section shall not apply to official oaths required to be made or
taken by any of the officers of this State, nor to oaths or affidavits required
to be made and taken in open court."

The general authority of a notary public to administer oaths does not affect the
requirement of other statutes that oaths in particular cases be administered by other
specified officers. See 56 C.J.S. 615.

It is our opinion that a complaint for a traffic violation cannot be properly
made under oath before a notary public and must be made under oath before the persons
Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: SAUL N. SCHREINER
Deputy Attorney General

SNS/LL

HONORABLE T. J. Langan
Director, Division of Planning and Development
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
520 East State Street
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P.32

October 9, 1957

DEAR DIRECTOR LANGAN:

You have asked us to advise you as to whether or not the Division of Planning and Development may establish non-ski areas on the inland waterways and other waterways under the jurisdiction of the State. We interpret your question to mean that you may wish to prohibit water skiing in designated localities, should an investigation and study on our part disclose that such action is necessary, and that you now inquire concerning your authority to do so.

Water skiing has become a popular sport and the manner in which it is engaged in has become familiar to most people. It is sufficient to say that one person, or more, is towed over water at a good rate of speed by means of a long line with distinctive attachments, one end of which is fastened to a power boat and the other end of which is held by the person being towed who is able to maintain his upright balance by the use of water skis attached to parts of his body.
regulations issued by the agency or agencies of the United States having jurisdiction with respect to power vessels upon the tidal waters of this State."

In addition to the power given to regulate the use of power vessels, the legislature has fixed additional standards by which you may be guided in promulgating rules and regulations governing their operation on both classes of waters.

As to tidal waters:
N.J.S.A. 12:7-47:

"No power vessel shall be operated in a reckless manner. Reckless operation shall include operating such a vessel in a manner which unnecessarily interferes with the free and proper use of any waters, or which unnecessarily endangers other craft therein, or the life or limb of any person upon such other craft or in the water."

As to non-tidal waters:
N.J.S.A. 12:7-34.22:

"No power vessel or motor shall be operated in a reckless or careless manner. Reckless or careless operation shall include operating a power vessel or motor in a manner which unnecessarily interferes with the free and proper use of any waters, or unnecessarily endangers other craft therein, or the life or limb of any person upon any craft or in the water."

It is our opinion that by reason of the authority so vested in the Department of Conservation and Economic Development by the foregoing statutory enactments to be exercised and performed through the Division of Planning and Development of which you are the Director, you may prohibit or ban water skiing on any waters in New Jersey by promulgating rules or regulations prohibiting operation of a power vessel in connection with water skiing on any of the waters of this state, tidal or non-tidal. You may limit the prohibition to a designated area. What would constitute reckless operation, as defined above, on waters in certain localities would not necessarily be dangerous at other places.

Before taking any administrative action you are urged to be certain that your findings and conclusions are reasonable, and that there is a supporting basis for the agency determination, rule or regulation in accordance with the legislative standards. See McKenna v. N.J. Highway Authority, 19 N.J. 270, 283; Bailey v. Council of the Division of Planning, etc. State of New Jersey, 22 N.J. 366, 374; Burnett v. Abbott, 14 N.J. 291, 294. You are reminded that any rules and regulations promulgated should be filed with the Secretary of State as provided for in the 1947 Constitution, Art. V, Sec. IV, Par. 6.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Sidney Kaplan
Deputy Attorney General

October 31, 1957

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-33

Dear Director:

We have been asked whether a division of a corporation may be licensed as a milk dealer.

N.J.S.A. 4:12A-28 requires a milk dealer to be licensed. N.J.S.A. 4:12A-1 defines a milk dealer as "any person who sells or distributes milk ..." R.S. 1:1-2 defines "person" to include corporations but makes no reference to divisions of a corporation. The divisions of a corporation are not separate entities within the statutory definition of "person".

The Milk Control Act, N.J.S.A. 4:12A-33, requiring an application for a license, contemplates that the applicant may be "a firm or association", both within the statutory definition of "person". Again, divisions of a corporation are not specifically listed and are not within the category intended to be covered by the statute.

N.J.S.A. 4:12A-39 imposes a fine on any person who violates the act and N.J.S.A. 4:12A-41 provides for collection of this fine by judicial proceeding. The General Corporation Act gives a corporation the power to do, or to have done, in its own name, N.J.S.A. 14:3-1(b); Markey v. Robert Hall Clothes of Paterson, Inc., 27 N.J. Super. 417, 420 (Co. Ct. 1953). It does not give divisions the power to sue. R.R. 4:4-4 provides no method for service of process on a division of a corporation. Therefore, ordinary sanctions could not be brought to bear against divisions of corporations as such.

We hereby advise that the definition of "person" contained in N.J.S.A. 1:1-2 is to be applied in the definition of "milk dealer" in N.J.S.A. 4:12A-1 and 28. Licenses as "milk dealers" may not be issued to divisions of corporations.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: William L. Boyan
Legal Assistant

November 7, 1957

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-34

Gentlemen:

You have sought our advice as to whether the Somerset County Board of Elections has the power to establish salaries paid to its employees. According to the informa-
tion you have supplied us, the county board of freeholders has refused to recognize the salary recommendations submitted to it by the county board of elections. Our opinion is that the county board of elections is vested with the statutory power to fix the compensation of its employees. The county treasurer must pay such salaries as necessary expenses, when certified and approved by the county board of elections. The provisions of R.S. 19:31-2 are governing.

"In all counties having a superintendent of elections, the superintendent of elections is hereby constituted the commissioner of registration and in all other counties the secretary of the county board is hereby constituted the commissioner of registration.

"The commissioner of registration in all counties having a superintendent of elections, and the county board in all other counties, shall have complete charge of the permanent registration of all eligible voters within their respective counties.

"The commissioner of registration in counties of the first class having less than eight hundred thousand inhabitants, and the county board in all other counties, shall have power to appoint temporarily, and the commissioner of registration in counties of the first class having more than eight hundred thousand inhabitants shall have power to appoint on a permanent, or temporary basis, such number of persons, as in his or its judgment may be necessary in order to carry out the provisions of this title.

* * *

"All necessary expenses incurred, as and when certified and approved by the commissioner of registration in counties having a superintendent of elections, and by the county board in all other counties, shall be paid by the county treasurer of the county; provided, however, that all expenses of every nature in the office of the commissioner of registration in counties of the first class, exclusive of county board expenses, shall not exceed the sum of two hundred ninety-five thousand dollars ($295,000.00) per annum commencing with the year one thousand nine hundred and fifty-three and annually thereafter."

Somerset County, a county of the third class, has no office of superintendent of elections. According to the specific terms of R.S. 19:31-2, the county board of elections in counties without a superintendent of elections is empowered to appoint temporary employees. The salaries of such temporary employees must be paid by the county treasurer as one of the necessary expenses of the county board of elections in carrying out its statutory functions and meeting its statutory obligations under Title 19.

The courts of New Jersey have consistently viewed the several county boards of election as State agencies, vested with authority independent of the county government. In McDonald v. Hudson County Freeholders, 98 N.J.L. 386 (Sup. Ct. 1923), plaintiff, the Superintendent of Elections, made a demand upon the Board of Freeholders for the payment of his salary and the salaries of those appointed by him. Demand was refused. The Court, in reversing the action of the Board of Freeholders, characterized the election laws as being of state-wide significance, and the salaries of the employees of the election board to be of legislative concern, properly above the local interest of the Board of Freeholders. In this connection, the Court said at page 394:

"It must be conceded that honest elections are the vital machinery of good and free government. It is a matter of the gravest importance to the state that elections should be fairly and honestly conducted. The entire state has a vital interest in protecting elections against fraud, corruption and illegal voting."

Another analogous case is Nolan v. Fitzgerald, 9 N.J. 477 (1952). In the Nolan case the legislature created the boulevard commissioners of Hudson County. The boulevard commissioners, in accordance with their statutory authority, made written requisition to the defendant board of freeholders for $1,175,534.00, the amount the commissioners deemed necessary to carry out their statutory responsibilities. The freeholders denied this full amount and attempted to make a substantial reduction. The statute in question was N.J.S.A. 27:17-7 which reads:

"On or before January first, in each year, the commissioners shall make a requisition in writing on the board of chosen freeholders of the county, for the moneys necessary to enable the commissioners to carry out the purpose of this chapter.

"The board of chosen freeholders shall cause the amount to be raised and collected in the same manner as money for other county purposes and the moneys thus raised shall remain a fund in the hands of the county treasurer to be used for such purposes only, and to be drawn, on warrants signed by the president and secretary of the commission, and the board of chosen freeholders shall have no control over the fund."

The question presented was whether the commissioners' requisition was mandatory upon the freeholders or whether the freeholders could, within their discretion, reduce the amount requested. Chief Justice Vanderbilt considered the entire body of law on similar requisitions and said, in approving McDonald v. Hudson County Freeholders:

"Statutes imposing mandatory obligations on the county are thus no novelties in our law. The Legislature where it desires to confide discretion to a board of chosen freeholders has experienced no difficulty in finding apt language to do so. Where, as here, it has not only employed mandatory language with respect to appropriations but by the entire statutory scheme of relations between the boulevard commissioners and the board of chosen freeholders has indicated an intent either as to the method of appropriating funds to the boulevard commissioners or the very existence of the boulevard commissioners as an independent political corporation."

The Court suggested that the freeholders, as private citizens and with the same right as other private citizens, could attack the requisitions as excessive or unnecessary but, in an official capacity, lacked the power to take the law into their own hands and thus defeat the clear legislative intent.

As an elementary principle, the underlying motive of the Legislature should be
the determining factor in interpreting statutes. Lynch v. Borough of Edgewater, 14 N.J. Super. 329 (1951). The Legislature apparently intended to free the county board of elections from control of the freeholders with respect to the fixing of salaries. We conclude therefore that the power to fix the salaries of the employees of the board of elections is vested by legislative mandate in the board of elections and is not subject to revision or control by the board of freeholders.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID D. FURMAN
Deputy Attorney General

DDF:gd

November 7, 1957

HONORABLE JOSEPH E. MCLANE
Commissioner, Department of
Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-35

DEAR COMMISSIONER MCLANE:

You have sought our advice as to the construction of the 1918 grant of water rights in the Raritan and Millstone Rivers to Elizabethtown Water Company and other water companies now merged in Elizabethtown Water Company. The grant was made by the former Board of Conservation and Development pursuant to P.L. 1917, c. 252, p. 634.

You raise the following particular questions:

(1) What is the total amount of water which may be obtained by Elizabethtown Water Company from the Raritan and Millstone Rivers?

(2) What is the rate of charge by the State for such water supply?

(3) May the State charge Elizabethtown Water Company for a part of the cost of construction and maintenance of storage facilities upstream from the point of diversion?

The grant is specific as to the amount of water which may be obtained by Elizabethtown Water Company and the companies merged with it. The maximum diversion from the Raritan and Millstone Rivers is 20 million gallons per day. This legislative allowance is independent of Elizabethtown Water Company's rights to divert water from other sources of surface or subsurface water.

Elizabethtown Water Company is obligated to pay to the State pursuant to paragraph 5 of the 1918 grant, "such annual charge for the diversion of water as is now lawfully made or may hereafter be lawfully required." R.S. 58:2-1 et seq. is the governing statute on the fixing of charges for surface water diverted by authority of the Board of Conservation and Development or successor agencies. Private water companies supplying water to the public are charged only for diversions in excess of a total amount equal to 100 gallons daily for each inhabitant of the municipality or municipalities supplied, in accordance with the census of 1905, or in excess of such greater amount as such company may have been legally diverting on June 17, 1907. You have informed us as a fact that Elizabethtown Water Company and the other companies now merged in it were not diverting water in excess of 100 gallons daily for each inhabitant of the municipality or municipalities supplied on June 17, 1907. The application by Elizabethtown Water Company and other companies now merged in the Elizabethtown Water Company, prior to the 1918 grant, sets forth the total population of the municipalities furnished with the public water supply as approximately 200,000. We have no definite information as to the population of the municipalities in the 1905 census, but presume that the population in 1905 was less than that in 1918. Elizabethtown Water Company is chargeable with the excess amount diverted over 100 gallons per day for each inhabitant of the municipality supplied, as of 1905, at a rate of not less than $1.00 nor more than $10.00 per million gallons (R.S. 58:2-2).

Your final question concerning Elizabethtown Water Company's liability under the legislative grant for the construction of up-river water storage facilities is governed by paragraph 6 as follows:

"The Board hereby expressly reserves the right, in case it shall be necessary in the future to provide storage of storm waters along the Raritan and Millstone rivers or their tributaries for the purpose of supplying municipalities or water companies that may lawfully take water from the said rivers and their tributaries, to apportion the expense of providing the necessary storage among the petitioners and such other companies or municipalities as may at the time have a right to take water from said rivers, their tributaries, or either of them, for public or domestic use, as may be equitable."

The Supreme Court in City of New Brunswick v. Board of Conservation and Development, 94 N.J.L. 46 (Sup. Ct. 1918), affirmed on opinion below 94 N.J.L. 558 (E. & A. 1920) commented on the important condition wherein the board reserved to itself full authority relating to the future storage of storm waters and the apportionment of its cost between the parties entitled to participate in its use, at p. 51:

"In other words the state board apprehended a future demand for water in excess of the ordinary flow of the two rivers, and the requirement of storage of storm water, which the statute permits, excepted from the petitioners a promise to pay their share of such expense because manifestly it would become very essential to the petitioners to have storm water stored if it should happen that the present flow was not sufficient to supply the demands of municipalities entitled to a supply of water. And while the condition does not impose terms on any subsequent applicant for the use of water which it might become necessary to store, we think the board exercised a wise precaution in making it a condition of this consent that if the public interest required the embanking of the storm water of these two rivers these applicants should bear their share of the expense."

We, therefore, advise you that pursuant to legislative grant Elizabethtown Water Company may draw up to a maximum of 20 million gallons per day from the Raritan
and Millstone Rivers, that the rate of charge is for excess water diverted under the statutory formula in R.S. 58:2-1 et seq. and that Elizabethtown Water Company is obligated to assume its apportioned share of the cost any future storage of storm waters along the Raritan and Millstone Rivers or their tributaries for the purpose of supplying industrial or potable water to municipalities or water companies.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General

DDF gd

DECEMBER 17, 1957

OCEAN COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION
TOMS RIVER, NEW JERSEY
Attention: J. Chester Holman, Secretary

MEMORANDUM OPINION—P-36

Dear Sirs:

You have requested our opinion concerning an application of the so-called Veterans' Exemption Act, N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.121 et seq.

The facts are stated to be as follows. A taxpayer has made application in a certain municipality for a veteran's exemption commencing with the tax year 1958. The applicant has lived in Ocean County with his wife and two children since March 1957. In April 1957 he purchased a home, taking title and recording the deed in August 1957. The applicant is still in service and is presently stationed at the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst. Previously, he had been stationed at Seattle, Washington where he lived with his family before moving to Ocean County, New Jersey. The applicant possesses more than one honorable discharge.

You further inform us that the exemption is being denied by the municipality on the ground that the applicant "has not lived in the State of New Jersey a year in order to establish a residence in this State."

In effect, your inquiry is whether a person must establish the fact that he has lived in New Jersey one year in order that he may be considered a resident under the provisions of the Veterans' Exemption Act.

The answer is no.

The term "resident" is defined in the Act as follows (N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.121):

"Resident means one legally domiciled within the State of New Jersey. More seasonal or temporary residence within the State, of whatever duration, shall not constitute domicile within the State for the purposes of this act. Absence from this State for a period of twelve months shall be prima facie evidence of abandonment of domicile in this State. The burden of establishing legal domicile within the State shall be upon the claimant."

Neither the statute as set forth above nor Article VIII, paragraph 3, of our New Jersey Constitution, which the statute implements, places a prerequisite period upon residence such as is found in Article II, paragraph 3, of the Constitution concerning the residence qualifications for purposes of voting.

In the leading case of Peff v. Peff, 2 N.J. 513 (1949) at pages 521-22 the Court laid down the prerequisites for establishing legal domicile and residence as follows:

"A man has the right to choose his own domicile, and his motive in so doing is immaterial. [citing cases].

"A person may legitimately move to another state in order to avoid himself of its laws, including its divorce laws, the only requirements being absolute good faith in the taking up of such residence and of the intention of remaining there—the animus manendi. The avowal that the object in moving to the other jurisdiction is for that purpose is only an element to be considered in determining the bona fides of residence—Wallace v. Wallace, supra.

"... The animus manendi, i.e., the intention of remaining indefinitely in the new residence, and the intention not to return to the old, i.e., the animus non revertendi, are essential elements of domicile. [citing cases].

"In Harral v. Harral, supra, it was said: 'There must be a voluntary change of residence; the residence at the place chosen for the domicile must be actual; to the facts of residence must be added the animus manendi; and that place is the domicile of a person in which he has voluntarily fixed his habitation, not for a temporary or special purpose, but with the present intention of making it his home, unless or until something which is uncertain or unexpected shall happen to induce him to adopt some other permanent home.'"

As stated by Justice Heber in Kavilla v. Roth, 132 N.J.L. 213, 215 (Sup. Ct. 1944):

"... 'Domicile' is the relation which the law creates between an individual and a particular locality or country. In a strict legal sense, the domicile of a person is the place where he has his true, fixed, permanent home and principal establishment, and to which, whenever he is absent, he has the intention of returning, and from which he has no present intention of moving. 17 Am. Jur. 588, 590; 28 C.J.S. 3. It is the place with which he has a settled connection for certain legal purposes, either because his home is there or because that place is assigned to him by the law."

In the instant case, the fact that the applicant is presently on active duty in New Jersey with the Armed Forces of the United States, in the opinion of this office, is not of itself controlling. In Mangene v. Diamond, 229 F. 2d 554 (C.C.A. 3, 1956), the Court dealt with considerations of military personnel and their respective rights in relation to residence and domicile. The Court in discussing this problem stated as follows (p. 555):

"We are not dealing with any confusion between domicile and residence.

We start with the proposition that appellee, despite the fact that his home was in Pennsylvania and he was in California entirely became of service
orders, could have obtained such residency had he so intended.”

In sum, a determination that the applicant is domiciled in New Jersey is a condition precedent to the granting of a veteran’s exemption, but there is no requirement that the veteran shall have been domiciled here for a period of 12 months. The question of whether a domicile has been established is factual and depends upon a consideration of all the facts and circumstances in the particular case. Cromwell v. Neeld, 15 N.J. Super. 296, 301 (App. Div. 1951).

The sentence in N.J.S.A. 54:4-3.12(f) which provides that “[i]n absence from this State for a period of twelve months shall be prima facie evidence of abandonment of domicile in this State” refers to our opinion to abandonment of domicile in this State after such New Jersey domicile had already existed, which is not the situation you present.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas P. Nolan
Deputy Attorney General

January 24, 1957

George C. Skillman
Director of Local Government
Department of the Treasury
Commonwealth Building
Trenton 25, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 1

Dear Director:

You have requested our opinion regarding the jurisdiction of a Planning Board to inquire into the estimated cost and proposed financing of a school construction project submitted to the Planning Board for recommendation under Section 13 of the Municipal Planning Act of 1953 (N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13).

In our opinion, the Planning Board does have such jurisdiction. Section 40:55-1.13 reads in part as follows:

“Whenever the planning board after public hearing shall have adopted any portion of the master plan, the governing body or other public agency having jurisdiction over the subject matter, before taking action necessitating the expenditure of any public funds, incidental to the location, character or extent of one or more projects thereof, shall refer action involving such specific project or projects to the planning board for review and recommendation, and shall not act therein without such recommendation or until forty-five days after such reference have elapsed without such recommendation.

* * *

The planning board shall have full power and authority to make such

investigations, maps and reports and recommendations in connection therewith relating to the planning and physical development of the municipality as it deems desirable.”

The foregoing section must be read in connection with other sections of the Planning Act of which it is a part (N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.1 et seq.) and particularly Section 40:55-1.12, which provides:

“...and the promotion of good civic design and arrangements, the wise and efficient expenditure of public funds, and adequate provision for public utilities and other public requirements.” (italics ours)

The underlined portions of Section 40:55-1.12 above quoted show that the reasonableness and wisdom of the financial burdens involved in any public project are essential matters for the Planning Board to consider in determining how the project fits into the master plan for the municipality, and what recommendations should be made thereon by the Planning Board to the public agency having jurisdiction over the matter.

For the foregoing reasons, we think the legislative intent was clear that in passing upon a proposed school construction program, the Planning Board should request, and the board of education has a duty to furnish, a sufficiently detailed statement of the anticipated cost of the project, together with such other information as may be appropriate in order that the Planning Board may make a well considered recommendation as to the reasonableness and wisdom of the financial burdens involved, as well as on the other planning aspects of the proposal.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas P. Cook
Deputy Attorney General

TPC:JHA
FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 2

Dear Mr. Patten:

You have requested our opinion as to whether persons who have religious scruples against riding and writing on Tuesday, April 16, 1957 may vote by absentee ballot at the Primary Election to be held on that day.

The Absentee Voting Law (1953) permits voting by absentee ballot by citizens (1) who expect to be or may be absent outside the State on the day on which the election is held or (2) who will be unable to cast ballots on the day of the election because of illness or physical disability.

The statute makes no provision for absentee voting by citizens who have religious objections to marking ballots or signature copy registers at the polling places within the election districts on the day of the election.

We therefore advise you that persons can not vote by absentee ballot at the forthcoming Primary Election to be held on April 16, 1957 unless meeting orExpecting to meet the statutory conditions for eligibility of absence outside the State, sickness or physical disability.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General

MAY 1, 1957

Lt. Colonel Samuel F. Brink
Adjutant General
Department of Defense
Armory
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 3

Dear Colonel Brink:

You have requested our opinion concerning the application of Section 11 of the Municipal Planning Act of 1953, L. 1953, c. 433, sec. 13, N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13 to the Department of Defense in cases where it constructs buildings upon State-owned lands. For the reasons hereinafter stated it is our opinion that the cited statute does not apply to the Department of Defense and that the latter is not required to comply with its terms.

N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13 reads in pertinent part as follows:

“Whenever the planning board after public hearing shall have adopted any portion of the master plan, the governing body or other public agency having jurisdiction over the subject matter, before taking action necessitating the expenditure of any public funds, incidental to the location, character or extent of one or more projects thereof, shall refer action involving such specific project or projects to the planning board for review and recommendation, and shall not act thereon without such recommendation or until forty-five days after such reference have elapsed without such recommendation. This requirement shall apply to action by a housing, parking, highway or other authority, redevelopment agency, school board, or other similar public agency, Federal, State, county or municipal.” (Italics supplied).

To paraphrase N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13, whenever the governing body or other public agency having jurisdiction over the subject matter contemplates action incidental to the location, character or extent of a project which requires the expenditure of public funds it must, if a master plan has been adopted in the municipality, refer the matter to the planning board for review and recommendation. In a word, the statute is applicable in the stated circumstances to a “governing body or other public agency.”

The term “governing body” is defined in N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.2 to mean “the chief legislative body of the municipality. In cities having a board of public works ‘governing body’ means such board.” While the statute does not specifically define “public agency”, the latter term is explained by that part of N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13 which is underscored in the above excerpt. It is clear that the Department of Defense is not a “housing, parking, highway or other authority, redevelopment agency [or] school board.” The question remains, however, whether it comes within the meaning of the phrase “or other similar public agency, Federal, State, county or municipal.”

It is clear from a reading of N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13 that the Legislature did not intend all public bodies to be subject to the Act. If such had been its intention it would have employed more general language rather than spell out the specific types of public bodies to which the Act was to apply.

It is commonly said that where general words follow particular words in an enumeration describing the subject the general words are, under the rule of ejusdem generis, construed to embrace only objects similar in nature to those enumerated by the antecedent specific words. Solomon v. Jersey City, 12 N.J. 379 (1953); In re Armour, 11 N.J. 257 (1953). The application of this aid to statutory construction leads to the conclusion that the Department of Defense is not a public agency within the meaning of the statute. The same result is reached regardless of whether this rule is applied since the modification of the term “public agency” by the words “other similar” likewise delimits the term. Housing, parking and highway authorities as well as redevelopment agencies all are concerned primarily with the use of land and the construction of projects upon land. Even school boards, while they cannot be considered to be engaged primarily in construction, are concerned to a large extent with the use of lands and the construction of buildings thereon. The Department of Defense on the other hand does not have a similar statewide impact upon the use of land and therefore cannot be regarded as a public agency of the type dealt with in N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13. A further basic distinction between the types of agencies enumerated in N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13 and the Department of Defense is that the former are public instrumentalities vested with independent or autonomous powers and not departments of the Federal, State, county or municipal governments.
For the foregoing reasons it is our opinion and you are advised that the Department of Defense is not affected by and therefore need not comply with Section 13 of the Municipal Planning Act of 1953, L. 1953, c. 433, sec. 13, N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.13.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.  
Attorney General

By: Christian Bollemann  
Deputy Attorney General

CB: MG

HONORABLE AARON K. NEEDLE
State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 4


Dear Mr. Needle:

Former Deputy State Treasurer Finley requested our opinion as to (1) whether an employee who earns a combination of salaries aggregating $500 or more can be permitted to join the Public Employees' Retirement System if no single salary amounts to $500 and (2) whether an employee who earns an annual salary of $500 or more in one employment, office or position and less than $500 in another shall contribute on the basis of both salaries or only upon the salary of $500 or more.

P.L. 1955, c. 261, § 5, provides in part:

"... No person in employment, office or position, for which the annual salary or remuneration is fixed at less than $500.00 shall be eligible to become a member of the retirement system". (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7c).

An examination of the legislative history of this particular provision discloses that prior to the enactment of P.L. 1955, c. 261, the Board of Trustees of the Public Employees' Retirement System, pursuant to the authority of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-17, had adopted Rule E-5, which is still in effect and provides in part:

"In the case of a public employee who is employed by one or more public employers, membership shall be optional with the employee... provided he receive an annual salary of at least $500 from any one participating employer..." (emphasis supplied).

The plain and unambiguous terms of P.L. 1955, c. 261, § 5 restrict eligibility in the Public Employees' Retirement System to persons in an employment, office or position for which the annual salary is $500 or more. It is our opinion that public employees earning an aggregate of $500 or more but less than $500 in any single public employment, office or position are not eligible to join the Public Employees' Retirement System.
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With regard to your second question, namely, whether an employee who earns an annual salary of $500 or more in one employment, office or position and less than $500 in another shall contribute on the basis of both salaries or only upon the salary of $500 or more, the statute is silent. However, with regard to computing for retirement purposes the total service of a member or in computing final compensation, P.L. 1954, c. 84, sec. 14 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-39) provides:

"... no time during which a member was in employment, office or position, for which the annual salary or remuneration was fixed at less than $900 shall be credited, except that in the case of a veteran member credit shall be given for service rendered prior to January 2, 1955 in an employment, office or position if the annual salary or remuneration therefor was fixed at less than $300..."

In replying to your second question, the interpretation to be placed upon the Public Employees' Retirement-Social Security Integration Act must be one which is consistent with the above quoted statutory language and with the section of the act dealing with eligibility.

Accordingly, it is our opinion that an employee may not contribute on the basis of any position where the salary is less than $500.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.  
Attorney General

By: Donald M. Altman  
Legal Assistant

HONORABLE WILLIAM F. KELLY, JR.
President, Civil Service Commission
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 5

Re: Determination of Status of Disabled Veteran of World War II

Dear Mr. Kelly:

You have asked whether any changes in Attorney General Formal Opinion 1954, No. 11 are necessitated by Chapter 21 of the Laws of 1957. In that opinion you were advised inter alia that under R.S. 11:27-1, where an applicant was inducted into the Armed Forces within 90 days prior to September 2, 1945 and continued in such service for over a year thereafter, and at an uncertain time suffered a disability, such person was not a disabled veteran of World War II because he had not presented "full and convincing evidence" of disability between September 16, 1940 and September 2, 1945.

You were further advised that in order for a person to be qualified either as a "veteran" of World War II or "veteran with a record of disability incurred in line of duty" of World War II, it would be necessary for that person to have served at least 90 days between September 15, 1940 and September 2, 1945 or to have incurred a service-connected disability at any point during that time.
Chapter 21 of the Laws of 1957 has amended R.S. 11:27-1 (10). As amended, it defines the period of service necessary to constitute an individual a veteran of World War II as "after September 16, 1940 who shall have served at least 90 days commencing on or before September 2, 1945 in such active service . . . ". The obvious intent and result of this amendment is that any person serving at least a 90 day period in the Armed Forces which commenced on or before September 2, 1945 is considered a veteran of World War II for purposes of the Civil Service statutes. To this extent, Formal Opinion No. 11 is hereby amended.

No changes were made in that section of R.S. 11:27-1 which defines "veteran with a record of disability incurred in line of duty" since Formal Opinion No. 11 of 1954 set forth its interpretation. As set forth by the statute, a person seeking status as a disabled veteran of World War II must be,

"Any veteran as hereinafter defined who is eligible under the United States veterans' bureau qualifications for service-connected disability from World War or emergency service or who is receiving or who is entitled to receive equivalent compensation for service-connected disability arising out of such service or death in line of duty hereinafter defined . . ."

In other words, in order for one to qualify as a disabled veteran of World War II, one must not only be a veteran as defined in R.S. 11:27-1 but his eligibility for service-connected disability must be acquired from service during the period which the statute defines as constituting World War II service. The only period subsequently specified by the statute relative to World War II is the section of R.S. 11:27-1 quoted earlier in this opinion, i.e., "after September 16, 1940 who shall have served at least 90 days commencing on or before September 2, 1945 in such active service." The intent and effect of this amended language was to add 89 days to the period as it was previously interpreted. Whereas previous to the adoption of Chapter 21 of the Laws of 1957, the statute had been construed to require a minimum of 90 days of service or a service-incurred disability between September 16, 1940 and September 2, 1945, the new amendment redefined the period of service sufficient to constitute World War II service as one ending on the 89th day following September 2, 1945. Whatever the total period of military service, the time essential to constitute war service is now fixed by the statute as the 90-day period commencing on or before September 2, 1945.

Accordingly, Formal Opinion No. 11, 1954 is further amended so as to expand the definition of disabled veteran to include those who were in service on or before September 2, 1945, who were disabled not later than 89 days after September 2, 1945, while on active duty, and present the requisite proof thereof.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David Landau
Deputy Attorney General
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HON. MERRITT LANE, JR., Secretary
Legalized Games of Chance Control Commission
1100 Raymond Boulevard
Newark, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 6

June 7, 1957

Dear Commissioner Lane:

You have submitted two questions for our opinion relating to the effect of a recently enacted law, P.L. 1957, c. 57, which permits qualified organizations to conduct bingo on premises not owned by them subject to certain conditions.

Previous to this enactment, in order to carry out its duty to prevent games of chance from being conducted for commercial purposes (N.J.S.A. 5:8-6), the Commission determined, by rule, that no organization could hire premises for the conduct or operation of a bingo game except from any other organization qualified to conduct bingo or raffles under the Bingo and Raffles Licensing Laws (see Rule 20, Part VII). This regulation was sustained in Daughters of Miriam, etc. v. Legalized Games of Chance Control Commission, 42 N. J. Super. 405 (App. Div. 1966). Thereafter, because certain organizations attempted to evade the Commission's policy against commercialization by paying incidentals fees in lieu of rent, the Commission adopted Rule 25, Part VII which limited the number of times a commercial hall could be used by any number of qualified organizations to six times a month. Thus, qualified organizations, authorized to conduct bingo on six occasions a month by statute (N.J.S.A. 5:8-33) had to either conduct bingo games on their own premises or rent from another qualified organization if the commercial hall where they had previously operated bingo games was used in excess of the authorized number of occasions.

Now, the Legislature, empowered to restrict and control the terms and conditions by which such games of chance may be conducted by qualified organizations (New Jersey 1947 Constitution, Art. IV, Sec. VII, Par. 2A) has seen fit to permit qualified organizations to conduct bingo either in commercial halls rented for that specific purpose or in premises owned by other qualified organizations. In P.L. 1957, c. 57, which supplements both the Bingo Licensing Law (P.L. 1954, c. 6), and the law conferring upon the Commission the power to administer and supervise the conduct of bingo and raffles (P.L. 1954, c. 7), renting commercial halls is specifically permitted. But, at the same time, the Commission is given complete authority to exercise the strictest control over such commercial operations. The terms of this act empower the Commission to prevent the use of halls charged or purchased with any criminal and good moral character. Control is exercised by way of requiring that such rentals be licensed, which license the Commission has a right to revoke if certain requirements are not fulfilled, or if any law dealing with games of chance or Commission regulations are violated.

The first question you ask is whether Rule 25, Part VII, may be continued, or is abrogated by virtue of the fact that in the section which authorizes the Commission to implement P.L. 1957 c. 57 with rules and regulations, a limitation is placed upon the Commission's general power relating to the conduct of times commercial premises may be used. The Commission has raised this question because of some feeling on its part that the new act only prospectively and does not effect formerly adopted rules.
OPINIONS

Section 8, in question here, states that:

"The commission shall have power to make and enforce such reasonable rules and regulations as it may deem necessary to effectuate the provisions of this act and the powers conferred upon it hereunder and to prevent the circumvention or evasion thereof. Said rules and regulations may, among other things, require that all rental or use agreements be in writing and in form approved by the commission and may provide for the form of application and the information to be furnished the commission on any application for approval, but shall not impose limitations on the number of days a month the premises may be used for purposes authorized by the act hereby supplemented." (Emphasis supplied)

Rule 25, Part VII, on the other hand, states that:

"Bingo games shall not be held, operated or conducted in any premises more often than six days in any calendar month, except in such premises as are owned by a qualified organization registered with the Control Commission."

It is our opinion that the act in question supersedes the former legislation dealing with the rental of premises, and also, by virtue of the terms quoted above, abrogates any conflicting rules and regulations which imposed limitations and restrictions upon the renting of premises (U. S. v. Phimac Mfg. Co., 192 F. 2d 517 (C. A. 3 1951); Williampoint Oysters Inc. v. Ewing, 174 F. 2d 676 (C. A. 9 1949); cert. den. 338 U.S. 860 (1949), petition for rehearing den. 339 U.S. 945 (1950). A fair and reasonable interpretation of P.L. 1957, c. 57 leads to only one conclusion, that the Legislature, fully recognizing the Commission's broad powers and authority to prevent commercial evils from being rotated to qualified organizations (Daughters of St. Paul, etc. v. L. G. C. C. C., supra), intended to permit commercial leasing under strict supervision.

To repeat, the Legislature has complete power to prescribe the restrictions and controls of the playing of bingo by virtue of the constitutional provisions cited above. The supplement to the 1954 legislation is a direction to the Commission, acting on behalf of the Legislature, to permit commercial renting under the terms and controls therein prescribed. To continue, Rule 25, Part VII would cause the Commission to enforce or vary the powers conferred by the Legislature. Any rule or regulation which is in conflict with the organic statute would be wholly invalid (Abeelen's Inc. v. N. J. State Board of Optometrists, 5 N.J. 412 (1959); Scherly v. Schomp, 31 N.J. Super 267 (App. Div. 1954); Welsh Farms Inc. v. Bergman, 16 N.J. Super 293 (App. Div. 1951)). Thus, not only are Rules 20 and 25, Part VII superseded, but the terms and provisions dealing with certain restrictions relating to the rental of premises that are contained in N.J.S.A. 5:8-26 are repealed by implication.

Your second question about P.L. 1957, c. 57, is whether a qualified organization which wishes to rent its premises to another qualified organization so as to enable the latter to conduct bingo, must comply with the same conditions and requirements as would a commercial lessor, and if so, whether the required statutory license fee of $100.00 (P.L. 1957, c. 57, § 5(b)) may be waived.

As has been related above, P.L. 1957, c. 57 enables qualified organizations to rent commercial halls and also premises owned by other qualified organizations. However, the act differentiates between the two types of renters.

Section 1 of P.L. 1957, c. 57, defines an organization as:
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"Organization' shall mean any organization licensed to hold, operate or conduct games of chance under the Bingo Licensing Law (P.L. 1954, c. 6, as amended and supplemented)."

The renter is defined as:

"Renter shall mean and include the owner, lessor, and supplier of premises furnished or supplied to, or used by, an organization for the purpose of holding, operating or conducting games of chance under the Bingo Licensing Law."

Section 2 goes on to state that:

"An organization may, for the purpose of holding, operating and conducting games of chance under the Bingo Licensing Law rent or use premises not owned by such organization upon compliance with the provisions of this act.

No such rental or use shall be permitted unless the commission shall determine that the payment to be made for such rental or use of the premises is fair and reasonable and that the renters of said premises are approved renters under this act."

And Section 3 states that:

"From and after the effective date of this act, no person shall act as, or be, a renter unless said person (a) is itself licensed to hold, operate or conduct games of chance under the Bingo Licensing Law or (b) has first obtained from the commission a license as an approved renter."

The terms of Section 3 are important. Two classes of renters are established: First, there are qualified organizations. Second, there are commercial renters who must obtain a license in order to rent premises to qualified organizations. The latter class are "approved renters" who must comply with those sections (Secs. 4 through 7) enumerated in the act. Qualified organizations do not need to obtain a license; commercial renters must do so, and in addition thereto, pay the $100.00 fee. This is the obvious design of the statute. The Commission which has in the past and will in the future have control over qualified organizations, now for the first time, may exercise complete jurisdiction over this new class of licensees, the "approved renter" also known as the commercial lessor. Under this statutory pattern, although qualified organizations need not be licensed, the Commission still exercises complete jurisdiction over both types of renters and, by the terms of Section 2 of this act, may determine what rent is fair and reasonable and may be paid by a qualified organization.

Therefore, it is our opinion that qualified organizations intending to rent premises in other organizations do not have to obtain a license or pay the required license fee. This limitation, however, does not prohibit the Commission from exercising its general power to supervise qualified organizations under its general rule-making authority to carry out the intent and purpose of this act as well as the general laws dealing with the conduct of bingo.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: DAVID M. SATZ, JR.
Deputy Attorney General
June 13, 1957

HONORABLE EDWARD J. PATTER
Secretary of State
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 7

DEAR SECRETARY PATER:

We have your request for an opinion as to whether you are authorized to accept service of a summons and complaint against a corporation in instances where by statute service of process may be made upon the Secretary of State. The legal issue of the applicability of R.R. 4:4-6 is thus raised. R.R. 4:4-6 provides:

"A general appearance or an acceptance of the service of the summons, signed by the defendant’s attorney or signed and acknowledged by the defendant, shall have the same effect as if the defendant had been properly served."

Service of process on the Secretary of State or the chief clerk in his office in actions against a domestic corporation or a foreign corporation authorized to transact business in the state is authorized pursuant to N.J.S. 2A:15-26, under the following circumstances:

"a. The corporation has failed to file the annual report required by section 14:6-2 of the title, Corporations, General, of the Revised Statutes, within the time thereby required; or

"b. The corporation has failed to establish or has ceased to maintain a principal office in this state with a designated agent in charge thereof, upon whom process against the corporation may be served, as required by section 14:4-2 of the title, Corporations, General, of the Revised Statutes; or

"c. The designated agent upon whom process against the corporation may be served has died, resigned, become disqualified or has removed from this state, or can not, with due diligence, be found therein; or

"d. The corporation, when the agent designated pursuant to section 14:4-2 of the title, Corporations, General, of the Revised Statutes, has died, resigned, removed from the state or has become disqualified, has failed to file the certificate containing the name of a new agent upon whom process against the corporation may be served as required by section 14:4-5 of the title, Corporations, General, of the Revised Statutes, and the corporation’s certificate of authority to transact business in this state has been revoked by the secretary of state as provided by said section 14:4-5, in which case process against the corporation in an action upon a liability incurred within this state may be served upon the secretary of state or his chief clerk as herein provided."

Similar provision for service on the Secretary of State in actions against dissolved corporations is found in R.S. 14:13-14. This statute is as follows:

"In any action or other legal proceeding commenced in any court of this State against a domestic or foreign corporation, of to which such corporation shall be a party defendant, where the charter of the corporation has hereto-

fore expired or shall hereafter expire by its own limitation, or has heretofore been or shall hereafter be forfeited, dissolved or annulled by the Legislature or in any other manner, the corporation shall continue a body corporate for the purpose of defending the cause. Service of a summons or other process for appearance issued out of any court and other papers in the cause may be made upon the corporation by serving the same on such person as was, at the time of such expiration, forfeiture, dissolution or annulment, the president or secretary of the corporation, or the agent in charge of its principal office, or its designated registered agent for this State, personally, or by leaving the same at the dwelling house or usual place of abode of such president, secretary, agent in charge of said principal office or designated registered agent of the corporation. If service thereof cannot be made as heretofore provided, then it may be made upon the corporation by serving the Secretary of State."

R.R. 4:4-6 cannot be construed to authorize a general appearance or an acceptance of the service of process by you as Secretary of State. The court rule provides for a general appearance or acceptance of service by the defendant or by the defendant’s attorney only. There is no authorization for a statutory agent of the defendant or any other person to accept service of the summons and complaint. Neither N.J.S. 2A:15-26 nor R.S. 14:13-14 directs or by implication vests the Secretary of State or the chief clerk in his office with power to accept or acknowledge service, where service cannot be made upon an agent of record or under the other conditions for lawful service upon the Secretary of State or upon the chief clerk in his office.

R.R. 4:4-3 fixes the procedure for service of the summons and complaint by the sheriff or other duly authorized person. That procedure should be strictly followed in the service of the summons and complaint upon the Secretary of State or chief clerk. See X-L Liquors, Inc. v. Taylor, 29 N.J. Super. 486, 490 (App. Div. 1954); Driscoll v. Burlington-Bristol Bridge Co., 8 N.J. 433, 493 (Sup. Ct. 1951).

We therefore advise that you as Secretary of State and the chief clerk in your office have no authority to accept service of process within N.J.S. 2A:15-26 and R.S. 14:13-14. The court rules governing procedure require that the summons and complaint be served upon you by the sheriff or other duly authorized person in actions against domestic and foreign corporations.

Very truly yours,

GEORGE C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: GEORGE H. BARBOUR
Deputy Attorney General
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judegment of the board of education with the consent of the commissioner,
there are too few physically handicapped pupils to form a class in the district
or whenever it is impracticable to transport a child because of distance or
other good reason to a class referred to in subsections a, b, c or d."

Our opinion is that N.J.S.A. 18:10-29.35, read in the light of the entire State
School Aid Act, was intended to provide State aid for all forms of authorized education
given to atypical pupils at the expense of a local Board of Education. The
supplementary instruction of 5 hours a week authorized by section 18:14-71.23(d)
falls within the term "individual instruction ** in school, by reason of the fact
that there are too few mentally retarded or physically handicapped pupils in the
district to form a class or by reason of the impracticability of transporting such a
pupil to a class maintained in another district", and therefore one-half of the cost of
such education, i.e., the supplementary education, must be paid to the school district
under subdivision (b) of section 18:10-29.35.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas P. Cook
Deputy Attorney General

TPCtb.

July 10, 1957

Hon. Joseph E. McLean, Commissioner
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 9

Dear Commissioner McLean:

You have requested our opinion as to the eligibility of municipalities which have
no organized planning board for Federal and State financial assistance under Title
VII of the Federal Housing Act (Title 42 U.S.C.A., Sec. 461) and the State Appropriations
Act (L. 1957, c. 113) in drafting master plans and zoning ordinances.

Title VII of the Federal Housing Act authorizes Federal contributions not ex-
ceeding fifty per centum of the estimated cost for planning assistance including sur-
veys, land use studies, urban renewal plans, technical services and other planning
work. The Federal funds are payable to State planning agencies for distribution to
eligible municipalities with a population of less than 25,000. By a recent amendment
(70 Stat. 1102, effective August 7, 1956), planning assistance may be furnished as
well to municipalities with a population of 25,000 or more: "which have suffered
substantial damage as a result of a flood, fire, hurricane, earthquake, storm, or other
catastrophe which the President, pursuant to section 1855(a) of Title 42, has deter-
nined to be a major disaster."

The State Appropriations Act for 1957-58 provides an appropriation to the Divi-
sion of Planning and Development in the amount of $50,000 for an expanded and
OPINIONS

regional planning program. This appropriation may be applied with Federal assistance under Title VII for planning grants to municipalities within the State of New Jersey. Chapter 446 of the Laws of 1948 (N.J.S.A. 13:1B-45) empowers the Department of Conservation and Economic Development, acting through the Commissioner, with the approval of the Governor, to serve as the State planning agency to apply for and accept the Federal planning grants.

Master plans for the physical development of a municipality are prepared in this State by planning boards (N.J.S.A. 40:55-110); no authority, statutory or otherwise, exists in the municipal governing body or any other local agency for the formulation of a master plan, in the absence of a planning board established pursuant to the Municipal Planning Act of 1953.

Zoning ordinances are promulgated under R.S. 40:55-33 by the municipal governing body or board of public works pursuant to the recommendations of a planning board or a zoning commission. The establishment of a planning board and its preliminary report is not prerequisite. As an alternative, the municipal governing body or board of public works may appoint a zoning commission from among citizens of the municipality to recommend appropriate zoning regulations and boundaries.

We therefore advise you that Federal and State financial assistance under Title VII of the Federal Housing Act and the State Appropriations Act for 1957-58 may be made available (1) for the drafting of master plans in municipalities in the population range fixed in the Federal act which have organized planning boards and (2) for the drafting of zoning ordinances in all municipalities eligible under the Federal act without regard to the existence of a municipal planning board.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General

DDF'd

JULY 12, 1957

Honorable Charles F. Sullivan
Director of the Division of Purchase and Property
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 10

Dear Director Sullivan:

You have requested our opinion concerning the power of the Division of Purchase and Property to secure additional building space for the Department of Agriculture by arranging for the erection of certain structures by private contractors either upon State-owned or privately-owned land. According to the proposed arrangement payment for the structures would be made over a period of time in the form of rentals with title to the structures (and to the land, in cases where it is not owned by the State) to remain in the contractor or other private party until the completion of all payments, whenupon it will vest in the State. The total payments under such plan would approximate the purchase price of the structures and of the land upon which they are located if the State does not already own it. For the reasons hereinafter stated it is our opinion that you are without authority to enter into the above-described contracts.

It is clear that the proposed transaction is not a true lease. In essence it is the installment purchase by the State of a building. Payments to be made under the proposed agreement though designated rentals would not be compensation for the use of the building but would constitute the purchase price of the structure. McCutcheon v. State Building Authority, 13, N.J. 46 (1953). In this case it was held that such arrangement violated the debt limitation provisions of Article VIII, Section II, paragraph 3 of the New Jersey Constitution for the reason that the obligation to pay for the purchase price of such structures constituted an indebtedness of the State. It would seem that the proposed agreement is equally vulnerable to such constitutional objection.

In any event, however, the plan under consideration cannot be executed because of lack of statutory authority therefor. This point was not raised in the McCutcheon case because the statute there involved did purport to confer the necessary power to enter into lease-purchase contracts.

The power of a State officer to enter into contracts is limited by statute. State v. Erie Railroad Co., 23 N.J. Misc. 203 (Super Ct. 1945). A public officer can make for the government be represents only such contracts or agreements, expressed or implied, as he is authorized to make. Id. at pp. 212, 213. We find no general authority in the Division of Purchase and Property to independently contract for the erection of buildings. Even that power which it has by virtue of the transfer of powers from the State House Commission with respect to the construction of new buildings in the City of Trenton is subject to the requirement that no debt or obligation shall be incurred therefor until the Legislature has been fully informed as to the proposed structure and the improvement is concurred in by both houses of the Legislature, N.J.S.A. 52:20-14 and 52:27B-64.

The authority to contract for the erection of buildings is found in line items of appropriation acts or, if an appropriation is not required (as where federal funds have been made available to the State), in some other statute clearly setting forth the power in question. That authority, once a specific appropriation is made or funds are otherwise available, is vested in the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property, N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq. See Formal Opinion No. 9 (1956); Memorandum Opinion to Honorable Robert L. Finley, September 26, 1956. In the present situation we have neither funds appropriated to the Department of Agriculture for the construction of a building nor other legislation empowering the Director of the Division of Purchase and Property to act.

We point out also that the proposed arrangement may be open to the charge that it constitutes a donation of State property in violation of Article VIII, Section 11, paragraph 3 of the New Jersey Constitution and Wilkins v. Hendrickson, 133 N.J. Eq. 447 (Ch. 1943), affirmed 135 N.J. Eq. 244 (E. & A. 1944).

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Harold J. Ashley
Legal Assistant
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HONORABLE AARON K. NEELD  
State Treasurer  
Department of the Treasury  
State House  
Trenton, New Jersey  

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 11  

DEAR MR. NEELD:  

You have been requested to waive the advertising requirements of Chapter 48 of the Laws of 1954 in connection with the execution of certain contracts between the Department of Health and various private hospitals. It is undisputed that the nature of the services to be rendered under these contracts is of a technical and professional nature but you question whether, in view of the fact that the services are to be performed by a corporate entity, the contract comes within the statutory language of N.J.S.A. 52:34-9(a) which reads as follows:  

"Any such purchase, contract or agreement may be made, negotiated or awarded pursuant to section 3 of this act when the subject matter thereof consists of:  

(a) services to be performed by the contractor personally which are (a) of a technical and professional nature.* * *"

In construing a statute, the inquiry must be to determine the purpose and intent of the Legislature. The word "personally" standing in certain contexts might connote individual conduct as distinguished from performance by an association, partnership or corporation. But it is not so here. The obvious legislative purpose was to exclude from the advertising requirements of N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq., contracts requiring scientific knowledge and professional skill.  

There is in N.J.S.A. 52:34-9(a) a legislative recognition of the generally accepted principle that contracts of a technical and professional nature do not come within the provisions of statutes and ordinances requiring advertising and competitive bidding. * 

*  


We submit, as the cases seem to demonstrate, that it is not the status of the entity that controls, but the nature of the service to be performed. If the service be so intricate and complex as to demand highly specialized skill, knowledge, training and experience, it is outside the operation of the advertising and competitive bidding statutes or ordinances, whether that service is to be rendered by an individual, partnership, association, or corporation. To say that N.J.S.A. 52:34-9(a) created an exception with respect to individuals without the intent similarly to except associations, partnerships or corporations files in the face of the plain legislative purpose in creating the exception. The Supreme Court said in In re Roche, 16 N.J. 579, 587 (1954):  

"The meaning of the statute is not to be ruled by the strict letter, but rather by the sense and meaning fairly deducible from the context. The reason of the provision prevails over the literal sense of the words; the obvious policy is an implied limitation on the sense of general terms, and a touchstone for the expansion of narrower terms. The spirit gives character and meaning to the particular symbols of expression. The evident policy is the true key to open the understanding of the act." [emphasis supplied]  

Other recent expressions of the judicial attitude on liberal statutory construction include Morris v. Forbes, 24 N.J. 341, 357 (1957) and Lane v. Holdeman, 23 N.J. 304 (1957).  

It is our opinion that the word "personally" as used in N.J.S.A. 52:34-9(a) connotes a performance that is without the intervention of another, i.e. direct from the contractor, himself or itself, to the State; it matters not whether the contractor be an individual, association, partnership or corporation. Accordingly you are advised that a waiver may be properly executed with respect to the pending contracts between the Department of Health and various private hospitals for technical professional services.  

Very truly yours,  

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.  
Attorney General  

By: HAROLD J. ASHBY  
Legal Assistant  
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HONORABLE AARON K. NEELD  
State Treasurer  
State House  
Trenton, New Jersey  

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 12  

DEAR MR. NEELD:  

You have requested an opinion on the following two questions:  

1. Can a war veteran member of the Police and Firemen's Retirement System resign from public employment upon attaining the age of 62 and having 20 years of service and thereby receive a refund of his contributions to the Retirement System, and subsequently, retire under the provisions of the former Veterans' Retirement Act, R.S. 43:4-1 et seq.?
(2) Can a war veteran member of the Consolidated Police and Firemen's Pension Fund, upon attaining the age of 62 and having 20 years of service, retire under the provisions of the Free Veterans' Retirement Act rather than under the provisions of the Consolidated Police and Firemen's Fund?

We wish to advise you that N.J.S.A. 43:16A-3 governing the Police and Firemen's Retirement System provides:

"(1) After the date of the establishment of this retirement system, any person becoming a full time policeman or fireman in a county or municipality or fire district located in a township where prior to the date of this act takes effect, a pension under chapter 16 of Title 43 or article 4 of chapter 10 of Title 43 of the Revised Statutes for policemen or firemen has been established, shall become a member of this retirement system as a condition of his employment; provided, that his age at becoming such full time policeman or fireman is not over 30 years; and further provided, that he shall furnish such evidence of good health at the time of becoming a member as the board of trustees shall require.

"Any person who became a policeman or fireman in any such county, municipality or fire district after June 30, 1944, and prior to April 11, 1945, and who at the time of becoming such policeman or fireman was over 30 years and not more than 35 years of age, shall become a member of this retirement system as a condition of his employment; provided, that he shall furnish such evidence of good health at the time of his becoming a policeman or fireman as the board of trustees shall require.

"(2) After the date upon which this act becomes effective in any county, municipality or political subdivision thereof, pursuant to a referendum as hereinafter provided (a) Any person becoming a full time policeman or fireman in any such county, municipality or political subdivision shall become a member of this retirement system as a condition of his employment; provided, that his age at becoming such full time policeman or fireman is not over 30 years; and further provided, that he shall furnish such evidence of good health at the time of becoming a member as the board of trustees shall require; and (b) any person in service as a full time policeman or fireman in any such county, municipality or political subdivision on the date this act becomes effective therein who, within the time and in the manner permitted by this act, elects to become a member of this retirement system, shall become such member . . . ."

It is apparent, from a reading of the foregoing statutes, that policemen and firemen, as a condition of employment, must join the retirement system and become members thereof.

The Police and Firemen's Retirement Act further provides in N.J.S.A. 43:16A-11:

"If a member should cease to be a fireman or policeman, except by death or retirement as provided in this act, he shall be paid the amount of his aggregate contributions."

R.S. 43:4-1 provides that veterans who shall have attained the age of 62 or become incapacitated after twenty years of continuous or aggregate service for the duties of their office or position or employment may be retired.
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R.S. 43:4-2 states:

"When an honorably discharged soldier, sailor or marine has or shall have been for twenty years continuously or in the aggregate in office, position or employment of this State or of a county, municipality or school district . . . he shall be retired . . . ."

The Supreme Court has held that it is mandatory for policemen to become members of the Police and Firemen's Retirement System as a condition of employment. In the case of Sevrep v. Police & Firemen's Pension Fund of Orange, 6 N.J. 586 (1951), the Court held in accordance with N.J.S.A. 43:16A-19 that persons becoming members of the State fund are deprived of benefits under any other pension fund established by statute which provides wholly or in part at the expense of a municipality for a policeman's retirement fund.

The option of retiring under the free Veterans' Retirement Act (R.S. 43:4-1 et seq.) is nevertheless available to policemen and firemen; Kelly v. Kearns, 132 N.J.L. 308 (Sup. Ct. 1944), as ruled under a related statute (R.S. 43:16-1 et seq.). The relator in that action failed to secure a non-contributory veterans' pension because he failed in that action to secure a non-contributory veterans' pension because he failed in that action to secure a non-contributory veterans' pension because he failed to meet the statutory requirements, but the Court recognized that the Veterans' Retirement Act were cognate statutes in pari materia. An eligible policeman or fireman is put to a choice, namely, retirement under the Free Act or under the Police & Firemen's Retirement Act. He can not have the benefit of both, and upon retirement under either system is obliged to waive all retirement benefits under the other system. See Kelly v. Kearns, 132 N.J.L. 308, 311 (Sup. Ct. 1944).

The question now arises as to whether having resigned for the purpose of retirement, he could be a policeman or fireman receive a refund of his contributions. We must then, of necessity, refer to N.J.S.A. 43:16A-11. Under this provision of the statute, he cannot receive a return of the contribution that he has made to the pension fund if he ceases to be a fireman or policeman for the purpose of retirement. He is eligible for the return of his accumulated contributions only upon his ceasing to be an employee otherwise than for that purpose.

Once having left employment as a policeman or fireman and having received a refund of his contributions, the individual is ineligible for retirement under the Veterans' Retirement Act. The specific terms of that statute require retirement as a condition for the accrual of the right to pension benefits. An employee must retire under that act in order to qualify; a former employee who attains the age of 62 years cannot claim a free Veterans' Pension unless he returns to public employment or service. See Sals v. State House Commission, 18 N.J. 106 (1955), which affirmed the denial of retirement benefits to a State employee on leave of absence in active military service.

A police or fireman member of the Police and Firemen's Retirement System may resign from said System upon attaining the age of 62 and having 20 years of service, and retire under the free Veterans' Act, R.S. 43:4-1 et seq. However, he cannot receive a return of his contributions. With reference to the second question, N.J.S.A. 43:16-5 sets forth that for the purpose of paying the pensions provided by that chapter, all pension funds heretofore created and in existence pursuant to the provisions of an act entitled "An act providing for the retirement of policemen and firemen of the police and fire departments
in municipalities of this State, including all police officers having supervision or regulation of traffic upon county roads, and providing a pension for such retired policemen and firemen and members of the police and fire departments, and the widows, children and sole dependent parents of deceased members of said departments, shall, from and after July 1, 1853, he consolidated.” Section A of this particular section of the statute provides that there shall be deducted from every payment of salary to each member, as defined in the supplement to this chapter, five per cent of the amount thereof if he entered the service on or before attaining the age of thirty-five years, and if he entered the service after attaining the age of thirty-five years, the percentage shall be increased to such an amount as to correspond to the risk arising by his additional age.

It must be stated that members of the Consolidated Police and Firemen Pension Fund may, if they desire, retire under the provisions of the free Veterans’ Act.

Our courts have held that compulsory contributions by members of the City Police Department paid into the Police & Firemen’s Pension Fund of the City, were, in effect, but a reduction of salary, and contributions did not become the property of the member but remained the property of the City. In the absence of statutory provisions for return of deductions, members of the Police Department from whose salary semi-monthly installments were deducted and paid into city police and firemen’s pension fund, was not entitled on resignation to return of contributions. McFerrin v. Pension Commission of City of Hoboken, 8 N.J. Super. 575, 73 A. 2d 757. There is no provision in the statute for a return of contributions in the event of resignation from the System.

We are of the opinion that members of the Consolidated Police and Firemen’s Pension Fund may, upon attaining the age of 62 and having 20 years of service, retire under the provisions of the free Veterans’ Act rather than the provisions of the Consolidated Police and Firemen’s Pension Fund. However, upon so retiring, they must waive their pension under the Consolidated Police and Firemen’s Pension Fund and cannot receive their return of the contributions made by them to the Pension Fund.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Frank A. Verga
Deputy Attorney General
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Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission and the Palisades Interstate Park Commission. We shall consider each entity under its appropriate heading.

New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station

By the Laws of 1880, Chapter 105, there was established the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station. The direction of the institution was committed to a board of directors consisting of the Governor, the Board of Visitors of the State Agricultural College and the President and Professor of Agriculture of that institution. By a later act the Board of Directors was designated the Board of Managers. L. 1881, c. 81. Thereafter the Laws of 1945, Chapter 49 (N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.1) designated certain units maintained by the Trustees of Rutgers College in New Jersey and other organizations as the “State University of New Jersey.” Among the enumerated organizations was the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station managed and directed by the Board of Managers. A subsequent provision of the Act transferred the functions, powers and duties of the Board of Managers of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station to the Trustees of Rutgers College in New Jersey. N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.3. That there power vested until Chapter 61 of the Laws of 1956. Though that legislation did not effect any change in the units comprising the educational entity, N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.26, it did provide that the “government, control, conduct, management and administration of the Corporation [designated under the new legislation as Rutgers, the State University] and the University shall be respectively vested in and allocated between the Board of Governors and the Board of Trustees.” N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.41.

Additionally the 1956 legislation provided, among other things, that the Board of Governors created thereby should have authority to purchase all lands, buildings, equipment, materials and supplies, N.J.S.A. 18:22-15.42(5). The extent of this power and its relation to the Division of Purchase and Property was set forth by this office in Formal Opinion No. 9 dated July 2, 1956. There we stated that:

"... the functions exercised in the past by the Division of Purchase and Property with respect to purchases and construction for Rutgers, have now been expressly reserved as functions of the new Board of Governors."

Summarizing, we take the view that the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station is now a part of Rutgers, the State University, and that the authority to effect purchases for that entity is vested in the Board of Governors of that institution. Accordingly you are advised that the Division of Purchase and Property is not authorized to purchase automobiles for the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station.

The Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission

By Compact between the State of New Jersey and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission was created in 1934. The Compact created the Commission as a “public corporate instrumentality” of the two States to perform State functions, among others, the location, construction, operation and maintenance of bridges extending between the two States and across a specified section of the Delaware River. As to New Jersey the original Compact was embodied in the Laws of 1934, Chapter 215. Supplemental agreements are set forth in L. 1947, c. 283; L. 1951, c. 284; and L. 1952, c. 335. See also L. 1957, c. 147.

It is apparent that the States of New Jersey and Pennsylvania created the Com-
mission as a body distinct from its parent States. It is not an agency of either State, but is Pennsylvania and New Jersey acting conjointly. See *Formal Opinion* No. 14, June 23, 1952. It is a bi-state agency, existing by virtue of the laws of two States, as consented to by the Congress.

Ordinarily the contract price is paid out of "State funds" *N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.*, as previously construed by this office. To provide that such contracts are to be executed on behalf of the State by the Division of Purchase and Property. But the broad language of said statutes is subject to limitations, and certainly expected therefrom should be, and is, a bi-State body which is not a State agency and whose funds are derived for the most part from its own revenues.

The Commission operates upon two separate and distinct budgets, one as to its toll bridges and the other as to its free bridges. See *N.J.S.A. 32:9-17* appropriating to the Commission all moneys received from any source whatsoever. As to its free bridges the Commission operates upon an appropriation made by the State of New Jersey and the latter is reimbursed in turn by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in an amount equal to one-half of the New Jersey appropriation. Therefore, funds of the Commission are derived either from its revenues (and used for operation of toll bridges) or from the joint contribution of New Jersey and Pennsylvania (and used for the operation of free bridges). As such, neither moneys can be considered "State funds" as that term is used in *N.J.S.A. 52:34-6*. Thus, the Commission not being a State agency and not making its expenditures out of "State funds" is without the general contracting power vested in the Division of Purchase and Property.

It is plain that under the Compact, without reference to *N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.*, the Commission can purchase automobiles. The Compact is explicit in its specification of what powers are vested in the Commission. Among them in *N.J.S.A. 32:8-3* we find authority:

"(h) To enter into contracts.

(i) To acquire, own, hire, use, operate and dispose of personal property.

(j) To acquire, own, use, lease, operate and dispose of real property and interest in real property, and to make improvements thereon."

Any construction of the above statute which would subject the Commission to the general contracting power of the Division of Purchase and Property would defeat the intention of the Agreement of the States. As is evident from a reading of the Compact of 1934 and its supplements, the contracting States set forth their independence of such limiting authority under the law of each State as is represented by *N.J.S.A. 52:34-6, et seq.*

Moreover, to vest authority here in the Division of Purchase and Property would constitute a unilateral amendment of the Compact, because such authority is in direct conflict with express powers contained in the Compact. This would represent an invalid infringement of the agreement. As Justice Jones stated in *Henderson v. Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission*, 302 Pa. 475, 66 A. 2d 943 (Sup. Ct. 1949):

"It is within the competency of a State, which is a party to a compact with another State, to legislate in respect of matters covered by the compact so long as such legislative action is in approbation and not in reprobation of the compact." (at pp. 849, 850).


We are, therefore, of the opinion that the Division of Purchase and Property is not authorized to purchase automobiles for the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission.

**The Palisades Interstate Park Commission**

The Palisades Interstate Park Commission was created by an interstate compact between New York and New Jersey. This compact was authorized by *L. 1937, c. 148* of the Laws of New Jersey and *L. 1937, c. 170* of the Laws of New York, and was approved by the Congress of the United States. There was thereby created "a body corporate and politic" and the Commission is described as a "joint corporate municipal instrumentality" of the States of New York and New Jersey which is "deemed to be performing governmental functions of the two states."

As was stated with respect to the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission, the Palisades Interstate Park Commission is a bi-state agency, existing by virtue of the laws of the two States, as consented to by the Congress, and as such cannot be considered an agency solely of the State of New Jersey.

Too, we note that there has been conferred on the Commission by *N.J.S.A. 32:14-7* the power to:

"... purchase or otherwise acquire personal property and to hold the same..."

And as to its financial operations it was provided that the Commission should annually report to the Legislature all receipts or expenditures. *N.J.S.A. 32:14-28.* Further, the Legislature provided that the Commission should have authority to "expend such sum or sums as may be included in the annual appropriation bill for necessary expenses of the Commission, and for carrying out the provisions of this chapter." *N.J.S.A. 32:14-29.* And quite significant is the further provision of the latter section which provides that "such expenditures shall be approved by the Governor and Comptroller before payment thereof." *N.J.S.A. 32:14-29.*

The statutory references referred to above clearly evidence a legislative intent that there should be vested in the Commission the authority to purchase, and this authority, we feel, is independent of any similar authority vested in the Division of Purchase and Property. That obtaining in the Division of Purchase and Property is a general authority and like most general authorizations is subject to exceptions, expressed or implied.

Aside from express power to execute purchases such as are here contemplated, it is to be noted that the expenditures of the Palisades Interstate Park Commission must have the approval of the Governor and Comptroller before they are paid. This is significant and important. No such requirement exists with respect to purchases
made by the Division of Purchase and Property. Therefore, if the general statutes be held applicable, there would be withdrawn from the Governor's and Comptroller's surveillance, the expenditures of this Commission. Such a withdrawal should not rest in implication, and that would be the result if we were to find that there had been an implied repeal of the purchasing authority conferred upon the Commission by N.J.S.A. 32:14-7 and 32:14-29. In the prior section of this opinion dealing with the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission we set forth our position with respect to the impairment of interstate contracts, and those comments are equally applicable here.

Accordingly, you are advised that the Division of Purchase and Property is not authorized to purchase automobiles for the Palsades Interstate Park Commission, and in summary neither is it empowered to make such purchases for the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station or the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Harold J. Ashley
Legal Assistant
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AUGUST 30, 1957

Maj. William O. Nicol
Bureau of Tenement House Supervision
1100 Raymond Boulevard
Newark, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 14

Dear Major Nicol:

You have requested our opinion concerning the definition of a tenement house as contained in R.S. 55:1-1. Specifically, you have requested an interpretation as to what constitutes "cooking upon the premises" within the meaning of the statute. The problem, as presented to you, is concerned with the use of "one burner" cooking apparatus in houses occupied by three or more families. R.S. 55:1-24 states:

"A tenement house is any house or building or portion thereof which is rented, leased, let, or hired out to be occupied or is occupied as the home or residence of three families or more living independently of each other and doing their cooking upon the premises."

There are no cases found in New Jersey which specifically define cooking on the premises. However, an opinion of the Attorney General dated May 1, 1922 in volume 16, Attorney General Opinions, at page 517 decided that cooking on the premises meant general cooking. Previously, in volume 16, Attorney General Opinions, at page 279 in an Opinion dated December 7, 1921, which involved the question whether a three story building in which separate families occupied the first and second floors and a single person rented the third floor was a tenement house, the Attorney General said "I think it makes little difference whether a family or group of individuals is composed of one or more than one. The test is whether such persons are living independently from the other and doing their cooking on the premises."

(Emphasis added)

There is nothing in either of these opinions to the effect that a one burner cooking apparatus of itself does or does not bring a house containing three or more separate apartments within the purview of the tenement house law.

In 1929 in the case of Apartment Hotel Owners' Association, Inc. v. City of New York, 233, N. Y. S. 553, 133, Misc. Rep. 881 (Sup. Ct. 1929) thirty-seven building in the City of New York sought to join the City from enforcing the Tenement House Law against them. These building owners had provided their tenants with an 8x12 "serving pantry" which included a sink, ice box, shelves, cupboards and an electric outlet. Electric cooking devices of varying sizes had been installed by the lessors in these pantries with regularity, with the owners' knowledge. As a matter of fact, the owners in their advertising recommended such uses for the apartments. The Court found this to be "cooking on the premises" within the meaning of the statute. The Judge held that the statute would not require that all of the family's cooking be done on the premises, and would not aim to measure the amount of cooking done in order for the Tenement Law to apply and stated at page 557:

"If the facilities of the 'pantry' or kitchenette are more limited than those of the cookstove of old, it is evident that the demands upon it have diminished proportionately. The definition in the Tenement House Law does not aim at measurement by yardstick or cubic content. The so-called serving pantries were either designed or made apt for the preparation of meals by and for the occupants of the several apartments, and they are so used in a fairly large proportion of cases. Moreover, one of the general arguments of plaintiff's counsel is to the effect that the buildings of the plaintiff's members fill a present want felt by small families which, under present labor conditions, are disinclined to ordinary housekeeping; that what they desire now is apartments, where they may enjoy the dual advantage of meals from a general kitchen when desired, and of 'light housekeeping' whenever they prefer to eat in their own apartments; in other words, the very accommodations offered by plaintiff's members fill an immediate want of tenants. If that be so, then in a literal sense the cooking done in these apartments is, as to the occupants, their cooking."

The Court further said at page 558:

"Nor may it be overlooked that the Legislature sought to define the building by the character of the residence, and not to control or direct an amount or kind of cooking. In my opinion the language of the statute designates the accommodations and practices in plaintiff's buildings."

(Emphasis added)

Finally, the Court at page 553 said:

"It is not the function either of courts of administrative officers to oppose their views of what is good or advisable to a legislative enactment. This is not a question of modifying or adapting some general equitable rule to harmonize with changed human conditions, but one of applying a standard prescribed by the Legislature. For somewhat the same reason I have not under-
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taken to determine accurately what the particular purpose of the several provisions of the Tenement House Law may have been. One thing, however, has been made clear by the evidence before me, namely, that protection against fire was not the only purpose. Light, air, ventilation, and general sanitation were perhaps the chief objects. In a remedial measure of this kind, some fixed standards have to be established. Some persons may be of opinion that a differentiation between electric ranges and other electric appliances, or between cooking and other household practices, is not justified; but I repeat that the question whether some article or structure is as good or better or worse than another is for the Legislature, and its prescription is determinative.

We have here a concededly remedial statute designed to protect the public interest. The definition of its scope is necessarily in rather general terms, in view of the fact that it deals with many classes of buildings, good, bad and indifferent. Many definitions in statutes of this kind may be analyzed and shown by a species of reductio ad absurdum to be apparently inapplicable, at least of little use in a particular instance. That, however, does not present a juridical question. The question before me is whether the glove fits, not whether it is desirable.

For the purposes of comparison with our law it is interesting to note that the definition in the Tenement House Law in force at that time reads as follows:

"1. A 'tenement house' is any house or building, or portion thereof which is either rented, leased, let or hired out, to be occupied, or is occupied, in whole or in part, as the home or residence of three families or more living independently of each other, and doing their cooking upon the premises, and includes apartment houses, flat houses and all other houses so occupied."

11. * * * Wherever the words 'is occupied' are used in this chapter, applying to any building, such words shall be construed as if followed by the words 'or is intended, arranged or designed to be occupied.'

The object and purpose of the New Jersey Tenement House Law is to protect the life and health of the citizens of this State against the hazards and risks incident to the occupancy of the tenement houses. Board of Tenement House Supervision of New Jersey v. Mistleton, 104 N. J. L. 486, 488, 141 A. 571 (Sup. Ct. 1928).

The Legislature's intention was to prevent the occupants of tenement houses from risks such as fires, and it is logical to assume that such a risk is increased with the use of the so called "one burner" apparatus.

Furthermore, when an act is remedial it will be so construed to give its words the most effective meaning to which they are reasonably acceptable. Wasserbau v. Tanenbaum, 23 N.J. Super 599, 610, 93 A.2d, 812 (App. Div. 1953).

Webster's International Dictionary, 1921, defines cooking as the preparation of food for the table by the action of the heat, which definition was adopted In re Miller 82 F2d 408, 410, (Board of Custom and Patent Appeals 1936).

Therefore, it is our opinion and we so advise you that it is the character of the residence of each house containing three or more families, with facilities for cooking on the premises which controls. The law does not seek to measure the amount of cooking which must be done before the law applies, nor does it aim to exempt or include one cooking facility or another as such, from its requirements.
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This is a fact question which must be resolved by the Bureau. If an inspection reveals the existence of cooking facilities, such as a "one burner" apparatus, and in addition, there are other indicia that cooking is being or can be done upon the premises such as the existence of a refrigerator, sink, cupboards, pots and pans, dishes, etc., then you are advised that this creates a prima facie presumption that cooking is being done on the premises within the meaning of the statute and that, therefore, it should be classified as a tenement house. If, however, an inspection of the premises reveals merely the existence of a cooking facility such as a "one burner plate" and none of the other facilities mentioned above then the Bureau must make a factual determination whether cooking is or is not being done on the premises.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, Jr.
Attorney General

By: JOHN W. NOONAN
Deputy Attorney General
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AUGUST 30, 1957

HON. W. LEWIS BAMBRICK, Manager
Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Board
222 West Street
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 15

DEAR MR. BAMBRICK:

You have requested our opinion as to whether the recourse afforded residents of the State of New Jersey by Chapter 655 of the Laws of 1956 of the State of New York is substantially similar in character to the recourse provided for residents of New Jersey by the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Law of the State of New Jersey contained in R.S. 39:6-61 to 39:6-91 inclusive. This question is important because R.S. 39:6-62 defines as a person qualified to secure recovery from the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund; "...a resident of another State, territory or Federal district of the United States or Province of the Dominion of Canada, or foreign country, in which recourse is afforded, to residents of this State, of substantially similar character to that provided for by this act."

Under the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Law of the State of New Jersey, a fund was created out of which those suffering damage or injury by reason of the operation or use by others of a motor vehicle in the State of New Jersey might recover provided they were free from fault as to the cause of the damage or injury, and provided no other means or source of recovery for the damage or injury is available. The fact that the damage or injury was caused by a hit and run driver, the operator of a stolen motor vehicle, or the operator of a motor vehicle used without permission in no way affects the innocent victim's right to recover from the fund. If the operator of the motor vehicle responsible for the damage had no liability insurance and is unable to respond financially, and there is no other source of recovery, the innocent victim is entitled to payment from the fund provided he meets the other requirements of the law, which are not pertinent to this inquiry.
The above cited New York statute, known as the "Motor Vehicle Financial Security Act", provides that no motor vehicle shall be registered in New York unless the application for such registration is accompanied by proof of financial security which shall be evidenced by a certificate of insurance, or evidence of a financial security bond, a financial security deposit, or qualification as a self-insurer under the act. Violations of the act are discouraged by the imposition of penalties, but no fund is created to provide a source of recovery for the innocent victims who suffer damage or injury by reason of the operation or use of a motor vehicle without complying with the act by one who is financially irresponsible. The New York statute offers no recourse for those who suffer damage or injury at the hands of a hit and run driver, the operator of a stolen motor vehicle, or the operator of a motor vehicle used without the owner’s permission. There is no fund of any kind established under the New York statute; therefore, if damage or injury is caused by the operation or use of a motor vehicle and there is no liability insurance in effect or there is no financial deposit or bond and the person causing the damage or injury is financially irresponsible, the innocent victim has no recourse. Under the New Jersey statute the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund was created for the express purpose of providing a recourse for these innocent victims. The New York statute attempts to decrease the number of persons who find themselves placed in such a predicament by requiring proof of financial security from all who seek to register a motor vehicle in New York, but no recourse is provided for one who finds himself in a position where financial recovery for his injury or damage is impossible. The New York statute imposes penalties against the wrongdoer but it does not afford relief to the innocent victim.

You are, therefore, advised that Chapter 656 of the Laws of 1956 of the State of New York does not afford to New Jersey residents recourse substantially similar in character to the recourse provided for New Jersey residents by R.S. 39:5-61 to 39:5-91 inclusive and that New York residents therefore fail to meet the statutory definition of qualified persons under the Unsatisfied Claim and Judgment Fund Law.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: George H. Barbour
Deputy Attorney General

GHB:jeb

September 11, 1957

Honorable Philip Alampi,
Secretary
Department of Agriculture
1 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 16

Dear Mr. Alampi:

You have requested an opinion from this office as to whether certain employees in your Department may accept after-hours employment.

The facts, as we understand them, are as follows: The Department of Agriculture,

as part of an extensive program to further the New Jersey poultry industry, is responsible for the operation of a program of pullorum-typhoid testing and bird selection of certain poultry breeding flocks.

Bird selection insures a high standard of quality within the breeding flocks. The object of pullorum and typhoid testing is to ensure that the breeding flocks do not pass on, through eggs or otherwise, either of these diseases. The prevention of these diseases is, of course, of tremendous importance to New Jersey’s poultry industry and agricultural economy. In addition, although these diseases are not communicable to humans, products of infected chickens may produce symptoms of food poisoning in humans.

The ultimate program aim is thus to produce chicks which can be represented to be pullorum and typhoid free and of a specified high standard of quality. Sales of these chicks are made to the industry upon such representations.

The work of testing and bird selection under the program is in some cases done by employees of the State, but is also performed, under the supervision of State employees, by poultrymen who have been licensed as agents by your Department. The supervision by State employees insures maintenance of proper standards by the licensed poultrymen and largely determines whether they shall retain their licenses.

Several of the licensed agents are desirous of employing, after their normal working day is concluded, State personnel who are regularly employed in supervision as well as testing and selection under the Department program. If so employed, the State personnel would do testing and selection work for the licensed agents. Apparently, it is felt that this may provide a part of otherwise unavailable skilled labor.

Because their State work involves supervision of licensed agents in addition to actual testing and bird selection work, we must advise you that a potential conflict exists between the public and proposed private employment of these State employees. We direct your attention to a previous opinion of this office, Printed Memorandum Opinion F.3, dated February 4, 1955, in which we advised that employees may engage in outside employment after their regular working hours, provided that they are able to perform their departmental duties efficiently and satisfactorily and "so long as such employment does not involve a conflict with the interests of the State". In advising you, we reiterate the standard set forth in our previous opinion, i.e., that State departments must avoid "any situation in which a State employee might possibly be influenced in his official capacity by interests arising out of his private employment ... ."

As a rule governing private employment by State employees, there must be at all times meticulous avoidance of any situation involving the possibility that divided loyalties may influence the fair and impartial conduct of a State employee in the public interest. We must advise you, therefore, that employees of your department may not accept after-hours employment of the type described in your letter requesting the Attorney General’s opinion.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David Landau
Deputy Attorney General

DL:inc
October 17, 1957

HONORABLE AARON K. NEELD
State Treasurer
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 17

DEAR MR. NEELD:

We are in receipt of your inquiry concerning the liability of the Division of Employment Security for employer contributions to the Public Employees’ Retirement System on behalf of employees who have resigned from service but whose membership in the system has not terminated. For the reasons hereinafter stated it is our opinion that employer contributions should not be made on behalf of such persons.

It is clear from N.J.S.A. 43:15A-25 that employee payments to the annuity savings fund, in the form of deductions from compensation, are payable only so long as such compensation continues to be received, i.e., while employment continues. On the other hand the employer’s contribution to the contingent reserve fund is made on an annual basis, which in the case of an employing unit which is part of the State government assumes the form of a legislative appropriation. By N.J.S.A. 43:15A-24 it is provided in pertinent part as follows:

"a. Upon the basis of such tables as the board adopts, and regular interest, the actuary of the board shall compute annually the amount of contribution, expressed as a proportion of the compensation paid to all employees, which if paid monthly during the entire prospective service of the employees, will be sufficient to provide for the pension reserves required at the time of discontinuance of active service to cover all pensions to which they may be entitled or which are payable on their account and for the amount of the death benefits payable on their account by the State, which are not covered by accrued liability contributions, to be made as provided in paragraph b. hereof, and the funds in hand available for such benefits . . ."

"d. The board shall estimate and certify annually the aggregate amount payable to the contingent reserve fund in the ensuing year, which amount shall be equal to the sum of the proportion of the earnable compensation of all members, computed as described in paragraph a. hereof and of the State’s accrued liability contribution, payable in the ensuing fiscal year, as described in paragraph b. hereof. The State shall pay into the contingent reserve fund during the ensuing year the amount so determined. The cash death benefits payable as a result of contribution by the State under the provisions of this chapter upon the death of a member in active service, shall be paid from the contingent reserve fund." (emphasis supplied)

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-24h concerns accrued liability on account of prior service credit which is extended to veteran members by N.J.S.A. 43:15A-60 and is not dealt with here.

By N.J.S.A. 43:15A-37 provision is made for submission to the Governor of an itemized estimate of the amounts required to be appropriated by the State to the various funds created by N.J.S.A. 43:15A-1 et seq., and the legislature is directed to appropriate sufficient moneys to provide for such obligations of the State.

An examination of the entire statute reveals that the benefits theretofore—those which arise by reason of death as well as those which mature upon the retirement of an employee (whether such retirement is brought about by accident, disability or age)—are generally not payable unless the event upon which they are based has occurred during employment or retirement. An apparent exception to this rule is found in N.J.S.A. 43:15A-41b whereby annuity, pension and death benefits are payable in lieu of a return of accumulated deductions to members who, having completed 25 years of service, resign from service before attaining retirement age. See also N.J.S.A. 43:15A-38 by which similar benefits are conferred upon members who have completed 20 years of service and who have been separated from service under similar circumstances. Even in such cases, however, the quantum of benefits payable is measured by membership credit and prior service credit which was earned or purchased during service, as is the situation with respect to ordinary death and retirement benefits. When considered in this context, the requirement of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-24a supra, that employer contributions are to be expressed as a proportion of the compensation paid to all employees acquires added significance and it becomes clear that such contributions should not be made on behalf of former employees whose membership in the system has not terminated.

It is pointed out that the total amount of employer contributions paid into the contingent reserve fund will not be affected by having such contributions made on behalf of employee members only. The actuary, in computing the contribution under N.J.S.A. 43:15A-24, is required in the words of the statute, to base his calculations on a sum which is "sufficient to provide for the pension reserves . . . and to provide for the amount of the death benefits payable . . . by the State . . ." This sum will not vary whether contributions are made on behalf of all members of the system or only on behalf of employee members, since in the latter situation the contribution per member will be proportionately larger.

For the foregoing reasons it is our opinion and you are advised that employer contributions pursuant to N.J.S.A. 43:15A-24a are to be made only on behalf of members who are in service.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: FRANK A. VERGA
Deputy Attorney General

FAV:ccm

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 18

October 21, 1957

HON. AARON K. NEELD
State Treasurer
Trenton, New Jersey

DEAR MR. NEELD:

You have asked our opinion as to the date of commencement of the contributory and non-contributory death benefit coverage under Public Employees’ Retirement-
Social Security Integration Act (L. 1954, C. 84) for public employees for whom membership in the Public Employees' Retirement System is mandatory.

Several classes of public employees became members of the Public Employees' Retirement System by force of the Act on its effective date of January 2, 1955: (1) members of the former State Employees' Retirement System enrolled as such as of December 30, 1954 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7); (2) State employee veterans not members of any other retirement system supported wholly or partly by the State (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7) and (3) public employee veterans of governmental subdivisions of the State in positions not covered by a contributory pension system, other than Federal social security, on January 2, 1955 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-63).

After the effective date of the act, membership is compulsory for persons becoming permanent State employees (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7), veterans becoming employees of governmental subdivisions (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-62) and new employees of governmental subdivisions brought within the Public Employees' Retirement System by referendum (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-75).

Eligibility for optional death benefit coverage to which the members contribute is limited by Section 57 of the Act (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-37):

"Each member who is a member on the date this amendment takes effect and each person who thereafter becomes a member will be eligible to purchase the additional death benefit coverage hereinafter described, provided that he selects such coverage within 1 year after the effective date of this section as amended or after the effective date of membership, whichever date is later."

Members of the Public Employees' Retirement System automatically enrolled on January 2, 1955 thus had one year from that date within which to purchase the death benefit coverage.

We advise you that the effective date of membership of a permanent employee for whom membership is mandatory pursuant to Section 7 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-7) is the date upon which the member acquires status as a permanent employee of the State. He is therefore eligible to purchase the optional death benefit coverage within one year after becoming a permanent employee of the State under the explicit provisions of Section 57.

The same ruling holds for the other classes of public employees for whom membership in the system is compulsory at some date subsequent to January 2, 1955. The effective date of membership is the date of membership by force of Chapter 84 of the Laws of 1954, without regard to the date of filing of an application for membership with the Board of Trustees.

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-109 governs eligibility for non-contributory death benefit coverage for persons for whom membership in the Public Employees' Retirement System is optional but not mandatory under Section 7. You have not raised any inquiry concerning the date of death benefit coverage for such optional members, but we refer to the limitation in N.J.S.A. 43:15A-109 that persons entitled but not required to become members of the Public Employees' Retirement System must apply for membership within one year after first becoming eligible for membership in the system, whichever date is later, or in the alternative must furnish satisfactory evidence of insurability in order to receive death benefits.

ATTORNEY GENERAL

By its terms N.J.S.A. 43:15A-109 is without application to persons for whom membership in the system is compulsory and who are entitled to the non-contributory death benefits provided in Sections 41, 45, 46 and 48 (N.J.S.A. 43:15A-41, 45, 46 and 48) upon the effective date of membership. We accordingly advise you that non-contributory death benefit coverage commences on the date upon which such employee becomes a member of the Public Employees' Retirement System by force of Chapter 84 of the Laws of 1954, as amended.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: FRANK A. VERGA
Deputy Attorney General

FAV:gd

HONORABLE AARON K. NEEDLE
State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 19

October 21, 1957

Dear Mr. Needle:

We have your request for an opinion as to the extent of accrued liability of municipalities under the Public Employees' Retirement-Social Security Integration Act (L. 1954, c. 84) on behalf of elected officials who as veterans became members of the Public Employees' Retirement System on January 2, 1955 but who were defeated for reelection or did not stand for reelection thereafter.

Public employee veterans within the State who were in office on January 2, 1955 were enrolled automatically as members of the Public Employees' Retirement System on that date by force of N.J.S.A. 43:15A-62 and 63, with exceptions not pertinent here.

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-62:

"* * * every public employee veteran in the employ of [a county or municipality covered by the former State Employees' Retirement System] on the effective date of this section who shall not have notified the board of trustees, within 30 days of such date that he does not desire to become a member, shall become a member of the Public Employees' Retirement System."

N.J.S.A. 43:15A-63:

"Any public employee veteran of a county, municipality or school district or board of education who on the effective date of this section is in a position not covered by a retirement system to which both he and his employer make monetary contributions, other than the old-age and survivors insurance provisions of Title II of the Federal Social Security Act, unless he shall have notified the board of trustees that he does not desire to become a member,
shall be a member of the Public Employees' Retirement System as of the effective date of this section; and any veteran becoming an employee of a county, municipality or school district or board of education in such a position, after the effective date of this section, shall be a member of the Public Employees' Retirement System. The employer of such public employee veterans shall make contributions to the retirement system on behalf of all service rendered by such employees in office, position, or employment of this State or of any county, municipality or school district as are required of employers under the provisions of this act.

Section 7 of this Act includes elected officials within the employees eligible for membership in the system, subject to the board of trustees' right to deny membership to "any class of elected officials." By regulation, elected officials in positions not covered by Federal Social Security are barred from membership (Rule 5 of the Public Employees' Retirement System). Your present inquiry deals with elected officials in positions covered by Federal Social Security for whom membership in the Public Employees' Retirement System as public employee veterans is compulsory.

A basic plan of Chapter 84 of the Laws of 1954 was to furnish free prior service credit to public employee veterans, who became members by force of the Act, for all public employment within the State prior to its effective date on January 2, 1955. N.J.S.A. 43:15A-60 provides:

"Each public employee veteran member shall have returned to him his accumulated deductions as of the effective date of this section. All service rendered in office, position, or employment of this State or of a county, municipality, school district or board of education or service rendered for the State University of New Jersey, instrumentality of this State, after April 16, 1945, and the New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station established by an act approved March 10, 1880 (P.L. 1880, c. 106 and continued pursuant to chapter 16 of Title 4 of the Revised Statutes), an instrumentality of this State, excluding service rendered as County Extension Service Farm and Home Demonstration Agents, but such veteran member previous to the effective date of this section, for which evidence satisfactory to the board of trustees is presented within 6 months of the effective date of this section, shall be credited to him as a 'Class B' member and such credit shall be known as prior service credit and the obligation of the employer on account of such credit shall be known as the accrued liability on behalf of such veteran member. Service by a veteran member as a member of the Congress of the United States from the State of New Jersey, if any, pursuant to election or appointment as a United States Senator or member of the United States House of Representatives shall be included within the calculation of prior service, as though such service had been rendered in office, position or employment of this State."

The Act of 1954, instead of requiring the employer of the veteran member to contribute the accrued liability on his behalf in a lump sum, fixed a 30-year period beginning July 1, 1956 for the payment of the obligation of the State or governmental subdivision, as set out in N.J.S.A. 43:15A-24(b):

"Upon the basis of such tables as the board adopts, and regular interest, the actuary of the board shall compute, annually, the amount of the liability which has accrued by reason of allowances to be granted on account of services rendered by State employee veteran members as provided in section 60 of this act prior to the establishment of the retirement system, which has not already been covered by State contributions to the former 'State Employees' Retirement System.' Using the total amount of this liability remaining as a basis, he shall compute the amount of the flat annual payment, which, if paid in each succeeding fiscal year commencing with July 1, 1956, for a period of 30 years, will provide for this liability."

The actuarial calculation under Section 24(h) is based upon the amount of prior service of the public employee veteran. The accrued liability reflects probabilities of death, resignation, retirement and other factors involving all employees, including elected officials. Once computed, the accrued liability is not shifted because of the veteran's transfer to employment with another governmental subdivision or terminated because of his resignation, defeat for reelection or failure to stand for reelection. The accrued liability covers all veterans in the employment of any municipality as of the effective date of Chapter 84 of the Laws of 1954.

We advise you that each municipality must continue to pay the accrued liability computed by the accuracy pursuant to N.J.S.A. 43:15A-24(h), on behalf of all veteran employees in employment as of January 2, 1955, including elected officials, over the 30-year period commencing July 1, 1956.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: David D. Furman
Deputy Attorney General

October 24, 1957

Mr. John Wyack, Secretary
Water Policy and Supply Council
520 East State Street
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 20

Re: Jersey City Longwood Valley Project - Jurisdiction and Powers of Water Policy and Supply Council

Dear Mr. Wyack:

The Water Policy and Supply Council has requested the opinion of this office concerning a number of questions, hereinafter set forth, as to the jurisdiction and authority of the Council in connection with the application of the City of Jersey City for an additional water supply from its proposed Longwood Valley Project.

1. Does the Council have jurisdiction to entertain the application regardless of whether or not Jersey City has acquired rights to divert additional water from the Rockaway River (a) as against the Dundee Water Power and Land Company (hereinafter referred to as "Dundee") and Plant Management Commission of Paterson, successor to the Society for Establishing Useful Manufactures (hereinafter re-
could condemn land and water rights to secure a supply of water, even though the city was also supplying water to another municipality. Mundy v. Fountain, 76 N.J.L. 701 (E. & A. 1908); Paterson v. Jersey City, 84 N.J.L. 454 (Sup. Ct. 1913), aff'd 87 N.J.L. 163; see also Paterson v. West Orange Water Co., 84 N.J.L. 460 (Sup. Ct. 1913), aff'd 87 N.J.L. 538. In Mundy v. Fountain, the question arose whether the City of Perth Amboy had the power to condemn land for its water supply when it was furnishing water to South Amboy. In holding that it did, the Court said (76 N.J.L. at p. 702):

"The counsel for the plaintiffs in error deems that this power to condemn existed. He insists that the power to condemn contained in the act of 1876, 'To enable cities to supply the inhabitants thereof with pure and wholesome water' (Gen. Stat. p. 646), could not be employed by Perth Amboy because it was supplying water to South Amboy; while the power of condemnation was only conferred for the purpose of supplying the inhabitants residing within the corporate limits of the condemning city. But the purpose for which the power to purchase and condemn was conferred could be enlarged by subsequent statutes, and was so enlarged by the acts."

"But aside from this it is to be observed that the contention of the plaintiffs in error if sound, would strip Perth Amboy of the power to purchase the land and water in question; for power to purchase land and water rights stands upon the same footing as the power to condemn. With the exception that there must be an inability to agree as a condition precedent to condemnation, both rights cover the same subject-matter and exist upon the same condition."

It was also held in Slingerland v. City of Newark, 54 N.J.L. 62 (Sup. Ct. 1891), that where a city condemning land for its water supply system, obtained more water than needed for its present public uses and therefore disposed of the surplus for an outside use, that fact did not deprive the condemnation of its public character.

We thus find nothing in the statute or in judicial pronouncement which would limit the power of condemnation to those instances where the city is supplying only its own inhabitants with water, and no sufficient reason appears for maintaining such a view.

Without regard to the authority under R.S. 40:62-49 to condemn, which we hold that the city enjoys, the city could be empowered to condemn property and water rights elsewhere by approval of the Council under R.S. 58:6-1. This statute provides that every municipal corporation engaged in the business of supplying water for public use in one or more municipalities of this State, upon obtaining the Council's approval of the diversion of water from any new or additional supply, "may acquire by gift, devise, purchase or condemnation of such lands, water and water rights as may be acquired to enable such municipal * * * corporation * * * to divert and use water for such new or additional water supply * * * in accordance with * * * the assessment of the State so obtained". This law, however, does not "limit or in any way affect any power to condemn land, water or water rights which any such municipal * * * corporation * * * may now have or hereafter acquire under any existing law of this State." R.S. 58:6-5. See Grobart v. Passaic Valley Water Commission, 135 N.J.L. 190 (E. & A. 1947).

The provisions of R.S. 58:6-1 are broad and sweeping, and would plainly empower
the Council to authorize any municipal water company to condemn property and water rights outside the municipality for the purpose of supplying customers in other municipalities.

3. Do the conclusions reached in answer to the preceding question apply to the condemnation by Jersey City of the rights vested in Dundee and in S.U.M.? The water rights of Dundee and S.U.M. derive from legislative grants rather than from riparian ownership. It has been stated in Van Reipen v. Jersey City, 58 N.J.L. 262, 267 (Sup. Ct. 1895), that where a franchise has been granted by the State, it is "exclusive, except as against the State, in the absence of express provision or necessary implication to the contrary," and that: "While the government, in the exercise of its sovereignty, may sanction the acquisition of rights resting upon prior grant, on just compensation being made, no power to take will flow from mere authority to acquire by condemnation such as they may deem it proper to obtain." Accordingly, the Court held in the Van Reipen case that Jersey City, under its general powers of condemnation for the purposes of a water supply, could not take the water rights of the Morris Canal, for which a charter had been previously granted by the State. Likewise, in S.U.M. v. Morris Canal and Banking Co., 30 N.J. Eq. 145 (Ch. 1829), the general power of eminent domain given to the Morris Canal Co. was construed not to be expropriable against the water rights of S.U.M., which had likewise acquired its rights under a charter from the State.

In view of the acquisition of water rights by Dundee and S.U.M. through legislative action, we advise that the approval of the Council under R.S. 58:6-1 should be sought for the condemnation of such water rights. The Council is vested by the Legislature with broad authority over the granting of water rights and of condemnation powers as to existing water rights, throughout the State. Charter grants for private purposes may be condemned by a municipality without prior sanction of the Council. See Buger v. Hackensack Water Co., 101 N.J.L. 518 (E. & A. 1925). A detailed analysis of the legislative grants of Dundee and S.U.M. to determine their public obligations, if any, is not warranted, however, in view of the available procedure for Council approval, within its legislative authority, for the condemnation of water rights for public, as well as private, uses.

As pointed out in City of New Brunswick v. Board of Conservation and Development, 94 N.J.L. 46 (Sup. Ct. 1919), all on opinion below, 94 N.J.L. 588, the Board (predecessor to the Water Policy and Supply Council) was the "State agency to which the Legislature had delegated the power to approve, in all cases, the statute declaring, The approval of the commission shall constitute the state's assent to the diversion of water." The function of the Council was likewise described by Justice Heter for the Supreme Court in the case of In re Plainfield Union Water Co., 11 N.J. 382, 386 (1953), as follows:

"The powers vested in the old State Water Policy Commission by R.S. 58:1-1 et seq. have been transferred to the State Division of Water Policy and Supply by L. 1945, c. 22, p. 66, N.J.S.A. 13:1A-9, for exercise by the Water Policy and Supply Council set up within the Division in accordance with the provisions of the act. The Council, in virtue of its succession to the general jurisdiction of the Water Policy Commission in relation to the State's water supplies, was clothed with 'general supervision over all sources of potable and public water supplies, including surface, subsurface and percolating waters, to the end that the same may be economically and prudently developed for public use.'"
adverse affect on the recreational opportunities afforded by the water course involved. Evidence as to these and similar factors should be admitted by the Council within reasonable limits, and they, along with water supply needs, should be accorded such weight as may be appropriate in determining whether the applicant's plans are "just and equitable" and give due regard to the interests of other parties affected.

Furthermore, under R.S. 58:1-21, the Council in granting a diversion permit may impose such conditions as it may deem appropriate in the interests of public recreation. The Council does not, however, possess authority to determine what payments, if any, should be made by the grantee in lieu of taxes, or to assess any damages resulting from the permitted diversion. Boonton v. State Water Policy Commission, 122 N.J.L. 34 (Sup. Ct. 1939); see also Pazzia v. Clifton, 14 N.J. 136, 142-143 (1953).

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: THOMAS P. COOK
Deputy Attorney General

October 25, 1957

Mr. Elmer J. Herrmann, Clerk
Essex County Board of Elections
Hall of Records
Newark, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 21

Dear Sir:

Receipt is acknowledged of your recent inquiry, on behalf of the Essex County Board of Elections, concerning certification by the Board of Elections of the results of the Military and Civilian absentee ballots cast pursuant to R.S. 19:57.

Your letter states as follows:

"What the Board wishes to have clarified is:

"1. Shall the certification by the Board to the County Clerk be in the form of Ward and District order, as to the number of votes each candidate receives, in each district, so the district total can be added to the total reported on the Statement of Results by the respective District Election Boards, or:

"2. Shall a complete tabulation be made, by the County Board, showing the total votes received by the various candidates, County Wide?""
R.S. 19:57-31 provides as follows:

"On the day of each election each county board of elections shall open in the presence of the commissioner of registration or his assistant or assistant the inner envelopes in which the absentee ballots, returned to it, to be voted in such election, are contained, except those containing the ballots which the board or the County Court of the county has rejected, and shall remove from said inner envelopes the absentee ballots and shall then proceed to count and canvass the votes cast on such absentee ballots, but no absentee ballot shall be counted in any primary election for the general election if the ballot of the political party marked for voting thereon differs from the designation of the political party in the primary election of which such ballot is intended to be voted as marked on said envelope by the county board of elections. Immediately after the canvass is completed, the respective county boards of election shall certify the result of such canvass to the county clerk or the municipal or district clerk or other appropriate officer as the case may be showing the result of the canvass by ward and district and the votes so counted and canvassed shall be counted in determining the result of said election."

In view of the specific references in the above quoted section of the Absentee Ballot Law to certification by the Board of Elections to various officers therein designated by ward and district it is our opinion that your certification of the results of the Military and Civilian absentee ballots cast should take this form and not that as suggested by the second alternative suggested by your letter.

Very truly yours,

GROVER C. RICHMAN, JR.
Attorney General

By: JAMES J. McLAUGHLIN
Deputy Attorney General

November 13, 1957

HONORABLE AARON K. NEILD
State Treasurer
State House
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 22

Dear Mr. Neild:

You have requested our opinion concerning the application of the Unfair Cigarette Sales Act of 1952, L. 1952, c. 247, N.J.S.A. 56:7-18 et seq., to situations in which cigarette manufacturers, as part of a program to promote a specified brand of cigarettes, give cigarette lighters or containers of soft drinks with the sale of cartons of such cigarettes. The cigarettes are sold for a price which is no lower than that permitted by law. Although the sales in question are made on the retail level, the manufacturer supplies the cigarette lighters or containers of soft drinks at his own cost. For the reasons hereinabove stated it is our opinion that the aforesaid practices do not violate the Act.

The only sections of the Unfair Cigarette Sales Act of 1952 which may here be applicable are N.J.S.A. 56:7-20a and N.J.S.A. 56:7-23. N.J.S.A. 56:7-20a reads as follows:

"It shall be unlawful and a violation of this act:

a. For any retailer or wholesaler with intent to injure competitors or destroy or substantially lessen competition—"
(1) to advertise, offer to sell, or sell, at retail or wholesale, cigarettes at less than cost to such a retailer or wholesaler, as the case may be.

(2) to offer a rebate in price, to give a rebate in price, to offer a concession of any kind, or to give a concession of any kind or nature whatsoever in connection with the sale of cigarettes . . . "

(emphasis supplied)

It is clear that N.J.S.A. 56:7-20a(1) is inapplicable here since the cigarettes are not sold at less than cost insofar as the retailer or wholesaler is concerned. This conclusion is unavoidable because the lighters and soft drinks are supplied at no cost to the retailer or wholesaler.

There appears to be no violation of N.J.S.A. 56:7-20a(2) since the concession which is given in connection with the sale of cigarettes is a concession on the part of the manufacturer, not of the retailer or wholesaler. However, even if we assume that such concession is attributable to the retailer or wholesaler, the fact that similar concessions are made by other retailers who deal in the brand of cigarettes which are being promoted excludes any "intent to injure competitors or destroy or substantially lessen competition," at least on the retail or wholesale level. In so concluding we are mindful of N.J.S.A. 56:7-20d by which evidence of the giving of a concession of any kind in connection with the sale of cigarettes is made prima facie evidence of intent to injure competitors and to destroy or substantially lessen competition. The prima facie presumption so made out is destroyed by the facts of this case, again assuming that the concession referred to in the statute is that of the retailer or wholesaler.

The only other section of the Act which requires consideration is N.J.S.A. 56: 7-23, which states:

"In all advertisements, offers for sale or sales involving two or more items, at least one of which items is cigarettes, at a combined price, and in all advertisements, offers for sale, or sales, involving the giving of any gift or concession of any kind whatsoever (whether it be coupons or otherwise), the retailer's or wholesaler's combined selling price shall not be below the cost to the retailer or the cost to the wholesaler, respectively, of the total costs of all articles, products, commodities, gifts and concessions included in such transactions." (emphasis supplied)

For the reasons stated above the retailer's or wholesaler's combined selling price cannot be said to be below the cost to such retailer or wholesaler since the items given gratis with sales of cigarettes are supplied by the manufacturer.

The conclusion that the practices in question do not violate the Act, at least insofar as sales below cost are concerned, is further supported by N.J.S.A. 56:7-20b, by which it is provided:

"Merchandise given gratis or payment made to a retailer or wholesaler by the manufacturer thereof for display, or advertising, or promotion purposes, or otherwise, shall not be considered in determining the cost of cigarettes to the retailer or wholesaler." (emphasis supplied)

Further, the fact that the concessions above referred to are those of the manu-
If the director does not fix consumer resale prices, he must take into consideration a reasonable return to dealers, processors and subdealers. N.J.S.A. 4:12A-22. If the director did not reset prices monthly, the handlers’ return might diminish upon an Order 27 price increase, possibly below a reasonable minimum. If the Order 27 price dropped, the return to handlers would tend to become excessive at the expense of the statutory purpose of providing maximum assurance of an adequate supply of wholesome milk to consumers. L. 1941, c. 274, preamble. Therefore, monthly adjustments of any fixed minimum consumer resale prices are necessary in the area where Order 27 determines the price the handler pays.

But if the course of adopting specific prices for one month terms were adopted, serious practical disadvantages would result. No Office of Milk Industry order is effective until fifteen days after filing with the Secretary of State. N.J.S.A. 4:12A-23. Recurrent hearings would unduly burden both the Office of Milk Industry staff and the representatives of the various groups in the milk industry who find it necessary to appear at price fixing hearings. Where the cost of processing and distribution remains substantially constant but the wholesale price fluctuates, as under Order 27, we suggest that the most effective way for determining consumer prices is to fix an increment to the Order 27 price. The Legislature anticipated this exigency by giving the director power to fix prices “under varying conditions”. N.J.S.A. 4:12A-22.

If the Office of Milk Industry exercises the power to fix consumer prices in terms of an increment to Order 27 handler prices, it must be done after a hearing at which evidence of the appropriate increment or “spread” is presented. N.J.S.A. 4:12A-23.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: William L. Boyan
Deputy Attorney General

November 7, 1957

Honorable Joseph E. McLean
Commissioner of Conservation and Economic Development
State House Annex
Trenton, New Jersey

FORMAL OPINION, 1957—No. 24

Re: New York City Release Flows in the Delaware River

Dear Commissioner:

You have requested our opinion as to the obligation of New York City to maintain release flows in the Delaware River pursuant to the 1954 decree of the United States Supreme Court in the case of New Jersey v. New York, 347 U.S. 995 (1954). The inquiry also involves the authority of the River Master to permit the City to reduce the amount of water released where the circumstances might appear to warrant such reduction.

The decree enjoins the State and City of New York from diverting water from the Delaware River “except to the extent herein authorized and upon the terms and conditions herein provided”. Various diversion rates and cumulative release flow requirements are provided for the different stages of completion of the New York City reservoir system on the Delaware River. At the present time, the New York City reservoir system has not been completed, but the Cannonsville Reservoir has not. The release from the Cannonsville Reservoir does not exceed 400 m.g.d., but requires the City to let down enough water to maintain a minimum basic flow of 1525 c.f.s. at Montague, and to make additional releases in accordance with a formula set forth in paragraphs E-1(c) and (d) of the decree.

The questions here presented arise because New York has for a considerable number of days this past summer failed to maintain either the minimum or the excess release flows. Furthermore, the River Master has permitted diversions by New York to continue in spite of these failures to make the required releases, and the basis for his action appears in the following statement submitted by him to the members of the Delaware River Advisory Committee dated October 2, 1957:

“In administering the terms of the Decree, in the interim period prior to completion of Cannonsville Reservoir, the River Master has taken the view that it would be totally unrealistic to contend that the intent of the Decree was that New York City should have to forego use of the Delaware basin reservoirs or overcome natural limitations to the extent of guaranteeing that the release capacity would be sufficient to maintain a flow of 1525 c.f.s at Montague at all times. Because of the various extenuating circumstances brought about by the current unprecedented drought, the emergency facing New York City necessitating shutting down the Delaware Aqueduct for cleaning, the change in pattern of operation of the Wallenpaupack power plant, and the physical condition of the constructed release works, it is the view of the River Master that during the 1957 low flow season to date, releases from Neversink and Pepacton Reservoirs, as limited by the capacity of the release works, has constituted acceptable compliance in carrying out the intent of the Decree. This is not to be construed as setting a precedent for future operations.”

The questions before us were recently passed upon by the Attorney General of Delaware, and on July 18, 1957 he rendered an opinion to the Delaware State Geologist.

He concluded that under the terms of the decree, the City’s right to divert water from the Delaware River is conditioned upon its meeting its obligations to release sufficient water to maintain at all times a minimum flow of 1525 c.f.s. at Montague until the Cannonsville project is completed; that the City may not divert any water from the Delaware except upon complying with this condition, which is unqualified; and that the River Master may not permit diversions by New York without first having determined that the present release requirements and the requirements for the predictable future can be met.

For the reasons given in the opinion of the Delaware Attorney General, we fully concur in his conclusions as above stated. As we have already noted, the Supreme Court enjoins New York from diverting water from the Delaware River except upon the terms and conditions set forth in the decree; and while the City is permitted at the present stage to divert 400 m.g.d., the decree specifically states that “in no event shall such diversion impair the obligation of the City to make the releases hereinafter specified”. (Underlining ours). In view of the unqualified language used by the Court, the City cannot plead impossibility of maintaining release flows because of the structure of its release works, while it continues to divert in violation of the Supreme Court’s injunction.
Not do we find any authority in the River Master to allow New York to cut down its releases below the minimum while it continues to divert. An examination of the duties and responsibilities of the River Master as set forth in the decree indicates that his functions are ministerial rather than discretionary so far as the amounts of the minimum release flow is concerned. He must "administer the provisions of this decree relating to yields, diversions and releases so as to have the provisions of this decree carried out with the greatest possible accuracy." The provision that "compliance by the City with directions of the River Master with respect to such releases shall be considered full compliance with the requirements" of the decree in respect to the basic minimum flow of 1,225 c.f.s. does not, in our opinion, vest discretionary authority in the River Master to permit a relaxation of the minimum flow requirements under extenuating circumstances. So long as the decree remains in its present form, New York and the River Master must comply with its express terms.

In our opinion, relief by way of equitable apportionment during dry seasons can be granted only by further action of the Supreme Court, which might take the form either of a relaxation provision as was written in the original Montague formula in the 1931 decree, or of vesting authority in the River Master to adjust the release flow requirements in cases of unforeseen hardship. By paragraph X of the decree, the Supreme Court has retained jurisdiction of the matter, so that any of the parties may at any time apply at the foot of the decree for other or further relief. Until the decree is so modified, New York and its sister downstream states have the right to insist upon literal compliance with its terms by New York and the River Master.

Very truly yours,

Grover C. Richman, Jr.
Attorney General

By: Thomas F. Cook
Deputy Attorney General
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